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INTRODUCTION

This PDF document is a compilation of  all  the threads on the  Southern Fist Forum 
where individuals from all ranks and lineages describe their practices, applications and 
thoughts of the Hung Gar form Gung Gee Fook Fu Kuen.

As new information is posted on the site, I will update this document and release a new 
PDF when applicable. I will notify of new updates on the forum.

The PDF have been setup in such a way that if you print it with pages on each side 
(first print uneven numbered pages, then re-insert pages, and print even pages) that 
you can easily insert the pages in a binder without ending up with holes in the text. Also 
I will try to use as less color as possible for easy printing purposes.

I have tried to stay true as much as possible as to the original threads. However, I 
removed some content here and there, such as tag lines, which IMO in a document as 
this only eats up space and is not contributing in the end. 
The idea of sharing all this information started out in two threads, the two “First Draft's” 
which ultimately ended up in separate threads for each few steps. The information of 
the first few steps were copied over from the original two drafts to this second idea of 
dividing the information up in consumable chunks. As some posts might get displaced a 
lot if were to follow the second idea only, I kept all the threads as they are. Also, this will 
leave intact the discussion on the fact that this information IS being shared despite the 
lineages etc. the contributors come from. 

I would like to end with a big thank you to all those who contributed to this thread and 
made all this information available. Also a big thanks to CJ for releasing the posters 
with the forms, I used the Gung Gee for the base of the images in this document, as 
that gave me a bit higher resolution resulting in better quality prints.

In case you would like to contact me for any reason, you can do so per email  .  

Asmo / Jeroen Kloppenburg
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NOTES

a)  The  forum  is  making  use  of  the  ~  symbol  to  separate  variables  in  URLs. 
Unfortunately, the Acrobat software keeps translating them into Unicode, which means 
that the direct URLs to the individual threads are not working correctly. I will leave the 
URLs however for the moment this gets fixed. At least you can copy/paste the URLs 
now if you want to move to the thread online :)

b)  I use blue for quoted text, to make it quickly recognizable as quoted text,  and red 
colored text for my own remarks where needed. 
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RELEASES

version date Release details
0.1 1 June 2005 Test release, testing format, asking for comments, etc.

0.2 – 0.8 Internal 'in progress' releases
0.9 6 June 2005 First public release. Updated 43-46 thread with 2 new posts.
1 19 Oct 2005 First full release. Added sections 76-77, 78, 79-82 and 83 ->

Removed the nick colors, they were a PITA.
1.1 20 Oct 2005 Fixed non-working hyperlinks within the document.

Added new posts from the 83 and further thread.
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FIRST DRAFT PART 1
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~1037.asp

AndyT
In the spirit of the forum, I think it would be a good idea to take a form apart peice by 
peice and discuss it in detail. I would like to start with Gungji since it is a pillar form and 
contains all the various parts of Hung Gar. We can explain how to generate power, or 
how to express the power as we go along.

The version I study is the one taught by Sifu Wing Lam. Yours may be different.

From the basic attention stance (feet 1 inch apart, hands at sides), you bring your fists 
up to chamber. As you bring your fists up, you should be collecting energy. Imagine you 
are picking up a large amount of weight as you bring them up. At the same time, you 
should be rolling your fingers in pinky first to make a tight fist. At the completion of the 
movement,  you should  have  your  fists  chambered  and  loaded  with  the  power  you 
collected on the way up.

Anyone disagree? Agree? Comments?

This is only the first small step of the form. I would like to keep each step fairly simple 
so that its easier to digest.

N/A
Move was taught mostly same for me, except for...

..the pinky detail. Never heard of that bit.

Before starting to roll fists up, I was told to relax completely.

On the breathing during chamber, Sifu always told me to do the breathing in with two 
stages. First, bring the fists up to chamber at about waist height. By the time they are 
there, the diaphragm should be all the way down, lots of pressure into lower abdomen.
Second, bring the chambered hands up higher - about midway on the rib cage - and 
expand the chest to get even more air in.

LGH
Great Topic Andy...I hope that the post carrys through to the end, it will be quite a read 
and we will see alot of the variations in the different branches that we have here.

Firstly, I  have seen Lam Sifu's Gung gi performed and the one that I saw was very 
close to the one that we do.

On the "chambering of the fists", we draw them up, relaxed, and pull the elbows tight to 
the rear, chin up, and chest out.

Smee
Yeah - great topic. I've learned the movements of the form and am practicing it a lot. I 
might not be able to offer much to the thread but I'll read it with interest.

AndyT
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By rolling your fingers in order you get a tighter fist. Pinky, Ring, Middle, Pointer fingers 
in that order, and tuck the thumb last. This gives you a much tighter fist than just balling 
your hands up.

n/a
Its shame we have no one from the Guang Dong style, hope I spelt that right ;-). I have 
seen about four different versions of Gung Gee, the Lam Cho lineage, the Wing Lam 
lineage, My Lineage Fung Hok Biu and the Guang Dong lineage. Most of those from 
Hong Kong vary only slightly in character. My version varys alot. But the version I saw 
from Guang Dong has about 20 more moves, and techniques I have never seen in any 
other branch. The format is the same, but with extras and slight derviations. Anyway, 
sorry to steal your thunder a slight aside.

tparkersf
Hi AndyT,
GREAT topic. I have nothing to add since I am not at that form just yet, but I wanted to 
add my support for this idea. I am hoping to learn this form after I finish the current one 
I am doing. So hopefully I can follow along shortly!!!

Mysteri
sorry to temporarily stray off topic, but...tom- i was under the impression that most every 
school teaches gung ji first(sorry, i'm not hung ga). may i ask what form ur learnin first? 
what forms do u other schools teach first? i know some schools(like ours) traditionally 
would start w/ a form (that may not even be part of the system) to test a beginning 
students persistence. again, sorry to stray off topic, j/c...

"It  is not how much you know but how well you have mastered what you've learnt. 
When  making ana$$essment  of  one's  martial  arts training one should  measure the 
depth rather than the length".

Illusionfist
Actually a lot  of  hung gar schools  teach minor forms before Gung Gee now. Some 
forms that are taught before Gung Gee are Lau Gar Kuen, Mui Fa Kuen, Sup Suet Sau, 
Jin Sau Kuen, Chum Sam Jeung, etc.

TenTigers
we open our set a little diferent; we first bring our hands up palms up to about eyebrow 
height, then roll our hands into fist, wrapping the thumb over the first finger, then pull 
the fists to chamber while bending the knees. We then open up into yee ji kim yeung 
ma-open heels, toes,heels,toes agin to form a slightly wider base. one note, by rolling 
pinky first, the beginner often makes the mistake of over clenching the pinky and ring 
finger, thus didtorting the shape of the fist. The last two metatarsals 'float' meaning they 
flex more and by clenching the pinky and ring finger they pull down the metatarsals. 
Boxer's breaks are more likely to happen. By clenching the indes and ring fingers, the 
fist stays square both across the front and the top. Contact is through bone alignment 
and not clenching. You can hit with a slightly open fist as long as alignment is straight. 
Not suggested, but just as a demonstration of bone alignment. (if ya wanna impress 
your friends, you can do an inch punch holding an egg in your hand and with proper 
alignment  -and  practice-wear  a  poncho-the  egg will  not  break)Someone,  not  to  be 
mentioned used to demo this as a showing of his ch'i..yeah, uh-huh...not ch'i-gung, ch'i-
ting.
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n/a
Okay - so we have our hands chambered. We just took a big deep breath.

Before we transition to the next move - anybody want to muse on the WHY of this 
particular move? Questions and thoughts:

- Is it just a preparation for the next move?
- Is it just an energy collecting/breathing exercise?
- Does it have a value of its own, defense or attack-wise?

My reflections:
I was never given an explanation for this move, but my thoughts always were:
1. it is about power collecting - both for short-term use and as long term exercise
2. it is partly a setup for the next move
3. it could be (maybe, never tried it) as a move to respond to a grab from behind or front 
- the elbows coming up, the expanding chest... it begins to break an opponent's hold - I 
also believe that the outward strike that follows continues that break

With TenTiger's version (hands up to eyebrow, then chambered back), one can imagine 
an elbow strike in there - and could also envision the rising hands as a response to 
something like a grab (Fu Hok seems to have something similar)

thoughts? The above is purely my own reflection.

AndyT
Wayne, you read my mind on the 'Whys' and Wherefores' of this movement.

Here is a format we can use until something better presents itself.

1. Describe the movement.
2. What is the movement about? What do we learn from it?
3. What are it's applications?
4. What Might it be?
Reviews to redefine the movement based on discussion.

LSW  says of  this starting position that  the head can support  a thousand pounds.  I 
woulda$$ume from the skeletal alignment.
He mentions the Dan-tien and the four body parts. (Heart*Thought?*, feet, ears, eyes)
He also describes a state of awareness you should strive for here.

I would also add a double elbow strike backwards at the chambered position itself.

Breathing your collected power into the Dan-tien (Lower abdomen) brings the power to 
the level of the strike you make in the next move with the slicing palms. (Knife Hand).

The unspoken question here is, Does Chi have to travel inside your body, ie; from your 
lower abdomen up thru your chest and then down your arms in order to reach your 
hands? Or can it be directed straight thru? Personally, I think it can be directed.
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If anyone can think of other applications for this movement, by all means, please chime 
in with them.

To Review:
1. Begin in a relaxed standing position with your hands at your sides. Head straight, 
eyes forward (On imaginary enemy).

2. Bring your hands to mid chest level (Chamber), with your elbows back. (If you are a 
part  of  TenTigers  Lineage  *which  is  what  please?*  then  you  will  do  instead  the 
following) "we first bring our hands up palms up to about eyebrow height, then roll our 
hands into fist, wrapping the thumb over the first finger, then pull the fists to chamber 
while  bending  the  knees.  We  then  open  up  into  yee  ji  kim  yeung  ma"  Translate 
Please"-open toes then heels-opposite from LSW."

3. As your hands raise, collect power, (Imagine lifting weight) dumping it into the dan-
tien for possibly immediate (Elbow strike to rear?, Breaking hold? Uppercut?) or later 
use.

4. During this you should be breathing in, taking on a full supply of oxygen, filling the 
dan-tien area with as much as you can by using the diaphram, and then expanding the 
chest to accept as much as possible.

Next Move:
The next movement is of course, Slicing palms.
When you open your fists into knife hand, you should be transferring the power you 
collected into them. Think of them as iron ballons filling with power as they straighten 
out. As your hands move outward, they should be flowing (water) without tension, and 
carrying half the collected Chi on each one. Strike as if you are slicing a pair of knives 
thru the body to emerge on the far side. Do not aim for the surface of the body, aim 
beyond it.

Your breathing here should be controlled outward. Use the diaphram to control your 
breathing. Why should you breathe out here? Is it easier to coordinate outward Chi flow 
with outward breathing? Or more likely because you just breathed in all you can and 
now have to start letting it out. This would still make sense on putting the direction of 
different flows together to aid in coordination and timing.

What MIGHT it be? It might be an exercise where you move a ball of chi around as a 
standing meditative sort of thing.

Wayne,  I  know  I  did  not  cover  all  the  points,  but  this  is  long  enough  I  think 
already.Sorry, I guess it was my turn to get long winded.

n/a
1. Start in Ready Stance.

Hand cross block infront you roll the fists over before forming fists behind the body.

Shoulders are drawn back, hips locked forward. You draw the hands up, like lifting a 
weight.  Basically,  dyanmic  tension.  Take  four  deep  breaths,  i.e  abdomenal 
breathing/lower diaphram breathing.
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Draw the fists up till they are under the armpits. Then finger flick before slicing palms.

2. The inital roll, is to break out of a wrist grab. By placing your arms behind your back 
and pulling your shoulders back, your chest cannot expand and contract. So you have 
to use
the lower diaphram to breath. A subtle piece of body mechanics. The arm raising I treat 
as dynamic tensioning, with the fists turned inwards you place a great deal of tension 
on up part of the arm.

Finally you concentrate on the fingers, the flick trains finger strength.

3 & 4.  What  are the applications? Dont  know, perhaps there arent  any.  Could this 
section be a body building exercise. Its not impossible that the martial value is of less 
importance in this section then the body building exercise. Its one line of thought.

n/a
    quote:Originally posted by AndyT:
    ...snip...

    Next Move:
    The next movement is of course, Slicing palms.

    ...snip...

So, the way I learned it was almost exactly the same, but slightly different on the power 
emphasis.

1. Describe the movement.
Create two knife hands, turned sideways, begin to push out. Push out using dynamic 
tension.  At the same time,  push the chi and air down to the dan tien,  holding your 
breath. You continue pushing out with hands, down with diaphragm and holding your 
breath until the hands are 3/4 of the way out. At this point, you release the air through 
the mouth, open throat. You go slowly with the move, taking longer to exhale than you 
did to inhale.
By the time the move is done,  the hands are out fully extended in front.  The lungs 
should be almost empty - but not quite.

2. What is the movement about? What do we learn from it?
The breathing pattern is almost exactly the same way that I was taught to do the bridge 
hands (the one with the index finger extended... name was chiao sao, or something - I 
do not do Chinese at all). We did a lot of this type of breathing along with dynamic 
tension in our kwoon. I alwaysa$$umed we were developing strength and power. The 
breathing is a bit similar to the way you do weight lifting, or other tasks that require a 
great deal of exertion with the move.

3. What are it's applications?
I also thought there were two possibilities, but only one I understood.
3.1 Breaking a hold from behind
After  the  rising  arms from the  previous  move,  your  chest  has  more  circumference, 
hence harder to hold. This should have weakened the opponent's hold a bit. The arms 
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shooting forward then finish the break. The angle of the arms moving forward does not 
directly oppose the strength of the grip - instead, it wedges its way out... which seems 
like it would work pretty well. Not sure, have not tried, but it sounds good to the old 
brain.

3.2 Strike with the knife hands
This is the visually obvious application, and explains the knife hands. My problem has 
always been "Strike what and where?" There is a lot of meat and muscle on the torso, 
so indiscriminately striking with the fingers sounds like a very bad idea. However, sifu 
was always very particular about the height of the hands, so I figured he had something 
in mind.

Now, aamc... your move - it sounds like you are in horse stance already. On the form I 
know, and from the way AndyT sounds, we are not going to be in horse stance for 
another four or five moves. Also, the moves you describe sound sorta like the same 
moves I do once there, so for sake of synchronization we might want to wait a few 
steps? Do you agree?

n/a
Nope not  in  Horse  stance  yet.  So  far,  the  movement  is  still  the  same,  maybe  my 
descriptions  are  not  the  most  accurrate,  but  I  know from my observations  that  the 
motions are pretty much the same at the moment.

Maybe its the phrase ready stance,  but  I  mean attension  stance or natural  stance, 
whatever you want to call it.

tparkersf
Hi Ten Tigers,

Our Hung Gar curriculum starts with Lau Gar and moves to Gung Gee. We don't have 
many of those other intro forms other people have like Butterfly Pams, Arrow Hand, etc. 
In the old days people needed to stand in the horse stance for a year, as the stories go. 
So, I think, we practice other sets as we build up our legs and get condition. i am not 
sure if that is the intent, but that is what it seems to me. Our lineage incorporated some 
northern sets which brings in the benifits of agility and speed. We do Gung Lik Kuen 
and Jeet Kuen. Some may cringe at that, but they are good sets and do help to round 
out  our  knowledge  of  kung fu.  These  are  not  major  forms  in  our  lineage,  but  are 
begginer forms.

In my personal case, I also learned the Monkey Staff. My teacher likes to get people in 
small groups and advance them together. So I learned the staff with one of my sihings.

Anyways, sorry for the interruption, lets get back to Gung Gee!

AndyT
I'm trying to keep the pace slow for different reasons. Not all of us are able to get to the 
forum everyday and  it's  only  fair  and  right  that  we should  give everyone  an equal 
chance at posting comments. And for those like myself that need numerous rounds with 
the editor and spell checker...
I think 48-72 hours is a good figure. That gives each of us a chance to think out our 
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post a bit before tossing it in. Although you should not let that hinder you from posting 
of course. Also, I know how much I'm enjoying ripping it apart in such detail. It's the only 
way to really explore it fully in my humble opinion.

Wayne, I agree with the wedge. It makes perfect sense. And it also gives a perfect 
example of the use for iron bar training.

Are'nt the kidneys right about that height?

Next Question:
In all the above, is there an element/animal relationship we should be aware of?

n/a
    quote:Originally posted by AndyT:

    ... snip ...
    Are'nt the kidneys right about that height?
    ... snip ...

I  have always been  vague on the  appropriate  height  for  that  strike..  but  to  hit  the 
kidneys, don't you have to come in more from the side and back? I believe there is stuff 
(I am pretty sure that "stuff"  is the correct technical terms - either that, or "things" - 
although, I have to admit, that from photos I have seen, I think "goop" and "gunk" would 
be better words) between the front of the ribcage and and the kidneys, right? Like, the 
lungs, or the liver or something? Also, the ribcage runs at totally the wrong angle to 
penetrate with the hand in that direction. You would want the hand palm up or palm 
mostly down to penetrate between the ribs. Kidney shots are usually a bashing motion - 
like with a fist.

It  seems to  me that  you HAVE to  be  hitting  somewhere  else  -  but  again,  where? 
Floating ribs? Anybody got a clue?

TenTigers
 before we extend the 'slicing knife hands' we very slightly twist our torso (inches here) 
to the right while inhaling and pulling the scapula back, opening up the thoracic region. 
The air is drawn all the way down to dan tien, and packed until the entire body is filled. 
We  do  'reverse  breathing'  which  draws  the  diaphragm  in  slightly  during  inhalation. 
Reverse breathing energizes the body, so we a re-charging and 'reving the engines', so 
to speak. Did you notice that Gung Ji Fook Fu Kuen is the only form that begins with 
Hei  Gung  BEFORE  even  opening  up  the  bow?  To  continue,  the  knife  hands  are 
pressed foward, at about soalr plexus height,with slight tension.At extension, the body 
closes and faht ging at the end.Exhale throughout movement, leading the hei to through 
the arms, while also circulating through the body and down intothe earth. Sink and root. 
I was taught that chuin ging (inch power) is inherent in all strikes. Knowing where to 
tense, and release tension is the key.
As far as application is concerned, just because the strike is foward in the form does 
not nessasarily mean thet the opponent is in front. Strikes can go to front, back, side, 
crook of arm to bend, back of arm to break, etc. The issue here IMHO, is one of power 
issuing, opening and closing of the body, sinking, and faht-ging. This movement can be 
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extracted  from  the  form  and  performed  in  repetitions,  as  it  is  a  powerful  hei-gung 
exercise. Gung-Ji is also mapping out your training. Each movement can be isolated. 
The form is the Siu-Lum syllabus encapsulated-therefore it has to be taken apart,and 
expanded upon. In the temple, these movements might have been hours of separate 
exercises,  just  as  Tiet  Sien  Kuen  was  first  a  series  of  exercises  before  being  put 
together as a form. Yes? No? (heck, I'm makin half this s** up anyway!)-jes' kiddin!

AndyT
A question Answered from LSW's  book. Step 2-3 *Translation available here*  (Edit: 
Unfortunately, this website no longer excists)

As you can see, you are aiming to break the ribs.

n/a
Wayne, i have been taugh to breath in the exact same way as you mentioned in your 
previous post  about  inhale  and sink  the  air  into  the  dan  tien  and  hold  there  while 
performing  the  movement.  I  have  talked  with  many  people  about  this  method  of 
breathing and they continuously say never to "hold" your breath. They say the way i am 
practising in wrong and not to do it. Sifu of course swears by this breathing method and 
so do i. My question is that others have posted saying to let your breath out slowly. So, 
basically are these differences in the lineage or just an incorrect method?

Also, i am not i understand. When the knife hands are pushing out, are they pointed 
staright out or are they pointed up towards the sky?

n/a
    quote:Originally posted by AndyT:
    ...snip...

    As you can see, you are aiming to break the ribs.[/navy]

    ...snip...

So, the translation there is...
"If an opponent uss a double hook to catch me or attack me, I twist and hit to break the 
ribs."

Yeah, and I totally don't get it. I cannot see how the twist comes in, and I really don't 
buy the finger strike/rib break thing.

n/a
    quote:Originally posted by TraditionalFu:
    ..snip...

    Also, i am not i understand. When the knife hands are pushing out, are they pointed 
staright out or are they pointed up towards the sky?

    ..snip...
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I was taught straight out, palms facing each other.

AndyT
In the Jessica Lee/Hamby version it says, "I will strike side way to the ribs".
I learned that your hands should be pointed at the sky because you are using the side 
of the hand (The knife edge) for the strike.

LGH
With the "slicing knife hands" we perform them at collarbone height. It strikes through 
this area disrupting balance and causing injury to the flexible bones. Any striking energy 
will  be  cut  off  as  this  is  also  a  path  that  the  energy has  to  flow through  for  your 
opponent to strike you with his arms.

This  is  also  the  first  technique  to  use  an  "internal"  breathing  sound,  which  comes 
straight from the vibrating of the diaphram.

AndyT
I think we are ready for the next step. Wayne, would you care to introduce it?

TenTigers
two things before we go on,; as far as 'holding the breath' it is not holding per se, but 
containing  the  breath  while  'breathing  off  the  top  of  your  breath'  (my Sifu's  words) 
meaning, that you are packing the breath, and have a reserve, but you casn still breath.
Ok, number next-if the fingers are facing up, you are forming what some schools call fut 
jeurng-buddha  palm.  the  strike  can  thrust  foward  with  the  edge  of  the  palm  right 
into(through) the sternum, if  your opponent throws hooks, or sow choy, with a slight 
twist, you are facing the centerline-not of his body but of the attack-one hand intercepts 
the strike, the other slams into the sternum, or you can do the same to the outside gate 
and strike floating ribs, side of ribs, or kidney-they all break. another way of looking at 
this technique, is if you bring the foreams higher and closer to the head before bringing 
them out, you have protection, and can enter your opponent's guard,hook the back of 
his  head,  and  use  elbow strikes,hand  strikes  whatever.  This  entry  is  similar  to  the 
opening movement on the Wooden Man, and is also used in a similar fashion by Royce 
Gracie when he enters. Try it!-my two cents

TenTigers
oh, btw, if we ever finish this, we should all send in our profiles and print this up into 
volumes-the first time so many people from all different families collaborated on a book 
of this type or any other.We are definately making history here.

AndyT
Once we finish the entire form, I plan on adding colorized pictures of LSW (From the 
existing books) and most of the text included here into a PDF file for free download. 
Everything will be arranged for the English speaker. (Left to right, Top to bottom.)
So, please be sure to give proper credit for your Sifu's and their lineages when you 
post.  I  want  to  make  sure  all  the  information  makes  it  to  the  final  PDF  version. 
Hopefully, this will be the best reference on the form available anywhere.
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LGH
I agree Ten Tigers, this is unpresidented stuff...this is what we all want to know, what 
the other schools of our family are doing...it is great to both find that others do things 
the  same  as  one  does,  and  equally  gratifying  to  find  another  way  to  look  at  the 
movement.

It would be a shame to stop the way that this is going...real good stuff to know what we 
are all doing regardless if it is the way that one does it or another, it is the way that it is 
being done...variations make us stronger and let us understand each other better...all 
good.

Another  note  on the  "slicing palms"  answer that  I  referred  to  a  few posts  ago...we 
perform them with the fingers pointing up ward and the heel part of the knife hands are 
actually doing the striking.
As  far  as  the  application  to  the  collarbone  area,  there  is  a  nerve  bundle  (brachial 
plexus) that travels through the neck down under the clavical, through the shoulder, and 
out the arm where it splits and travels down three areas of the arm. The radial nerve 
which travels down the outside edge of the arm, the median nerve which travels down 
the center of the arm, and the ulnar nerve which travels down the inside edge of the 
arm.

A strike to the collarbone or to the inside of  the rotor cuff  (inner circular part of  the 
shoulder, pressure point brachial plexus tie-in, still comprised of the three nerves listed) 
then you will cut off the energy flow to the opponent's arm. Which is a pressure point.

LGH
Perhaps Wayne is not with us this evening, I will introduce the next movement...

Both palms turn inward to face towards you, your arms stay extended to where they 
were in the previous movement. Note that the elbows will sink towards the floor as the 
flow of energy changes strengthening the bridges.

Inhale you turn the palms inward...

n/a
    quote:Originally posted by AndyT:

    Once we finish the entire form, I plan on adding colorized pictures of LSW (From the 
existing books) and most of the text included here into a PDF file for free download. 
Everything will be arranged for the English speaker. (Left to right, Top to bottom.)
    So, please be sure to give proper credit for your Sifu's and their lineages when you 
post.  I  want  to  make  sure  all  the  information  makes  it  to  the  final  PDF  version. 
Hopefully, this will be the best reference on the form available anywhere.

What would be really nice would be a multi-column side by side comparison of the form 
from different lineages at the points where the sets deviate.

Further, the applications. A lot of books out there skimp on the applications. They will 
show you the whole set, and then maybe a few applications - or if they do it move by 
move, they show you only one possibility.
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I have to agree with the others, this kind of sharing of ideas is unusual, at might yield 
something otherwise previously unseen.

n/a
So, LGH, I am having a hard time what we are calling the next move here, but here is 
how I would describe it to someone:

Description:
1. turn palms upward
2. curling hands back toward your body by bending at the elbows - just like a bicep flex 
- breath in deeply during the entire movement
3. while curling the hands back, make your hands into fists - although I believe I was 
never told to do so, I always bend the wrist in, causing a flexing of the inner forearm 
and lengthening of the outer forearm

What is movement about?
I believe there is an energy collection thing here. However, going to application..

What is the application?
LSW's book says this is to counter a grab from behind. From the move before it, this 
does not make as much sense. Your arms are out front,  which means a grab from 
behind would get around the ribcage, and your arms are not inside the grab. As such, 
pulling them back probably (?) won't do anything - unless someone has a better grasp 
on this than me.
In isolation, with your arms at sides, it seems right. I prefer the similar move in Fu Hok, 
where you drop to horse and pull the arms up, but it looks close to the same thing. Also, 
doing it this way, your hands are closer to the opponents, which makes me believe that 
you are setting up for the possibility of doing some sort of grab (although that does not 
seem to follow the rest of the form).

AndyT
1. Describe the movement.
Good description Wayne. I think the wrist position is based on what type of punch you 
are delivering to the attacker (His arm around your neck).

2. What is the movement about? What do we learn from it?
I think this form also teaches us that every movement can be used to generate power. I 
try and see the applications as I do each movement to help me with the correct 'feel' of 
the motion.

3. What are it's applications?
What if the grab is to the neck or head? I can see how it would go towards handling that 
easily. You could pull someone into a throw and dislodge him from your throat. Or you 
could use a Phoenix Eye punch on the back of his hand and elbow on pressure points 
which would allow you to escape his control. Or both. This is based on my idea of the 
next part of the form as 'pushing my enemys arms off me'.

I do plan on including all the relevant text in the final form. The order may change a bit 
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as items are placed in with the correct section of discussion. This means you can make 
a comment on any part of the form at anytime and I will put it in the right place. I also 
plan on including a brief bio (100 words or so) of each contributor, so be thinking about 
that as well. One last thing, In no particular order, I'm sending out private messages to 
people asking if they would like to introduce the next step. So check your messages 
each time you visit.

LGH
Yes Wayne, I agree, you did give a clear description of the move.
I was breaking it down even smaller, just at the turn of the wrists..then on to the pulling 
of the hands as they clench on the way inward...same movement, but our breathing is 
different.

We inhale on the turning of the wrist (palms pointing upward)
Then exhale as you pull the hands inward clenching them in close to the chest.

HaSayFu
One request, can we get the "next movement" onto a new thread. This thread is hard 
enough to follow as it is.

I'm curious that  bean curd, df  and Subitai  have not posted to this.  To be honest,  I 
wasn't going to post either because this seemed like such a basic move but I was the 
one to encourage it and I do like that everyone is sharing. If you look on the old posts, I 
actually requested that we do exactly this about  6 months ago but no one took the 
challenge. Andy, I hope you keep it up.

There are too many comments to touch on all of them and while I like your format, I'm 
taking Advanced member liberties and deviate from it .

What I write from here on out is how I teach it and while it differs from what others have 
posted, I'm not saying my way is more right or not. I will however, cite where I can, the 
thoughts behind my answers.

First the set as a whole. You have to understand that this set is used as the beginner 
set and the most advanced. For our purposes here, we should keep it at a beginner-
intermediate level because the advance stuff  is hard to explain and is usually better 
shown or discussed with people who have a similar base to draw from.

That  said,  at  all  levels  movements  1 & 2 are about  gathering energy and mentally 
preparing yourself. The chamber is a ready position. It is neither offense or defense. 
That's what LSW means when he talks about empty and actual.

On breathing, I'm not going to deep on this but my training says to fill the lungs then 
compress  to  the  dan  tien.  The  hold  the  breath  thing  is  like  ten  tigers  said.  You're 
holding the compression in the dan tien. you could talk a normal sentence as the hands 
move out and at the end still have a full breath to exhale.

Didn't we cover pushing the knife hands out in another thread? Look that up. The key 
here is not the attack but getting the energy out to the knife hands. Done slowly with the 
body linked. Either out at chest level (Wing Lam version) or down at the dan tien the 
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concept is the same. (if you look at at the tit sin book, LSW has his hands up, gung 
Gee, they are down) Link the body. I like chest level for the Qi aspects.

As for what LSW wrote about the attack, I don't know that we should cover that at the 
same time. That's a whole different thing because it covers stuff that isn't in the form.

For instance #3 says, the knife hands are the wai-bong-sau-faat or outward arm block 
method. So for application this is the movement.

It goes on to say, IF my opponent covers me with wing hands (or hooks depending on 
translation) use po-pai(”j ”r)which was translated as break the ribs. Po can be literally 
break and Pai can be literally ribs.

But  he  is  referring  to  the  classic  Hung Gar  technique  Po-Pai-Sau.  The  po-pai-sau 
technique is explicitly displayed in fu-hok right after you take a very similar position. 
(#25-#26)

It  makes  a  lot  of  sense if  you consider  what  attacks  can happen  after  you do the 
knifehand.

Zenaphobe
I am learning Gung Gee Kuen currently and believe I am about half way through the 
form.

The only difference so far I see is that we begin the form bya$$uming the "pidgeon toe" 
stance. Heels apart and toes about 2" or so away from each other and sinking the body 
down slightly.

Interesting topic!
Tomhungkuen

Re : running the strand.

This is an exerlent topic but i can see it geting a litle out of hand so i thought I would 
make a sugestion on how to run it.

A new strand for each move makes sence that way those who wish to follow the moves 
can do so easily whilst those who wish to discuss the moves in depth can also do so.

How about  the  person who started the strand nominate a few people to  move the 
strand along. That way we dont lose imputus and peter out.

It can be difficult to seperate one move from another so if we let the nominees deside 
how to  run it.  it  will  give us a fixed  reffenence wich we can work from even if  we 
disagree.

As for limmiting the discussion topics to keep it simple Im against it. But how about a 
selection of topic headings that we could use in our positngs to esily idintify the subejt 
eg. Attacks, defences, breathing, that sort of thing.

Tomhungkuen
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Re: sequence of steps

Just to throw a minor spaner in the works. after the double snake strike outwards. I 
open my hands out palm upward in a move called open the book.

Then sweep both arms backwards and down so that they end up below the level of the 
hips with the arms relaxed.

Then strike upward with a double cupercut to the chin.

Tomhungkuen
Re : breathing

There are a lot of possiblilities with breathing. But a good fall back possisiton is when in 
dout breath normaly.

If  you can pracice your forms whilst holding a normal conversation you are showing 
good breath controll and you are not going to indure youself.

n/a
Seems I have missed 2 movements. ;-)

Slicing palms.
1. As most have described before.
A slow exhaling breath, with tensioning in the arms. The fingers pulled back to maintain 
tension in the forearms.

2. Again I believe its part of the dynamic tensioning, internal training. Another Key thing 
is something that  TenTigers touched upon,  which is opening and closing the joints. 
When you draw your fists up, your opening the body. When you shot forward, you are 
closing the body, The shoulders after being drawn back, now shoot forward. You might 
also compress your spine, this something that'll have to do a little more training in, and 
enquiry about.

3.4 Applications. Well already had numerous good applications, strike wise, I presonally 
think that its a collar bone strike. Its the right weapon for attacking the collar bone.
Defenfing, your elbow is down and in, so it can be used as an intercepting block, as 
TenTigers said to the inside of the elbow, even to the shoulder to inhibit the motion of 
the arm.

Rising upcut.
1. Turn palms up, Form fist. Double raise,
angle between forearm and bicep is 100 - 110 degrees. Short exhale, sound is 'hmm' .

2. Again, we are now expanding the body as after closing it we now open.

3. Well upper cut, but also if someone bear hugs you from behind with their arms over 
yours then you can raise arms, before elbowing them, aka, Fu Hok.

Oh well, thats my guess.
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Ctoepker 
    quote:Originally posted by AndyT:

    In the Jessica Lee/Hamby version it says, "I will strike side way to the ribs".
    I learned that your hands should be pointed at the sky because you are using the 
side of the hand (The knife edge) for the strike.

A quick note on the translations. While I am happy to see that the 'ribs' translation was 
arrived at seperately, there is an alternate. ç ´æŽ’ could also be translated as 'break 
free' in the given context.

As for the finished product, the line drawings will be replaced with the historical photos 
of LSW. Eventually.

As for more input on the thread, I have too say that this too much minutia for me. A side 
project I  have been working on is to show comparitive video. I  have requested that 
practioners  from various  lineages participate  by  sending  video of  themselves doing 
what they call Gungji and they will be displayed on hunggar.org. This is obviously going 
to take some time, and participation is voluntary.

AndyT
I fully realize that this particular method of dissecting the form leads to excess, I also 
feel it is an excellent outlet and learning tool for many of us. At this time, I do not wish 
to change the method of this thread since it is working, albeit  clumsily. Slow steady 
improvements will be made as the thread matures with the form.

TenTigers
frankly, I vote to keep things as they are. Too much mitutia means everyone's wheels 
are turning, why censure what is a groundbreaking
experience? And why limit it to a few? Others have more to add more power to them-
and us. We all benefit in the long run-no matter how long the run is.
We open up from that position it seems similarly to Tomhungkuen's version,we circle 
our palms to the outside(elbows pretty stationary, but the forearm is circling as well) to 
come up under the opponent's bridge (tok)in double palm up position. Again the last 
inch or so is where you faht-ging. Application can range from raising opponent's bridge 
to upward elbow dislocation, to upward inverted spearhand strike, or palm strike. The 
curling of the biceps are pretty much the same.

DF
Nice to see everyone is sharing and exchanging ideas. I have not been participating in 
this particular discussion is because in my "line" there is no "set" way of doing any of 
the form. The way we go about the form is depend on how we feel at that particular 
moment. If we want to train for applications, the intend is diff thus the form will be done 
slightly diff. If we want to train for power/gung the emphasis is diff thus again the form is 
done differently. So it is very hard for me to explain or write how we do any of the form. 
I personally do the form different every times. I doubt I can exactly do the form the 
same way ever. If my body is strong that day, a little more ging is used, if I feel lazy that 
day, I might do the form a little softer. It is very hard for me pin point exactly how we do 
it. I hope this does not kill the thread, I think this is very good sharing and it is a good 
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start.
One thing to keep in mind, there is an old saying," kwok si kwok faht" which means 
each teacher has his own methods. There is no one absolute answer. At the end of the 
day, it is best to consult with our own Sifu.
The way they teach us is base on a bigger picture they have in mind for us thus the 
emphasis is different in the beginning , however we all end up at the same mountain 
top.

n/a
We perform the movement in a similar manner.
Turn palms facing me.
Close into fist
drop fists slightly
then double uppercut.

I will go ahead with the next movement i guess.

Cross fists infornt of chest
Open fists
Inhale as you drop hands ina circular motion in front and to the side of body making 
their way behind the head.
Then begin three consecutive double push hands to the side, inhale as you retract and 
"hold breath" until 3/4 before the end.

AndyT
I've asked LGH to introduce the next segment tomorrow. This will let everyone catch up 
with us.

DF
Just want to add a few thoughts on this topic.

One on the applications, I am a firm believer in the applications is up to the imagination 
of the practioner and should be tested constantly with your training brothers and sisters 
in a realistic environment.  Having said that,  once you understand how the power is 
generated in each of the movement, the application becomes obvious. Keep it simple, 
the most useful techniques are those that are direct and easy to pull off, I know all of 
you know that already.

I see a lot of thoughts been put into the breathing of the moves, thats good but I also 
believe in not forcing the chi to move when the body is not ready. Be natural and listern 
to your body. If it doesn't feel right then stop ans ask.

ctoepker
    quote:Originally posted by AndyT:
    I fully realize that this particular method of dissecting the form leads to excess, I also 
feel it is an excellent outlet and learning tool for many of us. At this time, I do not wish 
to change the method of this thread since it is working, albeit  clumsily. Slow steady 
improvements will be made as the thread matures with the form.
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I meant no disrespect to the folks participating in this thread. I was invited to participate 
and I wanted to explain why I wasn't all that interested.

Even so, I do read through this thread and will continue.

Sorry and thanks for understanding,

AndyT
Chris, I took no disrespect from your comments, and I'm sure nobody else did either. I 
welcome  everyones  comments.  This  thread  is  to  cover  the  basic  movements  and 
concepts that Gung Ji teaches. Of course we all realize that we can only learn so much 
from the written word, no matter how well expressed. I hope that the more highly trained 
members  of  the  forum will  add  comments  and  bits  of  the  wisdom that  have  been 
learned over the years.

n/a
    quote:Originally posted by AndyT:
    ...snip...
    3. What are it's applications?
    What if the grab is to the neck or head? I can see how it would go towards handling 
that easily. You could pull someone into a throw and dislodge him from your throat. Or 
you could use a Phoenix Eye punch on the back of his hand and elbow on pressure 
points which would allow you to escape his control. Or both. This is based on my idea 
of the next part of the form as 'pushing my enemys arms off me'.
    ...snip...

So, I do not believe that striking a person, or manipulating the hand, is the first best 
thing to do for a neck grab from behind. Everything I have ever been told about the 
neck grab from behind has been to immediately turn your neck to get the throat and 
especially the arteries that run up the sides of the neck away from the pressure being 
applied by the grab. It is only then that you should attempt counters. I have a friend who 
was mugged with a grab from behind. She said that the onset of unconsciousness was 
almost instant. There is no time to mess around with hitting or manipulating points - you 
have to immediately get the artery and breath unblocked before doing anything else.

AndyT
That's an excellent point Wayne. I will personally keep that in mind during my training.

Tomhungkuen
Re: attacks

For the sequence.

    quote:Originally posted by TraditionalFu:

    We perform the movement in a similar manner.
    Turn palms facing me.
    Close into fist
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    drop fists slightly
    then double uppercut.

    I will go ahead with the next movement i guess.

    Cross fists infornt of chest
    Open fists
    Inhale as you drop hands ina circular motion in front and to the side of body making 
their way behind the head.
    Then begin three consecutive double push hands to the side, inhale as you retract 
and "hold breath" until 3/4 before the end.

a simple Application for the crossed fists is a lapell strangle wich follows the uppercuts 
nicley.

The sweeping arms clear cross the body and can pick up a opponants arm or leg on 
the way.if it is a leg you can turn the opponant around as the arm circles up to head 
level with the leg cradled in the arm then if you were to continue the circle down again 
you can strike into the back of the knee and throw the opponat.

can anybody sugest a technique to use against an arm ?

can anybody sugest how you can use this sweeping arm to open an oponant up for a 
throw ? Or for a vital point strike ?

Tomhungkuen
re sequence

Could you clarify the hands you use in the above sequence ?

Again the sequence as I was taught it is same same but different.

Double uppercut
Cross hands at wrists in fist.
Double elbow outwards.
relax elbows down and at the same time bring the hands in infront of the armpits in 
snakes tounge.
push out to the side in snakes tounge.
cross hands at wrist above head in dragon.
Retreat the hands back to the arpits in snakes tounge.
repeat.
then push out to the side in snakes tounge and cross hands at wrists above head in 
snake

TenTigers
 here's our variation-similar...
from the double 'bicep curls';
rotate both arms upward and outward, inhale, open the chest and bring the arms back 
slightly to open up even more. The hands cross in front of the solarplexus in curved 
uppercut formation,whith an exhale and contraction, pressing downwards and exhale 
more, squeezing out all stale air, while closing and contracting the body.
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Raise the crossed wrists to the height of the top of the forehead, while inhaling. and 
opening. Inhale more,pull the elbows back, kiu sao at the shoulders facing outwards to 
the sides,pulling the scapula together,  and opening the chest  as much as possible. 
Then push the palms out to the sides, exerting tension while exhaling. At the FULL 
extension, stretching the tendons. Then, by bending at the elbows,and slightly raising 
shoulders,  bring the hands to  the top of  the shoulders,your  index finger  will  almost 
touch the juncture of the trapezius and deltoid. Pull the elbows down and back, and pull 
the scapula together, as if you are trying to make the shoulderblades touch behind you, 
while inhaling, and opening. You will feel a total stretching of the thoracic region. Again, 
push the kiu-sao out to the sides, and repeat again. On the third push, pull the hands to 
the waist, fingers pointing out in snake heads and thrust out to the sides, while exhaling 
a burst 'ttsst' stretching the joints and tendons-(Ch'i blockages occur at the joints, and 
tendons there, stretching this way opens up the meridians)
Snap  the  wrists  down,  while  sinking  the  elbows  (say  jee  diu  teen)  The  opening 
salutation will be my next post.

n/a
Here is our version so far:

0) stand in ready position, fists at waist, legs together, chest out , abs in, head high.
1) lower knees and raise both fists from side to upper chest.
2) unclench fists into knife hands.
3) push out both hands horizontally in knife-hands to strike imaginary collarbones in 
front while breathing out from dantian and contracting isometrically.
4) with arms still  extended , Rotate wrists inwards with hands still in knife hand and 
clench back into fists.
5) breath into dantian while retracting fists to to shoulders . Gather breath.
6) look right and push both fists outwards to sides in ching kiu bridge ( fist clenched with 
index pointing,  same as hunggar bow )  while  contracting muscles  isometrically  and 
breathing out from dantian.
7) breath in and relax in you bring both ching-kiu's back to shoulders and look center. 
gather breath during this move.
8) look left and push both ching-kiu's out to sides while breathing out from dantien and 
crontracting isometrically.
9) repeat step 7: breath in and retract ching-kiu's.
10) look center and breath out while extending both arms to side in ching-kius one last 
time.
11)Drop stance a few inches and raise both elbows to sides in elbow strike. Ching-kiu's 
should be beside head and forearms horizontal.
12)TigerGrab downwards with both arms to each side from ching-kiu's to tiger claw and 
bring tiger-claws to side of waist.
13) Form snake fist (piu ) with each hand at waist and strike up to the sides from waist 
to shoulder level with each snake fist.
14)From snake at shoulder level drop and explode each snake fist into double palm 
strikes to each side (plexus level) while simultaneously dropping stance a few inches. 
Use breath, inch power , waist knees, back and shoulders to propel strike.
15) next step is to step into cat-stance (du-ma) and do a hunggar bow.

TenTigers
sorry,  forgive  (what  the  wifey  calls)  my  "Chinglish"  I  meant  to  write,  "say  jee  dui 
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teen"-four fingers point to heaven.
Dyslexics of the world, UNTIE !

DF
Thk god it was a typo Tentiger, lol

DIU Tien is tough task , lol

Can't resist

AndyT
Well, it seems time to move on to the next movement.

1. The fists come to the collarbone and the elbows move high and to the sides. The 
fists  roll  over  turning into  Kiu  Sau  bridge hands  and are pushed out  with  dynamic 
tension 3 times. The tension is kept all during the movements.

2.  We  know its  a  body building movement.  And we know that  it  helps  to  train  the 
internal as do all movements in the form.

3. As I said before, this could be 'pushing your enemy away'.

DF
AndyT,

Am I understand it correctly that when you do the three kiu sao moves it is tense all the 
time? Even after the push out and bringing back it is still tense on the inhale?

It is just that I do it diff and curious as to the reason.

TenTigers
Diu tien ! lol! That's why I say "Cat Stance" or Ding Bo. I never get that tone right, and I 
once witnessed a former Sifu repeatedly correct his students' stance. Well, needless to 
say, the Chinese mother of one of those students pulled her kid from the school, no 
explanations. -could've been worse...could've been me! ;-)

AndyT
DF,
I learned it both ways. One for exercise, and the other (relaxed on the pullback). I have 
never heard which one was more correct and for what reasons, so I did them both.

DF
Thks AndyT,

I will play it and see how it feels.

Thks
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Tomhungkuen
whats a "ching-kiu" ?

n/a
Sorry everybody,

My  cantonese  is  basically  non-existant  ,  moreover  my  sifus  speak  a  mianland 
cantonese dialect which tends to have different names than others I see on this list.

Right now I'm just trying to learn the terms they use.

IS it possible ching-kiu in our school is what everybody else seems to refer as kiu-sao ?

When I say Ching-kiu , what I mean is the hung-gar one finger bridge hand, used in the 
hung gar bridge block and in the hunggar bow.

( ie: palm shaped into flatenned tiger-claw with only index finger pointing straight up, 
other fingers clenched tightly to create tension along length of forearm )

Notice I may have the name wrong in the first place.

I Think I have seen it elsewhere as cun-kiu since cun is cantonese for a unit of measure 
or a finger --looseley equivalent to "inch" in english.

Also , since i don't have a good ear for cantonese, my teahcers might be saying cun-kiu 
and I hear it like ching-kiu or whatever.

n/a
one last thought:

These might also be two different names for the same thing.

if "kiu" means bridge and "sao: means hand ( as in bong-sao, pak sao etc ), then :

"cun-kiu" or "ching-kiu" = one finger bridge ?
"kiu-sao" = bridge hand.

Since the signature bridge of hunggar ( the one used in the salute ) is the one finger 
bridge, then the generic term "bridge hand" might just be normally accepted to mean 
the
"one finger bridge" == cun-kiu.

AndyT
It seems your question was answered, but I will also add that I think it is the same as 
Kiu Sao.

DF, Please introduce the next step.

DF
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I hope someone is editing all these wonderful info and fwd it to Leon once it is done.

After the three kiu Sao, the next set of moves are the famous" Sam Jin sao"= sinking 
bridge, shooting spear hand and steady bridge hand (chun,bil,dang). Basiclly it is sink 
the elbow wrist parallel to the shoulder, fingers point upward, shoot out in spear hand 
and sink the elbow again then onto the bow.

Just a small note, "sam jin sao" is a famous characteristic in Hung Gar. The sinking or 
chun kiu is what distinguish Hung Gar from Hak Fu Moon (Black Tiger). Even though in 
recent time, I do see the Black Tiger folks start adding the Chun Kiu components into 
their play.

AndyT
Thank you Sir.
Hmmm... I have not learned the Chineese names of 99% of Hung Gar yet.
When you bring the elbows down after the last Kiu Sao, is this a bridge movement?
How does it connect? Once the hands are low, what hand position should they be in? 
Fun-Kiu? (Spreading the bridge)

DF
Disclaimer:  What  and  how  I  explain  or  do  the  form  might  not  be  inaccording  to 
traditional teaching of Yee's or TF branch. I like to add the wire theories in all the things 
I do.
Well to me, any type of hand/arm techniques are part of the 12 bridges theories. The 
sinking of the elbow is very important in the gar, it is Chun kiu ( sinking bridge). The 
sinking power is important  not just  in the stance but  also in how we play our hand 
techniques.
The key point in this sinking move (chun kiu) is the elbow face downward, fingers point 
up to the sky, wrist bend back and has to be parallel to the shoulder. Remeber in the 
Gar, the connection is extremely important, off  an inch the whole technique is off  in 
power and connection.

CJ
Hello all,

This is my first time posting on this forum, I have to say that I love the camaraderie and 
"one family" feel that I see here.

I like this thread, but I suspect everyone could use a visual aid. I'm not posting this to 
propagate one lineage. I just use these images because they are an easy benchmark of 
the form to help in illustrating some of the meaningful discussion that is taking place 
here.
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DF
Thks CJ, I think the images will help a lot.

Note the pic on the right, how the elbow is sinked and the wrist position in relation to the 
shoulder.

n/a
Great idea CJ!!

May i ask where the photos are from? Are they from LSW's books as translated by Sifu 
Hamby?

CJ
DF- Thanks for the encouragement. I can keep the images coming as long as they are 
helpful for this thread.

TF- These are just scans from the LSW Gung Ji book. Originally they were photographs 
of LSW but for ease of print distribution they were traced into line art.

AndyT
Welcome to the Forum CJ. Feel free to post a bio in the Introduction section if you so 
choose.

I had planned on posting the LSW pictures, but I have simply been too busy to get them 
scanned. Thank you for posting them. They do help quite a bit.

n/a
hello everyone.

I'm not familiar with the term sinking bridge. Is this when you sink the elboes forward ?

Could you elabortate on its method and its applications ?

DF
sinking bridge is done by droping the elbow. Chun or chum (sinking) ging (power) is 
very important in the Gar fighting application. One method is when your bridge riding 
your  opponent  bridge,  you use this  type of  power to  offest  his  balance to  gain  an 
advantage in a fight.

bean curd
sup yi kiu sau kap sup yi kiu sau faht

DF i have found it most interesting that you have brought one of the sup yi kiu sau faht 
-chum kiu into the conversation, the others being of coarse -

fun, chyun, ga, jong, so, pek, gwa, mo, teui, cham,and mok.

as you know sup yi kiu sau faht ( 12 bridge hand treasures ) are the extentions of sup yi 
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kiu sau, it is a great new perspective you have brought into a very good thead.
i  do not  wish to change the direction of  the way this thread is going regarding the 
interpretation of gung gee fuk fu, but just wanted to note another worthy dimention that 
you had brought in.

maybe worthy of its own thread ???

Tomhungkuen
Thanks to all for the clarification of the "ching-kiu". I know this hand possition as snakes 
tounge.

DF
Beancurd,

LOL , letting too much stuffs out,lol. I was just trying to throw a little bit of info out there. 
Should have known you will catch it so fast. The 12 usages is one of those that hardly 
discuss.  As  a  matter  of  fact,  you  are  the  first  outside  my  siboks  and  sifu  have 
mentioned it. Unlike the 12 bridges gong,yau,bik,jik, fun dang chyun,tai,lau,wan,jai,ding, 
the 12 usages is hardly talk about. Lets not deviate from the gungji for now, don't want 
to hijack this post.

TenTigers
Bean curd,where can I find the sup yee kiu sao faht written in chinese characters?

bean curd
ten tigers - sorry i can not help you with your request - i don't know, the ones i have are 
in my personal notes from sifu

LGH
Wow, this thread is really off to the races since I last tuned in, great stuff...let's have the 
patience to read it through even when it gets confusing at times...this is good stuff.

Wayne, you mentioned (Oct 23) that a friend of yours had had a close encounter with a 
rear grab to the neck, and that you think that it is best to get out of this before you end 
up unconcious...good move.

I just wanted to, since it is a part of the application from the Gung Gi thread, let the 
readers know a little  of  what happens to the body during a neck restraint  and/or  a 
choke.

A) The choke: an airway blockage and a pain complaince technique.
This is a technique that is applying pressure to the front of the throat, the trachea. This 
is the airway and is fragile. It is easy to damage this brittle area in many persons and is 
a potentially lethal attack.

B) Vascular Compression: Is a slowing of the blood flow to and from the brain, not the 
airway. This is pressure to the sides of the neck.
There are several things that combine to render someone unconcious during a vascular 
compression on the neck. Very briefly this is what happens:
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1) Pressure applied to the Carotid arteries running up the sides of the neck causes a 
reduction of oxygenated blood to the brain. This alone can make one fall unconcious.

2) Pressure to the jugular veins (located right with the arteries) causes the deoxgenated 
blood in the brain to stay in the head. This as well can cause unconciousness.

3) Pressure to the Vagus nerves (also located with the artery and vein in the sides of 
the neck) fluctuates the heart rate of the body...

Applying pressure to the sides of the neck hits all three of these factors as they are all 
together on either side of the neck.
When  pressure  is  applied  the  average  person  is  redered  unconcious  from  4  to  7 
seconds, and I am sure that I would be gone in less than this (I am on the wrong side of 
the bell curve on this one)

After being redered unconcious one can recover, on average, from 5 to 30 seconds.

So again Wayne, you are right in saying to get the heck out there as you only have a 
matter of seconds before you are done.

If you have any questions or I have missed anything on the vascular technique, feel 
free to write me...

LGH
We call the hand position where one finger is raised and the other fingers are curled 
like a tiger claw "Yat gee kui sao" which, correct me if I am wrong, simply means "one 
finger bridge hand"

AndyT
Everyone on this thread please be sure to check your private messages each time you 
stop in. You can find them on the home page at the bottom. Click on the INBOX link to 
read your mail.

Welcome back LGH. I agree in youra$$essment of Waynes comments. I think most of 
us do.
Thanks  for  the  name  of  the  technique  in  your  lineage  since  it  will  be  part  of  the 
complilation file. That is of course as long as you have no objection.

Actually  at  this  point,  I  should  point  out  that  if  you  do  not  want  something  in  the 
compiled file, then please do not post it here, or make a comment next to it indicating 
that you do not want it included. This is a first in the world of Chinese Martial Arts, A 
compilation of all these diverse lineages and the techniques and applications of such a 
fundamentally advanced form as Gung Ji.  Not everyone will  wish to be included for 
various reasons, and I wish to honor that.

If you have not done so, please post your lineage so I can give proper credit. If you so 
choose,  of  course.  I'm  asking  for  a  short  (100-200  words)  bio  of  your  Kung  Fu 
experience of all the contributors to this thread. This is where I would like your lineage. 
Please e-mail them to me, or post them to me in a private message here in the forum. 
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They will be included in the compilation.

HaSayFu
Sorry guys, work has been killing me.

I still  say we should give each picture in the LSW book (since we are using it as a 
benchmark) it's own thread. OK, enough whining.

First, I agree with all the importance that DF and Bean Curd have highlighted. I also 
think it's too much to cover in this thread but that's me.

That said, DF's description does not match with mine. After the three KS, the arm is 
fully extended and the KS turns to flat palm, fingers pointing up and bending at the 
elbow, comes quickly back towards the ear. Then the sink, pointing the fingertips at 
your opponents neck. Then straight line jab to the neck as shown in the picture.

The first move is a block of jab to the head. If you read Chu Yu Jai (CYJ)version of 
LSW book, you will see the reference to the strike to the head. Leung Daat (LD) doesn't 
mention it.

The sink is everything DF has said and is used to move the jab down while maintaining 
control. IF you imagine your palm on top of an arm, you see where the fingers should 
be.

The  jab  rides  the  arm  up  towards  the  neck.  This  maintains  a  bridge  on  the  arm 
throughout the attack in case he reacts.

The final sink/steady is the next picture and not part of this sequence. But that is the 
most important as pointed out by DF and BC.

The name on the picture is horizontal  push, three extenstions,  Kuen Cheung. Kuen 
Cheung literally means connected/strung together palms. This makes sense because 
the three moves are all palms that are strung together.

I looked at Chris T translations and he called it Piledriver (where did you get that one?) 
If you look at the russian translation, (www.kungfulibrary.com) they translate it as a blow 
with ends of finger,  open palm. But they also call this Fighting****Spreds it's Wings. 
Which is very nice.

Finally, while DF is correct in saying this sequence is important, LD states that the HG 
sam chien is actually the three Kiu Sao's. He doesn't even mention the moves that lead 
to the picture. CYJ calls the three KS's, the way of Hung Mun.

Confused yet?

HaSayFu
just read the good book thread and it reminded me that I have the Buck Sam Kong 
book for Gung Gee...

It says: Pull back to neckbone, push downward, extend both arms horizontally.
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That's pretty good.

gambokyin
Congratulations on this interesting topic. To many of us particularly older ones, gung ji 
fuk fu kuen has special meaning as the first basic form we painstakingly learned, and 
have since taught to many students.

Only one thing I would like to add and that is on breathing. Bear in mind that the initial 
movements of gung ji also teach important breathing principles. A very difficult subject 
to convey in writing, and maybe better left to another thread. However one key simple 
point is to "follow the breath" in these early movements discussed so far. This means 
that the breath leads and the movements follow. The easiest way I can explain this is to 
start the inhalation before moving the hands. That way you are moving in harmony with 
the breath and will naturally complete the movement at the point of optimum inhalation. 
Equally with the exhalation - begin the exhalation before you move the hands, and the 
same harmony will be maintained. If you have a chance to see any video of my own 
sifu Chiu Wai you will see exactly what I mean.

Its  a  small  but  very  important  point.  I  see  many  people  who  have  never  really 
understood breathing principles. Remember there are a large number of movements 
remaining in this form, and without proper breathing technique by following the breath 
and using the sounds to empty the lungs it can be very difficult  to perform this form 
completely.
Just one other simple point on breathing - one of the keys is to "learn how to breath 
out". Inhalations are easy to comprehend and so need less attention, but exhalations to 
completely empty the lungs need to be learned and thats also one of the underlying 
principles of the sounds we use. If the lungs can be emptied you will be able to take in 
more air to oxygenate the blood and provide the muscles with what they need.

I don't want to interrupt the thread with more on this breathing topic here, as you may 
feel it is not appropriate. To me gung ji is not only the pillar form of basic hung gar 
movements but also the foundation for teaching the difficult subject of breathing (hei 
gung).

Thanks for the great and inspiring work from everybody here, as none of us ever stop 
learning. Excellent.

CJ
Hello all,

As Andy T. asked me to introduce the next few moves, I'll offer the LSW pictures as 
well as my brief observations.

This is the salute as done in Hung Kuen. Conceptually it  incorporates the yin/yang. 
Here you have the positive and negative, the block the punch, the soft the hard.

The salute itself is used as a means of showing respect to contemporaries or showing 
face to those younger than you. i.e. We would never salute our Sihing in our school 
because to do so would be to say that we are equals. For a Sihing to salute a Sidai was 
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a show of favor that was returned with a salute.

In terms of application there is the obvious crane wing block with simultaneous punch. 
You can transition the wing block into a Fu Chin Na and grapple the opponents arm to 
the side to have a better set up with the hit. Outside targets are the vital points along 
the  outside  ribcage,  inside  targets  being  centerline  vital  points.  The  simultaneous 
nature of the move along with the cat stance would be consistent with inside fighting 
techniques requiring a fast redirect and strike.

The  application  of  the  returning  hands  are  to  break a grip  with  a  quick inside  pull 
followed by a twist, applicable for single or double clearing. Also a Chin Na application, 
the hand that is gripped does the twisting, the other hand secures the opponents hand 
to the twisting hand.  Thus dropping the opponent to his knees as his little finger is 
twisted  up  and  outside.  The  inward  move  of  the  hands  can  also  be  interpreted 
(singularly) as a Fu Chin Na followed by an elbow strike to the head using the same 
arm.

AndyT
Thanks for  the pictures CJ, maybe we should elect  you to be the unofficial  picture 
poster!

In the left picture, LSW has his fist facing forward at shoulder height, extended away 
from his body. The way I learned this movement is the fist comes to chamber at the 
side. The picture shows what I call 'Fun Kiu'(Spreading the bridge), while I had learned 
to use a Dragon Claw.

1. Is 'Fun Kiu' the correct term for that hand position?
2. CJ, Please translate 'Fu Chin Na' (Tiger Joint Lock?)
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DF
The salute, we have it as palm and fist and come out to cat stance from dragon stance.
The palm and fist beside the block and punch application that CJ has mentioned, it also 
has the symbolic meaning of sun and moon which is the character for ming.

I have a question, this can be me looking and reading the books so many times (I think 
the LSW 's books are the best books ever), and over examining. The cat stance in the 
salute is where my question is. Does anyone do it like that in the pic with the knee and 
angle pointed outward? We do it with the knee and angle inward. I have seen the photo 
and it is also outward so it is not the drawing, if anyone that does it like the pic can you 
explain the reason behind it.

CJ
AT-
Fu Chin Na = Tiger hand seizing and controlling. 

I was taught to call that hand position, Gim Lai.

I also initiate the movement from a chambered fist at the waist. My final position on the 
salute is with "straightish" crane wing, not a tiger or dragon claw. I know there are many 
stylistic interpretations of this, it's just the way our branch does it.

DF-I use the inward knee also, I've never seen anyone use an outward knee.

jon laudin, the footing can be done either way. it depends on your breathing.

the angle of lsw's knee is used to open the kwa. openning the kwa helps the flow of 
power from the ground to the hands.

with the knee angled inward is used to compress and release power with the hands.

i learned it both ways.

Tomhungkuen
in the intrests of diversity i should like to mention that I lernt cat stance with the lead leg 
pointing straight ahead and not angled either way.

LGH
Just so you know where I am, from the way that we play the form:

(A)--3 kiu saos to the sides
(B)--both hands whip behind the ears (blocking and redirecting an attack to the head) 
Elbows are higher than the ears.
(C)--both palms quickly pull down to the waist, the elbows and palms both travel down 
straight to the sides. When i first learned this form in the seventies I was taught it in two 
movements, firstly to drop the elbows down onto the incoming attack from the side, and 
then to continue the palms downward through the blocked arm.
Later the movement became one fast motion bringing the palms arcing dwonward to 
the hip with the fingers pointing up toward the opponent's throat.
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A second exercise is a variation of  this same movement (arms coming down to the 
sides) is to simply bounce off of the incoming attack and "skip" the finger strike to the 
target off of the bouncing deflection.

(D)--finger strikes to the sides
(E)--pull back at the shoulders, elbows and wrists with fingers pointing straight upward.
One example of an application to this would be if two persons were to have ahold of 
you and were pulling, you generate the power through the strength of small circlular 
motions made by coordinating the shoulder, elbow and wrist of each arm. The first time 
I saw it my Sifu had enough force to bounce the two holders together in back of him.

(F)--right hand forms a fist, and then both arms move inward slowly to the front, as they 
move together the left hand forms a tiger claw.

(G)--both  hands  pull  inward  and  move  out  to  the  sides  to  form  downward  dividing 
bridging technique "fun kiu"
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FIRST DRAFT PART 2
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~1075.asp

AndyT
Ok, Since the other thread is 5 pages, I moved into this new thread which will pick up 
right where the last one left off.  I locked the other thread to keep it from getting any 
larger.

At this time, I am beginning to flesh out the design of the database. I am using Access 
2000 to handle it. I plan on making this in many different languages as well, so if you 
are willing to do translation/correction for your language (Other than English) please let 
me know. I'm looking for German, Canton, Mandarin, French, and Spanish. Others are 
also welcome if you want to volunteer!

Here's a new wrinkle, If you would like to provide pictures of you in the same poses as 
LSW to represent your lineage, then they can be added. I do wish to reserve this to 
currently practicing Sifu's. The statement will be: "This is how it is taught in my Kwoon."

On with Gung Ji!

LGH
Since  I  am  around  this  evening  I  will  start  things  off...we  are  done  the  opening 
sequence to the salute.

--Next is to walk the feet down into Sai-ping ma...
(the stepping out to sai-ping ma is as follows: 1) heels move outward as you pivot on 
the balls of the feet, your knees are together as you drop slightly downward.
2) Pivot on the heels so that your toes are facing outward at an angle less than 180 
degrees outward, and the knees bend so that you are now at the same height as your 
sai-ping will be. Knees over the toes.
3) straighten the feet so that they are parallel to each other, knees over the toes, and 
bottom of the thighs parallel with the floor.

--Since this is stance movement I will add the first hand movement as well. Raise both 
chammbered fists up under the armpits, open the hands so that the palms are facing 
upward, and then press both palms to downward to block to the front. The end position 
has both palms fingers pointing at each other.

Application: Stepping down...on the first movement you bring the knees together as you 
widen your standing platform. this could be a defense against a kick to the groin from 
the front.

Both hands pressing downward: double block to the front. In this coming sequence I 
see that it can train for a double attack as well as the fact that you are efficiently training 
two individual hands at the same time instead of doing one side and then repeating the 
other side.

HaSayFu
Locking  the  other  topic  makes  this  tough  but  CJ  said  something  opposite  to  my 
understanding.
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something about you would never salute a senior because that puts him at your level?

As I understand saluting, it is rude for a junior to NOT salute a senior. In fact it's the first 
to salute that is either lower in rank or showing the most humility. (in the case of peers)

If I meet a sifu or senior, I better be the first to salute and greet them. It is their option to 
return the salute and acknowledge my presence.

Even in the forms, the reason we salute is to show humility. CYJ writes, on this photo, 
when meeting boxers, one must practice polite rituals.

I'm with DF on the salute stepping too. We step out in twist stance and chamber the fist 
by the waist. Then move to cat for the salute. I have no idea why LSW's knee is pointed 
out like that. I'm looking at the original photo and the knee is not out as much as this 
picture but it's also not inward like we do it.

Notice, however, that the front foot is flat on the ground instead of heel up like we do it. 
My guess is that he was tired from holding this position for the camera and the artist 
exagerated the wrong things.

LGH
HaSayFu we also salute to the seniors as well as a sign of respect...initiated by the 
junior student.

On the knee in relation to the deo-ma, ours is straight, neither angled in nor out, heel is 
raised, almost all of the weight is on the rear leg.

CJ
HaSayFu,

Thank you for sharing your perspective, that's why I put it out there to see if others work 
on the same premise. I've noticed that within the CMA community it is less stringent as 
how  it  seems  to  be  used  with  my  Sifu's  schools.  I  think  possibly  these  ritualistic 
behaviors, which are a foreign concept to westerns, take on a life of there own over the 
decades that they are being taught. Possibly the usage today is not the usage it started 
with  in  inception  of  the  school.  As  we've  seen  with  the  bridge  hand  thread,  we 
westerners can occasionally focus on the wrong point of a lesson, add a few decades 
and a few thousand students to that and who knows where you end up. So I agree with 
you in how you describe it and it does follow through with what I've read and witnessed. 
What I relate is how it has evolved in my experience. Not good or bad but better to have 
a greater perspective than blindly propagate anything out of habit.

Thanks for your words.

CJ
Some illustrations toa$$ist with the discussion.

My movements are just about identical to LGH. I would only add that as the fists rise up 
I breath in, as the palms push down I breath out. The focus here is more internal and 
energetic  than  martial  in  nature  during  these  movements.  Though,  as  seen  in  the 
middle  picture,  the  joint  alignments  for  internal  work  do  create  effective  defensible 
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bridges.

n/a
Here is where my lineage is different from most LSW lineages. We start the kiu sau 
extensions. These are done with tension only on the extending movements. These are 
done three times on the final full extension you cross the left wrist over the right wrist. 
You then circle out into a double rising elbow strike, your arms drop back into kiu sau, 
drawn to the chest.  You extend again and repeat the sequence. This is done three 
times as well. On the final rising elbow.
You drop your arms forward with a double wrist block, the finger strike to eye level.

AndyT
aamc,
What is the footwork for this please.
I am having trouble visualizing the 'circling out' portion.

n/a
okay, you are still in horse stance. The hands cross over in front of you. The hands then 
circle outwards in to rising elbows. Imagine doing a double bong sau, with both wrists 
touching and then changing to taun sau.That is sort of the motion.Only your arms are 
out in kiu sau, and circle outwards, straight into double rising elbows.

TenTigers
We open a little differently; we first open the toes, then the heels into Kim Yeung Ma, 
then the toes, then straighten the heels and sink into the horse. The hands are brought 
in front of your dan tien and brought up to the chest, while inhaling and opening up the 
chest (Like drinking from a stream)then pressed down and forward in a double inward 
palm  push-about  rib  height.  The  hands  are  then  brought  together  in  a  prayer 
position,and circled in a semi-circle clockwise to  the left  outer  pectoral  and back to 
center, where they are pressed together and thrust out, separated and form the kiu-
sao.Then they are brought down to the hips(palms down)brought back and up tothe 
chest (outer pecs) and pushed foward, elbows down, with tension while exhaling.(3x)

AndyT
Heel,  Toe,  Heel,  Toe,  Sink into  horse.  Bring both arms upward from chamber in a 
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circular motion bringing them in to the waist, palms open and facing down. From there, 
A 'prayer' hands into double tiger claw. Change hands to Kiu Sao and do 3 times.

Applications anyone?

HaSayFu
Andy has it closest to our stepping. LGH is missing one more pivot on toes with heels 
out. Andy didn't explictly state it but I know he meant to say the last toe it is a 1/2 step 
to parallel. This is called the 3 and a half opening.

For us, after the "prayer" it opens to fun kiu. The hand should have fingers pointing up, 
thumb pointing straight ahead. Everything else is as Andy stated.

While you can find applications, I'm with CJ. When playing Gung Gi, it's good to do 
everything up to and including the 3 kiu saus for Qi building. I tell students to use the 
longest breathing they can and match the movements to the breath. There's plenty of 
time to do apps later.

I should note that this is my personal preference. None of the LSW books say to do this 
and talk about all the various applications. They only mention the three kiu saus as Qi 
building.

LGH
When we move to the 'prayer' there is a slight pause once the "prayer" is made.

As to the applications, we do practice applications for these movements out of the form, 
but while doing the form we concentrate on the internal as was already mentioned.

Raising the hands to "prayer" is inhale and extending the hands circularly outward is 
exhale.

When I do the extended hands my thumb is not pointing to the front but at the sides...I 
was once shown that the thumbs pointing to the front (by Tung Gwok Wah's school) 
was to strengthen the push energy to the front.
Can someone explain this one a little more to me. It definitely has a nice feel to the 
push when done with the thumbs forward...

AndyT
HaSayFu is correct. I simply forgot to put the last half twist in. It's purpose is to line the 
feet up facing forward.

I'm going to play this with Fun Kiu instead of Tiger claw and see how the power flows.

CJ
Here  are  the  next  two  pictures  since  we're  already  discussing  the  que  sao  and 
breathing. In case I haven't mentioned it before, I am reversing the order of the pictures 
from how they are shown on the poster. These pictures read from left to right as it's 
easier for many westerners to work with.

LGH mentioned the thumb position in breathing with the que sao. IMHO the subtle, and 
sometimes personal, relationship between the extended fore finger and the thumb are 
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only the motivating force to stimulate proper chi flow to the Laogong point (acupoint - 
Pericardium 8 - nearly center of the palm). In Hung we often walk a fine line between 
tension  that  creates  constraint  (stagnating  chi  flow)  and  alignments  that  stimulate 
proper chi flow. In this case, with the previous two moves that brought the chi up from 
the dan tien, we are now extending it to the palms by way of advantageous alignments 
and breathing. These alignments being the sinking of the shoulders and elbows, the 
opening and stretching of the Laogong by the fore finger and thumb, and of course the 
breath and the mind to do the driving.

BTW, I was taught with my hand position very close to how you see the picture. Fore 
finger slightly separated from the other three, thumb curled and slightly in front.

n/a
Regarding breathing, I've been watching Frank Yee sifu's Gung Gee video and noticed 
that he inhales and exhales through the nose (well that's what it looks and sounds like) 
throughout Gung Gee. It seems like he only exhales through the mouth when making a 
sound. Is this true for most of you? I've always inhaled through the nose and exhaled 
through the mouth. Does it make a difference?

DF
The breathing is important, if not done right it can lead to harm. At yee's, depend on 
what level you are at, the form is done different. The breathing is different, the sound is 
different,etc. What is shown on the tape is the most basic.

HaSayFu
On  breathing,  in  the  beginning,  it  should  be  natural.  The  hardest  thing  for 
beginners/intermediate to do is to do the set at full power and not be breathing heavy at 
the end.

This is not taichi. With the exception of the early movements, don't time the breath with 
the  movements.  Breath  to  the  dan  tien.  After  you achieve that,  you  can  play  with 
breathing on different parts.
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No general rules. Different breathing for different results. And as DF said, bad breathing 
can be bad for you.

AndyT
I will have a sample of the database for Gung Ji online soon. It will only be a sample, so 
please do not expect too much from it. Feel free to post any comments you may have 
about it.

AndyT
Next move;

After the Kiu Saos',  we have three repititions of a double elbow strike followed by a 
double crane beak block at the waist and finally a double palm strike.

LGH
-Double upward elbow strikes (exhale)are high over the head. the hands are loose on 
the way up so that the elbows can "whip" up faster. It is like whipping the loose hands in 
behind the ears.
- Application: obvious one is an elbow strike (or two)
Another would be deflecting block that redirects a blow by the head.

Two "crane blocks" (inhale)hooking downward to the hips...you coil the body by drawing 
in your energy as you pull down the hands.

Double  push  (exhale):  once  you have drawn in  your  energy  let  it  explode  forward 
directly to the target. you are bringing your energy right from the tan tien up through to 
the palms.

TenTigers
we do it similarly, but we use tiger claws. Elbows go up,tiger claws are bent back-then 
rip down, and hook, not in crane hooks, but tiger claws,maintaining tension in the claws. 
You can feel this throughout the tendons on the back of the hands, wrists,forearms, 
fingers.When coming forward, they slowly squeeze into tighter claws,pulling the hand 
back and (this is the only time)the forearm is locked-purely for extra tension) rather than 
palm strikes, a real forearm burner!
Then double jut, or gum sao, biu sao, deng kiu, and circle up into scissors while pulling 
into yee ji kim yeung ma. Then we open back into sei ping ma, while preforming double 
jai-kiew to sides, then sup ji fun gum, and re-chamber.

LGH
I wasn't thinking about it actually when I referred to "crane hooks" but we do these in a 
tiger claw as well, with tension in the fingers, but the pushes are palm strikes.

This is repeated three times and then it is up with high double elbows, then drop both 
elbows to the front, followed continuously by the forearms and wrists, and then straight 
double finger strikes to the front.

the dropping of the elbows, forearms, and wrists is a dropping block that almost bouces 
off of the top of the incoming attack, then the finger strike almost skips in off of these.

I was lost on the Cantonese terminology for the next few movements, if you could give 
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both English and the Cantonese version if you please. Please include the Cantonese 
though, I for one love learning the names to the techniques, even if i will have to be 
corrected for the next few months before I get them right.

AndyT
I'm afraid I'm quite ignorant of the correct names of 90% of the movements myself, but 
here goes....

Next Movement

After the third double palm strike,
1. Double stabbing knife hand forward, palms down.
2. Draw the elbows down into a sinking bridge while the handsa$$ume the Fun Kiu 
position. (Like catching a baseball bat being swung at you).
3. Then (Tricky part here) twisting the forearms over to face the palms backward while 
raising the arms to bring the upper arm parallel with the floor. I call this double upper 
forearm block with knife hands. Someone please give me a better name if you know it.
4.  Double back fist  down and out  to  the  sides.  Finally bringing your fists  back into 
chamber.

I see a bunch of blocking apps here myself. Of course, blocks are also strikes.

CJ
My movements are fairly similar to the ones discussed so far.

After the series of three elbow / palm strikes I we do the final raised elbow followed by 
the linking slap block into the two spear hand strikes. As LGH said, like you skip of the 
top of the hit, redirecting it while continuing on to strike with the finger tips.

Then Fingers Support Heaven as you drop the elbows and pull the wrist back a bit as 
you sink the arms. I  look at  the next Four throws of Lance Pierce Hand as a quick 
series  of  clearing  moves  for  the  wrists.  It’s  a  little  difficult  to  describe  the  exact 
movements but suffice to say that the crossing of the wrists set up the next clearing 
motion using the backhand hook of the tiger claw. The hands come back to the waist, 
then up to the chest in fists to set up the double Fun Gum Kiu / Golden Hammer Fist.

Applications are pretty straight forward. The two spear hand strikes should be directed 
to soft body and vital targets (try to avoid hitting bones with your finger tips) and can be 
used either singularly or together. The Fingers Support Heaven can be applied as a 
response to a grab, drop your arm and suck you opponent in. Also it should be noted 
that the alignment and slight tension are a highly energetic posture both when you do it 
in front or earlier when you did it to the sides, breath out while doing it and sink the chi. 
The Fan Gam Kiu / Golden Hammer Fist can be looked at as a break to a bear hug 
when  done  together  or  when  it’s  used  with  a  single  arm  it  strikes  to  the 
neck/face/clavicle. It can also be used singularly in conjunction with a grapple as you tie 
up an arm then strike the same arm or as you pull the arm you expose the neck and 
head. Using the Metal Element metaphor, it just hammers through what ever you put in 
the way.
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CJ, What translation of the Gung Ji book do you have? I have not seen it before.

CJ
Andy T,

The translations that I’m offering here are from a poster that I put together a few years 
ago. At the time some colleagues from different Hung lineage’s and I were working on a 
translation of the Chu Yu Tsai and Leung Daht Gung Ji books. There are a few people 
on this board that have this combined translation but for the most part it was not widely 
distributed. The book that I believe you may be most familiar with is the Hamby/Jessica 
Lee translation of Chu Yu Tsai’s Gung Ji book. In some cases Leung Daht went into 
more, or different, detail. In some cases the two books are almost the same. The poster 
that I made is an amalgamation of the two translations. Based on other discussions that 
are going on right now, I have no doubt that this translation is not "perfect", but it tends 
to get the point across.

AndyT
Yes, I have the Jessica Lee / Hamby version, but I would love a copy of the one you 
have if possible.

CJ
Andy T,

I may do some distribution of the book and the other posters in the near future. I have 
some logistics to work out before I commit to anything concrete, probably some time 
after the new year I will know more. I’ll make an announcement on the boards when it’s 
all set up.

LGH
After the finger strikes we appear to do it a little different than the ones described.

1) Double finger strike
2) draw back the shoulders, elbows and wrists, pointing the fingers to the sky
3) then cross the hands in front of the body
4) then they return as middle blocks with the palms facing inward
5) then cross the hands, with palms inward, infront of the body
6) then the hands form grabs and pull back to the hips (right grab to the right wrist, left 
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to the left)
7) then grabs cross low infront of the body at about groin level, your shoulders will roll 
forward a bit here as you draw in your energy
8) then Fun gum kui to the sides

CJ
Okay, I’ll go ahead and intro the next few moves. After the Seung Fan Kiu / double 
golden hammers:

1. Hands return to the waist (chambered).
2. Left foot a circular advancing step (one toe/heal position forward), stance is in a Sai 
Pi Mah / horse.
3. Keeping the hands on the waist the right foot pulls back to Tu Li Mah / cat stance.
4. Keeping the hands on the waist the right foot pulls all the way back to Ng Ji Mah / 
arrow stance.
5. The right foot does a circular block to finish in front of the knee then a Tek Gek / 
groin snap kick which leads into an advancing Sai Pi Mah / horse stance.
6. The stance rotates from Sai Pi Mah / horse to Ng Ji Mah / arrow stance with a left 
hand Bong Sao / single bridge, right hand covering at the chest position.

Applications:  2  is  practicing  circular  stepping  from horse  which  is  how you counter 
someone tying up your stance, turn it around and break their knee and or stance with 
your re-position. 3 is also concerned with trapping legs, the pull back from horse to cat 
stance can be a trap to uproot or stretch out your opponents stance. Also, to pull back 
from horse to cat stance is retreating blocking technique, blocking kicks with changing 
stance positions using the lightness of the forward foot to raise in needed and rotated 
inward (in my training) as an additional groin protection. Again, a potential stance trap 
with 4, notice 2,3,4 don’t engage the hands, we are purely working stance evading, 
trapping, and breaking. 5 is a typical way to shut down the opponents snap, front, or 
low round kick by attacking his knee or calf from the side and following through with a 
snap kick to the groin. Advancing horse (sliding step horse) is to break his stance with a 
trap and a press. 6, the Bong Sao is really versatile, it can be used inside or outside on 
mid height kicks or hits. The "guard hand" can be a counter break to trap and break 
when you impact the Bong Sao at the knee or elbow.

Below are the moves as seen in the Lam Sai Wing books, 17,18,19
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AndyT
CJ, thanks for that intro, it was great. we do things a bit differently I think, but how, I'm 
going to leave for a bit.

When this thread started, it was flying along at an amazing pace. I've tried to keep a lid 
on how fast it gets doled out, but maybe that is the wrong approach.

Let's try this;
Write up your lineages version of Gung Ji if you want and post it in a new thread called 
(Your lineage name here) Gung Ji Step by Step.

I realize it may sound like a lot of work, but think of it like this, you will only have to write 
it out once.
The name tells you right off that it's a Step-by-step listing and detailed enough to use as 
training notes.
Your lineage is shown and shared to the rest of the world so that your style does not 
fade, but grow and flourish.
It will be a complete list, top to bottom.
You can take your time and type it out in Word or any other word processor, save it, 
and then cut and paste the whole perfect listing in one feel swoop. then discussions 
can continue on under the individual threads as it relates to each one.

Since some lineages are represented more  than once by many members,  possibly 
some discussion should be had on who should write it? For example, I study Sifu Wing 
Lam's  teachings,  but  HaSayFu  teaches  directly  under  Sifu  and  has  a  much  better 
understanding and grasp of it than I do.

Any ideas? Comments?

HaSayFu
Hi Andy,
I've said this before but I find the current method to hard to follow and have meaningful 
discussion, so I'm glad you are considering changing.

I still think that we should use the LSW books as a base and have a thread for every 
page. Someone (CJ? since he has pictures) starts the thread and people can discuss 
everything from that page up to but not including the next page.

Of  course,  sometimes  the  series  of  pictures  makes  more  sense  and  you  make 
exceptions for those cases.

Then your project of compiling all the stuff will give one nice place for everything.

Just my $0.02. I for one am not willing to write out the entire set. You (the figurative 
you) can just buy the video :-)

AndyT
Yes, I agree that this is far too unweildy a way of doing this and I have had other ideas 
presented to me as well.

If you want to post your entire form, go right ahead, we will of course welcome it, but it 
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seems that a number of smaller more defined threads will work much better.

Lets call it, GungJi Step by Step LSW X-Y
X-Y are picture numbers in the small yellow book so that we are all working from the 
same  root  text.  Lets  keep  it  to  2  pages  (4  pictures)  per  thread.  That  keeps  the 
discussions focused and easier to find as well.

Before  opening  all  these  threads,  Does  anyone  have  any  other  comments  or 
suggestions to add? Lets hammer out a format we can use for any form we choose to 
take apart. (Assuming someone has pix for it)

P.S. I have the video and love it!

CJ
I think that’s a good idea to use just a few moves from the LSW books and have a 
thread dedicated to those moves. Maybe one to four images at a time depending on the 
natural grouping of the form. I am happy to supply images, no problem at all. Maybe if 
the thread just starts with the image and people trade off, as we have been doing, in 
taking the lead on their interpretation at that point in the form.

"Before opening all these threads," I hope your not considering posting the whole thing 
at once. I for one would be more inclined to have the local community comment on one 
thread for a week or so, or until the thread dwindles, then post the next few moves in 
the form. More of a concentrated approach as opposed to a shotgun approach.

Just my thoughts on the subject.

n/a
Quote :Just my $0.02.  I  for  one am not willing to write out the entire set.  You (the 
figurative you) can just buy the video :-)
HaSayFu : May I ask what video? There is a video documenting the exact version of 
the Gung Ji set that you practice/teach/learnt?
Although the set varies a little from one lineage to another, what version is that you 
practice /described in these posts? :)
FH

AndyT
Hello FistHunter, You may find the video we mentioned At Wing Lam Kung Fu.

Click here for Gung Ji

illusionfist
The only suggestion i would make is to actually develop another forum for this project. 
The amount of space it will take up will overflow the rest of the hung gar forum. If each 
posture has a thread, and if you are just following the LSW book as a guide, that means 
you will have over 93 postures + commentary. Thats not including postures that are 
inbetween.

If others follow suit and give their lineages take, it'll take up more space given their own 
lineages version.
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AndyT
I agree that it will be quite a bit of commentary, especially since it will be never ending 
with  future  members  adding  their  own posts.  But  the  purpose  of  this  forum  is  the 
sharing of this exact kind of data on Martial Arts. We want to pass it along to future 
generations.

Nearly everyone is agreed that we need to break it into smaller sections.

I have heard no complaints on using the LSW Yellow book as the base for numbering.

A  few  have  said  they  agree  with  having  2-4  pictures  per  thread,  most  (of  those 
commenting) like 2.

Next question. Where to start? At the beginning again? Or do we pick it up where we 
are currently at?

A. Picking up at our current place will eliminate much re-posting.
B. Starting at the beginning again will give a complete series of threads making any one 
portion easier to find.
C. At the start of the threads we have already covered, I can place a link to the current 
Step-By-Step ones, making them more accessable to the reader.

CJ, Yes, a thread every other week or some such schedule would be good.

Comments? Suggestions?

TenTigers
I  for  one,  enjoyed the comparisons between different  schools,  especially seeing the 
differences  between  people  of  the  same lineage,  but  who have learned  the  set  at 
different times, or have through time, developed sublties and nuances and refinements. 
Okay,  so  anyway,  where  do  we stand?  Has this  whole  thing  been  dropped  out  of 
boredom? I hope not.

AndyT
No, This has not been dropped. I've just been waiting for everyone to have a chance at 
commenting.

I'm going to give till Mon 13th for anyone to comment, then I'll begin by opening the first 
thread.

tigercrane
I would hope not ive been enjoying reading about it.I would also like to thank each and 
every 1 of you.Because putting this form on the forum for one to read is not a easy 
thing to do.I stand up and bow to u all.

Thanks
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STEPS 1-2
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~1169.asp

AndyT
Ok, Here is the first thread of the GungJi series.
If CJ would care to post the first two pix, we can get started.

GungJi Part 1

GungJi Part 2

In  the  above links,  you will  find  the  past  discussions  on  this  subject.  I  reccomend 
reading them if you have not seen them before. there is a great deal of info in them.

Sifuchuck
I don't mean to ramble on, but where?

CJ
Sorry for the delay, I just returned from a quick vacation.
Here’s the first two pictures from the Lam Sai Wing Gung Ji book.

AndyT
It's  been  said  that  every  position  has  an  application,  and  every  application  has  a 
counter. Even so, I tend to agree that the opening movements of this form are mostly 
exercise. I can see why this is a good form to teach beginners. If it does'nt kill'em, it will 
make them stronger.

The first position (Attention) is a ready stance, relaxed but alert and ready to move.
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The second is collecting power and exercising the arms.

CJ
Possibly I have an additional step in the way my branch performs the set. But it seems 
to elaborate on the concept of ‘collecting power’. I, for one, will take a cue from Chris 
and attempt not to use such colloquialisms as they tend to be misleading. The way I 
view this, the process of starting the form and collecting power is the act of changing 
your physiology to be consciously controlled as you perform the set. Where as before 
walking on the floor to start your form you were breathing when the body felt  like it, 
without your controlling it, now you will be consciously manipulating breathing patterns, 
trapping and releasing in regard to circulation, and cycling that with tension and release 
that coincides with breath and tone. I see these first two moves as being the switch 
over point when you take control of your body on a conscious level.

Between the first and second positions there is the rising of the hands along the outside 
of the body as you breath in. The breath mirrors the hands movement in that it seems 
to  fill  the  lungs  from  the  bottom  up,  typically  known as  reverse  breathing,  as  the 
diaphragm pushes slightly out. Then, at the top, you begin to breath out while the hands 
return to the fully extended position at the sides of the body, yet with the fingers pointed 
slightly forward, creating an energetic trap at the wrist. Then the hands pull up to the 
waist, while making fists, to finish at the second position in the pictures.

AndyT
I'm inserting past postings here to bring this thread to date. I removed the signatures 
and post counts to save space. (Edit: please note this text is also in the First Draft Part 
1 previously in this document)

**************************************************************
AndyT
Posted - 18 Oct 2002 : 04:28:46

In the spirit of the forum, I think it would be a good idea to take a form apart peice by 
peice and discuss it in detail. I would like to start with Gungji since it is a pillar form and 
contains all the various parts of Hung Gar. We can explain how to generate power, or 
how to express the power as we go along.

The version I study is the one taught by Sifu Wing Lam. Yours may be different.

From the basic attention stance (feet 1 inch apart, hands at sides), you bring your fists 
up to chamber. As you bring your fists up, you should be collecting energy. Imagine you 
are picking up a large amount of weight as you bring them up. At the same time, you 
should be rolling your fingers in pinky first to make a tight fist. At the completion of the 
movement,  you should  have your  fists  chambered  and  loaded  with  the  power  you 
collected on the way up.

Anyone disagree? Agree? Comments?

This is only the first small step of the form. I would like to keep each step fairly simple 
so that its easier to digest.
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**************************************************************
WayneRoseberry
Posted - 18 Oct 2002 : 05:23:02

Move was taught mostly same for me, except for...

..the pinky detail. Never heard of that bit.

Before starting to roll fists up, I was told to relax completely.

On the breathing during chamber, Sifu always told me to do the breathing in with two 
stages. First, bring the fists up to chamber at about waist height. By the time they are 
there, the diaphragm should be all the way down, lots of pressure into lower abdomen.
Second, bring the chambered hands up higher - about midway on the rib cage - and 
expand the chest to get even more air in.
**************************************************************

LGH
Posted - 18 Oct 2002 : 11:49:55

Great Topic Andy...I hope that the post carrys through to the end, it will be quite a read 
and we will see alot of the variations in the different branches that we have here.

Firstly, I  have seen Lam Sifu's Gung gi performed and the one that I saw was very 
close to the one that we do.

On the "chambering of the fists", we draw them up, relaxed, and pull the elbows tight to 
the rear, chin up, and chest out.

Have you practiced yet today?
**************************************************************

Smee
Posted - 18 Oct 2002 : 13:06:41

Yeah - great topic. I've learned the movements of the form and am practicing it a lot. I 
might not be able to offer much to the thread but I'll read it with interest.
**************************************************************

AndyT
Posted - 18 Oct 2002 : 15:17:34

By rolling your fingers in order you get a tighter fist. Pinky, Ring, Middle, Pointer fingers 
in that order, and tuck the thumb last. This gives you a much tighter fist than just balling 
your hands up.
**************************************************************

aamc
Posted - 18 Oct 2002 : 17:27:20

Its shame we have no one from the Guang Dong style, hope I spelt that right ;-). I have 
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seen about four different versions of Gung Gee, the Lam Cho lineage, the Wing Lam 
lineage, My Lineage Fung Hok Biu and the Guang Dong lineage. Most of those from 
Hong Kong vary only slightly in character. My version varys alot. But the version I saw 
from Guang Dong has about 20 more moves, and techniques I have never seen in any 
other branch. The format is the same, but with extras and slight derviations. Anyway, 
sorry to steal your thunder a slight aside.
**************************************************************
tparkersf
Posted - 18 Oct 2002 : 17:31:28

Hi AndyT,

GREAT topic. I have nothing to add since I am not at that form just yet, but I wanted to 
add my support for this idea. I am hoping to learn this form after I finish the current one 
I am doing. So hopefully I can follow along shortly!!!
**************************************************************

Mysteri
Posted - 19 Oct 2002 : 00:28:48

sorry to temporarily stray off topic, but...tom- i was under the impression that most every 
school teaches gung ji first(sorry, i'm not hung ga). may i ask what form ur learnin first? 
what forms do u other schools teach first? i know some schools(like ours) traditionally 
would start w/ a form (that may not even be part of the system) to test a beginning 
students persistence. again, sorry to stray off topic, j/c...

"It  is not how much you know but how well you have mastered what you've learnt. 
When  making ana$$essment  of  one's  martial  arts training one should  measure the 
depth rather than the length".
**************************************************************

illusionfist
Posted - 19 Oct 2002 : 01:12:09

Actually a lot  of  hung gar schools  teach minor forms before Gung Gee now. Some 
forms that are taught before Gung Gee are Lau Gar Kuen, Mui Fa Kuen, Sup Suet Sau, 
Jin Sau Kuen, Chum Sam Jeung, etc.
**************************************************************

TenTigers
Posted - 19 Oct 2002 : 01:16:28

we open our set a little diferent; we first bring our hands up palms up to about eyebrow 
height, then roll our hands into fist, wrapping the thumb over the first finger, then pull 
the fists to chamber while bending the knees. We then open up into yee ji kim yeung 
ma-open heels, toes,heels,toes agin to form a slightly wider base. one note, by rolling 
pinky first, the beginner often makes the mistake of over clenching the pinky and ring 
finger, thus didtorting the shape of the fist. The last two metatarsals 'float' meaning they 
flex more and by clenching the pinky and ring finger they pull down the metatarsals. 
Boxer's breaks are more likely to happen. By clenching the indes and ring fingers, the 
fist stays square both across the front and the top. Contact is through bone alignment 
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and not clenching. You can hit with a slightly open fist as long as alignment is straight. 
Not suggested, but just as a demonstration of bone alignment. (if  ya wanna impress 
your friends, you can do an inch punch holding an egg in your hand and with proper 
alignment  -and  practice-wear  a  poncho-the  egg will  not  break)Someone,  not  to  be 
mentioned used to demo this as a showing of his ch'i..yeah, uh-huh...not ch'i-gung, ch'i-
ting.
**************************************************************

Mysteri
Posted - 19 Oct 2002 : 02:23:17

thanx for ur replies...

"It  is not  how much you know but  how well  you have mastered what you've learnt. 
When  making ana$$essment  of  one's  martial  arts training one should measure the 
depth rather than the length".
**************************************************************

WayneRoseberry
Posted - 19 Oct 2002 : 04:02:54

Okay - so we have our hands chambered. We just took a big deep breath.

Before we transition to the next move - anybody want to muse on the WHY of this 
particular move? Questions and thoughts:

- Is it just a preparation for the next move?
- Is it just an energy collecting/breathing exercise?
- Does it have a value of its own, defense or attack-wise?

My reflections:
I was never given an explanation for this move, but my thoughts always were:
1. it is about power collecting - both for short-term use and as long term exercise
2. it is partly a setup for the next move
3. it could be (maybe, never tried it) as a move to respond to a grab from behind or front 
- the elbows coming up, the expanding chest... it begins to break an opponent's hold - I 
also believe that the outward strike that follows continues that break

With TenTiger's version (hands up to eyebrow, then chambered back), one can imagine 
an elbow strike in there - and could also envision the rising hands as a response to 
something like a grab (Fu Hok seems to have something similar)

thoughts? The above is purely my own reflection.
**************************************************************

AndyT
Posted - 19 Oct 2002 : 08:07:46

Wayne, you read my mind on the 'Whys' and Wherefores' of this movement.

Here is a format we can use until something better presents itself.
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1. Describe the movement.
2. What is the movement about? What do we learn from it?
3. What are it's applications?
4. What Might it be?
Reviews to redefine the movement based on discussion.

LSW says of  this  starting position that  the head can support  a thousand pounds.  I 
woulda$$ume from the skeletal alignment.
He mentions the Dan-tien and the four body parts. (Heart*Thought?*, feet, ears, eyes)
He also describes a state of awareness you should strive for here.

I would also add a double elbow strike backwards at the chambered position itself.

Breathing your collected power into the Dan-tien (Lower abdomen) brings the power to 
the level of the strike you make in the next move with the slicing palms. (Knife Hand).

The unspoken question here is, Does Chi have to travel inside your body, ie; from your 
lower abdomen up thru your chest and then down your arms in order to reach your 
hands? Or can it be directed straight thru? Personally, I think it can be directed.

If anyone can think of other applications for this movement, by all means, please chime 
in with them.

To Review:
1. Begin in a relaxed standing position with your hands at your sides. Head straight, 
eyes forward (On imaginary enemy).

2. Bring your hands to mid chest level (Chamber), with your elbows back. (If you are a 
part  of  TenTigers  Lineage  *which  is  what  please?*  then  you  will  do  instead  the 
following) "we first bring our hands up palms up to about eyebrow height, then roll our 
hands into fist, wrapping the thumb over the first finger, then pull the fists to chamber 
while  bending  the  knees.  We  then  open  up  into  yee  ji  kim  yeung  ma"  Translate 
Please"-open toes then heels-opposite from LSW."

3. As your hands raise, collect power, (Imagine lifting weight) dumping it into the dan-
tien for possibly immediate (Elbow strike to rear?, Breaking hold? Uppercut?) or later 
use.

4. During this you should be breathing in, taking on a full supply of oxygen, filling the 
dan-tien area with as much as you can by using the diaphram, and then expanding the 
chest to accept as much as possible.

Next Move:
The next movement is of course, Slicing palms.
When you open your fists into knife hand, you should be transferring the power you 
collected into them. Think of them as iron ballons filling with power as they straighten 
out. As your hands move outward, they should be flowing (water) without tension, and 
carrying half the collected Chi on each one. Strike as if you are slicing a pair of knives 
thru the body to emerge on the far side. Do not aim for the surface of the body, aim 
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beyond it.

Your breathing here should be controlled outward. Use the diaphram to control your 
breathing. Why should you breathe out here? Is it easier to coordinate outward Chi flow 
with outward breathing? Or more likely because you just breathed in all you can and 
now have to start letting it out. This would still make sense on putting the direction of 
different flows together to aid in coordination and timing.

What MIGHT it be? It might be an exercise where you move a ball of chi around as a 
standing meditative sort of thing.

Wayne,  I  know  I  did  not  cover  all  the  points,  but  this  is  long  enough  I  think 
already.Sorry, I guess it was my turn to get long winded.
**************************************************************

aamc
Posted - 19 Oct 2002 : 14:54:19

1. Start in Ready Stance.

Hand cross block infront you roll the fists over before forming fists behind the body.

Shoulders are drawn back, hips locked forward. You draw the hands up, like lifting a 
weight.  Basically,  dyanmic  tension.  Take  four  deep  breaths,  i.e  abdomenal 
breathing/lower diaphram breathing.

Draw the fists up till they are under the armpits. Then finger flick before slicing palms.

2. The inital roll, is to break out of a wrist grab. By placing your arms behind your back 
and pulling your shoulders back, your chest cannot expand and contract. So you have 
to use
the lower diaphram to breath. A subtle piece of body mechanics. The arm raising I treat 
as dynamic tensioning, with the fists turned inwards you place a great deal of tension 
on up part of the arm.

Finally you concentrate on the fingers, the flick trains finger strength.

3 & 4.  What  are the applications? Dont  know, perhaps there arent  any.  Could this 
section be a body building exercise. Its not impossible that the martial value is of less 
importance in this section then the body building exercise. Its one line of thought.
**************************************************************

WayneRoseberry
Posted - 19 Oct 2002 : 16:24:45

quote:
----------------------------------------------
Originally posted by AndyT:
...snip...
Next Move:
The next movement is of course, Slicing palms.
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...snip...
----------------------------------------------

So, the way I learned it was almost exactly the same, but slightly different on the power 
emphasis.

1. Describe the movement.
Create two knife hands, turned sideways, begin to push out. Push out using dynamic 
tension.  At the same time,  push the chi and air down to the dan tien, holding your 
breath. You continue pushing out with hands, down with diaphragm and holding your 
breath until the hands are 3/4 of the way out. At this point, you release the air through 
the mouth, open throat. You go slowly with the move, taking longer to exhale than you 
did to inhale.
By the time the move is done, the hands are out fully extended in front.  The lungs 
should be almost empty - but not quite.

2. What is the movement about? What do we learn from it?
The breathing pattern is almost exactly the same way that I was taught to do the bridge 
hands (the one with the index finger extended... name was chiao sao, or something - I 
do not do Chinese at all). We did a lot of this type of breathing along with dynamic 
tension in our kwoon. I alwaysa$$umed we were developing strength and power. The 
breathing is a bit similar to the way you do weight lifting, or other tasks that require a 
great deal of exertion with the move.

3. What are it's applications?
I also thought there were two possibilities, but only one I understood.
3.1 Breaking a hold from behind
After  the  rising arms from the  previous move,  your  chest  has  more  circumference, 
hence harder to hold. This should have weakened the opponent's hold a bit. The arms 
shooting forward then finish the break. The angle of the arms moving forward does not 
directly oppose the strength of the grip - instead, it wedges its way out... which seems 
like it would work pretty well. Not sure, have not tried, but it sounds good to the old 
brain.

3.2 Strike with the knife hands
This is the visually obvious application, and explains the knife hands. My problem has 
always been "Strike what and where?" There is a lot of meat and muscle on the torso, 
so indiscriminately striking with the fingers sounds like a very bad idea. However, sifu 
was always very particular about the height of the hands, so I figured he had something 
in mind.

Now, aamc... your move - it sounds like you are in horse stance already. On the form I 
know, and from the way AndyT sounds, we are not going to be in horse stance for 
another four or five moves. Also, the moves you describe sound sorta like the same 
moves I do once there, so for sake of synchronization we might want to wait a few 
steps? Do you agree?
**************************************************************

aamc
Posted - 19 Oct 2002 : 17:31:05
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Nope not  in  Horse  stance  yet.  So far,  the  movement  is  still  the  same,  maybe  my 
descriptions  are  not  the  most  accurrate,  but  I  know from my observations  that  the 
motions are pretty much the same at the moment.

Maybe its the phrase ready stance,  but  I  mean attension stance or natural  stance, 
whatever you want to call it.
**************************************************************

tparkersf
Posted - 19 Oct 2002 : 17:56:16

Hi Ten Tigers,

Our Hung Gar curriculum starts with Lau Gar and moves to Gung Gee. We don't have 
many of those other intro forms other people have like Butterfly Pams, Arrow Hand, etc. 
In the old days people needed to stand in the horse stance for a year, as the stories go. 
So, I think, we practice other sets as we build up our legs and get condition. i am not 
sure if that is the intent, but that is what it seems to me. Our lineage incorporated some 
northern sets which brings in the benifits of agility and speed. We do Gung Lik Kuen 
and Jeet Kuen. Some may cringe at that, but they are good sets and do help to round 
out  our  knowledge  of  kung  fu.  These  are  not  major  forms  in  our  lineage,  but  are 
begginer forms.

In my personal case, I also learned the Monkey Staff. My teacher likes to get people in 
small groups and advance them together. So I learned the staff with one of my sihings.

Anyways, sorry for the interruption, lets get back to Gung Gee!
**************************************************************

AndyT
Posted - 20 Oct 2002 : 00:35:14

I'm trying to keep the pace slow for different reasons. Not all of us are able to get to the 
forum everyday and  it's  only  fair  and  right  that  we should  give  everyone  an  equal 
chance at posting comments. And for those like myself that need numerous rounds with 
the editor and spell checker...
I think 48-72 hours is a good figure. That gives each of us a chance to think out our 
post a bit before tossing it in. Although you should not let that hinder you from posting 
of course. Also, I know how much I'm enjoying ripping it apart in such detail. It's the only 
way to really explore it fully in my humble opinion.

Wayne, I agree with the wedge. It makes perfect sense. And it also gives a perfect 
example of the use for iron bar training.

Are'nt the kidneys right about that height?

Next Question:
In all the above, is there an element/animal relationship we should be aware of?
**************************************************************

WayneRoseberry
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Posted - 20 Oct 2002 : 08:08:54

quote:
-------------------------------------------
Originally posted by AndyT:
... snip ...
Are'nt the kidneys right about that height?
... snip ...
-------------------------------------------

I  have always been  vague on the  appropriate  height  for  that  strike..  but  to  hit  the 
kidneys, don't you have to come in more from the side and back? I believe there is stuff 
(I am pretty sure that "stuff"  is the correct technical terms - either that,  or "things" - 
although, I have to admit, that from photos I have seen, I think "goop" and "gunk" would 
be better words) between the front of the ribcage and and the kidneys, right? Like, the 
lungs, or the liver or something? Also, the ribcage runs at totally the wrong angle to 
penetrate with the hand in that direction. You would want the hand palm up or palm 
mostly down to penetrate between the ribs. Kidney shots are usually a bashing motion - 
like with a fist.

It  seems  to  me that  you HAVE to  be  hitting  somewhere  else  -  but  again,  where? 
Floating ribs? Anybody got a clue?
**************************************************************

TenTigers
Posted - 20 Oct 2002 : 15:35:40

before we extend the 'slicing knife hands' we very slightly twist our torso (inches here) 
to the right while inhaling and pulling the scapula back, opening up the thoracic region. 
The air is drawn all the way down to dan tien, and packed until the entire body is filled. 
We  do  'reverse  breathing'  which  draws  the  diaphragm in  slightly  during  inhalation. 
Reverse breathing energizes the body, so we a re-charging and 'reving the engines', so 
to speak. Did you notice that Gung Ji Fook Fu Kuen is the only form that begins with 
Hei  Gung  BEFORE  even  opening  up  the  bow?  To  continue,  the  knife  hands  are 
pressed foward, at about soalr plexus height,with slight tension.At extension, the body 
closes and faht ging at the end.Exhale throughout movement, leading the hei to through 
the arms, while also circulating through the body and down intothe earth. Sink and root. 
I was taught that chuin ging (inch power) is inherent in all strikes. Knowing where to 
tense, and release tension is the key.
As far as application is concerned, just because the strike is foward in the form does 
not nessasarily mean thet the opponent is in front. Strikes can go to front, back, side, 
crook of arm to bend, back of arm to break, etc. The issue here IMHO, is one of power 
issuing, opening and closing of the body, sinking, and faht-ging. This movement can be 
extracted  from  the  form  and  performed  in  repetitions,  as  it  is  a  powerful  hei-gung 
exercise. Gung-Ji is also mapping out your training. Each movement can be isolated. 
The form is the Siu-Lum syllabus encapsulated-therefore it has to be taken apart,and 
expanded upon. In the temple, these movements might have been hours of separate 
exercises,  just  as  Tiet  Sien  Kuen  was  first  a  series  of  exercises  before  being  put 
together as a form. Yes? No? (heck, I'm makin half this s** up anyway!)-jes' kiddin!
**************************************************************
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AndyT
Posted - 20 Oct 2002 : 22:07:16

A question Answered from LSW's book. Step 2-3 *Translation available here*

As you can see, you are aiming to break the ribs.
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STEPS 3-10
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~1188.asp

CJ
Here are the next pictures in the Gung Ji Fook Fu Kuen progression.

AndyT
I've been getting various comments to the effect that 'We already covered this'. So, to 
make things easier, I've asked CJ to skip to pictures 11 & 12 for the next posting, and 
I'll do my best to insert the previous threads in where they should go.

However, you can still post in these threads if you have something to add.

Thanks for your paitence and understanding in this new form of sharing.

CJ
Okay, is anyone else experiencing a little bit of deja vu? I know I am but so be it. As we 
fast forward here a bit I’m going to go ahead and post the pictures to catch us up to 
near where we left off last time. I’m only posting them as I suspect some of you may be 
keeping track and wouldn’t want to leave out anything as we work our way through the 
form.

The following are moves 5,6,7.
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CJ
And, once again as we fast forward here are moves 8,9,10.

AndyT
The translation of #8 that you have is new to me.
'Bring in the chest to demonstrate proper modesty'.

I would guess that this means in Cat stance (Dui Ma) that the chest should be brought 
in to protect it from strikes? Or is it something else entirely?

CJ
Andy,
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From a personal perspective I don’t look at bringing the chest in as a protection from 
attack. From the translation I see it as being the opposite of ‘having a chip on your 
shoulder’.  The  act  of  showing humility  could  be  seen  as  a  diminutive  posture.  Yet 
another POV on the same subject is that bringing the chest in and slightly rolling the 
shoulders is a typical alignment for chi development as seen in Tit Sin Kuen. I’m not 
saying that this is the focus at this precise time in the form while doing Gung Ji yet the 
postures have an undeniable carryover and description.

(although in Tit Sin the stance is shoulder width and here it is Tu Li Ma)
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STEPS 11-12
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~1189.asp

CJ
Hello again, as requested by Andy, here are the next steps in the Gung Ji form, 11&12.

CJ
Sorry, I just realized that I had posted the wrong pictures, above it the correct 11 & 12.

CJ
Following is a re-post of comments from the discussion before:
(Edit: This is once again a repost of information which we already covered before in the 
drafts. However please note that after this repost there are a few new posts added)
-----------------------------

LGH
Advanced Member
Posts: 205
From: USA
Registered: Dec 2001

Since  I  am  around  this  evening  I  will  start  things  off...we  are  done  the  opening 
sequence to the salute.
--Next is to walk the feet down into Sai-ping ma...
(the stepping out to sai-ping ma is as follows: 1) heels move outward as you pivot on 
the balls of the feet, your knees are together as you drop slightly downward.
2) Pivot on the heels so that your toes are facing outward at an angle less than 180 
degrees outward, and the knees bend so that you are now at the same height as your 
sai-ping will be. Knees over the toes.
3) straighten the feet so that they are parallel to each other, knees over the toes, and 
bottom of the thighs parallel with the floor.
--Since this is stance movement I will add the first hand movement as well. Raise both 
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chammbered fists up under the armpits, open the hands so that the palms are facing 
upward, and then press both palms to downward to block to the front. The end position 
has both palms fingers pointing at each other.
Application: Stepping down...on the first movement you bring the knees together as you 
widen your standing platform. this could be a defense against a kick to the groin from 
the front.
Both hands pressing downward: double block to the front. In this coming sequence I 
see that it can train for a double attack as well as the fact that you are efficiently training 
two individual hands at the same time instead of doing one side and then repeating the 
other side.
Have you practiced yet today?

------------------------------------

CJ
Junior Member
Posts: 55
From: USA
Registered: Oct 2002

My movements are just about identical to LGH. I would only add that as the fists rise up 
I breath in, as the palms push down I breath out. The focus here is more internal and 
energetic  than  martial  in  nature  during  these  movements.  Though,  as  seen  in  the 
middle  picture,  the  joint  alignments  for  internal  work  do  create  effective  defensible 
bridges.

--------------------------------------

aamc
Member
Posts: 77
From: United Kingdom
Registered: Jun 2001

Here is where my lineage is different from most LSW lineages. We start the kiu sau 
extensions. These are done with tension only on the extending movements. These are 
done three times on the final full extension you cross the left wrist over the right wrist. 
You then circle out into a double rising elbow strike, your arms drop back into kiu sau, 
drawn to the chest.  You extend again and repeat  the sequence.  This is done three 
times as well. On the final rising elbow.
You drop your arms forward with a double wrist block, the finger strike to eye level.

--------------------------------------

AndyT
Moderator
Posts: 548
From: USA
Registered: Oct 2001
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aamc,
What is the footwork for this please.
I am having trouble visualizing the 'circling out' portion.

--------------------------------------
aamc
Member
Posts: 77
From: United Kingdom
Registered: Jun 2001

okay, you are still in horse stance. The hands cross over in front of you. The hands then 
circle outwards in to rising elbows. Imagine doing a double bong sau, with both wrists 
touching and then changing to taun sau.That is sort of the motion.Only your arms are 
out in kiu sau, and circle outwards, straight into double rising elbows.

---------------------------------------

TenTigers
Senior Member
Posts: 174
From: USA
Registered: Aug 2001

We open a little differently; we first open the toes, then the heels into Kim Yeung Ma, 
then the toes, then straighten the heels and sink into the horse. The hands are brought 
in front of your dan tien and brought up to the chest, while inhaling and opening up the 
chest (Like drinking from a stream)then pressed down and forward in a double inward 
palm  push-about  rib  height.  The  hands  are  then  brought  together  in  a  prayer 
position,and circled in a semi-circle clockwise to  the left  outer  pectoral  and back to 
center, where they are pressed together and thrust out, separated and form the kiu-
sao.Then they are brought down to the hips(palms down)brought back and up tothe 
chest (outer pecs) and pushed foward, elbows down, with tension while exhaling.(3x)

-------------------------------------
AndyT
Moderator
Posts: 548
From: USA
Registered: Oct 2001

Heel,  Toe,  Heel,  Toe,  Sink into  horse.  Bring both arms upward from chamber in a 
circular motion bringing them in to the waist, palms open and facing down. From there, 
A 'prayer' hands into double tiger claw. Change hands to Kiu Sao and do 3 times.
Applications anyone?

--------------------------------------
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HaSayFu
Advanced Member
Posts: 308
From: USA
Registered: May 2001

Andy has it closest to our stepping. LGH is missing one more pivot on toes with heels 
out. Andy didn't explictly state it but I know he meant to say the last toe it is a 1/2 step 
to parallel. This is called the 3 and a half opening.
For us, after the "prayer" it opens to fun kiu. The hand should have fingers pointing up, 
thumb pointing straight ahead. Everything else is as Andy stated.
While you can find applications, I'm with CJ. When playing Gung Gi, it's good to do 
everything up to and including the 3 kiu saus for Qi building. I tell students to use the 
longest breathing they can and match the movements to the breath. There's plenty of 
time to do apps later.
I should note that this is my personal preference. None of the LSW books say to do this 
and talk about all the various applications. They only mention the three kiu saus as Qi 
building.

-------------------------------------

LGH
Advanced Member
Posts: 205
From: USA
Registered: Dec 2001

When we move to the 'prayer' there is a slight pause once the "prayer" is made.
As to the applications, we do practice applications for these movements out of the form, 
but while doing the form we concentrate on the internal as was already mentioned.
Raising the hands to "prayer" is inhale and extending the hands circularly outward is 
exhale.
When I do the extended hands my thumb is not pointing to the front but at the sides...I 
was once shown that the thumbs pointing to the front (by Tung Gwok Wah's school) 
was to strengthen the push energy to the front.
Can someone explain this one a little more to me. It definitely has a nice feel to the 
push when done with the thumbs forward...
Have you practiced yet today?

-------------------------------------

AndyT
I'm going to play this with Fun Kiu instead of Tiger claw and see how the power flows.

AndyT
Ok, The pic is labeled 'Double Cutting Palm'
Cutting what? I had only seen this as a block or a hold break.

CJ
Andy,
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Unfortunately  I  can’t  personally  speak  to  the  accuracy  or  interpretive  nature  of  the 
translations. They were done by others who prefer not to take an active role in this 
discussion.  Yet  I  trust  their  judgment  and  perspective  which  is  why I  included  the 
translations with the poster and in the posts that I’m doing here. I always figure that 
some information is better than nothing at all and I leave it to others to discern how 
much of it they adopt or reject.

From my perspective the  ‘cutting palm’  would be a reference an application that  is 
usually  done  to  the  side  of  the  stance  as  in  LSW-GungJi-#72  which  translates  to 
‘Crossing Palm’. Although in #11 we see both palms pushing down in a square frontal 
stance,  IMHO, the applications would usually be done to the side and use a single 
palm, where the ‘rear’ hand traps and controls either the opponents arm or leg. The 
‘cutting palm’ is then used on the joint. In the case of a trapped arm your control hand 
will twist the opponents arm to elbow side up as you pull it into you, then your cutting 
palm levers through the elbow. In the case of a leg, your control hand traps the ankle 
while  the  cutting  palm cleaves the  patella  on  the  top  of  the  knee  or  the  collateral 
ligaments on either side.

In general terms, all double handed movements should be looked at for single hand 
applications. In the case of any single hand application you need to evaluate how the 
rear hand could have helped to  set  the stage for  the attacking hand to  do a more 
effective job. When you start to see that as a general rule within Gung Ji then the form 
really starts to come alive.
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STEPS 13-14
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~1197.asp

CJ
Gung Ji, steps 13 and 14

CJ
Following is the discussion from last time:
(Edit: Once again a repost of information of the Draft threads. No more new posts have 
been added after this repost)
----------------------

CJ
Member
Posts: 62
From: USA
Registered: Oct 2002

Here  are  the  next  two  pictures  since  we're  already  discussing  the  que  sao  and 
breathing. In case I haven't mentioned it before, I am reversing the order of the pictures 
from how they are shown on the poster. These pictures read from left to right as it's 
easier for many westerners to work with.
LGH mentioned the thumb position in breathing with the que sao. IMHO the subtle, and 
sometimes personal, relationship between the extended fore finger and the thumb are 
only the motivating force to stimulate proper chi flow to the Laogong point (acupoint - 
Pericardium 8 - nearly center of the palm). In Hung we often walk a fine line between 
tension  that  creates  constraint  (stagnating  chi  flow)  and  alignments  that  stimulate 
proper chi flow. In this case, with the previous two moves that brought the chi up from 
the dan tien, we are now extending it to the palms by way of advantageous alignments 
and breathing. These alignments being the sinking of the shoulders and elbows, the 
opening and stretching of the Laogong by the fore finger and thumb, and of course the 
breath and the mind to do the driving.
BTW, I was taught with my hand position very close to how you see the picture. Fore 
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finger slightly separated from the other three, thumb curled and slightly in front.
CJ

------------------------------------------

Riven
New Member
Posts: 17
From: USA
Registered: Sep 2002

Regarding breathing, I've been watching Frank Yee sifu's Gung Gee video and noticed 
that he inhales and exhales through the nose (well that's what it looks and sounds like) 
throughout Gung Gee. It seems like he only exhales through the mouth when making a 
sound. Is this true for most of you? I've always inhaled through the nose and exhaled 
through the mouth. Does it make a difference?

------------------------------------------

DF
Advanced Member
Posts: 225
From: USA
Registered: May 2001

The breathing is important, if not done right it can lead to harm. At yee's, depend on 
what level you are at, the form is done different. The breathing is different, the sound is 
different,etc. What is shown on the tape is the most basic.
DF

------------------------------------------

HaSayFu
Advanced Member
Posts: 308
From: USA
Registered: May 2001

On  breathing,  in  the  beginning,  it  should  be  natural.  The  hardest  thing  for 
beginners/intermediate to do is to do the set at full power and not be breathing heavy at 
the end.
This is not taichi. With the exception of the early movements, don't time the breath with 
the  movements.  Breath  to  the  dan  tien.  After  you achieve that,  you  can  play  with 
breathing on different parts.
No general rules. Different breathing for different results. And as DF said, bad breathing 
can be bad for you.

------------------------------------------

AndyT
Moderator
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Posts: 553
From: USA
Registered: Oct 2001

Next move;
After the Kiu Saos',  we have three repititions of a double elbow strike followed by a 
double crane beak block at the waist and finally a double palm strike.
Andy T
If you're a Klingon, then by God BE a Klingon!
http://clik.to/tulenko

------------------------------------------

LGH
Advanced Member
Posts: 205
From: USA
Registered: Dec 2001

-Double upward elbow strikes (exhale)are high over the head. the hands are loose on 
the way up so that the elbows can "whip" up faster. It is like whipping the loose hands in 
behind the ears.
- Application: obvious one is an elbow strike (or two)
Another would be deflecting block that redirects a blow by the head.
Two "crane blocks" (inhale)hooking downward to the hips...you coil the body by drawing 
in your energy as you pull down the hands.
Double  push  (exhale):  once  you have drawn in  your  energy  let  it  explode  forward 
directly to the target. you are bringing your energy right from the tan tien up through to 
the palms.

------------------------------------------

TenTigers
Senior Member
Posts: 174
From: USA
Registered: Aug 2001

we do it similarly, but we use tiger claws. Elbows go up,tiger claws are bent back-then 
rip down, and hook, not in crane hooks, but tiger claws,maintaining tension in the claws. 
You can feel this throughout the tendons on the back of the hands, wrists,forearms, 
fingers.When coming forward, they slowly squeeze into tighter claws,pulling the hand 
back and (this is the only time)the forearm is locked-purely for extra tension) rather than 
palm strikes, a real forearm burner!
Then double jut, or gum sao, biu sao, deng kiu, and circle up into scissors while pulling 
into yee ji kim yeung ma. Then we open back into sei ping ma, while preforming double 
jai-kiew to sides, then sup ji fun gum, and re-chamber.

------------------------------------------

LGH
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Advanced Member
Posts: 205
From: USA
Registered: Dec 2001

I wasn't thinking about it actually when I referred to "crane hooks" but we do these in a 
tiger claw as well, with tension in the fingers, but the pushes are palm strikes.
This is repeated three times and then it is up with high double elbows, then drop both 
elbows to the front, followed continuously by the forearms and wrists, and then straight 
double finger strikes to the front.
the dropping of the elbows, forearms, and wrists is a dropping block that almost bouces 
off of the top of the incoming attack, then the finger strike almost skips in off of these.
I was lost on the Cantonese terminology for the next few movements, if you could give 
both English and the Cantonese version if you please. Please include the Cantonese 
though, I for one love learning the names to the techniques, even if i will have to be 
corrected for the next few months before I get them right.

------------------------------------------
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STEPS 15-16
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~1212.asp

CJ
Gung Ji, steps 15 and 16

CJ
This post brings us up to date with where we left off last time. I know everyone is busy 
with New Year celebrations and such but PLEASE someone else chime in here, I feel 
like I’m talking to myself…

The discussion points from last time:
(Edit: Again a repost of information from the Draft threads. Please note however that 
new posts have been added after this repost)
-------------------------------------------------

AndyT
Moderator
Posts: 561
From: USA
Registered: Oct 2001

I'm afraid I'm quite ignorant of the correct names of 90% of the movements myself, but 
here goes....

Next Movement
After the third double palm strike,
1. Double stabbing knife hand forward, palms down.
2. Draw the elbows down into a sinking bridge while the handsa$$ume the Fun Kiu 
position. (Like catching a baseball bat being swung at you).
3. Then (Tricky part here) twisting the forearms over to face the palms backward while 
raising the arms to bring the upper arm parallel with the floor. I call this double upper 
forearm block with knife hands. Someone please give me a better name if you know it. 
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4.  Double back fist  down and out  to  the  sides.  Finally bringing your fists  back into 
chamber.
I see a bunch of blocking apps here myself. Of course, blocks are also strikes.

Andy T
If you're a Klingon, then by God BE a Klingon!
http://clik.to/tulenko

-------------------------------------------------

CJ
Member
Posts: 68
From: USA
Registered: Oct 2002

My movements are fairly similar to the ones discussed so far.
After the series of three elbow / palm strikes I we do the final raised elbow followed by 
the linking slap block into the two spear hand strikes. As LGH said, like you skip of the 
top of the hit, redirecting it while continuing on to strike with the finger tips.

Then Fingers Support Heaven as you drop the elbows and pull the wrist back a bit as 
you sink the arms. I  look at  the next Four throws of Lance Pierce Hand as a quick 
series  of  clearing  moves  for  the  wrists.  It’s  a  little  difficult  to  describe  the  exact 
movements but suffice to say that the crossing of the wrists set up the next clearing 
motion using the backhand hook of the tiger claw. The hands come back to the waist, 
then up to the chest in fists to set up the double Fun Gum Kiu / Golden Hammer Fist.

Applications are pretty straight forward. The two spear hand strikes should be directed 
to soft body and vital targets (try to avoid hitting bones with your finger tips) and can be 
used either singularly or together. The Fingers Support Heaven can be applied as a 
response to a grab, drop your arm and suck you opponent in. Also it should be noted 
that the alignment and slight tension are a highly energetic posture both when you do it 
in front or earlier when you did it to the sides, breath out while doing it and sink the chi. 
The Fan Gam Kiu / Golden Hammer Fist can be looked at as a break to a bear hug 
when  done  together  or  when  it’s  used  with  a  single  arm  it  strikes  to  the 
neck/face/clavicle. It can also be used singularly in conjunction with a grapple as you tie 
up an arm then strike the same arm or as you pull the arm you expose the neck and 
head. Using the Metal Element metaphor, it just hammers through what ever you put in 
the way.
CJ

-------------------------------------------------

AndyT
CJ,
Thank you so much for your posting these threads.
I've been bed ridden for the last two weeks with a respritory infection. I've been able to 
post a comment here and there, but not as much as usual.

AndyT
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It's  obvious that  much of  what's  been covered so far  is  not  only exercise,  but  also 
clearing movements designed to get you deep inside your enemies guard. These so far 
have been doubles, or both hands, but as discussed before, this is to train both hands 
equally and does not mean that you must use both hands at once.

Looking back over what's been covered so far, I can see quite a bit of detail that was 
not so obvious before. It's been said that if you train forms only, you will not have good 
Kung Fu, but if you train the basics, you will have good Kung Fu. If one extracts the 
individual  techniques that  have been discussed so far,  how much of  the basics will 
someone be able to find? Enough to train with?

faht wing
i notice many who reply are to discuss the hand technics.

not much is said about the compression of the body. why is this?

AndyT
What do you mean? Please explain this compression.

monk
    quote:Originally posted by faht wing:

    i notice many who reply are to discuss the hand technics.

    not much is said about the compression of the body. why is this?

When you say body compression are you referring to "Tun To Fau Chum" (Swallow 
Spit Float Sink), four key concepts of fajing in other southern arts? If you are, would you 
elaborate on how these concepts are applied in gung gi.

BTW, I am new here.

faht wing
sorry my teacher says no to explain this on the internet.

but i'd like to hear others explain.

Sifuchuck
FW-(NOI)--
but if your sifu doesn't want you to discuss the subject, wouldn't it be wrong for you to 
read about it from others? I mean if you are not allowed to share your information on a 
topic, doesn't it seem selfish to ask others to share theirs?

I've been very impressed by the openess of the "family" that meets here--but I wonder 
now, how much knowledge is being repressed, how many secrets are being kept from 
the rest of  the family.  Kinda makes you lose that  warm and fuzzy feeling.  FW--not 
directed at you--just inspired by your comment.

Which brings up another thought--which I'll put on another thread...

But to the Gung gi--I'm wondering about the "four throws of the piercing lance hands." 
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Is this the best translation? I don't see any lance hands after the second "four fingers to 
heaven." Maybe the four throws are the techniques after the first four fingers and the 
bik kiu sequence? Or hey (tongue in cheek) maybe they are these techniques that LSW 
didn't put in the book--that only like, five people in the world know, and their not talkin'!

AndyT
Now that you mention it, I do not have the 4 lance hands either. I can see lots of apps 
for them, and they would seem to fit.
And I'm wondering about the sink, swallow, spit, and float as well.

illusionfist
Tun To Fou Chum, haha you should have thought about that stuff about 12-13 postures 
back.

faht wing
not being selfish.

sifu feels to stay away from the insults and headaches. he said also someone out there 
may read what i post and try it. that person can be hurt and not know it.

he says it like putting a air hose in someones mouth and adding preasure to their wind 
pipe. would that hurt someone or not?

i am only a student but has no other perspectives on the subject. my sifu doesnt mind 
me  on  the  internet  and  ask  him  questions  about  what  i  read  from  the  internet. 
sometimes when he is here for dinner he adds his 2 cents on the forum.

he has a limit of 5 students he carries. all else interested is on a waiting list. of the 5 
who does not train to standards are ask to leave to make room for those waiting to 
learn.

tparkersf
Hi FahtWing,

I understand your position and I respect it. There are things that are appropriate for this 
forum and some things that are not. Some one could get hurt with some things.

Andy,

I will try to address the Rise, Sink, swallow, and spit. I am only slightly familiar with them 
and take it as a grain of salt. Hopefull someone will take exception to what I say and will 
add more to it. I think we all do it, but may not be specifically aware of them. They are 
used in many southern arts.

Sink- This is what it sounds like. The 1000lbs horse stance. You sink down your bridges 
to destroy the opponents structure and stop the force. Think going from a front stance 
to a horse while dropping and sinking into your horse.

rise/float-  the opposite  of  sinking.  You rise up or float.  You use this to  uproot  your 
opponent. Any time you apply a upward vector you would be uprooting your opponent. 
He can not get into a stable stance and is offbalance.
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Spit-  issues  force  outwards.  Perhaps  a  double  palm  to  the  opponent.  Maybe  the 
butterfly palms were you redirect the force then spit it back out towards them with the 
palms.

Swallow- the sucking in or swallowing the force. If a punch comes in, you smother it but 
allow it to come inwards rather than deflecting it away. As if your swallowing the force.

This is how I understand them, but I don't claim it is authentic, just what I picked up. 
Can any one else confirm or correct this?

monk
This is how a white crane guy explained it.
sometimes, swallow-spit
sometimes, swallow-sink
sometimes, spit-float
or maybe swallow-spit-float-sink together.

Using LSW's fuhok Pic 23 as example.

You see Master LSW in a four coroner stance with both of his hands raised in the air 
holding the sky. If he raises out of that stance, he raised his center of gravity ("float" 
and "swallow" breath). Next, he could do a sink-spit to generate power. If his opponent 
don't take this move seriously, he'll be seriously hurt.

DF
I was taught different from the posts above concerning Tun To Fou Chum.
The concepts has to do with body position and connection. In the Gar we are known for 
great power because of the body connection in our movements or as Haysafu refers it 
as "linking"; different word but same concept. We do all our movements as one unit. No 
move is just done with the hand without the body and the legs behind it. Nothing moves 
by itself, the body moves as one unit. Tun To Fou Chum describe the position of the 
body, even though these terms are not commonly use in the gar, you hear it more often 
in  southern  short  hand  such  as  bak  mei.  In  any  case,  when  we  talk  about  body 
connection, breath is include as well, thus internal comes into play. This is true for all 
movements. I really don't want to go too much in describing it because it is hard to put 
the concepts into words, much easier shown than write.

Sifuchuck
Hey Hey--
I realize that I haven't been contributing much to the gungi discussion--but two of my 
students and I spent 3 days in Sunnyvale going over details of gungi with Sifu Wing 
Lam this past August, and I'm still trying to digest all of the information.

I was so overwhelmed by the instruction that I feel less than qualified to comment in 
most cases--however, like many others on this forum, I find the gungi threads more 
than fascinating--quite addicting!

I want to interject a quote from AndyT at the beginning of this project--a reminder of the 
original intent to motivate and inspire:
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AndyT
"In the spirit of the forum, I think it would be a good idea to take a form apart peice by 
peice and discuss it in detail. I would like to start with Gungji since it is a pillar form and 
contains all the various parts of Hung Gar. We can explain how to generate power, or 
how to express the power as we go along."

Those who can contribute--please do! And thank you!

monk
This is a description of "body compression" (taken from a goju site) that I think faht wing 
was referring to.

>>The explosive power is generated by using the whole body and then channelling and 
directing it  into the opponent.  In the initial  stages a single shock wave is produced, 
hence the intent of 'the single killing blow'. In the higher levels this manifests as a series 
of continuos waves or vibrations. The source of this power is the from the hara or lower 
abdomen combined with contractions of  the diaphragm (ie breathing).  Crane boxing 
refers  to  this  as  'shaking'  or  'trembling',  in  the  Chinese  internal  arts  this  explosive 
energy is called 'Fa Jing'.

This was a description given for the power develop from practicing sanchin (which I 
believe is a cousin of iron thread).

I believe swallow spit float sink is more than just body position, but also a series of 
breathing techniques in combination with body alignment. I don't think hung gar power 
comes from just proper aliagnment. The alignament is the first step. Then, the internal 
stuffs starts.

I guess I shouldn't expect you guys to talk about "body compression" here because it is 
advance stuff  and absolutely deadly for  the practitioner (if  practiced wrong) and his 
opponent.

But, at least, tell the novices that gung gi isn't just a series of posture. When execute 
correctly  (using  body  compression),  each  posture  is  absolutely  deadly.  I  know sifu 
winglam said gung gi embodied all  the principles of gung gi. But,  if  you point these 
principles out earlier, may be you can shorten the learning curve.

tparkersf
Hi all,

Just trying to keep the discussion flowing.

Yes I think the power in Hung Gar is more than mere body position. But I beleive that is 
the foundation myself. The body is used to drive the techniques in order to put power 
behind them. If the techniques are practiced without the body backing it up, you would 
rely on isolated muscle groups and the techniques would fail. So the body is the first 
part,  from what  I  understand.  The  same  holds  true  for  wing  chun,  which  few can 
actually do. I can't speak for the higher levels as I am still learning the body structure.

I  am not  sure  if  San Chin is  a  cousin or  not  of  Iron  Wire.  I  think  there  are some 
similarities, but they may be further removed than what looks may say. I see a lot of 
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Hung Gar influence in Karate and at one time beleived that was the influencing style. I 
am not  so sure anymore.  From what  I  have read,  it  seems white crane was largly 
responsible for much of Karate's development.  They even have a san chin form if  I 
remember correctly. Does any one know if there is a connection between white crane 
and  hung  gar...other  than  just  saying  it  all  came  from shaolin?  The  principles  and 
techniques seem a bit different.

By Body compression I was thinking the rootedness. In the very begining we slightly 
bend the knees and seem to compact down for a very strong stable posture. Not sure if 
this is what was meant...or even if I am doing it right. LOL.

I have to agree with an earlier post that the sink float spit swallow is mostly used in Bak 
Mei and some other arts, from what I understand. But the principle applies to many 
styles.  Breathing  is  always used  in  conjucntion  with  techniques,  so  I  can see how 
breathing would relate to these four principles. I only know of them a little, but I was 
under the impression that it is a way of dealing with oncomming energy. You can sink it, 
float it, spit it, or swallow it. Maybe it is more abstract and it refers to much more.

Great topics.

monk
Tom,

You are probably right. I got carry away with the relationship between iron thread and 
sanchin.

CJ
Don’t back peddle so fast monk.

It’s not a matter of how White Crane influenced Hung Gar, it’s a matter of how White 
Crane influenced Tit Kiu Sam. Remember Tit Sin Kuen wasn’t carried from the temple 
straight into modern Hung. It was adopted by Wong Fei Hung from the Tit  Kiu Sam 
lineage.

San Chin can be traced to the Fukien White Crane. From what I’ve heard Tit Kiu Sam 
trained  in  White  Crane.  I’m  sure  someone  more  familiar  with  the  specifics  could 
elaborate as to his relationship with the system. But I think it’s safe to say that Tit Sin 
Kuen and San Chin are certainly based on some of the same principals.

faht wing
the founder wong yen lum of lama, hop gar and white crane was said to be good friends 
with wong kay ying and tit kiu sam.

also wong yen lum's father was a hung gar teacher.

how it influenced the fukien white crane would be the same as it influenced japanese 
karate shorin ryu.

illusionfist
Instead of worrying about tun to fou chum why dont you look into more foundational 
stuff? Because quite honestly, if you are worrying about it at this point in the form, you 
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really missed out anyway because it started at the beginning and it is stuff that needs to 
be looked upon by an instructor that knows what they are doing. Its just too dangerous. 
Why not spend the time talking about stuff that is more readily apparent in the section 
that you just did- ala the elements and their ging?

This section was a good section  to  talk  about  ding kiu,  fun  kiu,  etc.  How bout  the 
strength of sup gee fun gum? Where does it come from? Golden scissor hands? Elbow 
defeating methods?

Just wanted to give some food for thought that might incite some discussion that might 
go in a better direction perhaps

jon laudin
tun is what leung foon used to crush the bricks under his say ping ma was the fun gum 
kiu.

TenTigers
okay, I do it a bit diferent; After the three palms,ours are done with Tiger claws, with 
special emphasis on fun kiew, and as your hands extend, squeezing slowly into claws. 
Again,  after  deng,biu,deng,  we  bring  our  arms  into  what  might  be  referred  to  as 
embracing the tree, or holding the urn with palms pressed outwards, fingers pointing 
towards each other.(standing hei-gung) then raise into supporting heaven, palms above 
the head (another standing position)the arms are then brought out to the sides and 
down  before  'snapping'  up  into  crossed  position  in  front  of  the  chest  while 
simultaneously pulling the stance into yee ji  kim yeung ma.  I  believe Sifu  Yee was 
famous for demonstrating this is China and tearing the carpet-(I've been trying to tear 
the rug in my school, even standing on the seams. nada.)
Then the arms are brought down to the thighs, as you open the horse, sink, bring the 
fists  around and down in frontof  the  chest,  and double  jai  kiew,  while  packing and 
compressing. Then the sup ji fun gum. I absolutely love this section. There is so much 
that can be extracted and expanded upon.
Another version, which I have also been taught is to bring the arms into the crossed 
position around solar plexus height, while staying in Say Ping Ma, raising them slightly, 
then bringing them out and around to the front in double Jai Kiu,while exhaling, and 
sinking not only the bridge, but the entire body, as well as sinking the breath to the Dan 
Tien. Root the horse through the earth. End with Sup Ji Fun Gum, inhale,raise slightly 
and drop the strikes while again sinking-everything.
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STEPS 17-18
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~1261.asp

CJ
Gung Ji, steps 17 and 18

CJ
Below is my commentary from the last time. This brings us fully up to date with the 
Gung Ji thread. I realize that we may now be getting into areas where different lineage’s 
diverge from each other in how they go about the sequence and nuances. Again, I’m 
only offering the LSW lineage as visuals because it’s handy to keep everyone talking 
about the same thing. But I don’t want to do that at the expense of others being able to 
participate. So, what I’m saying is, please feel free to jump in even if your sequence is 
not what’s shown in the picture. We’re all richer for having looked at the information in a 
different perspective.

-------------------------

1. Hands return to the waist (chambered).
2. Left foot a circular advancing step (one toe/heal position forward), stance is in a Sai 
Pi Mah / horse.
3. Keeping the hands on the waist the right foot pulls back to Tu Li Mah / cat stance.
4. Keeping the hands on the waist the right foot pulls all the way back to Ng Ji Mah / 
arrow stance.
5. The right foot does a circular block to finish in front of the knee then a Tek Gek / 
groin snap kick.

Applications:  2  is  practicing circular  stepping  from horse  which is  how you counter 
someone tying up your stance, turn it around and break their knee and or stance with 
your re-position. 3 is also concerned with trapping legs, the pull back from horse to cat 
stance can be a trap to uproot or stretch out your opponents stance. Also, to pull back 
from horse to cat stance is retreating blocking technique, blocking kicks with changing 
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stance positions using the lightness of the forward foot to raise in needed and rotated 
inward (in my training) as an additional groin protection. Again, a potential stance trap 
with 4, notice 2,3,4 don’t engage the hands, we are purely working stance evading, 
trapping, and breaking. 5 is a typical way to shut down the opponents snap, front, or 
low round kick by attacking his knee or calf from the side and following through with a 
snap kick to the groin.

TenTigers
ahain, we do this a bit different; more like the kay-lin bo in fu-hok, then we circle/hook 
the foot in and front snap kick-I have seen this done with front snap kick,side kick, even 
a front knife-edge kick-the foot weapon isn't teh important aspect, but the movement 
itself-hooking, trapping, sticking leg, striking the pole leg.
It  is  also  performed  WITHOUT  the  kick  in  some  schools/lineages.  Again,  as  DF 
said,"each Sifu has his own technique" I  am going to wait for the next sequence to 
describe the landing and dai-bong-sao movement.

AndyT
Up to this point, all my movements have been both sides. This is where my lineages 
version begins to work the right side.

1. Begin in Horse with your hands chambered.
2. Step forward into Left Cat Stance.
3. Turn into Right Bow Stance and then bring your right foot forward into the spade foot.
4. Kick the spade foot into the groin and land in right bow.

Maybe it's just the way you explained it CJ, but you move your right foot back into cat 
where I step my left forward. The applications are the same as I've learned.

Scimitar
Is everyone finished with this thread? Anyone want to start the next sequence?

The  related  posts  have  been  incredibly  informative,  and  I'd  hate  to  see  these 
discussions come to a halt.

dr o
there is a clue here as what see ping ma means.

what is the definition of see ping ma?
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STEPS 19-20
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~1328.asp

CJ
Gung Ji, steps 19 & 20, I'll let someone else do the intro this time.

Scimitar
Well  since there are no takers, I'll  contribute with my beginner's interpretation of this 
section. This is the way I was taught, and forgive me if my terminology is a bit different:

1)  After  completing  the  kick  from the  last  movement,  and  setting  down into  Horse 
stance, transition into Right Bow and complete a Left Rolling Bridge. I was instructed 
that  this stance should be facing "backwards" or "southeast"  (since my first  teacher 
preferred using directions, North would be where you're facing at the beginning of the 
set) along a 45 degree angle from the starting position of the form. To my knowledge 
this  angle isn't  common among most  of  the  lineages,  or  am I  wrong? Feel  free  to 
comment.

Also, moving "through horse to bow" after the kick instead of landing in bow provides 
more torque to the technique.

2)  Reach over  the  Left  Bridge with  Right  Tiger  Claw and retract  to  chamber  while 
performing a Maid in Mirror movement with the left hand in extended claw/one finger 
claw.

To my knowledge the primary application of this sequence is an arm break/controlling 
chin-na movement.

3) Complete 4 half-steps (heal first) with the lead foot to realign the Bow stance on a 
horizontal line on par with the starting direction of the form (or going with my previous 
statement, the bow stance is now "facing" east).
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4) Pull in the left foot tightly, turn left, and move the left foot out into toe/cat stance (to 
the west). Grab upwards with an inverted extended tiger claw/one-finger claw. Change 
the claw to an open palm and perform a left slashing hand downwards across the body.

5) Transition through horse to Left Bow stance on the same line to generate torque and 
extend the left hand into Maid in Mirror.

One of  the primary applications  of  the inverted claw constitutes  a grab and control 
movement  against  an  incoming punch,  the slash(imagine  maintaining  a grip  on  the 
opponent's bridge) pulls the opponent off balance and the step into Left bow behind the 
opponent's stance with Maid in Mirror completes a trap/throw-down. Probably many of 
you  are  familiar  with  that  interpretation  of  the  movement  but  I  will  elaborate  if 
necessary.

How  is  this  series  performed  by  everyone  else?  What  are  some  of  the  other 
applications of the movements?

South Paw
It will be a 30 degree angle if you will come back in a Bow stance on a horizontal line 
after the 4 half-steps.

Scimitar
I think my half-steps are slightly different, either that or I have extremely large feet.

I  was  instructed  to  use  a  45  degree  angle,  but  I  knew  beforehand  this  wasn't 
conventional.

Are there any other differences?

denali
Just something to get you thinking : Are you sure it is "maid in the mirror" technique 
there..or something that looks slightly similar?

Red Haired Devil
Hi, there are several applications I interpret from this sequence...
One of my favorites is having targeted the inside of the thigh with the preceding kick 
(might right foot to their left leg) causes the opponent to turn and drop in the direction of 
the  kicked leg.  This  leaves the  head exposed and the  opponent  off  balance.  Next 
stepping forward on a 45degree angle into the opponent and hitting simultaneously with 
both  palms,  my left  slicing into  the  TMJ,  and my right  slapping  inward against  the 
forhead from the opposite direction...golden scissors. The effect is to dislocate the jaw, 
and sharply twist the opponent's head and neck. Now converting into the "mirror hand" 
posture with my left hand (with a slight sink), while keeping the hand on the forhead, 
breaks the neck. Sticking is employed throughout this application. Hope it was clear...

Smee
Curious  about  the  height  of  the  palm  in  the  two  "maid  in  the  mirror"  movements 
mentioned (which are made in opposite directions). I have been taught to position the 
first movement such that the bicep is extending slightly above shoulder level as if  a 
punch is  being directed  towards the  head.  However,  on  the second movement  the 
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bicep is lower than the shoulder and the "block" is targeting a punch to chest/solar 
plexus level.

The higher posture provides greater resistance to someone pushing laterally on the 
arm.

Same movement - very subtle difference.  Can anyone shed light on this? I  haven't 
asked my own sifu to explain in any detail yet...

TenTigers
ok, from the(right) kick being re-chambered,we circle it out into the horse, and as soon 
as it is planted we 'stutter-step"-meaning the right foot moves back, followed by the left, 
as we shift into bow and arrow stance and perform the dai-bong-sao.Then we perform 
an outside sweeping hand(I'm not going into the tan-sao debate here), then turn into 
bow stance and sweep the hand up into jeah-sao(like a rising block-open hand)rt, foot 
step out into cat stance,sink the Horse and cut down,seating the wrist,and sinking the 
bridge, and while stepping into a left bow stance, rotate the arm into what 'appears to 
be' tan sao,which can also be used to strike. Cut across with the left hand and steal a 
step with the right foot while hooking the hand across the body into the hip (fingers 
facing down)step out with the right foot testing the water, then shift into bow stance and 
execute a left  side palm. Pull the fist back into a rearward lateral elbow strike while 
sinking into a square horse. Bring the palm down to the floating ribs, step again into a 
horse first, then left bow, by stepping with the rear foot to plant,sink, and open up the 
kwa and then shift, and execute a biu jee, step back into horse and hook the hand back 
to the hip (Huen) then bring it out and up to the shoulder and press the palm down, 
smash down to left with gwa choi, and recnamber. Repeat other side.-

HaSayFu
Hi Smee,

If  I  remember right,  you are from a Wing Lam lineage. Having the bicep above the 
shoulder  level  is  unique  to  Sifu  for  the  very  reason  you  stated.  I've  learned  this 
technique from both Si-Gungs Chiu Wai and Lum Jo and they each do it differently as 
well for reasons I won't go into here.

That said, in our line, both the first and second occurance of this (as you listed) are the 
same height. Unlike scimitar, we do not look at it as an arm break but more of a throw. 
Again the height is maintained for structural integrity and improved leverage.

Scimitar
    quote:Originally posted by Smee:

    Curious about the height of the palm in the two "maid in the mirror" movements 
mentioned (which are made in opposite directions).

Smee, getting back to yours and denali's questions:

On the first movement, I have the palm at face level and relatively close, such that the 
opponent's attacking arm (left in this instance) would be braced between my bicep and 
inner forearm. For the second movement, the palm is extended farther outwards and at 
my shoulder level, with the intent of directing force against the opponent's upper chest 
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with the forearm itself.

Even though the application is different as well as the focus of energy, I name these 
two movements the same because that's how it was explained to me, with the palm 
open and facing inwards as if you were gazing into a hand mirror. As I stated earlier, my 
terminology is different at best and at times very incomplete. That's one of the many 
reasons I enjoy reading everyone's responses here, to shed light on the common words 
and descriptions that I missed out on the first time through.

Getting back to the angle of the footwork in this section.. I do it on a 45, South Paw 
sounds as if a 30 degree angle is used. I've also seen at least one school step almost 
horizontally from the center without using half steps to correct the angle. What method 
is most common? And is this only to train quick, minute adjustments in stance, or is 
there a specific application that I'm missing? Just why are half-steps like this important 
enough to be included in a pillar form?

TenTigers
Smee- I also perform it with an arm/lock, as well as a takedown-I wouldn't mention it on 
the other posts (cause I think they;ll get their panties in a bundle;-) nice applications.

TenTigers
oops, I think I meant scimitar- anyway, the half steps were taught to me as twofold: one 
being stretching and strengthening of the ligaments of the ankle, the other being toe in 
toe out hooking, pressing,locking of the opponent's leg/horse. position in nine/tenths of 
the law!

Scimitar
TenTigers,

I see... thank you very much. The stretching I took for granted, and I think I heard the 
press and lock step application long, long ago and forgot. I appreciate the response!

bambamhunter
    quote:Originally posted by CJ:

    Gung Ji, steps 19 & 20, I'll let someone else do the intro this time.

I am currently learning a form called Gung Gi-Depressing The Tiger is this the same or 
similar? I came in a little late on the thread for that I apoligize, the pictures match. But 
that doesnt mean anything ;)

Scimitar
I  woulda$$ume it's the same form. Apparently there are several translations for  the 
characters.

Typical english "names" of Gung Ji Fook Fu Kuen are:

Gung(I) Character/Shaped Subduing the Tiger Fist
Gung(I) Character/Shaped Vanquishing Tiger Fist
Gung(I) Character/Shaped Taming the Tiger Fist
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I've even seen it called Cross Tiger Fist but I've never really figured that one out.

I think Taming the Tiger is the most common, IMO. Perhaps one of the members who 
actually read chinese can provide an exhaustive list if they're bored lol. I'm sure there 
are probably more translations.

bambamhunter
Well thank you very much :) It is hard to get info on a lot of the Southern styles and 
Kung Fu in Kansas sometimes...Im glad I stumbled on this board!

TenTigers
I was taught cross tiger fist as Moi Fa Sup Fu Kuen-Moi Fa Kuen for short-it is a sup ji 
formation and is all Tiger-but who knows?

Scimitar
Now that makes sense! When I heard that name in the context of Gung Ji, it didn't 
make any sense to me, and so Ia$$umed the guy was talking about a "cross" (angry) 
tiger. LOL

Thinking back on that conversation, it was after dinner and drinks were being served... 
ah nevermind!

At the risk of going further off-topic, is Moi Fa Sup Fu Kuen the proper name of the 
plum blossum form?

CJ
In my lineage the Plum Bosom set is known as Moi Fa Kuen. As we do the form it is 
mostly tiger movements in the Sap Ji pattern.

Also, Gung Ji Fook Fu Kuen was sometimes translated as Cross Tiger Fist though I 
suppose I prefer ‘subduing’ or ‘taming’ as being a bit more descriptive. For the most 
part we would only refer to forms in Cantonese so the translations were much less of an 
issue as I was coming up.

AndyT
Why is a 30 degree angle normal? I thought Hung used a 45.
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STEPS 21-25 26-34
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~1381.asp

Scimitar
Moving on with the form:

Below I am using abbreviated descriptions from Don Hamby's translation to name the 
movements from Gung Ji. The names of the techniques that I am familiar with (but may 
not match everyone else's) will follow in parenthesis.

I've grouped this many movements together because they are all part of one concise 
section of  the set, and in my mind it is easier to describe them briefly in sequence 
instead of 3 different threads. If this is too much at once I'm not opposed to having it 
broken  into  pieces.  Also,  movements  26-34  are  to  my  knowledge  repeats  of  the 
previous sequences so I didn't bother scanning in that set of pictures, even though a 
few of them show transitional moves a little better.

Also, TenTigers went forward with this section in the previous thread which I will paste 
here:

"Cut across with the left hand and steal a step with the right foot while hooking the hand 
across the body into the hip (fingers facing down)step out with the right foot testing the 
water, then shift into bow stance and execute a left side palm. Pull the fist back into a 
rearward lateral elbow strike while sinking into a square horse. Bring the palm down to 
the floating ribs, step again into a left bow and execute a biu jee, step back into horse 
and hook the hand back to the hip (Huen) then bring it out and up to the shoulder and 
press the palm down, smash down to left with gwa choi, and recnamber. Repeat other 
side.-"

And now for the version I was taught from my beginner's perspective:

21) Whip Up Hand, Turn and Chop to Back (Lower Crane Wing Block)
From the last position in the previous thread, in Left Bow, with Left bridge extended into 
"Maid In Mirror"-like position at shoulder level: While stepping behind with the right foot 
into Cross Stance/Stolen Step, the Left Palm crosses the body, passing the front of the 
right shoulder and returns to just below and behind the left side of the waist. The way I 
was taught was to leave the palm open and facing down, and the fingers pointed to the 
west. This movement is a ward/deflection and/or a lower flank block.

22) Side Palm Strike (Single Tiger Claw)
The Right Foot kicks out from behind the Left foot into Horse Stance, and you quickly 
transition to Right Bow Stance to the East. Execute a Left Tiger Claw Heal Strike to the 
East (Claw is vertical and at chest level in my case). The kick-out is an attack on the 
opponents stance to distract and position for the claw attack.

23) Elbow Strike in Horse, Followed by Straight Arm Strike (Retreating Elbow, Snake 
Thrust)
The claw closes to a fist,  pull back the left  foot slightly to help generate torque and 
transition from right bow stance to horse, and thrust to the west with the Left Elbow. 
Turn the fist so that the closed fingers of the left hand face your chest, and immediately 
shuffle into Right Bow and execute a Snake Formation finger thrust to the throat of the 
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opponent at the east. The twisting movement of the forearm from the closed fist to the 
finger thrust adds to the power of the strike.

24) Slicing Hand in Horse, Palm Strikes straight out (Lower Crane Wing Block, Single 
Palm Press)
Pull back the left  foot  slightly and transition from right bow to horse, and perform a 
similar  "Left  Crane  Wing  Block"  from  movement  21.  Rotate  the  left  palm  through 
chamber and press/stike down, slightly to the left of center in horse.

25) One Fist Chambers, One Fist Separates (Left Fist Split)
Remaining in Horse, the left palm closes into a fist, raises up to chest level with the 
elbow inline, and then a smashing bridge movement is performed to the west. The fist 
is then brought into chamber.

On the palm press and fist split from the last 2 movements, a sound is emitted from the 
dan tien similar to "hiet"  in english. It's hard to describe the sound part with words.. 
sorry.

Repeat on the other side movements 17 through 25 (26-34 in the manuals).

denali
Just a couple (lineage?) differences here:

First, what is the purpose of using a tiger claw attack to the midsection instead of a 
palm? Some lineages don't  seem to differentiate between tiger claws and palms.. Is 
there a particular reason ? Do you also do the butterfly palms (later in the form) with 
tiger claws?

Second, .. also curious as to why the hooking is considered a "crane wing block"?

Third.. the sounds for last 2 postures.. do you use the same sound twice? ie, the same 
sound for both movements?

Just curious..

Scimitar
Hi Denali,

Yes, there are lineage differences, which is the whole point to this series of threads. No 
rights or wrongs, just a general description of differences throughout the family.

The tiger claw in that movement is for a possible application in which you strike with the 
palm-heart  and then use the  claw to  grab the  shirt  or  whatever.  You then  pull  the 
opponent off balance by sinking with the stance change and instead of using the left 
elbow to strike to the left, you use another technique with the right hand on the same 
guy. When breaking this section of the form out to practice individual series, we used 
the tiger strike/pull followed by a right hook punch or a right cross elbow.

As  for  butterfly  palms,  the  way I  was taught  was  to  use  palms  for  the  separating 
movements but the double strike that follows is usually in the tiger formation.
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Crane Wing Block is just the terminology my instructor and si-hings used. I can't really 
offer an explanation on this except that they were more focused on the tiger and crane 
influences in the form than anything else. My terminology doesn't always follow what is 
common, which can be quite confusing sometimes. For the most part, the techniques in 
the version I practice follows the Lam Sai Wing version, but not completely.

The sounds for the last two movements are indeed the same for us. I've noticed that 
some kwoons don't use a voice here, and some do. LOL if I can find a microphone, I'll 
make a soundbyte of the voice and post it somewhere so you can hear.

denali
Cool.. always interesting to find out how other people do things.

My opinion is that differences in movements are always valid as long as there is a good 
reason for it . . .

charris
In Lam Cho - Lam Chun Fai lineage the hand is often held as a claw where others have 
a palm.
The thumb is not in front as with a real grab.
There's no difference in application compared to the palm. It's just a strike with the 
palm.
The main reason for the fingers bent a little/a tiger claw (depending on the feelign of the 
practitioner) is only to have the muscles tensed, so the hand/wrist is more powerfull and 
the fingers won't break/bend over that easily.

Sifuchuck
Where's CJ? I like his translations--
SCim--"hiet" in English (a germanic language) that would be pronounced "Heet" Is that 
what you mean? Or are you using the latin pronounciation "Hee-eht" or is it like the 
hotel "Hy-at"? I'm so confused....

Scimitar
It's sort of like heh-eet but not quite? Maybe.. still trying to find a microphone..

So  are  the  movements  I  described  above  pretty  much  the  same  in  the  different 
lineages? Anyone else want to add to this? Starting to feel like this is spotlight on Scim 
week..

Scimitar
http://members.verizon.net/~drfizer/gungji/voice1.wav (Edit:  unfortunally,  this  file  no 
longer is present on this website)

I think I'm suffering from the "hearing your own voice syndrome", it doesn't sound right 
to me, but it felt right when I did it. Also, the microphone I have is old so it's not very 
loud.

The same voice is performed on the last two movements of this section of the set.

AndyT
This sound is common in shotokan karate. Think of the english word 'height', but said 
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quickly with a glottal stop at the end. It's a combination of 'height' and 'hut'. Im not sure 
how to spell it, but karate calls it a 'Kee-Yi'. It's purpose in Shotokan is to bring focus to 
your movements at a specific point so as to better release the Chi which you have built 
into the strike.

Scimitar
Interesting.

OK so does anyone else use a voice at this point, similar or not?

TenTigers
we vocalize everything at the beginner's stage, then once the student understands the 
different sounds and how they affect the body, they can breathe without the sounds- 
unless they want to emphasize specific strikes.

Scimitar
Thanks TenTigers,

When you say that you vocalize everthing at the beginning stage until all the sounds 
are learned, do you mean that all of the sounds in the Hung Gar style are present in 
your version of Gung Ji?

The sound I sampled above is the only sound I learned for Gung Ji. It is present in my 
version of the form only on the above two strikes (on both sides) and the two "Cross 
shaped Divide the Gold" movements during the first half of the form.

I do know that the same school used additional sounds for Fu Hok and 5 Animals, but I 
never learned those forms from them.

TenTigers
briefly,  different  tones  resonate  in  different  parts  of  the  body,  different  types  of 
breathing help release certain tensions present when striking. Higher short vocalization, 
like 'hite!" are for the most part used for quick strikes and kicks, wheras low "hah" and 
"Hhhhm!" sounds are for rooting the stance and hard, heavy strikes. Wah! is used for 
tiger claw, and in certain noi=gung schools,  it is used to channel emotional energy-
makes sense.

CJ
Hello all,

Life has been a bit busy lately but I’ve been lurking now and then. Scimitar, nice job 
with keeping the threads alive, I was really hoping someone would show some interest, 
I’m glad you did.

My movements, for what it’s worth, are pretty much like the pictures with the exception 
of the palm strike in #24. I do a side palm with no claws targeted just off the opponents 
center  line.  I  personally  don’t  believe  in  doing  claws as  interchangeable  with  palm 
strikes, nor was I taught to do that. The power feels different using a claw when the 
characteristics  of  the  body connection  are designed for  a palm.  The tension  of  the 
fingers steal from the full body power generation of a palm strike. I practice that a claw 
can follow up a palm strike as a grab and pull or rake, but you shouldn’t form the claw 
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to throw it otherwise it’s a slow and rigid hand formation that lacks full body connection 
for power generation. Just my perspective.

Also,  my  vocalizations  are  essentially  the  same  as  Tid  Sin  Kuen  in  the  beginning 
sections.  We  are  taught  Gung Ji  with  the  TSK vocals  from the  beginning.  So  this 
section has "mmnngh, heighhht, chaaaahhh".

tparkersf
Hi All,

First off, when this thread started I could not participate since I did not know Gung Gee. 
Well, I finally finished learning the form (patterns). Whoo ohh. I can die a happy man as 
that was one of my goals. Well,  since I am not very good and I don't  have a lot of 
knowledge, I won't participat a whole lot but will when and if I can.

Anyways, we sometimes use open palms and sometimes tiger claws. This section we 
use open fingers and not a claw. But in most places it is a claw. I remember doing the 
butterfly  with  and without  claws.  I  think  I  might  be  bluring the  usage.  The strike is 
definatly tiger claw, but the circling part I am not so sure about. I recall seeing it done 
both ways. I am from Lum Jo lineage by the way.

As for the sound, I noticed we don't really vocalize that much at all, where other groups 
do. The sounds you guys wrote done resonate in my head because I can envision my 
sigung doing Iron Wire with those sounds, but I have never heard anyone use them in 
other forms. Are the sounds universal to most lineages n all the forms? Others in Lum 
Jo's lineage. Maybe I just haven't been exposed yet or something else.

By the way, our form seems to follow the Lam sai Wing Book almost identically except 
for a couple small things which we are not up to yet.

HaSayFu
RE: sounds, Lam Kwoon doesn't do any sounds throughout Gung Gee. SiGung Chiu 
Wai does a lot of sounds throughout the set and not necessarily the ones from Tit Sin. 
SiGung Lum Jo doesn't do any sounds I believe and if he does, very little.

One question on the last picture, do you do this move like shown? If so, is it a punch 
down or a grabing motion? Slow or fast?

We do it entirely different from the picture. Ours is more like a back fist block/attack 
straigt down.
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denali
It's not really a punch.. not really a grab ;)
But it is done slowly, and the hand gradually closes into a fist as it moves downward.

n/a
Hmm I think I do this part a little differently than the rest of you (from picture 4 to picture 
5 here).

From the square palm strike, we hold our hand at the same height, and turn our palm 
facing us, our thumb tucked in and our fingers extended. At this same height, we begin 
turning our hand "in" (clockwise for left side, counterclockwise for right) from 12:00 all 
the  way  around  till  about  9,  when  we  open  the  fingers  and  thumb,  performing  a 
grabbing motion as we turn it into a fist.

The hand is still at the same level as it was when you did the strike with the tiger claw. 
By the time the rotation is done and the fist is closed, we're taught to have our arm bent 
slightly at the elbow, the leading knuckles of our hand lining up with the center of our 
bodies. Then we bring in the fist to the opposite shoulder. then above our head, and 
then complete a backfist strike (gwa choy?), and then re-chamber.

I was taught that this rotating motion was like a release from a wrist grab, then you grab 
the opponent's hand. The bringing the fist to the elbow symbolizes performing an elbow 
lock on him using both hands. The strike after that is probably to bonk him on the head 
or elsewhere, since you got him all bent over and in pain and whatnot. Thoughts?

n/a
Come to think of it, i've got a one minute clip of parts of the beginning of gung ji kuen on 
my website. We had to put a minute of video on the web for one of my classes, so I just 
did parts of gung ji kuen. I skipped sections of it so it isn't all there, but you'll get an idea 
of how I do this form.

Apologies for my bad technique ahead of time, though. When I look at this, I see how 
bad it is

http://www.stewartcoles.com/hobbies/gungjikuen.mov (QT MOV 13MB)  (Edit: file is no 
longer on this website)

AndyT
Nice video.
I can see that this is Gung Ji, but except for a couple of signature items, it looks almost 
nothing like my version.

n/a
Yeah, I skipped a lot of moves. I referenced it basically just for the last couple moves 
(square palm strike -> dividing gold hand). I wish I had something more complete to 
show, but this is it. But if I can get access to a DV camera, I'll see about getting the 
whole form up. In fact, if anyone else can also get some video of the form, I think we'd 
all appreciate it.

AndyT
I have been thinking, What if we each place a video of us online doing our forms. I don't 
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see anything wrong with showing a portion of a form, but I don't think anyone should 
show the entire form. Clips from the various forms you know would be fine.

Many still derive income from video sales, and I do not wish to tread upon that.

I think it would be awesome to have a video clip available from a few different sources 
for  each thread of  this series. Two or three clips should handle it,  unless there are 
variations not otherwise covered. Please everyone feel free to post your Gung Ji clips!

LouShuQuan did a great job of posting the clip to a webpage. I'd love to see more of 
those on each of these threads.

monk
At this site, Sifu Ulanga has clips of complete set of fuhok, gung-gi, and a couple CLF 
sets.

http://www.geocities.com/fuhokp/media.htm

He was trained by his brother who was a student of Bucksam Kong (Master Lam Jo 
lineage).

n/a
On a lighter note,
How about posting one page/posture from the LSW book and then posting commentary 
per each? The video idea is a bit much really and the posting textbook material is rather 
dreary, dont you all think? Give it a go?

Scimitar
Wow, an interesting post finally. Thanks Rob!

But I thought showing pages from the LSW book and then posting commentary was 
what we were doing. Going one page at a time is too slow in most cases. Doing more 
than 2 at once is my fault, but I just wanted to get things moving.

As for the dreary textbook material,  I can onlya$$ume in my paranoia that you were 
referring to my posts since I think I was too formal in my presentation. lol

Anyone care to start off a new thread beginning with movement 35?

n/a
Hey,
Can we fix the horizontal width, or is it just my P.C.,Also, Somebody, How do you post 
the scans?

n/a
Sorry,
It  seems it  was only page one of  this topic that  had the Hor.  Width  problem. O.K., 
where were we?

Smee
Sorry for resurrecting this thread...
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However,  can  someone  add  a  bit  more  meat  to  their  views on  application  of  this 
sequence.

Particularly  the  turn into  twist  stance and flank  block movement.  I've heard  various 
descriptions of applications for this including blocks, chin na etc.

Does anyone care to share their view on applications of this movement in particular?

(tried to repost CJ's pics but cant for some reason....)

TJ
Please pardon the extremely basic question, but I have a lot of them at this point. I am 
wondering why we move our toe and/or heel so pointedly in forms? I am not used to it 
and  it  is  a  detail  I  have  to  concentrate  very  hard  on  to  not  do  in  a  lazy  fashion. 
Understanding of its significance would be helpful.

tparkersf
Hi TJ,

I am not sure I understand your question. Do you mean in the form as a whole, or a part 
of the form?

I notice some other styles allow the toes to point outwards when in a horse. We try to 
keep  the  straight  forward,  which  is  a  little  more  difficult.  I  don't  know  exactly  the 
purpose, but I  beleive it  is to give a strong and stable stance.  The feet provide the 
platform that we stand on and the toes forward help in stability. At least that  is my 
thought.

Not sure if this helps or is even your question. Hopefully someone else will chime in 
with a better explanation.

TJ
    quote:Originally posted by tparkersf:

    Hi TJ,

    I am not sure I understand your question. Do you mean in the form as a whole, or a 
part of the form?

    I notice some other styles allow the toes to point outwards when in a horse. We try to 
keep  the  straight  forward,  which  is  a  little  more  difficult.  I  don't  know  exactly  the 
purpose, but I  beleive it  is to give a strong and stable stance.  The feet provide the 
platform that we stand on and the toes forward help in stability. At least that  is my 
thought.

    Not sure if this helps or is even your question. Hopefully someone else will chime in 
with a better explanation.

You got it Tom. My question relates to stances as well as portions of forms when we 
may for example "open" our foot prior to the next move... the foot movement being the 
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only movement  at  that  time (not  sure if  this is helping or muddying).  I  am used to 
shifting the position of my feet at the same time as the next whole body movement in a 
form, so the foot movement alone is hard to remember to do in an isolated move. I do 
recognize in many cases that this ensures proper stance or direction in HG forms, and I 
love that. I am also unsure why for example our bow and arrow stance is performed 
with the toes on the foot of our back leg pointed forward? The front stance that I am 
used to is performed with toes on our back foot at a 45, which seems to add more 
stability. Thanks for trying.

denali
The toes on the back leg shouldn't be pointed straight forward.. essentially both of your 
feet point in the same direction.

For anything in our style, if it feels uncomfortable and/or off balance, it is a good clue 
that something is off.

Moving the feet heel/toes is for a couple of reasons.. the most basic being to teach you 
proper posture & distance between your feet.

TJ
    quote:Originally posted by denali:

    The toes on the back leg shouldn't be pointed straight forward.. essentially both of 
your feet point in the same direction.

    For anything in our style, if it feels uncomfortable and/or off balance, it is a good clue 
that something is off.

    Moving the feet heel/toes is for a couple of reasons.. the most basic being to teach 
you proper posture & distance between your feet.

Toes pointed in the same direction... that clicked for me, thanks. I am sure many things 
are off for me at this point. I have many habits to break. Its daunting, but exciting too 
and more the later than the former.

BTW Denali, I don't have toes on my back leg, do you? (couldn't resist, it was funny)

denali
Toes on the back leg ? Oh no, not me. But my, uh, friend does.

My toes bones connected to my foot bones..connected to my leg bones...

mok
    quote:Originally posted by TJ:
    My question  relates  to  stances  as well  as  portions  of  forms  when we may for 
example "open" our foot prior to the next move...  the foot movement being the only 
movement at that time (not sure if this is helping or muddying). I am used to shifting the 
position of my feet at the same time as the next whole body movement in a form, so the 
foot movement alone is hard to remember to do in an isolated move. I do recognize in 
many cases that this ensures proper stance or direction in HG forms, and I love that. 
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Hi TJ - if you're moving (shuffling) both feet at the same time as you're moving the rest 
of  your body, then you're not really rooted - in essence you're floating but have no 
stability and will not be able to really hit with power or block effectively.

That's why we do these little transitionary steps in the forms - in essence you first shift 
(wieght  and direction)  your  back foot  and root  it,  and use this  to  push off  into  the 
stance.  There's  a  sequence  of  "shuffle  steps"  in  Gung  gi  fuk  Foo  Kuen  (if  you're 
learning this yet) that isolates & specifically drills this. But I'm getting the impression 
from your post that you're already figuring this out for yourself - LOL ;]

Hung Gar has alot of hard elements to it - Gong Kiu (hard bridge) is predominant and 
doing it with proper power is very different from point fighting. You got to hit like you 
mean it, and that demands proper rooting and alignment.

As far as back foot straight on the front stance (bow and arrow which we usually call Ji 
N Ma) - 45 is fine by the way, with usually both feet pointed in the same direction. You 
also want to try to "square off" the front leg as much as possible so as to have strength 
in it, but be careful to keep your knee lined up with toes and thigh - if you overdo it you 
can hurt your knees and will develop problems...

Welcome to the forum!

tparkersf
Hi TJ,

Of Course there are reasons for everything, and it is hard to understand it all. I agree 
that the rear foot should not be pointed straight forward, but a little to the side. It should 
be natural and feel nice and tight. THough follow what your teacher says. One benefit 
of the front foot turned 90 degrees is it brings the knees in slightly and covers the groin 
from a direct front kick. If the foot was pointing forward, the knee would be slightly less 
inwards and expose that area. Also it helps in stability.

Also, you may turn the front  foot  outwards from the bow stance if  your stepping or 
kicking (each step can be a kick and vise versa) to make way for the kicking foot. Also a 
lot  of  the  Hung  Gar  kicks  are  different  from  what  you  studied  before,  more  of  a 
stomping type kick and it is easier if the foot on the ground is turned out a bit.

The opening of the form uses the footwork to set the width of the stance. There are 
probably other uses as well. There is also a second stance embedded in the toe-heel 
opening as well. That is sometimes called Kim Yueng Ma, or goat restraing stance. This 
is found in later forms like Iron Wire.

Gung Gee also has the interesting footshuffle in the begining of the form where the 
front foots scoots out while we turn around. I do this both with a single step as well as 
the inching over. I am not exactly sure of the reason. One I suspect is to get used to the 
proper position when we pivot 180 degrees. If we just start out steping, we would either 
over or undershoot it and create a bad habbit as we learned the form. I think it is also 
the start of footwork. You can use this motion when in close to hook around or bridge 
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the legs.

Other foot work links a stance from one to the other, such as the twist stances.

These are just some of my limited information.

denali
Hmm.. I'd have to disagree with turning the front foot 90 degrees. I think this will be 
harmful to the knee if you square your hips properly in this stance. Both feet should be 
at approximately 45 degrees, with hips squared, back upright, and the front knee bent 
just enough so that you can't see your front toes (the toes on your front leg :) ).

mok
Denali - my bad - by "squaring front leg" I meant in the vertical plane, not horizontal - ie 
you want a good bend in the front leg so you can push off your quad & glutes - while 
being careful to align knees over toes (and not past them).

Note it is possible to put the front foot at 90 degrees without blowing out your knees to 
the stance if you do this at the hip. Ideally you want feet in same direction, near 45 
degrss,  but  also often the back foot  is  open more,  sometimes 60 degress or  even 
almost flat - ie to prepare for a kick as Tom pointed out. But no matter which way you 
do it, you never want to vertically misalign the front thigh and foot or you will stress your 
knees and cause injury.

tparkersf
I think a lot of the foot work should be relativly natural. Like Denali said, we don't want 
to blow out or put stress on the knees. They are hinges, not balljoints. Side pressure is 
always bad on the knees. So if we feel that, we are probably doing somthing wrong.

I am not sure if the 90 degrees was a response to what I wrote, but I agree that that 
sounds wrong in most cases. There are some cases where the foot is turned in an odd 
direction,  but  with  a  little  training,  everything  should  be  naturally  aligned.  Let  me 
reprhrase that, I do my hung gar that way. I prefer to keep my knees intact. LOL.

Sethos
I'm with Tom on this topic, keep it natural! I do feel it is essential to teach a classic way, 
but to advancing students I must strongly advocate "finding their own feet." -a more 
natural approch.

Your body is not a pipe-cleaner!

denali
Yes, it is possible to turn your front foot in 90 degrees, you won't be an instant cripple.

But it will either limit the turning of the waist, where a lot of our power comes from, or 
your balance.. I wouldn't recommend it.

TJ
I am so grateful for all of your input and it has been very helpful. I was practicing my 
stances tonight and found that my Ji N Ma is much more stable than my karate front 
stance has ever been. My husband and I tested the difference and while my karate 
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stances were strong (for karate stances), he can push me off balance much more easily 
than  he can in  Ji  N Ma.  I  feel  more  rooted  in  this  stance  and  can visualize roots 
extending from my feet deep into the earth very easily in this stance, which makes me 
even harder to move (I only weigh 120lbs...so this is a mental drill I practice a lot when I 
want  to  be  heavy)  What  feels  natural  to  me ends  up  with  both  feet  at  a  45.  Also 
worthwhile to mention is that in relation to the "good horse stance thread" Chris posted, 
foot positioning was the key for me to begin working my upper and lower legs together 
and this thread helped me do that too. I really appreciate the help especially because at 
this point I am intent on correct stances in my HG practice.

Mok... you wrote: There's a sequence of "shuffle steps" in Gung gi fuk Foo Kuen (if 
you're  learning  this  yet)  that  isolates  &  specifically  drills  this.  But  I'm  getting  the 
impression from your post that you're already figuring this out for yourself - LOL ;]
This is the sequence that prompted my initial question. Good call. I have learned the 
first part of GGFFK and honestly, I would prefer to move more slowly. How can I really 
grasp this  form when I  can't  even stand properly yet?? I  am well  past  the days of 
wanting new curriculum quickly... Oh well, that's for another thread I guess.
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STEPS 35-36
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~1517.asp

CJ
Hello, would anyone care to introduce these two moves.

n/a
These two postures are very interesting and elusive as they embody both the principles 
of “lin sil di da” as well as “chi kiu sau” (Or the simultaneous block and attack and the 
sticking bridge concept) Another aspect of these “just two” postures is the “chuen sau 
and kum na sau” or the catch and lock , some times known as eagle catching or “ying 
jow” . The next, also the “in between” shows important “ma bo” details, Deflecting and 
arm bar seizing and deflecting and also the inward blocking to be defined describes a 
sinking or “Chum Kiu” concept.Many chi sau or two man exercises are derived from this 
section of Gung jee……That’s my time .

sai kwong
We use these moves to lock or trap one's knees and use a straight arm claw to stop 
any 3 of one's joint with the chin sau.

The mirror hand is always fun, we encourage to stiffen the tendon on the mirror hand 
with the fingers or fist and break the bones of any hand or arm coming in.

kylelee
Interesting!!
The only application I know about this technique is basically block somebody's punch 
with mirror hand then straight away use our claw to grab his face.
Another question, any one of you practice hung gar form with lower stance than shown 
by LSW pic? It seem to me that all  the illustration in LSW's book have a very high 
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stances.

sai kwong
Kylelee
As you said these are illustrations-drawings.

The original set of picture still exsist the stances are high.

The original set of pictures were taken when LSW was not in good health already and 
the pictures show that.

Printing the books was only possible with the drawings of lsw and not the photograghs 
during that time.$$$

n/a
    quote:Originally posted by kylelee:

    Interesting!!
    The only application I know about this technique is basically block somebody's punch 
with mirror hand then straight away use our claw to grab his face.
    Another question, any one of you practice hung gar form with lower stance than 
shown by LSW pic? It seem to me that all the illustration in LSW's book have a very 
high stances.

n/a
My Bad - here's my reply :P

CJ: Yeah we practice with much lower stances but I'm not sure you're meant to use 
such low stances in real combat. For the record I was never told this formally by my 
sifu, but I personally find low stances are not quick enough to be practical though I do 
do them when in practising forms to increase leg strength. Also It would depend on the 
situation, but here if you clawed for the face, or to control the arm I doubt you'd start 
with a low stance since you woulnd't be able to reach anywhere higher than mid- chest. 
Makes more sense to do it about at the height shown by LSW, but you can end on a 
low stance as you pull down, after the lock. Same thing for snake attacks, biu saus etc - 
I see people going down so low on side ji ng mas for example their spearhands are 
snaking out  at  what...  the  opponent's  nipples? Low stances may look  cool,  but  the 
targets for biu sau are still eyes & throat, so to me it's a) too slow for nothing, and b) not 
hitting anything usefull.

tparkersf
Hi all,

A couple things. Do we REALLY know why LSW is not in a low stance? I am not so 
sure it was becuase of ill health, though it could be. Perhaps he never went that low for 
what ever reason. Who knows? What evidence, if any, is there that he did not go as low 
as he was supposed to? Not challenging this premise, just asking. Is there anything that 
said he was ill at this time and that it affected his stances?

Next, are these movements all about techniques? I see much more than that. To me, I 
see a study in body unity. We step and link the body to create a strong block in regards 
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to the mirror hand. I also see the first applications of tiger claws. We learn to block with 
one hand, the left tiger claw, and attack with the other, the right. We also learn to pull 
as we grab to rip. We can grab an arm and pull, or perhaps grab the face and rip down. 
Lots of things here.

I just learned Gung Gee, so my thoughts may be a bit simplified. But I thought I would 
through them in.

CJ
Some interesting comments so far. I’ll take mine step by step.

The shape:
1-circular sliding step with left foot, one tow heal position forward.
2-right foot slides into tu li ma (cat stance), right hand is inward block to "looking in 
mirror".
3-right foot extends forward into sai pi ma (horse stance) while hands meet, crossed 
palm up in the center of your horse stance.
4-sai pi ma transitions into ng ji ma (arrow stance) with a double tiger claw, "cat washes 
face".

The applications:
1-this is stance evasion and or locking and trapping with the left foot.
2-closing both the upper and lower gates at the same time, you defensively cover your 
groin and legs while sliding in the right foot, you cover your head and midsection by 
bringing in your arm. You can strike with the block on the arms (either of the opponents 
arms, inside or outside, hit the vital points to the inside of the forearm or the joints to the 
outside, use the chambered hand to capture and brace the opponents arm for a levered 
elbow break). There’s some defensive uses for high kicks though it’s not really worth 
mentioning right now, just remember the elbow is as much a weapon as the forearm.
3-advancing  step  into  ng  ji  ma  is  a  hook,  trap,  and  break  directed  towards  the 
opponents stance with the potential for a ‘sink’a$$isted grab which sets up the next 
move.
4-sai pi ma transition to ng ji ma is the follow-through break with the previous stance 
trap. The ‘cat washes face’ can be an arm bar, it can be a simultaneous block and 
strike the upper gate vitals, it can be a fu chin na grapple to set up the lead hand strike.

Overview:
Personally  I  have no idea what  height  LSW  did the move in and I’m not  willing to 
hypothesize because it tends to be a circular argument. Merely saying that a tiger claw 
is ineffective at low stances because it lines up to the nipple is a bit short sighted. The 
previous two moves were designed to cut the opponent down by crippling his lead leg 
and grappling his lead hand to  set  up your forward claw. I  always look to the rear 
chambered hand and the stancework as a clue to the applications as they are all in 
symbiotic  collusion together.  Tiger Seizing and Controlling is heavilya$$isted by the 
float and sink principals, or if you prefer from the 12 bridge hands, Tai Kui (lifting bridge) 
and Deing Kui (settling bridge). Notice the transition between the two pictures above is 
to drop into sai pi ma (Deing Kiu) whicha$$ists the grapple and lock up with the stance, 
which is followed by an upward motion (Tai Kiu) to attack in an upward motion with the 
tiger claw. As for one specific application for this move, I don’t worry about it, as the 
overriding principals are the real knowledge. Once that’s figured out everything else 
falls into place.
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HaSayFu
Am I the only one to notice that the illustration in the Chu Yu Tsai book has the mirror 
move with the back of the palm facing the reader (as oppose to the "opponent" in the 
picture above)?

Does everyone do this move like the picture here? If not, why not? We actually do it 
different from both pictures. I'll mention why later.

n/a
Actually, If you were observing a student, or sidai, I imagine one would correct the hell 
out of both postures if they looked like this.(no offence)IMHO

n/a
    quote:Originally posted by CJ:
    Overview:
    Personally I have no idea what height LSW did the move in and I’m not willing to 
hypothesize because it tends to be a circular argument. Merely saying that a tiger claw 
is ineffective at low stances because it lines up to the nipple is a bit short sighted. I 
always  look  to  the  rear  chambered  hand  and  the  stancework  as  a  clue  to  the 
applications  as  they  are  all  in  symbiotic  collusion  together.  As  for  one  specific 
application for this move, I don’t worry about it, as the overriding principals are the real 
knowledge. Once that’s figured out everything else falls into place.

CJ: I see your point... good description.

denali
Just a note.. Some movements do attack the chest, and for good reason. "Black tiger 
steals the heart" for example.

A couple questions (for anyone):
Is  the  name  "cat  washes  face"  common  here?  Do  you  consider  this  the  same 
movement as the "cat washes face" in Fu Hok ?

As far as I have learned, this is a different movement, with a different name and intent.

Anyone else also not calling this move by the name above? Curious..

TenTigers
We step out with the left foot first forming a Cat stance facing to the right, but slightly 
angled towards 4:00 while performing "Hut Yee Sao" -Beggar's Hands. The arms then 
coil  inward,  while  swallowing  the  chest  before  stepping  foward,  spiraling  outward, 
sinking and grabbing-open/close,spit/swallow.The next  movements-leading the horse 
back to the stable, we pull our arms down forming a bow shape at solar plexus height, 
and turn-to throw(one application).

CJ
HaSayFu,

Nice observation, you sent me scurrying back to the books to check it out. Below are 
the two versions that were depicted in the Chu Yu Tsai book. They are both different 
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from what I posted above. Which leads me to think I may have modified the above 
picture, I honestly can’t remember as I did the work on the posters maybe five years 
ago.

As for how I do the move it’s like the picture above, though maybe not standing quite so 
high, with a chambered fist. I’m interested to hear how you do the move and what your 
perspective is on the subject.

Red Haired Devil
    quote:Originally posted by denali:

    Just a note.. Some movements do attack the chest, and for good reason. "Black tiger 
steals the heart" for example.

    A couple questions (for anyone):
    Is  the name "cat  washes face"  common here? Do you consider  this  the same 
movement as the "cat washes face" in Fu Hok ?

    As far as I have learned, this is a different movement, with a different name and 
intent.

    Anyone else also not calling this move by the name above? Curious..

Denali,  I  learned  that  the  movement  following  the  mirror  hand  was  Fierce  Tiger 
Descends the Mountain. Cat Washes its Face to my understanding is a series of inward 
swipes with the fu jow. Is that what you learned? Just curious, although either move 
could, and does work well after the mirror hand.

tparkersf
OK, I am confused.

I  thought  the  drawings were based  on the  book.  So why would there  be so  much 
difference in these two sets of pictures? The structure between both would probably 
make a significant difference in the usage and effectiveness of the technique. One set 
of hands are out front and extended, while the other is closer to the body and to the 
sides more.

Actually, I forgot I have the photo of Lam Sai Wing and it is indeed as the latter set. I 
am not sure how to attach a photo though.

CJ
Hey Tom,

Don’t be confused, it’s my fault for modifying the top picture. When I originally did the 
posters  it  was just  for  myself  and students,  just  artwork to  put  on the  wall  to  help 
remember the form. I think at that time I modified the picture to more closely match how 
my  branch  does  the  move  so  as  not  to  confuse  students.  Admittedly  that’s  a 
questionable thing to do and I’ll  be putting back to the original drawing now that it’s 
been brought to my attention. Honestly, it’s something I haven’t even thought about in a 
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number of years.
I like the original photo/drawing because it shows a subtlety and requires you to think a 
little bit about the move and interpret what he is focusing on, which I think is a good 
general practice. I’m a lot more open to other people’s interpretations than I was five 
years ago, largely because of this forum, and additionally because of all of the friends 
that I have in different branches of Hung. So, any discussion is good discussion on 
Hung. I’ve learned to be curious first and critical second.

If you would like to post the picture of LSW you can e-mail it to me and I’ll host it off of 
my site.

Cheers, and sorry for the confusion.

tparkersf
Hi CJ,

Ha, I am full of confusion all the time. LOL. I thought maybe the older and newer Lam 
Sai WIng books had different drawings. SO I was confused. Personally I don't mind if 
you altered them at all. I doubt Lam Sai Wing was tied to those exact postures any 
ways. And the postures are not Kung Fu. I once read something about music where a 
famous musician said that the music was the spaces between the notes. Gung Fu is 
the motions between the pictures. LOL.

Scimitar
This section is pretty different in our version. Instead of coming across with maid in 
mirror, we use a low rolling bridge, then grab the opponents arm, add the left claw to 
their elbow, and raise them up and across to the right with a chin-na elbow lock. At the 
completion of the shift to bow stance, we execute a right tiger claw to finish them off. 
After this first section, we sink into reverse bow stance, and execute a double palm 
block/pull against a low kick, raise the right elbow to ward an attack or to create a false 
opening, and raise through horse to front bow executing the tiger claws. The sinking 
and raising to tiger claws are performed 3 times in succession.

The transition to the next sequence is different too, but I'll save that for the next thread.

daifong
Well,

Some guys like to train the mirror hand with sound, "Heit!", like TSK's "Bik Kiu", and the 
cat washing face then, "Wah", "Wah", "Wah", as in TSK's "Bak Fu Hin Jow"...

Some guys!

CJ
Diafong,

Yep, that’s me with the ‘wah, wah, wah’. I forgot to mention that we did the Yee Fu Jow 
three times from the same stance, Ng Ji Ma. Slight internal rotational power generation 
but yet essentially the same stance.

HaSayFu
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CJ,

Thanks for posting the original picture. Are you saying the first pictures on this thread 
applied photoshop type skills to match your movements? That's cool! Now that  you 
mention it, does LSW have two left hands? LOL!

You are right that the original pictures show a drawing in of the strike which is key to set 
up the next move. We do the reverse and meet the strike early on and drive it back into 
the opponent. Meeting it at the middle, seems to only serve as a block. (not saying 
that's bad)

Question 2. Are people adding to the mirror hand a grab with the left hand? I don't do 
that.

Quetion 3.  Does everyone go from cat->horse-> Bow as CJ mentions? Doesn't  this 
make the tiger claws come from the side?

Red Haired Devil
    quote:Originally posted by HaSayFu:

    Question 2. Are people adding to the mirror hand a grab with the left hand? I don't do 
that.

    Quetion 3. Does everyone go from cat->horse-> Bow as CJ mentions? Doesn't this 
make the tiger claws come from the side?

question #2 Nope

question  #3...Through  practicing  application  with  a  partner  who was  being  as  non-
cooperative and aggressive as possible, the cat-horse-bow stance shift has shortened 
to a cat-bow. The right hand comes straight over the left hand. Short range, fast, and 
effective.

Sifuchuck
    quote: question #2 Nope

    question #3...Through practicing application with a partner who was being as non-
cooperative and aggressive as possible, the cat-horse-bow stance shift has shortened 
to a cat-bow. The right hand comes straight over the left hand. Short range, fast, and 
effective.

Same for me on the number 2--but Mike, I thought we learned that the same way (or 
ways) so for number 3 there never was a transitional horse--just cat to bow.

Red Haired Devil
   quote:Originally posted by Sifuchuck:

        quote: question #2 Nope

        question #3...Through practicing application with a partner who was being as non-
cooperative and aggressive as possible, the cat-horse-bow stance shift has shortened 
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to a cat-bow. The right hand comes straight over the left hand. Short range, fast, and 
effective.
        Mike

    Same for me on the number 2--but Mike, I thought we learned that the same way (or 
ways) so for number 3 there never was a transitional horse--just cat to bow.

Actually Chuck, no...I was taught both ways. First cat-bow, no transitional horse. After a 
few years, our (former)teacher "corrected" me and told me to add the transitional horse. 
I let practical application be my guide. The first way is better in my opinion.

daifong
OK,

In training Set Pattern, we always train transition through the Horse.

Reason being that, even when executed however briefly, this keeps one's foundation as 
rooted as possible, wherever root is desirable...

Going  from  Cat  to  Bow  directly  develops  the  foundational  torque  along  a  vertical 
trajectory (like a bicycle wheel), while transitioning through the horse maintains torque 
development along a horizontal trajectory, like a top-loading washing machine.

Using the waist  as a "Differential",  Horse-generated  torque may then be distributed 
through the bridge, developing control along the other planes of motion.

Without  pressure  generated  by  the  horse,  smooth  transmission  of  tactile  bridging 
information  through  the  waist  becomes  impossible,  thus  drastically  reducing 
coordination throughout the action.

Partner work is necessary to train adjusting one's foundation incrementally, by reflex, 
depending on circumstances...

I notice that most of the best trained fighters (Both Competitive and Street Defense) 
have a background well-conditioned by co-operative partner work, with gradient levels 
of intensity...

This then allows a fighter to train the systematic drawing or forcing of "co-operation".

Shortening up the Horses is fine, as long as the overall control of range, weighting, and 
leverage are improved...

I don't see why the hand at the waist wouldn't supplement the "Mirror Hand" as a grip, 
according to one's training and circumstances...

Anyway, I understand Lam Jo to have said that "...Lam Sai Wing must have been sick 
at  the time of  the GGFFK Manual  photo  shoot,  because (his)  Uncle had low, solid 
footwork..."
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n/a
    quote:Originally posted by daifong:
    Some guys like to train the mirror hand with sound, "Heit!", like TSK's "Bik Kiu", and 
the cat washing face then, "Wah", "Wah", "Wah", as in TSK's "Bak Fu Hin Jow"...

Yeah we do the sounds that way - is this wrong?

Red Haired Devil
    quote:Originally posted by daifong:

    OK,

    In training Set Pattern, we always train transition through the Horse.

    Reason being that, even when executed however briefly, this keeps one's foundation 
as rooted as possible, wherever root is desirable...

    Going from Cat to Bow directly develops the foundational torque along a vertical 
trajectory (like a bicycle wheel), while transitioning through the horse maintains torque 
development along a horizontal trajectory, like a top-loading washing machine.

    Using the waist as a "Differential", Horse-generated torque may then be distributed 
through the bridge, developing control along the other planes of motion.

    Without pressure generated by the horse, smooth transmission of tactile bridging 
information  through  the  waist  becomes  impossible,  thus  drastically  reducing 
coordination throughout the action.

    Partner work is necessary to train adjusting one's foundation incrementally, by reflex, 
depending on circumstances...

    I notice that most of the best trained fighters (Both Competitive and Street Defense) 
have a background well-conditioned by co-operative partner work, with gradient levels 
of intensity...

    This then allows a fighter to train the systematic drawing or forcing of "co-operation".

    Shortening up the Horses is fine, as long as the overall control of range, weighting, 
and leverage are improved...

Daifong,  I  haven't  experienced any loss of  tactile bridging in going from cat  to bow 
without  a  transitional  horse.  I  can  see  that  the  transitional  horse  has  its  place  in 
teaching...as you say in set pattern. For a student who is learning to root, and beginning 
to feel thier bridges, I think that such a transition is useful. I just to prefer to practice my 
forms the way I apply the techniques. The technique works better for me without the 
horse.

daifong
Well,
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I figure a good bit would depend on whether you are actually holding him with your left 
hand, or using the Mirror Hand Cut to jerk the opponent into the Drilling movement in 
more of a freehand manner...

Also, whether he's crowding foreward, or trying to pull away...

If  he  was crowding after  Mirror  Hand,  I  would execute  the  Drilling Bridge from the 
Horse. If he was pulling away, or if my Bridge was on top of his Bridge, I could then 
develop the full lunge as illustrated by LSW...

While I don't personally find it necessary to always set up the Drill with the Mirror Cut,
the Mirror Cut does lend a certain margin of predictability to the situation...

Also, stepping straight from Cat to Bow type of "shortcuts" work well for guys with a 
size, weight, or strength advantage.

Someone smaller, lighter or of lesser physical power would then need to have a good 
background in those principles of incremental leverage development to even the odds... 
But then, hopefully they would have developed their natural advantages in dexterity, 
timing and speed...

RHD,

You know what you're doing, brother!

Matthieu Khor,

If  you learned  the  sounds  and  focus  with  correct  timing,  It's  great.  At  4  years,  it's 
certainly soon enough to work more on your Hei Gung...

I think that the main benefit of the "Wah" technique will only be realized through slo-o-
ow practice... and more of it!

HaSayFu
RE: picture, I think it's covered, there is a drawing in or crowding.

    quote:From Daifong:
    Going from Cat to Bow directly develops the foundational torque along a vertical 
trajectory (like a bicycle wheel), while transitioning through the horse maintains torque 
development along a horizontal trajectory, like a top-loading washing machine.

This is a great explanation. In almost all other transitions from cat to bow, I would use 
the horse because you are looking for that horizontal torque.

In this sequence, however, I'm looking more for an up to down sinking force (heavy) 
which the transitional horse detracts from. Just my take on it.

Of course there is also why the stepping this way is different and advantageous but 
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we'll save that for another time.

daifong
OK, OK!

I'll admit, if I am doing it as a lunge, "freehand", I can see the usefulness in placing a 
much slighter emphasis on transitioning through the Horse...

Under shorthand pressure however, I think I would be very happy for the time I've spent 
developing Horse stance control through the transition.

There are eight main lead hand strikes from the Bow Stance taught in the "pillar forms":

"Mao Yee Sai Min Jow Sam Wan" from the Gung Ji.

"Fun Lao Jeurng" from the Gung Ji.

"Dan Gwa Choy" from the Gung Ji.

"Tit Moon San Choy" from Gung Ji, Fu Hok, and Sup Ying.

"Law Horn Chut Dong" from the Fu Hok.

"Ngo Hok Cham Ha" from Fu Hok & Sup Ying Kuen.

"Sey Ying Biu Chuen Sow" from Sup Ying Kuen.

"Gam Pao Chuen Lam" from the Sup ying Kuen.

Lam Sai Wing is even pictured executing Gung Ji's "Butting-Elbow" strike, and Fu Hok's 
"Golden  Star  Hangs  the  Horn"  (Hook  Punch)  from  Bow  stance...  With  a  little 
imagination others can, and have been, added!

These are the longest-range strikes to be found within the system. Therefore, as front-
line techniques, these necessarily should be trained with either emphasis...

Of  the  two  methods,  the  "Horse  Transition"  is  the  more  difficult  to  acquire,  thus 
requiring more work, and therefore attention at initial stages of training. It is also the 
safer, more conservative of the two forms of movement.

Giving up one's Root to gain the moment's advantage is certainly a calculated risk... 
But, like they say, "nothing ventured, nothing gained..."

In fact, for anyone desiring the ability to physically seize the initiative, acquiring The 
Lunge is an absolutely necessity!

Still,  with  many  folks  resorting  to  some  kind  of  "Point  Sparring"  (Tag  'n  Stop)  for 
application training, The Lunge becomes prized over more Rooted footwork...

I  don't  know that  the  rather  stiff  and  dogmatic  over-emphasis  by  many  Hung  Gar 
Players on "always standing firmly" is any better!
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I guess that beginners should develop themselves first in firmness, and then in fluidity...

Intermediate  guys  should  be  exploring  the  appropriate  balance  of  each,  how  they 
support each other ("lead w/speed, devour w/power", e.g.)...

Advanced guys should then argue about it on the internet!

TenTigers
it  has been my (limited) experience that even in a lunge, you would root, then sink, 
while driving foward. The root and sink combine fluidly so that there is not an apparent 
separation, yet are still distinct, when examined in detail. Yes? No? Just a thought.

daifong
Ten Tigers,

Don't so modest!

When you have quality experience, you don't need as much of it!

If  The Lunge was my first  move,  I  would have casually disguised my intention,  my 
weight shifts, etc.

I mean, Lunging from a Cat Stance could not possibly be any more rooted, at the start 
of  the  motion,  but  it's  telegraphed...  unless  the  cat  stance  was  made  during  the 
execution of a technique which forced momentary loss of control in your opponent... 
Like a Mirror Cut!

Otherwise, one would certainly want to temper the rising force of  The Lunge with a 
gradated, sinking counterbalance, not only to give up as little root as possible during the 
movement, but also to keep one's own head from bobbing up and down, giving away 
your move!

If my center has been honed through transitional Horse practice, I certainly feel I will be 
more capable of executing with such control as you describe...

CJ
Daifong, I  think I agree with your interpretation of  the lunge. The way I practice the 
forms, ‘strict form wise’, it is to have the motion pass through the horse for rooting and 
power generation. Yet I would go directly into the Ng Ji Ma (arrow) stance if that were 
required at the moment of conflict. But I believe I would retain some of the character of 
movement derived from the horse transition, it would be difficult to see on the outside 
maybe, but the transition and rooting would still be there. The way I look at it, I train in 
the horse transition so that if I need to short cut it through application, I still retain the 
benefits of the transition.

On  a  side  note,  I  also  think  this  is  the  reason  that  people  have  the  mistaken 
characterization of  Hung as being ‘slow’.  They see the deliberate stance transitions 
anda$$ume  that  all  of  the  applications  would  be  executed  in  the  same  deliberate 
fashion. And with the above description of beginning, intermediate,  and advanced, it 
would seem that many people don’t make it out of the deliberate training exercises of 
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the  beginning  student  to  see  the  fluid  interpretive  movement  of  the  advanced 
applications.

daifong
Hi CJ!

Nice to meet a kindred spirit!

Practicing  Gung  Fu  is  like  churning  home-made  Ice  Cream...  You  won't  enjoy  the 
quality unless you've put in the work!

In this case, using firmness to temper suppleness, and vice versa...

We always need to reinforce our own foundational training, so when I practice a Form, I 
always work it for every bit of incremental foundation control possible, the better for the 
form to more deeply train my Energetic Base, Central Nervous System, and Musculo-
Skeletal Structure, at various speeds...

In application training, either solo or w/partner, I will train more variation where it comes 
to timing, angle, leverage, and focal emphasis, at various speeds...

But that's just me!
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STEPS 37-39
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~1610.asp

CJ
Would anyone care to introduce the next sequence?

AndyT
I was just thinking that I have to get a new scanner. My old one no longer works and I 
never finished scanning the images of LSW for this series. Shame on me. LOL Thank 
you CJ.

1.  Spin  around  counter-clockwise  180  degrees  as  you  bring  your  hands  around  in 
'Guiding to stables'. Be sure and open your fingers during this movement to help train 
your  hands  for  Chin  Na  applications  here.  Snap  them  closed  at  the  end  of  the 
movement.
2. At the same time, bring the left foot over to the other side of your body so that you 
end facing behind you in a left bow with both fists at your left shoulder.
3. Shifting your weight, draw back into cat stance and whip your hand across in 'cat 
washes face'. This could be a block or a grab or a strike. or a combination of them.
4.  Lunge  forward  into  left  bow  as  you  strike  the  throat  and  solar  plexus  with  a 
penetrating tiger claw. Grab the enemy and pull him back for another strike.
5. After the second strike, draw back into cat, claws out and pulling the enemy to the 
ground. Possible Chin na here again also.
6. Lunge forward into left bow again striking the throat and solar plexus with the tiger 
claws.
7. Spin 90 degrees right as you move your right leg 90 degrees also. Bring your hands 
around in 'guiding to stables' again not forgetting the grabbing practice.

A nice simple move to open the avenue to disembowel your enemy.

n/a
Movement #1 and #2 here showing quite useful, very good the power, and then this 
movement #3.
Why this movement? Gung Ji every other form seeming so solid,  ji  mm mah horse 
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leading so solid, yet this tao bo horse leading seems no balance the control, very not 
strong to control the opponent. Maybe only move I'm not understanding, Gung Ji!

AndyT
    quote:3. Shifting your weight, draw back into cat stance and whip your hand across in 
'cat washes face'. This could be a block or a grab or a strike. or a combination of them.

I  see  this  as  more  of  a  setup  movement  for  the  next  steps,  but  it  does  have  it's 
applications as well.

n/a
I'm mistake,  sorry!  Meaning,  #3  Picture.  Leading the  Horse,  Twist  the  Body,  Again 
Pulling Back.

Red Haired Devil
    quote:Originally posted by LoHanJai:

    I'm mistake, sorry! Meaning, #3 Picture. Leading the Horse, Twist the Body, Again 
Pulling Back.
    Thank You,

    Chan

I agree with you Chan. This stance is particularly unstable, and I don't use it. Instead, 
when "leading the horse to the stable", I use a bow and arrow stance.

n/a
Perhaps is such an example of the lost art?
Lam  Sai  Wing  is  famous  for  the  powerful  fighter,  must  be  good  reason  for  this, 
somehow.

Red Haired Devil
    quote:Originally posted by LoHanJai:

    Perhaps is such an example of the lost art?
    Lam Sai Wing is famous for the powerful fighter, must be good reason for this, 
somehow.

    Chan

Hmmm...maybe Lam Sai wing was trying to tell us that this was the vulnerable spot on 
an  attacker  when  we  use  the  "Leading  the  Horse"  technique.  Doesn't  the  spleen 
meridian run up the length of the inside of the leg exposed in the twisted stance?

n/a
Somebody will watch us and say, "Why are you practicing that?"
Maybe no one left to explain thin one in Hung Ga today!

HaSayFu
Just got back from Asia so not much time to post but here's a question that might shed 
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some light (or not) on pic #3.

What is the application of this move? Is it different then pic #1? What are the moves 
directly following this one? Hope that spurs some discussion besides the lost skills of 
LSW.

Red Haired Devil
    quote:Originally posted by HaSayFu:

    Just got back from Asia so not much time to post but here's a question that might 
shed some light (or not) on pic #3.

    What is the application of this move? Is it different then pic #1? What are the moves 
directly following this one? Hope that spurs some discussion besides the lost skills of 
LSW.

HaSayFu, in most versions that I've seen, immediately following the first twisted horse 
stance "Leading the Horse" technique is another "Leading" to the opposite side without 
changing stance. It is then followed by double palms or forearm strikes (depending on 
how you see it)in a bow and arrow stance. I use this technique primarily as an arm bar 
or to recieve an extended sucker punch type hook,  both on the inside,  and on the 
outside. There are of course other applications! These are just my preference.
However, I've found that the twisted stance is not ideal from a balance standpoint, and 
a slight sideward bump in this stance can topple you. So...instead I use bow and arrow 
stance much like in picture #1. When I apply a technique using "Leading", I have noted 
that on the lower line it is usually no problem to either kick or drive a knee into the 
inside of  the opponent's leg as a finishing piece, this usually drops them in a most 
painful manner.

n/a
I have seen the Choy Lay Fut school train this one, use exactly Lao Mah / Twist, then 
Fu Mei / Tiger Tail Kick to follow.
Does this mean just foundations motion, add or change as I like, or is this movement 
useful then just as we see?

Or else, perhaps I am faced with the choice, continue practicing, I'm not sure what, I 
hope it gives me some benefits to my Gung Fu, even I dont know what I am doing, or 
"delete" this is awkward, useless out-date move, concentrate on what I can understand 
the use of? Am I wrong to wonder this?

TenTigers
Lo Han Jai-my feeling is such: If a technique is in a form, then it has a reason. These 
techniques have been proven in life and death conflicts and refined over centuries. I 
think it would be foolish to concider it an outdated move, simply because you haven't 
yet  learned  or  discovered  the  application.  I  cannot  comment  on  this  move  as  the 
version (Tang Fong) that I learned does this differently;
We step into a right cat, and cut with both hands diagonally downward, the right in a 
knife hand, the left palm up-possible application is an armbar/break. This is followed by 
double tiger claw,(bow stance) right hand foward, left at the elbow,possibly pak dar, into 
double grab, and pull into your chest-elbows downward. The back foot steps slightlyto 
the right and you pivot 180 deg. into left bow stance-possibly pulling your attacker close 
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for a throw. This is repeated on the left side. When you again turn, you then roll the fists 
over into chamber as you twist into nau ma. We use this as a joint lock-can be used 
against a cross wrist grab-the twisting into the stance leads your attacker's energy into 
a downward spiral, culminating in the lock/break. It is like being pulled into a vortex. An 
alternative  application  would  be  grabbing  his  hair  and  snapping  his  head  back, 
controlling his body as you drop the forearm, or elbow, or backfist on his face, nose, 
collarbone, or throat-depending on the severity of the situation.
When I learned the Lam Sai-Wing version of this form, we grabbed and pulled in as we 
step foward into lau-ma, I believe the first time we stepped back, the second time we 
stepped  foward-not  sure.  The  application  is  similar-drawing  the  opponent  into  a 
spiraling downward movement ending in a joint lock/break. If played in succession, it 
could  be  a  lock,  the  opponent  counter  strikes,  and  you  lock  the  other  arm,  while 
crossing him up-he ends up pretty tangled in his own limbs as you advance into him-his 
stability is completely broken, as well as his arm! Just some ideas to toss around.
If you don't really work the techniques, trying again and again to discover applications, 
you art slowly deteriorates, and you will be left with nothing. Your job, all our jobs, as 
the current generation is to make sure that those who follow us, and each succeeding 
generation is better than the one before.

Leng Jai
We do this move as an arm pull as well. Just thought it might help to know that the arm 
pull application is done by others as well. We do essentially what is being done in the 
pic w/ slight differences.

nico
On this one here i have a few ways to execute, many nuances and variation,

I was trained think in terms of multiple opponents, and rapid changes of focus in
Application,
so say you are in left bow stance and a right cross comes in at around 90 degrees,
Quick !! I swing my left foot back and use
leading with a slight sinking to break his balance., First function of leading is to protect 
myself from being clocked from the side, second part is, if I have the right feel I give a 
slight tug down and to the right side,

(I could grab and use chin na if my level is much higher than his but I never insist on it),
I then smash with my right elbow or
use my right arm to surround his head or neck and takedown,
anyhow that is one way,
I have found all of the Hung Ga techniques
to be extremly effective,
The caveat is if that attackers Art or Skill level is higher than yours you will get clobberd, 
as I have more than a few times :),
If anyone new to Gung Fu Please dont take what I or anyone elses words as written in 
stone,
get the basics and then train experement with other martial artist and come to your own 
conclusions,
all that probably goes without saying but I say it anyway
to keep it real.

HaSayFu
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Most of you understand the basic application, redirecting an attack. If I understand the 
confusion, you feel more stable leading in a reverse bow then in the twist stance.

Here's one line of thought. It's not the only and is pretty basic but the key word in the 
poem is "leading." The other key word was in lohanji's question "bo".

When you are leading, you are not pulling per se. You are using the momentum of your 
opponent.  Thus,  an  ultra  stable  stance  is  not  required.  (if  the  stance  is  unstable, 
however, you need to work on this stance).

The  second  word,  "bo",  means  step.  Remember,  lot's  of  these  pics  are  transition 
movements. I'm pretty sure that LSW didn't intend for you to hang out and fight from 
this "stance".

When someone is coming at you with enough momentum to lead, you might want to 
step this way to give a slight cushion without loosing ground. Take it deeper. You may 
want to move your feet as your leading will cause your opponent to step forward. Notice 
that doing this allows you to place your foot behind his leg, making the next movement 
even more deadly.

We could drill deeper but if you can't find the stability in this stance no use covering the 
coiling, twisting energy of this movement.

It's gotta be the faht.

Anyways, I  don't  claim to have LSW's knowledge but this is the way I use this. I'm 
hoping it would spur more conversation.

Sifuchuck
HSF-
I've gotten into the habit of using the term "steps" instead of "stances." I see a tendancy 
for a lot of students to get into a stance postition and then execute a technique without 
incorporating the action of "stepping" or stance changing into the technique. I see it as 
you say, leading not just with the hands, but with the whole body while steping back. I 
really like the idea of bringing the leg behind the opponent's leg.

The mirror technique which would follow #3 I see two ways. One is that it is just like so 
many  other  techniques  in  gungi--learning  to  do  the  same  technique  in  different 
directions, different side. The second way I see this is as a quick move to counter either 
a second adversary or the same adversary who counters the lead with a change in 
direction. The move after this is "double bows hugging the moon" which I see here as 
not just a low block, but possibly a push to the ground which the leading motion in tau 
ma would set up.

Red Haired Devil
    quote:Originally posted by HaSayFu:

    Most of you understand the basic application, redirecting an attack. If I understand 
the confusion, you feel more stable leading in a reverse bow then in the twist stance.

    When you are leading, you are not pulling per se. You are using the momentum of 
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your opponent. Thus, an ultra stable stance is not required. (if the stance is unstable, 
however, you need to work on this stance).

    We could drill deeper but if you can't find the stability in this stance no use covering 
the coiling, twisting energy of this movement.

    It's gotta be the faht.

HaSayFu,
Wow...it's  not  like  everyone  else  doesn't  understand  the  move  and  the  concept  of 
leading,  or  can't  find  stability  in  the  stance.  My use of  the  bow and  arrow for  this 
technique comes from research with  training partners  who are more  than willing to 
remove my head from my shoulders while wearing a FIST suit. When I've tried leading 
in those scenarios, with twisted stances, my grappling friends very easily dumped me 
on the ground because the stance and step are narrow and do not  work well  with 
sideward pressure, no matter how I turn, sink, or twist. In essence, my turning into their 
circular movement  with bow stance is accomplishing the same thing as the twisted 
horse,  but  with more stability for  me. In fact,  it  tends to take their  feet  right off  the 
ground, which makes follow up a lot easier. Does this mean that I can't use twisted 
stance? No. Does this mean that I can't find the root in that stance? No. It's very strong 
front to back, just not side to side. So...I prefer to use the bow and arrow. I don't think 
that Lam Sai Wing was wrong, and I do often use that stance in forms to remind me of 
how vulnerable the inside of the leg is.

PM
check out http://www.yees-hungga.com/press/10_killing_hands3.shtml  (Edit: this file is 
no longer present on this site) - in applying "dai ma gwai chou"/"sau ban daan gwai" in 
this way, ie. headlock/neck breaking/choking the use of "nau ma" makes sense

CJ
Hello all, sorry to post and run but life gets busy once in a while.

My  movements  are  similar  to  the  picture  with  the  exception  of  the  left  one.  On 
movement in the left I do the same kay lam bo (twisted horse, scissors) that is shown in 
the picture on the right. It’s executed as a 180 transition from the previous double tiger 
claw and finishes to face the same way as picture one above. Otherwise the next two 
moves are the same.

HaSayFu, I agree with you characterization of the intent and usage of the moves. It is 
obviously transitional and meant to portray the impression of a retreat while still holding 
ground. As we use it in a 180 and a 90 application it is meant as arm grappling and 
slipping a frontal attack. There is also a component of Deing Kiu (settling bridge) by way 
of  lowering  the  center  a  of  balance  and  sinking/coiling  into  the  stance.  Also,  just 
because the arms are shown even does not mean that you can’t split their uses as in 
one to lead the opponents arm/wrist and one to seal the throat or lead the back of the 
neck, depending on which lead hand you pick up.

Just various interpretations from my background, I like the discussion so far.

Red Haired Devil
PM...gee, that last picture in the series looks more like a kneeling stance.
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HaSayFu
CJ, Now we are talking. This is the kind of discussion "weird" pictures should invoke.

PM, nice link to the Yee's site.

RedHair Mike, It's all good. But to be nit picky, it's not that everyone understands this 
either. to quote lohanjai, "Maybe only move I'm not understanding" and your statement, 
"I've found that the twisted stance is not ideal from a balance standpoint, and a slight 
sideward  bump  in  this  stance  can  topple  you."  These  lead  me  to  believe  people 
discount this particular movement/technique.

I'm glad to hear you research the techniques.  We all  should.  Ones that don't  make 
sense, we should research harder and with others in the hung gar family. Not just our 
kwoon.

I've made this movement work many times and it's variations. It does require (in the 
basic application I described) a commited punch. Done right, the stance is more then 
stable enough since you are only in it for a split second.

All that said, it's just how we play the hung gar. What works for me may not work for 
you. Then again it's good to know how it works for others so we can pass on the art.

Also, I'm not pickig on you Mike. I liked this line, "use that stance in forms to remind me 
of how vulnerable the inside of the leg is." Another lesson learned from this sequence.

Red Haired Devil
HaSayFu...
Sorry If  I  sounded snotty.  Bad Hair  Day.  Sometimes I  forget  that  different  schools, 
different practitioners can =different usage.

Smee
My possible application of the twist stance (pic3).

From final "cat washes face" (double tiger claws)keep grab in place and lead horse to 
the stable whilea$$uming twist stance as per pic 3. Next unwind into bow and arrow 
(facing south if pic 3 is facing north) and continue pulling action downwards.

This  is  effectively  a  hip  throw  using  the  twist  stance  transition  to  make  up  some 
distance for leverage purposes. The twist stance would be purely transitional and not 
held for any length of time.

If you do the grab&pull, twist and unwind in one smooth and quick movement you can 
see the application (well I can anyway....)

I know this movement is not shown in the form but it is one possibility arising from the 
posture in pic 3.

Any comments? (stop laughing at the back...)

nico
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as an addendum to my first post,
what I meant to say was swing my right foot back, when leading from left bo,

Im a little dyslexic sometimes.
as far as testing the strength of stances from different angles,

this is what i am trying to convey, if you are in a left bo stance,
it is weaker from the side than a twist stance is from the front yes ?
therefore I just responded to my opponents side door attack
by swinging my right foot back, repositioning to twist stance,

I am also turning my waist,
that is to say if that punch comes at 90 degree or 3 oclock
my right shoulder is is closer to my opponent, as i step back with my right foot and use 
leading i twist at the waist i pick
up the punch with my right hand first then the left,

now my left shoulder is forward
having the effect of turning my upper torso
slightly so as not to have my shoulders squared to my opponent, that way if the punch 
slips thru it does not get a clear shot at my centerline, as far as wether it
is a step or a stance I dont insist on it being either the opponents energy will dictate 
that,
as well as whatever comes to me at the time based on the situation.
Thank you guys for discussing.

n/a
Gentlemen,
If you can take time to find the multiple techniques on just one posture instead of one 
technique on multiple postures you can make the most difficult  technique work. This 
posture  has  deflection,  striking,  breaking,  grappling  and  throwing  just  in  categories 
alone. Take a week and you should be able to find at least three tecniques that are not 
the  obvious.  There's  a  technique  which  simultaneously  sweep  and  strike  instantly 
flooring your opponent. You have to disect these postures for actual fighting and there 
are no perfect directional steps in fighting. Forms are the like being taught how to write 
your alphabet; There must be a prefect example to begin with a basic application done 
repetitiously until formed with conviction. Then its up to the person to find his signature. 
The letter "A" will always be a letter "A" but now with adaptability instead of instructional 
restriction. This isn't a recommendation to find the flashiest technique, but rather a way 
to maximize the adaptibility for postures faced a unpredictable and changing opponent. 
If you have one favorite posture(technique)try to find it's possibilities for defense against 
all types of attacks from head bunts to kicks. For those who want to find the stability in 
this posture keep weight on the heel keeping opposition within the feet(grip the floor) to 
create a bridge with your legs and feet. The Unicorn stance action must drop straight 
down and the twisting motion must end by your legs locking for one solid tree stump. 
Have fun.

TenTigers
just for fun-try leading the attacker's limb,stepping back, then roll it over while stepping 
foward into kay lin bo into a fig 4 arm lock-one, it's fun, two, ever lead a horse back to a 
stable?  The  technique  mimics  the  actual  movements-at  least  with  a  western 
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bridle(sorry, s'been awhile since I rode-but used to do it daily one summer when I was a 
kid.)

Red Haired Devil
    quote:Originally posted by TenTigers:

    just  for  fun-try  leading  the  attacker's  limb,stepping  back,  then  roll  it  over  while 
stepping foward into kay lin bo into a fig 4 arm lock-one, it's fun, two, ever lead a horse 
back to a stable? The technique mimics the actual movements-at least with a western 
bridle(sorry, s'been awhile since I rode-but used to do it daily one summer when I was a 
kid.)

TenTigers, try it in a bow and arrow stance, but as you reach the completion of the lock, 
use the rear leg of the stance to reverse sweep the opponent and put them down hard, 
much like iron broom later in the form. Shoot the arrow from the bow.
Mike;)

n/a
Well to tell you the truth, I look at this one is the same thing like 'Military Step' of Judo. 
There is always the time you control or join your mans weight change, then you can 
load up a throw. This move in the set is just shows where you can do that. you can use 
the different locks, or just grab him just like the move.
Before when nobody was said anything, I bring it up to you guys because many do this 
move without thinking what its use for. Not like all of you!

daifong
tparkersf,

The Gung Ji Thread has never died, CJ must have just forgotten to put up the next 
photos, and Andy T must be on vacation...

If one is working at a GJFFK level right now, then this context is what will make the 
most sense, practically speaking...

"Lead the Horse Back to the Stable" is "Yow Wan Kiu", and "Beauty Gazing into the 
Mirror" is "Gong Kiu" (Which one, I'll not confuse you with, lol!)...

Nataraya
Daifong,

Very interesting to read that you are dealing with such a ‘tough’ lady. Can you shine 
some light on your classification? In our branch, when we stay with the Gang - Yau 
duality,  are  (much)  more  directed  towards  Yau.  Both  in  Sam  Faat  &  Faat  Geng 
(dynamics) and Ying Yong (application).

daifong
Hello Nataraya,

This is an expression of "Wan Kiu" as well, yet the "Chin Ji" hand formation provides a 
sort of a "Cutting Edge" with which to briefly apply "Gong Ging", thus damaging the 
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opponent's elbow joint...

So, "'Gong' Wan Kiu"...

Helicopter
I  have only  just  skimmed the  surface  of  bridge theory,  and as  the  Twelve Bridges 
thread doesn’t seem to be going anywhere it might be better to talk about the bridges in 
context.
So to that end, I was wondering if you would describe why this movement is ‘wan kiu’. 
You said that the hand has a ‘cutting edge’, so could this movement also be ‘fan kiu’, 
especially if you play it with ‘gong ging’.

daifong
Helicopter,

If you're translating "Fan Kiu" as "Splitting", then some type of "Opposing Force" would 
certainly be indicated...

However, in this Technique, both hands move smartly to the right, "Sending" along (with 
a sharp reminder, lol!) any "rotter" so careless as to have been set up for it...

In  my sense  of  the  word,  if  immediately  after  this  "Send"  you were to  rein  him in 
abruptly with your right, simultaneously Chop/Striking to any Gate with your left, now 
THAT would be "Fun" (for you, not for him, lol!)...

By the way, there is no need whatsoever to let them go once they've been "Sent", 
unless of  course it's  into their mate,  over some tables and chairs,  into a brick wall, 
through a plate glass window, into oncoming traffic,  or into your other hand or foot, 
whichever provides the happiest medium between being expedient, and being humane 
at a moment's notice...

Stamp their foot, then "Send" 'em Air Mail?

Your choice,

Daifong

PS: Here I will defer to Nataraya, in that whenever resorting to "The Force of Wan", 
"Gong Ging" is only a "Serving Suggestion"...

Helicopter
thanks DaiFong,a useful incite.

AndyT
Yes, I was on vacation. Now I'm back. I can hear the boos and hisses already.....

Lets not forget that twist stance is also good for changing direction.
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STEPS 40-42
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~1799.asp

CJ
The Gung Ji saga continues...

Red Haired Devil
Wow  CJ,  those  pictures  are  very  different  from the  Gung  Gee  practice.  The  palm 
outward and the cross step are not in my version. I'm curious as to their intent.

daifong
Thanks CJ!

Pictures #2 & #3 are incorrect. The drawings come from photographs which show Palm 
Inward in #2, and then Hang Stance in #3 (although a "Cross" Stance would work here 
also, as in Lau Ga Kuen)...

By the way, these are all being emphasized by LSW as "Gong Kiu" in these pictures...

Nataraya
RHD,

Good observation! In both the Chu Yu Tsai (technique 41) as well as the Leung Daat 
book (page 83), you will find these drawings back. We are facing the palm/ mirror too.

charris
The  drawings have  been  made  from the  photos  (Gungji  and  TitSin  were  originally 
published with photos).

The original photos actually show the palm facing inside and a cat stance. However 
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sinde the pics are not very clear and the person that draw the illustrations didn't know 
Hung Ga some errors arose in the drawings.
(maybe funny to mention that I have even seen people perform the errors, thus copying 
them from the book with drawings)

Red Haired Devil
(sigh of relief)
Thank you!

daifong
Yeah,

I don't know, but it looks like LSW fi'na Chop th H*ll outta someone...

CJ
Okay, now that we are past the point of revelation that the common LSW books have 
flaws, (and yes Charris, I’ve seen people incorporate these flaws into their teaching 
also, strange world!) let’s get back to some of the structure that we had established in 
earlier  posts.  Basically  describing  the  sequence,  shape,  and  intent  as  the  different 
branches and practitioners play this section of Gung Ji.

1- Stepping straight into the Ng Ji Ma (arrow stance) with the two downward blocks. 
(#40) I do it pretty much like the picture, maybe a little more inward twist to the lead 
knee to cover the groin.

2- Stance remains the same. Left side Fan Sao (looking in mirror - palm faces face) as 
shown in #41. Then the hands trade places and I do right side Fan Sao and the left 
hand returns to the downward block. Then right side Long Sao (high block), not shown 
in this sequence of pictures.

3- I retreat the stance to Tu Li Ma (cat stance) and angle the crossing hand to impact 
my open left palm which is held low and slightly to the side of the stance (#42)

So, what’s it all for?

In 1 you are blocking the lower and mid section from snap and or round kicks. The 
interesting thing is that your using both hands. I view this as just another aspect of the 
Gung Ji choreography playing to open the mind to symmetry in different stances and 
situations. I personally would not commit both hands to a block as it’s shown above. But 
it’s nice to know that it could work with either hand in either advancing Ng Ji Ma since 
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you do repeat the move in mirror later in the form, it gives you 4 permeations of the 
same block. Also, remember the inherent instability of the Ng Ji Ma stance to being 
toppled by sidewise impact. So this isn’t a stance you hold to take a hit. This is a stance 
that you use step into the opponent and deflect the kick on you way in.

Also, Tom, if you want to throw some 12 Bridge Hands at this you can see the Ding Kiu 
(stabilizing bridge) with the use of drawing energy from the dan tien to the fore arms 
and the use of locking and trapping in the wrist and arm alignments. Also, in application 
I would say there is a subtle use of Wan Kiu (sending bridge), because you are using 
your forward motion to intercept a kick and redirect it away from you and open up your 
opponent at the same time.

In 2 you have the practice the natural progressing on following a low block with a cover 
to the head using a Fan Sao. We actually have a series of  ‘basics’ moves that are 
derivative of this sequence and practiced in Ng Ji Ma and Sai Pi Ma. It’s a great pattern 
to reinforce; block low and immediately cover high.

3 is a lot of fun! This is your basic drag and slash. In one application you hook the 
opponents kick, stretch out his leg with the retreating stance, and cleave off the patella 
with your right wrist as it comes back. Same thing works with an arm. If you snag his 
wrist (while putting a good grip on the heart and lung points) and retreat to straighten 
out the arm, you have the option of nailing the points on top of the forearm (he won’t be 
able to make a fist or grab with that arm in the near future) or you can go for the elbow 
snap if you have a good angle. Both options require decent Chin Na hands for the set 
up, also good fore arm skills from Som Sing and I’m not just talking impact toughness, 
I’m talking rotational acceleration and snap.

Who’s next…?

daifong
#3 is "Lao Kiu"...

TenTigers
We don't step into ji ng ma, but perform an inward leg hook (au tan geurk?) and then jik 
tek (front snap kick) or ding geurk (nailing kick?)place the foot down into ding ji mah 
(cat)and hop foward, raising the lead knee high, and land foward in a right reverse bow. 
Raise the hands palm up in front of the chest, before pressing down in double palm 
press.  The  mirror  hand  sequence  is  the  same,  make  sure  as  the  left  mirror  hand 
sweeps across the body, the right hand comes in across the forearm to press down 
(Moor-sao.)
Open up the arms and draw back into ding ji ma-White Crane Spreads Wings, and then 
cut down with the forearm/knife-hand, while dropping the horse.
The entry into the technique can be a leg hook and pole leg attack-whether defensively 
or offensively, the hop can be a downward stomp to the exposed hyper extended knee 
from the leg hook. Also,if you look at the hop-it would appear to the opponent that you 
might be throwing a shuffle or hop side kick. Often the reaction is one of leaning the 
upper body back to avoid the kick, yet staying within range-but, this also straightens out 
the  lead  leg,  whereupon  you  land  on  it  with  a  downward  sidekick(picture  a  flying 
sidekick to the knee)land foward and double palm smash.
The double palms can be pressing over you opponent's bridge-crowding/immobilizing. 
He raises,  and you perform the  mirror  hand/moor-sao to  trap,  raise and  break the 
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elbow/or strike foward with the fingertips to the armpit. If he sinks his bridge, the next 
movements(right mirror/left moor-sao)turn his elbow over and lock the arm for another 
strike. You can grab the hair, snap the head back and drop the forearm/knifehand to 
the throat.

Another application-your opponent punches with lead right,.
You answer with left pak-sao and right inverted spearhand to the throat.
Opponent blocks with his rear hand, you thread from underneath with right mirror hand, 
left downward palm to trap his other hand. You can drive it foward to strike the throat, or 
grab his wrist,and drop your horse-(Ding Ji Ma) into the sinking forearm/knifehand strike 
to the base of  the skull/neck/collarbone-follow up with chin-ji  sao (next move in the 
form)
The White Crane Spreads Wings -ding ji ma open up can be to draw your opponent 
into a false sense of secutity (baiting) so you can drop the forearm down and chin ji sao 
as well.
Those are  but  a  few apps,  but  it  gives you the  basic  'flavor'  of  our  technique and 
mindset.

Red Haired Devil
Okay let's see here...

The first  movement  "double blocks"  we use tied into  the previous "reign horse into 
stable" as an either/or. Either we close the door with the "reign horse...", stick and slice 
with one palm, or we open the door, stick and hack with the other palm.

The fanning mirror hands are conceptual for us. We use them to deal with straight line 
attacks. Conveniently we have one performed with the back hand, and one performed 
with the lead hand...so we practice dealing with this type of energy in the two positions 
we're likely to be in to recieve it.

Next sequence has way too many applcations to list all of them, so I'll give a couple.

One: A lapel grab. Pin with rear hand, slip back into cat to pull down and strike the 
gallbladder point cluster on the forehead as the palm lifts up. Chop down on the pinned 
arm at  large  intestine  point  on  out  side  of  arm,  which  if  you  maintain  control  (not 
releasing!), sets them up nicely for the following movement "chop and block". I also 
read that move similarly to the first movement as the hands being either/or (left, right, or 
both) in terms of which are striking.

Two: closing the door on a circular attack...like say a haymaker punch. The palm strikes 
upward just behind the elbow clipping the triple warmer point that lies there. Use the 
chopping motion to swing the arm down and out, regrabbing with the opposite hand at 
the wrist. Use the action of the cat stance to do the work for you. maintaining the grip, 
immediately shift foreward into bow and arrow, hacking with the lead hand (Chop and 
block-either/or) at  the medial  margin of  the rib cage hitting the liver and gallbladder 
points that lie close together there. From this point by reverse hooking the elbow and 
shifting back into the cat stance, it is easy to see how the following movement "hanging 
horse" can be used as a viscious choke as it can turn your opponent around so that 
their back is to you.

daifong
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tparkersf,

Q: What is a "Jai-Fook(ing) Gong Kiu"?

A: "Picture #1 of the above series"...
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STEPS 43-46
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~1988.asp

CJ
Back by popular demand, Gung Ji Fook Fu Kuen steps 43-46

As there are some new people on the board these days I’ll re-aquatint everyone with 
the purpose and format for these posts. Through these posts we of the extended Hung 
community are exploring the most common of all the forms that we have, Gung Ji Fook 
Fu Kuen. As every school may have different points of view on how or why the moves 
are done in a specific manor this is our opportunity to talk with others and hear their 
perspective. This is not to say that one interpretation is better than any other but more 
to gain insight by hearing what others have to say on a similar set of moves.

The format that we’ve used in the past is this. First describe the shape and sequence of 
the featured section along with why it’s done like this in your branch and or school. 
Then speak to some of the applications, alignments, cross reference with other forms, 
Qi concentration,  bridge hands compliance,  etc.  Everyone seems to have their  own 
focus so the second part is to tell what your thinking about and what is important to you 
as you perform or teach this section. Who would like to open first?

mok
Wong Kiew Kit has an interesting application of this on the Dragonslist article:

http://www.dragonslist.com/kwoon/index.php?id=6

Until  I read this, I always thougght the double tiger claw in sittting horse was just a 
transition after a grab or open to go into the next move, Wong Kiew Kit shows it as a 
much more involved strike AND take-down combo!

for me (we don't play it this at all in our school) this was quite an eye-opener ;]

AndyT
CJ, Thanks for the pix!

43. Double backfist falling. This is played with both hands together, striking forward to 
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chest level. From the last position, draw both hands back into a double flank block and 
then double upward jab to the solar plexus. (Palms facing up).

44. Shift into horse and draw both hands back into the position shown and then double 
palm strike forward as you shift into bow stance.

45. Draw back into horse again as you double high block. Then your arms drop to the 
side and then a left circle punch followed by a right uppercut.

46. Next there are 4 tiger claws with elbow strikes as you step forward each strike. 
Then pull your left foot over as you turn to the left.

This is where Gung Ji ends and Fuk Fu begins as far as I know.

The  double  backfist  strike  is  trained  with  the  fists  together,  but  in  application,  it's 
normally not happening that way. Instead of both to the middle of the body, you get one 
to the neck and one to the shoulder area. The double jab to the solar plexus in the next 
movement is also trained with hands together to promote ambidexterity, but not always 
used that way in application.

Pulling both hands back near the head is a double high block that clears a path for the 
double palm strike to the chest or solar plex.

When drawing back this time into cat, you sink your arms lower, possibly breaking a 
hold, and left hook punch to the side of the head, the follow up with an uppercut.

Next are 4 chin na grabs with elbow strikes either to the face or the back of the arm, 
breaking the enemies elbow as you use the leverage in your chin na grip.

Of course, there are other applications here, but these are the obvious ones.

Mok, the article speaks of Fu Hok, but the movements are very simular if not identical. 
Its the focus/intent that changes the movement.

JungNgai
Thanks to AndyT and CJ for restarting this. More signal, less noise!

My $0.02:

I was thinking that the dual backfist (as seen in 43) could be a bridge of sorts . . . at an 
angle. In this case, once the bridge connects, you could use the double flank block as a 
kind of 'juet sau', a jerking hand, that pulls the enemy forward towards you, in the diu 
ma, possibly for a front kick towards targets of  opportunity, but also quickly into the 
double "tan sau" jab to any targets of opportunity, SP, throat, eyes even. Should that 
fail, or not, then follows the clearing block for the double t-claw strike.

I always feel a bit off balance when performing step 45. The right hammer strike moves 
laterally left to right, clearing the way for the closely-followed left hook, and once the 
hook smashes in, the right follows with the uppercut in a cross-pattern. Then tiger claw 
grab, the four arm breaks. The grabbing motion I've seen varied.
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AndyT
JungNgai, Our pleasure.
Mok, What kwoon do you study at?

illusionfist
In regards to WKK's application, he shows the wrong faht for tiger crouches at the cliff. 
Instead he shows a weird variation of monkey steals the peach. These two moves are 
entirely different. He's using an uplifting motion for tiger crouches at the cliff when there 
should be more of a focus on going straight back with the elbows.

His application for "black tiger breaks flank" i.e. po pai sau is more in line with monkey 
steals the peach.

Red Haired Devil
A solid sequence of good "old Hung"!

-Double hammers, so many applications using one, the other, or both hands at once 
that it  would give me carpal  tunnel  to list them here...Good in combination with the 
previous movement "hanging hammers".

-receding back and thrusting with the finger tips like upper cuts is a very nice way to 
recieve some force, redirect it, trap your opponent, and then amke him pay dearly for 
his mistake. I like to use one hand to trap while I do this, as well as using my stance to 
lock the legs or, or unbalance my opponent. Also, a nice peice of work to use when in a 
clinch  using the  cat  stance  to  pull  in,  and  then  projecting into  the  opponent's  now 
vulnerable soft targets...

-Cornered fierce tiger strikes back,  again,  a really good redirection that  leaves your 
attacker off  balance and exposed.  Double claws to bilateral  Stomach 18 points just 
below the pectorals is a debilitating hit.

I also like to practice this one starting with a training partner's hands on my leading arm. 
They then push or strike, and I stick to and roll back with the movement to off balance, 
then turn into  them with the double  claws.  This  move can have overtones of  push 
hands...Hung style!

-oxhorn hammer  to  uppercut...one of  my favorites to  smash through an opponent's 
guard and then simultaneous trap and hit, or lever the arm. It also has the added bonus 
of leaving you in great position to execute a throw. This has worked amazingly well 
against both karate and wing chun people I've sparred with.

-the four "elbow breaks"...I like these both from the outside to damage the limbs, and 
fromt the inside to drive the elbow into the chest. Specifically I like to target Conception 
17,  although I  would never do this to  someone unless I  meant  to do them serious 
harm:)

One of the most important features (to me) of this entire sequence is the driving nature 
of  the footwork.  It  continually advances and drives through the opponent,  giving no 
quarter and boldly smashing through.

Je Lei Sifu
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There seem to be some slight differences in the way that we perform this sequence 
under Tang Fong's lineage.

Movement 43 follows after blocking to the left flank. After 43, we pull back and then 
forward and up with the finger tips leading to thread the hands of the opponent. We 
then pull back in to diu ma while parting the grass to reveal a snake.

During movement 44, we remain in diu ma instead of the sei ping ma. We then step 
forward with the double palm push. The right palm is then pulled back toward the right 
side of the chest. While turning to the sei ping ma the left tiger claw block overhead 
while the right claw push toward the front. As we turn back into a Ji Ng Ma the right fist 
swings into a single overhead gwai choi which is the followed by the left and right Chun 
tin choi.

Movement 45 we use the Ngaau Gok then turn to a sei ping ma using the yut ji choi.

Movement 46 we only use three advancing steps using one hand to grab while the 
other breaks the elbow.

TenTigers
we are pretty similar in this section, however we use the elbow breaks while yielding. 
One hand fook-sao, into grab while stepping back to lead him into the hyperextended 
position for the break. These are done (in my school) two steps back,then two steps 
forward,similar to LSW version, to maintain symetry.

Smee
After movement 44 we double palm strike to chest then draw back fists near shoulder 
and then step into horse whilst blocking low to both lead and rear.

I treat this as defence to a kneck or shoulder grab (not double hook punch as unlikley to 
meet this on street unless someone tries to box your ears!!). As they reach for you, you 
shift back into horse and create some space. Double outward blocks prevent the grab 
and open up the opponents chest. Double palm strike to opponents chest uses their 
momentum and puts them off balance towards their rear.

The following draw back of fists corresponds to grabbing the attackers lead leg at the 
ankle/calf  and  yanking  it  upwards.  Opponent  is  therefore  thrown  onto  their  back 
completing the takedown.

yogabrian
Just a quick question in general for all. How many know the two man(doy cha) version 
of this set? You can find extensive knowledge in this particular sequence especially in 
application, form and distribution of power in it.

Je Lei Sifu
We have two two man set for this form. One that was taught to my sifu by Ho Lap Tin. 
However he never showed anyone that I know of that set. Then there is one that Sifu 
created which follows the opening to the ending sequence of Gung Ji.

HaSayFu
I know the two person gung ji. I remember seeing it on one of the european sites. A 
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Chiu  Chi  Ling  sponsered  tournament  from Rome (?)  You can probably  search  the 
archives to find it.

My guess is, it's different then the one Je Lei does but I don't know.

One point on this sequence, mov 44 is one of my favorites. I don't play it with such a 45 
degree angle. More square. And while it can block a double ox horn punch, it cna also 
block a single. The follow-up double palm strike is powerful and fast. Key here, don't go 
to far back in 44.

AS for WKK app, it's not an interpretation I would have used

denali
Hmm.. maybe I am missing something here, but I just don't see how this movement is 
relevant to blocking 'hook-type' punches, (double or single). .

I mean.. if you lower yourself into horse, and step back.. why would you need to block 
anyway?

Also,  in  the  Hung  style  "blocks"  that  I  understand  would  be  used  for  blocking  an 
uppercut-type punch, the hand is usually slightly ahead of the torso with the arm a little 
more extended, not right beside the head. Just a question.. but what if your opponent is 
stronger than you . . would you hit yourself in the head?

The movement of the arms, the posture preceeding this, and the footwork leading up to 
it suggest to me other applications.
For example, I think it is very useful immediately after the opponent has "latched on" to 
your arm ...

Perhaps  I  am  missing  the  intent  of  what  was  said..  care  to  elaborate  on  that 
application?

Smee
I agree with you to a certain extent Denali. I prefer not to apply this movement as a 
block to oxhorn punches but if HaSayFu makes it work then surely that's a perfectly 
valid app for him - no?

I  think  it  would  be  less  effective  block  for  a  single  hook  punch  which  can  carry 
significant momentum and would possibly end up with you hitting yourself in the head 
as you state. However, I've always found that double oxhorn/hook punches don't carry 
anywhere near as much power as the attacker cannot twist their waist. It's just arm & 
shoulder  power.  In  this  case  I  find  44  to  be  fairly  effective.  My  point  is  that  this 
technique (double oxhorn) is less likely to be encountered in the street and the more 
common application would be to a collar grab type attack.

Je Lei Sifu
Regrading #44 and HaSayFu's opinion of it's use against the double ox horn strike.

If we look at the time in which the boxing techniques of hung ga were being develop, we 
can all agree that many style including hung ga use the double ox horn strike.
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Although you may not face this technique nowadays, in the past in would have been 
very possible to use this technique in the manner described by HaSayFu.

If we knock this as a possible use for this technique, then there are lots of defensive 
lifting techniques as well since in these days not many people who are not martial artist 
use many overhead attacks unless they are using a weapon.

We cannot total say that HaSayFu's method is not a valid one.

DF
Good point Jelei sifu, beside there is a saying kwok si kwo faht/each sifu has his own 
way.  Any interpertation  is  ok  as long as  it  works  for  the  person.  The  emphasis  of 
important counter has changed thru the years. In the old days, the emphasis is mostly 
on how to counter a straight attack to the chest, now is different.

Subitai
Actually HSF,
Did not give enough detail, though i'm sure he can defend himself.

#44 is played in a few deferent ways. The picture shown is a final position and more 
likely the END result of a PULL. But the arms held up in a "Box" and slightly in front of 
the torso can be very strong. Even VS one hand sow choi. the trick is in the energy of 
the opposite hand. Yin and Yang and how the power is put out there. Does it STOP the 
motion or Yeild back w/ it?

Let us also not forget, CMA dissipate or create energy via the footwork in concert w/ the 
method.

Ox horns are best effective when thrown from close to middle range and not far away 
(otherwise too obvious)

So in this regard HSF can totally use it. I know I can, and do very easily versus my 
biggest students. 280lbs +

For sure at Wing Lam, it is played as two different ways minimum. Hard and soft.

Damnit DF, why you always in front of me by just a few minutes? LOL!

denali
Ah.. I don't mean to come across as saying anyone is wrong.. Just curious about the 
application as I see it a different way..
Anyway, thanks for the input dudes ;)

HaSayFu
Thanks  Je  Lei,  DF  and  Subitai  for  your  support.  Denali,  this  forum  is  exactly  for 
questioning things so keep it coming.

I usually leave out details, not to keep secrets but I just don't have time nor want to bore 
all of you with it. IF it doesn't make sense, call BS. It might be

That said, Subitai knows exactly what I'm saying cuz we train this together. One thing to 
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always keep in mind with this gungji sharing is that the pictures should not be taken as 
100% the way we do things. (Even if CJ doesn't doctor them (j/k))

I mentioned that I'm more square. The arms are also more pushed out. The two hands 
actually form a structure that is quite powerful.

A little more color to the app I was thinking of, really for that unexpected attack to your 
head.  Move back  for  some  time  toa$$ess  the  situation  but  don't  actually  lose  any 
ground. Then come in with a very powerful attack.

This exact situation was used by a si-di. In a bar, a guy took a wild swing, the hands 
came up, stopped the attack and followed with the strike to the chest and knocked the 
guy to the ground. Worked just like we drilled it.

Finally, as Subitai said, there is always more then one application. It all depends on the 
energy given.

CJ
Hey now HaSayFu, what are you insinuating?

Smee
Nice one CJ :)

AndyT
*Rolling laughing*

HaSayFu
CJ, you are amazing!

BTW, This exact situation was used by a si-di. On the border of Chinatown and North 
Beach (SF's little Italy), a guy took a wild swing, the hands came up, and all the italians 
fell  down laughing. Worked just like we drilled it. All the Chinese guys humming the 
WFH background music helped too.

I'll never be able to look another LSW picture straight again. Thanks CJ.

VirtuousWolf
Now that is funny. Perhaps a little disrespectful to LSW but still funny none the less.
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TigerDance
Well,  I'm just  beginning Gung Ji,  but  it  seems to me that  #44 is about  packing Qi: 
whatever happens next is simply how you attack with it.

Smee
Just watched a silat  video and they do a lovely head butt  just  after  the "Advancing 
Horse Double Tiger Claw" move pictured above. Applied against a hook punch - move 
in block with double tiger claw (as above) and use the extended arms as a mechanism 
to generate power in the headbutt. (think like a "soccer"....cough...."football".....header). 
The head moves forward whilst the arms pull back. The silat move then followed up 
with hooks etc similar to the GGFFK.

I'm not suggesting this as the application of the moves in GGFFK. Just an interesting 
twist on a similar movement sequence.

Nam Kuen
Hello all! Just to add my $.02! In our school, we play 43 very much the same as Subitai 
described, with the double grab and pull while shifting into diu mah, then shifting into 
dengji mah while executing the falling backfists. (This should be done in a continual 
flow, without a stop or break and short, fast springing.)

Actually,  I  believe  this  is  implied  in  the  Master's  nomenclature:  "Pull  back  horse, 
withdraw fists; Double backfist falling". I submit that he might well be describing two 
techniques with a single flow.

Again just my $.02!
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STEPS 47-51
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~2023.asp

CJ
Gung Ji Fook Fu Kuen, the saga continues, second verse same as the first…

Okay, I’m going to go ahead and post this whole section because I suspect that it was 
covered for most people in the beginning sections. I did a search and it actually didn’t 
go back that far, can you believe that we’ve been posting this continuing thread for the 
last 14 months? Heck, it only took six months to learn the darn form, of course it was 
another 12 months of  digestion. Anyway, I’ll  go ahead and lead off  this time since I 
didn’t get a chance to get into the last one.

Continuing from the last  section, from the fourth Bik Jeung (rising elbow). We do a 
stomp as the right foot catches up to the left, then a 180 stance transition that puts us 
facing the way we started. Then the arms fold back to a chambered position and the 
next section is identical to the beginning (10-16) with the exception of the three repeats 
of 14. That’s the way we do it at least, does anyone else do it different?

What’s it all for? The fourth Bik Jeung (rising elbow) with the stomp and 180 transition 
is a follow through for a hip toss. Grapple the opponent and step in then toss him over 
your hip a-la-Judo. The identical sections to the beginning is a return to Qi Gong and 
internal  concentration with the Kiu Sao Breathing and with some really fundamental 
traps, breaks, clears, etc. Things that are of note are in the picture for 48 where the 
thumbs are extended forward and to the center of the palm. You can easily feel the 
tendon alignment change when you line that extension up and it all connects. Also the 
idea that it is training the thumb to be an independent weapon for penetration when it 
has the proper alignment behind it. Also of note, in 49 the angle of the index finger 
which is not touching the middle finger. The angle is such that it opens the alignment to 
the palm for concentration and extension. Also, how many people practice with their 
feet pointing at the angle that the pictures show? I train with the feet parallel, do others 
open the Kua with the foot position like this?

Next…

AndyT
To save space and make room for new posts, threads are removed now and again. 
Fear  not,  I  have this  entire  Gung Ji  series  saved for  compilation  after  it  has  been 
completed.
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CJ, Your question on the feet has been in my mind for a while now also. I practice with 
my feet facing forward like you do, but I have tried it both ways and I do seem to get 
better balance and rooting with them slightly open as shown.

Smee
CJ

You draw particular attention to finger  position in 49.  I  have always been taught  to 
perform kiu sau in this manner in all circumstances. Do you do something different in 
some other movement (does your index touch middle finger)?

Also,I do sei ping ma with toes forward and not splayed.

Can't believe i've been watching this thread for 14 months! It's very interesting though. 
Thanks for keeping it going CJ.

Smee
Just one more thing - application of join hands and divide. Your attacker grabs lapels. 
You raise  and  position  both  hands  between  their  limbs  (join  hands)  then  divide  to 
control their forearms. From there, in GGFFK you do 3 kiu sau but could, in application, 
do many techniques. Probably palm strike to face or tiger claw to throat
etc.

TenTigers
I'm sure I posted this about 14 months ago, but when we open up to kiu-sao, we first 
bring our hands to 'prayer' position in front of the sternum, then in a counterclockwise 
circle  in  to  the  left  side  of  the  chest  and foward  again before  pressing together  in 
isometric tension, before separating the palms foward forcibly. In the second section, it 
is performed clockwise to the right. A note here: When I first learned it,  it  was only 
taught on the left side, both times. I perform it on the right side in the second section to 
maintain symetry. (It also loosens up my spine)-Rik

CJ
Smee, I draw attention to the index finger position because I’ve seen many variation of 
that  point  taught  in  many  different  schools.  Some  people  teach  it  all  connected 
(knuckles touching) others teach it  fully  extended and open.  I  suggest  that  there is 
reason for paying attention to the position and to understand not only why you were 
taught the way you were but how and why you may teach it any particular way. As for 
me I do it similar to the picture though a little less emphasized. It’s more about feeling 
which angle is correct and knowing why it is correct. That’s much more important than 
having been taught one way or another. That’s why I bring it up, it’s subtle, yet it speaks 
volumes about the practitioner.

TenTigers,  I  like  your  contribution  with  the  circular  ‘prayer  hand’  motion,  and  the 
switching of direction. If I remember correctly your predisposition to symmetry was also 
evident in Ng Ying Ng Hong where you performed the leopard moves with the opposite 
hand in the second section. I appreciate your point of view, and the latitude that you 
have to express it in your teaching. I  sometimes wonder why the founders didn’t  do 
some of the same balancing in the original formulation of the forms. Any ideas about 
that?
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Smee
Didn't mean my qustion to sound snotty CJ. Maybe poor choice of phrase on my part.

I was actually just wondering if you were meaning that the position of the finger in this 
particular movement was emphasised differently from the other kiu sau movements (e.g 
blocks). Obviously that isn't the case from your answer.

TigerDance
Regarding Position #49: You don't really think that even Lam Sai Wing would give it all 
away, do you? You know the paranoia the Chinese masters had and still have about 
their  techniques.  The  index  finger  position  (says  my  master,  and  his  master  who 
studied with Lam Sai Wing) is a way of telling the ignorant something that won't help 
them (the ignorant) kill the masters. Any time you see that index-finger position, it's a 
sign that you use tiger-claw or tiger mouth.

HaSayFu
Tigerdance, are you saying that #49 kiu sau hand position is only a place holder for the 
public and that when practiced by those "in-the-know" it should be replaced by a tiger 
claw?

Interesting.  Sifu  also  says  you  wouldn't  want  to  have  your  finger  pointing  up  for 
someone to grab and break but he never mentioned replacing all of them with tiger 
claws.

CJ
Smee, no worries, we’re all here to ask questions, there was no offence taken on my 
part.

TigerDance, I would personally be cautious of definitive statements in Hung. I agree 
with some of what you said, though I would say phrase it different. Many times when 
you see a Kiu Sau it can be interchangeable with a tiger claw. Often when you use a 
Kiu Sau it can be immediately followed with a tiger claw and a chin naa$$ist for the next 
technique.

But, I don’t believe that mitigates the use of the Kiu Sau in all situations as a focus and 
alignment technique. I would have a hard time replacing the Kiu Sau with a tiger claw 
throughout TSK.

AndyT
TigerDance, in actual combat, I can see your point, but for training, Kiu sau is a very 
important technique used to learn power generation and for qi building.

denali
So.. maybe in the form when you see a tiger claw, it's a sign that you should use kiu 
sau? :)

TigerDance
I think CJ said what I was trying to say.

CJ
Okay, one more thought. I hear that many schools teach Gung Ji and Fook Fu Kuen as 
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two separate forms. This section would represent the beginning of the second form, at 
least I think it would, as it was not taught that way in my school. So, I’m curious how 
people go about teaching this as two forms.

How do you have a form (second section) that starts at one extreme end of the floor 
and ends facing the other way at the other end of the floor? In a progression where you 
teach this as two forms, what do you teach in between these two sections? Then, after 
learning both sections does the student then still practice only one section or do they 
combine it and only practice the full two sections after that point?

As  always,  I’m  not  making  any  judgments,  I’m  genuinely  curious  because  it  is  a 
different concept than what I was brought up with.

illusionfist
From what I've gathered, most schools that have the form broken into two smaller forms 
have one more line that allows them to start and finish at the same spot for the Fuk Fu 
Kuen. Sometimes this will lead to the Gung Gee section ending someplace near the 
Gum Sing Gwa Choi or Wu Ah Long Yik faht.

Tomhungkuen
    quote:Originally posted by denali:

    So.. maybe in the form when you see a tiger claw, it's a sign that you should use kiu 
sau? :)

Doing this in tiger totaly changes the dynamics in the wrist and for arms.

I Also find that the single finger helps to provide focus for power/chi projection.

That would be lost in tiger.

DF
CJ- This is not where fuk fu begins. Fuk Fu starts further down in the form, just remind 
me or Jeileisifu to point it out when you guys are there in your project.

On a general note, tiger claw or kiu sao represent two diff  type of ging/energy thus 
make the training and application different.
Kiu sao is more chum/downward ging and tiger claw is more outward. This I only talk 
about the bridge,and the ging emphasis in the finger/fingers are different as well in the 
two different hand postures.

denali
Sorry Tom.. I was just being a bit sarcastic.
I, too, was taught that there is much more to the kiu sau than was suggested..

CJ
Illusionfist,  DF, thanks for the clarification on the beginning of  the Fuk Fu section. It 
makes more sense to me now. My confusion stemmed from the common practice in 
our school to cut the form short, for demonstration reasons, at the end of the four tiger 
elbows.
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TenTigers
CJ, in answer to your question,from what I have found (and the search is nowhere near 
ended)many teachers have made adaptations  to the forms for  ease of  teaching as 
Gung-Fu became more widespread. BTW, this is one of the reasons why I chose not to 
study with a certain Tai-Chi teacher. His teacher had crreated a shortened version of 
the set to start with, and I really wanted to learn the long, ardouous,training of the long 
form, not some watered down,compensation for the general public's innability to push 
themselves and stick it out version. Getting back to Hung-Ga,although I have heard Tai-
Chi people say this as well,"You should practice everything on both sides anyway-just 
extract it from the set and practice it"-yeah, this works, but I'm sorry, I'm not satisfied.-
that's just me.
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STEPS 52-53
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~2047.asp

CJ
Okay, I took the lead on the last one so here's an opportunity for someone else to step 
up and tell us how it is...

mok
Since I got a big mouth I'll give it a shot:
(and put my money where my mouth is for a change;] )
__

1. From last move, facing "forwards" in left  ji  ng ma, step or hop with right backfoot 
crossing over leading left leg; while doing this chamber "butterfly palms" in front, with 
right hand over left  & right palm is open pointing up facing front and left  palm open 
pointing  down  facing  back.  This  is  a  set-up  to  block/sweep,  so  palms  should  be 
chambered in a strong position angling forwards a bit, with right palm covering near 
shoulder/face height, and left palm over kidneys.

2.  From this  "chambered  position"  continue opening  cross-step  into  diu  ma turning 
upper trunk 45 degrees to "right" to chamber rotational energy, while sweeping both 
arms in a gracefull but forcefull "butterfly palm" motion rotating clockwise in front of you, 
keeping elbows tucked in. This is a triple block, as well as a bridge to gain control on 
the oustide of an opponent, you should now end up with both arms/hands chambered 
in butterfly but opposite the way they started, left  palm is now open pointing up and 
backwards near shoulder, right palm open pointing down and facing forward near right 
hip.

3. Explode out in ji ng ma, left foot forward, as you do this explode both butterfly palms 
held close together keeping elbows bent slightly (don't over-extend) using stance hip 
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rotation combined with the arms to push & disbalance the opponent. You should now 
thoroughly control his outside.

In real-time steps 1 & 2 & 3 are done together  in one smooth  motion,  often  while 
hopping over the opponent's stance to push him from outside.

#  53  is  the  mirror  on  the  right-side.  I  don't  think  you'd  normally  do  52,  53  in  a 
conbination in a real situation (unless you had mutiple opponents). From either 52 or 53 
it's best to continue with a joint lock or break or a strike than to simply push. 53 is just 
there to train the mirror.

(hoping I got it covered to you guys's exacting standards this time)

Subitai
Butterfly palms is countered w/ the same, if you are met w/ greater strength....divide 
and leak.

This repeated section is a great concept in Hung Gar.

AndyT
    quote:3.  Explode out in ji  ng ma,  left  foot  forward, as you do this explode both 
butterfly palms held close together keeping elbows bent slightly (don't over-extend)

In the pics above and the way I learned it, the hands should be about 6 inches apart. 
They are palm striking into the extreme ends of the middle gate.

Smee
mok

you describe the butterfly palm move very well (no 52). However, I would be interested 
to  know  other's  interpretation  of  no.53.  I  have  seen  a  couple  of  straightforward 
applications  where  this  is  regarded  as  a  straightforward  knifeand  chop.  My 
interpretation is a bit different.

When turning from 52 we do a right tiger claw and left rising elbow strike to opponents 
elbow joint.  Following movement is to bring right hand up (from in to out) and then 
"chop" across (no 53). The right hand is positioned near to the left elbow.

My interpretation of this is either a shoulder throw if you are inside your opponent's arm 
and an over the shoulder arm lock if you are outside the opponent's arm. The chopping 
to the midsection emphasises the downward motion necessary to effectively apply the 
technique and the non-striking hand controls the opponent's  elbow for  the throw or 
lower forearm for the armlock.

I've tried this out and it works for me. Please feel free to rip to shreds though...

mok
    quote:Originally posted by Smee:
    When  turning  from 52  we do  a  right  tiger  claw and  left  rising  elbow strike  to 
opponents elbow joint. Following movement is to bring right hand up (from in to out) 
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and then "chop" across (no 53). The right hand is positioned near to the left elbow.

    My interpretation of this is either a shoulder throw if you are inside your opponent's 
arm and an over the shoulder arm lock if  you are outside the opponent's arm. The 
chopping to the midsection emphasises the downward motion necessary to effectively 
apply the technique and the non-striking hand controls the opponent's elbow for the 
throw or lower forearm for the armlock.

You  mean  the  transition  between  52-53,  right?  The  pictures  show totally  separate 
steps, but as in the description it\s essentially butterfly palms left, and butterfly palms 
right.

I have to admit we don't really do anything as a transition in between in our lineage, we 
just swing the arms counterclockwise and move the back leg up to end up exactly like 
seen in #53, and then we go staright into the right butterfly.

The tiger + chop combo you mention sounds alot like patterns seen in earlier in GGFF, 
or even FHSY - I'd never thought of  those as throws, but i have to say the idea of 
shoulder throwing people with your horse is way cool...

CJ
Okay, I’ll jump in with my interpretation now.

I’m not sure about anyone else but these two moves have 4 moves in-between them in 
my branch. So I’ll refer to this as 52, 52a,52b,52c,52d,and 53.

Where we left off in 51 with the Fan Gam Kiu (golden hammer fist) we now transition 
into the Wu Dip Sao (butterfly hand block) to the left side. The stance retreats to the 
left, 90 degrees off of the Fan Gam Kiu, and chambers the Wu Dip Sao at the waist 
while the stance rises into Tu Li  Ma (cat  stance).  You extend forward with Wu  Dip 
Jeung (butterfly hand strike) straight ahead as shown in 52, though my hands are a little 
bit  closer  together  and  the  bottom  hand  is  in  a  spear  hand,  palm  up,  position  as 
opposed to the double palm shown above.

52b is a retreating 180 degree transition to a Bik Jeung (rising tiger elbow) to the right 
side. Same as the previous 4 shown as 46, though facing the right side.

52c is a reverse position of the above pictured 53. From the Bik Jeung you transition 
180 degrees back to the original Wu Dip Jeung side and do a move similar to what is 
pictured as 53 above though facing left. I really don’t want to go into the subtle hand 
(block, grab, strike) motions that happen during the transition because it’s really difficult 
to describe.

52c is a Wu Dip Jeung to the right side. Same as 52 with the chambered Wu Dip Sao 
and then the strike.
52d is a repeat of 52b though done to the left side.
53 is a repeat of 52c though done to the right side as shown in the picture above.

Okay, is that confusing? Really I think this is one of the hardest sequences in the form 
to teach. Suffice to say that as we do it, it is six stance transitions that move to the back 
side each time. That’s enough of a post today, maybe I’ll go into applications next time. 
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I look forward to hearing if others do this sequence similar or have other variations.

CJ
Oh, and for the metaphorically challenged:

(not to jump you on the response O, I was just thinking about this lately, so it’s fresh)

If someone throws Wu Dip Jeung as pictured above, you respond with Wu Dip Sao as 
a  two  handed  block  to  move  their  hands  out  and  open  them  up.  If  you  meet  a 
resistance that is too strong and you can’t move them, then you switch to "Divide and 
Leak" hand.

To divide is to separate the hands. Think about leaking (dripping water) through the 
branches of a tree. The water finds it’s own path with an inevitable gravity that draws it 
through the branches to  the earth.  So you divide your  opponents  hands and ‘leak’ 
through to hit him where ever it’s possible.

Any other interpretations, I would love to hear them?

Smee
CJ

Your description  is  more  or  less  what  I  was trying (and failing)  to  describe.  Forget 
metaphorically challenged - I'm just plain dumb....

Anyway - the "chop"/"throw" i was referring to was 52c as you describe it. I would be 
interested to hear your ideas on application of this specific movement.

Nice to hear other people find this a bit difficult too....

TenTigers
Our version is quite different here, and I would be interested in seeing DF's discription 
and JeLeiSifu's version as well.
After Fun Gum Kiu Sao, we step and turn to the right in Rt Ding-Ji Ma, and perform Wu 
Dip Jeurng on the left,going into Gung-Bo, then facing the left, Hungry Tiger Captures 
the Lamb(?), and turning right again, Double Bow Drawing Hands. This sequence is 
repeated on the other side. Going ahead a bit, we step over into Black Dragon Swings 
Tail  and  turn  to  double  palm  press,and  the  sequence  from  the  other  side  (mirror 
hand,falling  backfists,  etc  is  repeated.  The  difference  is  at  the  end,after  the  rising 
punches,we perform a right Ox hand,left clearing bridge with a Crane Wing,Right Ping 
Choy we circular grab with the right hand and pull to the chamber while striking with 
Sow Choy/Ox hand to the temple with the left.

Je Lei Sifu
In  Gung Ji  Fook Fu Kuen,  as  we perform it,  we omit  the  previous section.  In  this 
section, we start from a left ji ng ma with the left palm by the left hip and the right palm 
in front of the left finger tip. We then turn to the right in Diu Ma as we sweep both palms 
in across to the right side with the right elbow by the right hip and the left finger tips 
pointing at the right elbow. We then swing the butterfly palms in tiger claw shape over 
to the left side. Step into ji ng ma and push both palms forward. Then step the left rear 
foot slight back and turn to the left side using hungry tiger captures the goat. Afterward 
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we turn to the right into a ji ng ma while the hands take the shape of seung gung fook 
fu. We then repeat in the opposite direction.

JungNgai
hingdaimun -- in our school we (too, apparently) execute this sequence differently. for 
some reason this appears to be the section that people differ the most on, from what 
i've seen.

following the exit from the turnaround sequence (47-51), there's a right gung bou with a 
double hand low sweep block at knee level.

then, there's a transition: left diu ma + right-to-left chamber of dip jeung on the left hip, 
right hand on top. deliver dip jeung in left gung bou.

then, we look right to deal with the guy coming on that side. We sink down into what 
can only be described as a reverse gung bou (sorry, we're not big on the terms), kinda 
like iron broom/sweeper. there's a r. t-claw block in the 'reverse' gung bou (weight on 
the left leg, right leg extended to the right). this is to deal with a low kick. having seized 
that limb, we quickly shift weight to the r. gung bou and apply left bik to break.

we then shift back to sei ping ma + right palm block on left side of face. then follows left 
chop in left gung bou.

transition: left-to-right chamber of dip jeung + right diu ma. reverse above instructions.

AndyT
*Taking notes*
Hmmmm.... I just knew this series of threads would be a goldmine when I created it. It 
seems I missed quite a bit on this section and that's not even touching the apps yet.

CJ, May we have the next sections please?

TenTigers
I just wanted to throw this in...in all the trasition moves in between wu dip jeung and 
Hungry Tiger, the hands cross-call it Gum Gin Sao Faht, or Kwun-sao, but it's what's in 
between the moves that holds the treasure. Yes? No? just food fer thought.

RHD
Hmmm, lots of variety.
We do it like this:
1)butterfly palms
2)transition into a rising elbow changing angle into bow and arrow stance
3)immediately shift back to the same angle as #1, in a bow and arrow stance with a 
chopping/hacking motion

application:
1)swallow and spit. I like to hit with a "shocking" type short power set of palms closing 
and trapping from the outside.
2) shift into and deliver a hard rising elbow to the torso maintaining the trapping from #1
3) use leg trapping and simultaneous body scissors takedown with the chop/hack to the 
neck. The key being never lose control of the elbow
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nice ideas mok and smee

daifong
"...in all the trasition moves in between wu dip jeung and Hungry Tiger...it's what's in 
between the moves that holds the treasure. Yes? No? just food fer thought."

While I wouldn't personally apply a term like "Gam Gao Jin", or "Kwun Sau" in this case, 
I  absolutely  agree  that  well-ordered  transitioning  holds  the  key  to  control  in  one's 
positional development. Great point, TT!

Curious kungfu
Hi Subitai,

I am a bit confused as to how the butterfly palms would counter butterfly palms? The 
butterfly is generally done in response to an attack. Why would one attack with butterfly 
palms?

PS: Love all the kwoon movies. too bad i haven't been able to find the dvd in canada 
yet. Unless they are sold out!!

Mysteri
CKF- welcome to the forum!

i  think  that  u'll  find  that  CJ's  response  above  may  help  clarify  the  difference  btwn 
butterfly hands and butterfly palm strike.

    quote:Originally posted by CJ:
    ...If someone throws Wu Dip Jeung as pictured above, you respond with Wu Dip Sao 
as a two handed block to move their  hands out  and open them up.  If  you meet  a 
resistance that is too strong and you can’t move them, then you switch to "Divide and 
Leak" hand.

    To divide is to separate the hands. Think about leaking (dripping water) through the 
branches of a tree. The water finds it’s own path with an inevitable gravity that draws it 
through the branches to  the earth.  So you divide your  opponents  hands and ‘leak’ 
through to hit him where ever it’s possible...

Subitai
Hi,

Never just  think of  moves as arbitrary attacks  from out  of  the blue.  Especially in a 
bridging system like HG.
For if that were the case, I wouldn't need to be using specifically HG.

In this case, you're on the right track.

Counter B.palms w/ b.palms when they are doing it to you. You figure out the rest of the 
song on your own.

I'm probably saying too much, but there are certain paths in the Hung, that when you 
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lead your opponant down "That Path". It is very difficult(but not impossible) for them to 
counter.
To the effect, and obvious, the more times you've seen and experienced that path, the 
more likely it is, you will win.

Curious kungfu
Hey,

Thanks for steering me in the right path.
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STEPS 54-55
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~2283.asp

CJ
Okay, here's  the next  moves in the Gung-Ji  saga.  As I  notice there are many new 
members on board these days I will re-iterate the premise of this series of posts.

This  is  an  on-going series  for  people  from different  lineage’s  to  sound  off  on  their 
interpretation of  the movements in the most  common Hung form, Gung Ji  Fook Fu 
Kuen. Typically we start with the ‘shape’ of the move followed by the ‘intent’ and then 
maybe some views on applications.

As this has been going on for almost two years now I invite someone new to offer their 
interpretation of  the next series,  and undoubtedly others will  follow along. If  anyone 
want's to use the search option they can find the past moves in the forum history. So, 
who's going to step up to this one?

Smee
Hi CJ

Love these threads. We do this sequence as follows:-

From last movement 53(in right bow) - step out to 90 degrees with left foot into left bow. 
Simultaneously make a double outward forearm block to your left - both palms down.

From here step forward into right bow and double palm push diagonally upward.

From here move into low bow (as per double shave palm pic). Hands operate in an 
opposite "scissoring" motion to the movement into low bow stance.

Application is to scoop block opponent's left front kick or side kick. The step forward 
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and upward  push  throws them off  balance  and hopefully  to  the  floor.  If  he  retains 
balance and spins round so that his right leg is forward then immediately follow up with 
low sweep.  The hands scissor from front  of  opponents knees/thighs whilst  low bow 
stance attacks rear of attackers legs.

This final  sweeping move can also be done from a higher stance where the hands 
motion would attack the chest and foot would attack lead leg.

mok
We also do this different,  in our case wedo this sweep sequence right after  turning 
around and doing the 3 tigers/kiu saus to rear.

So from the last move (3 tigers) which here we'lla$$ume to be # 52:

53. In sei ping ma, block down to left with palm, switch to left bow right hand reaches 
under and up from block to grab arm, and kick trip w/ right leg to cat still facing left. 
While controlling opponent, right leg back to bow while pushing out left with both arms.

54. switch to right-facing bow while blockin diagonal up with both arms, hands are in 1-
finger kiu sau shau shape but palms facing up, both arms are lined-up vertically with left 
arm in front attacking throat and right in reserve protecting head

55. This is the sweep shown on picture 1 - bring both arms in circular motion to right 
and use momentum to sweep with left leg to front 90 degrees, all in reverse bow, you 
should end-up exactly as in picture above.

56.  We  don't  do  the  second  picture  show.  From the  sweep we jump up (over  the 
sweeped opponent) and go into pow-choy/pow-choy to front/back combo, starting with 
left hand then switching 180 to right.

Golden Armour
I'm  curious  about  the  first  picture  in  reverse  bow,  i'm  wondering  if  it's  the  same 
technique i've seen my sihings do in Gung Ji. It does sound similar to Mok's description 
#55, from what i've seen it's a very powerful whipping movement. The sweep & the 
hands hit at the same time in opposite directions, stunning the opponent. My sihing was 
at my place a few months ago & he showed me the application, the hands hit with 
crane beaks, bottom beak hits a pressure point just above the groin & if i remember the 
other  hand hits  either  the throat  or  solar  plexus,  i  think  it  might  have actualy  even 
pulled/hooked the neck/throat down to open u up (yeah i think that's it).

Also  i  think  this  is  done on both  sides  in  our  Gung Ji.  Choy lee  fut  has  a similar 
technique except they use the ridge hand to chop & smash back across throat, chest, 
etc. Very nice move when done right, with power & speed in both styles.

So is this the same move in the picture? & do u guys do it the same/similar?
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STEPS 56-60
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~2372.asp

CJ
Hello all, here’s the next installment of the Gung Ji saga. As we are in a repeat section 
from the first side I thought I would post pictures of both sides as a cross reference. As 
we have discussed these moves in the past I  won’t go into the fine details of  each 
individual movement at this time. Maybe someone more savvy than I am could post 
links to the earlier discussions of moves 41-45.

There  are  a  few things  that  I  find  notable  in  this  sequence  when  seen  from  both 
directions. First, the sequence as done in my school is 41,56,42,57,58,43, other stuff 
not pictured, 44, 60, 45. Anyway, it’s just interesting to see which moves were pictured 
and which were not.

Second, everyone has pretty much agreed that the stance in 42 is a misinterpretation 
by the artist, does anyone actually do it that way? It would seem that 59 is a similar 
mistake  by  the  artist  in  the  rear  hand  configuration,  yet,  that  is  the  way  of  the 
application so it’s an interesting juxtapose with 44.  I  do it  in  the form as 44,  yet in 
application I reserve the rear hand as a grapple toa$$ist the front hand in the strike. 
Anyone have any additional thoughts on that sequence?

Third, do many people raise up their arms in the same manor as 58? I’ve seen many of 
the ‘orthodox’ lam family do it that way. I was never taught to raise my fist above my 
head and the elbow being above my shoulder just screams to an open middle gate. I do 
the move much more contracted and close to the body, anyone else similar or different 
in their approach?
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WallyWu
move 43 - is that a double gwa choy(hanging strike?), or a double uppercut?
im guessing gwa choy from the wording underneath?

just curious

Mysteri
CJ and others...  i  hope u don't  mind if  jow ga shares our interps as well(sorry,  we 
already have been actually ). i'm only familiar with about half the techniques i see here 
from my trainin  already.  the  rest  its  sure great  to  get  an understandin  from others' 
viewpoints...

    quote:Originally posted by WallyWu:

    move 43 - is that a double gwa choy(hanging strike?), or a double uppercut?
    im guessing gwa choy from the wording underneath?

    just curious

    "my dipper in the trees click clack"

wally, don't u do some of this in maan ji?

    quote:Originally posted by CJ:
    Third, do many people raise up their arms in the same manor as 58? I’ve seen many 
of the ‘orthodox’ lam family do it that way. I was never taught to raise my fist above my 
head and the elbow being above my shoulder just screams to an open middle gate. I do 
the move much more contracted and close to the body, anyone else similar or different 
in their approach?

CJ, i've been taught the same as u. this is one of the important techniques in jow ga 
and  is  seen  in  many  different  forms.  although  the  actual  usages  may  vary  in  the 
different forms, the same principle applies(for us). i can't think of to many times in jow 
ga that we raise our elbows above the head unless its a lifting technique or its some 
arcing motion(like kup choy). i'm curious as to others' interps on this as well.

WallyWu
m,
yep thats why im asking.... i do both, double uppercut and double gwa choy.

i think "move 58" we have... think flower fist/siu hung kuen. you see what im talking 
about? pull the reigns i think we call it...
? we keep right hand closer in(elbow in front not back like pic) while pulling it back till 
fist is about even with the ear and left fist under right elbow ...and if thats the case we 
jow uses similiar "move 58" into "move 43" in a couple/few/some forms.

you hung ga guys need to start posting, so far is a hung ga thread on hung ga form with 
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only jow "guys" posting ...too late at night for y'all i guess :)

"41" looks like end of brush knee, plam strike from 24-form taiji :)

denali
41 looks that way in these drawings... but as far as I know, it shouldn't. Is this another 
example of a bad drawing from the photo?

The left palm should be facing inwards..a little more like 56 in these drawings.

Actually... I also notice the stance in 42 is strange.. as well as the right hand should not 
be a fist in 59..

anyone with me on this one? :)

Mysteri
    quote:Originally posted by WallyWu:

    m,
    yep thats why im asking.... i do both, double uppercut and double gwa choy.

    i think "move 58" we have... think flower fist/siu hung kuen. you see what im talking 
about? pull the reigns i think we call it...
    ? we keep right hand closer in(elbow in front not back like pic) while pulling it back till 
fist is about even with the ear and left fist under right elbow ...and if thats the case we 
jow uses similiar "move 58" into "move 43" in a couple/few/some forms.

    you hung ga guys need to start posting, so far is a hung ga thread on hung ga form 
with only jow "guys" posting ...too late at night for y'all i guess :)

    "41" looks like end of brush knee, plam strike from 24-form taiji :)

    peace

    "my dipper in the trees click clack"

ahh, yeah, "pull  the reigns" is followed by a multitude of techniques. in siu hung, its 
followed by seurng gwa choy, in moi fa its followed by seurng gong sau, etc...(btw- 'd' 
asked sifu about 'big tiger' yesterday and he said its basically like maan ji. u may want 
to ask him to elaborate as u may find some interestin stuff.) i agree w/ ur usages(except 
i've always kept my horizontal fist near, not under, the elbow(?) we can exchange later.)

denali- yeah, i think what u mention has already been pointed out by CJ(see above). 
we're in agreeance.

denali
Ah yes.. I'm clearly blind. :)

That's what happens when you don't read all the posts, kids.
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mok
Yeah,  I  think  we also  all  agree 41 is  another  artist  mistake,  hand  should  be  palm 
inwards (beauty looking at mirror).

CJ - In our version, the sequence is pretty much the same as you mentionned. Except 
in our case everything we do is pretty much in the pictures above.

Keep in mind that in reality 41-45 are an EXACT mirror image of 56-60, - it's just that 
there's only so much stuff you can show on 5 frames. And it just so happens that what 
falls in between the frames of the first 5 are covered in the bottom 5 (convenient, isn't 
it???).

tparkersf
I have been bad as Ihad to take several months off and I have not been practicing like I 
should. But for what its worth here are my two cents,

42. I think that is done in a cat stance, not a reverse stance.
58. I don't want to say exactly how it is done as I am probably wrong. But I seem to do it 
with the fist about level with the head and the upper arm either horizontal or with the 
elbow slightly lower. I don't recall it being angled up as the picture. And I do recall it 
being in a bit more like CJ mentioned. It can be used to protect the head and I was 
taught to set it up that way.
59. Both hands are tiger claws.

other things missing such as double spearing hands after clearing (crane wings?) to the 
side of the waist.

One thing I noticed about this sequence is the constant in and out. Shifting the body 
from a forward stance then retreating a bit to either cat or horse. It has an in and out 
feel to it. Also, I never though much of the double back fist, 43 and in other places, until 
I saw my sigung do it. Then the light clicked on. It is important to link those with your 
whole body. Now they are among my favorit things in the form to perform.

Does any one want to discuss the 41 and 42 sequence? there seems to be several 
pieces missing from the drawings, but they are intriguing.

mok
TSparkerf - it's interesting you mention the constant shifting in and out.

I had never realized this until I read Buck Sam Kong's english book on GGFFK - In the 
introduction  blurd he basically says one of  the main  "points"  of  the set  is  to  teach 
shuffling in/out.

That helped understand alot and made me completely revise the way I did 41-60, and 
make it much more focused on this advance/retreat concept.

WallyWu
Tparker,
move 59 - tiger claws...do you then extend them out to the side?
also, it says "advancing horse" are you "sliding" forwad(by pic 44 lets say to the his right 
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is fwd)? (hard to descirbe in words i know)

M,
near/under... mas o menos, you know there is never a standerd way :)

back to studying...

Mysteri
    quote:Originally posted by WallyWu:

    Tparker,
    move 59 - tiger claws...do you then extend them out to the side?
    also, it says "advancing horse" are you "sliding" forwad(by pic 44 lets say to the his 
right is fwd)? (hard to descirbe in words i know)

    M,
    near/under... mas o menos, you know there is never a standerd way :)

    back to studying...

    "my dipper in the trees click clack"

first lesson i was taught about jow ga forms,"there's always an exception." LOL

also, what u said to tom about the tiger claws.. if ur thinkin about gwak ji, i think that its 
not the same motion(jus looks similar at first). but we'll soon fidn out.

tparkersf
Hmmm, Now you got me thinking. The Claws are about the same as the picture. I think 
the move goes into the front stance with two tiger claws. I am drawing a blank at the 
moment.
Move 43 is in a front stance, which is followed by 44. I do it be pivoting and sinking into 
the horse, which moves your body just slightly backwards. I suppose you can step in 
after 43with a little shuffle. I have seen people do all sorts of alternate steppings. I think 
the form is fluid and works either way.

To be honest, my mind is blank at the moment and I can't do the form right now. LOL.

mok
For us, 44 is a retreating step, but is followed right away with an advancing double tiger 
claw block/grab - we'll call this 44A.

Then From 44A, we retreat again into what looks like 58, then follow with 45.

So in 44, 59 from what I have seen I would say the sei ping ma tiger is a retreating step 
as typically performed in most GGFF versions.

However there is an implied application as WallyWu mentionned - instead of retreating 
into tiger in sidehorse stance, one can press into this stance by sliding in, and jam the 
elbow into the opponent all the while grabbing his arm and breaking.
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It's  not  however  the  "normal"  way I  know of  performing  the  set  -  but  it  is  a  valid 
application of this sequence.

I'm  curious....  Does  anyone  here  actually  advance  into  the  sidehorse  while  using 
elbows in their version of this set?

CJ
Mok, you have to read the translations when you evaluate the underlying intentions of 
movements… This is why many have said that a non Chinese speaking person will 
have only half the story when it comes to Hung. Personally I don’t believe that is true, 
provided  that  the  non  Chinese  speaking  person  does  diligent  research  on  the 
translations and is taught the mindset that originated the colorful descriptions.

In this case I read the colorful language like this: Aggressive Tiger By The Cliff. This is 
the act of getting ‘backed into a corner’, you retreat until there is no place to go. Then 
you lash out with everything you have. So, the over the shoulder elbows with the raised 
tiger claws (59) are done with a rear lean, yet with out a rear step because there is a 
cliff behind you. Being backed into the corner (ie. Against A Cliff) the Aggressive Tiger 
strikes with the double Fu Jow (60). The first move sets up the second as it sucks the 
opponent in, there is also a grapple and strike application on the first move but that is a 
different discussion.

Another thought on the ‘in and out’ nature of this form. It’s helpful to notice that the 
Hung methodology is to attack in either advancing or retreating. ALL of the retreating 
moves are coordinated to turn the tables on the opponents attack. To paraphrase the 
saying, ‘the hand never comes home empty’. This is especially evident in Gung Ji.

Great discussion so far, keep it up…

TenTigers
TPArker might like this lil tidbit: Aggressive Tiger by the Cliff into the double Tiger Clasw 
can be the same application, s Praying Thrice to the Buddha in Biu-Jee-meaning, you 
are  overwhelmed,  your  bridges  compromised,  you  are  backed  into  the  proverbial 
corner, and you throw the bridges off and unleash your attack.

mok
Wow. We're now moving into discussing the tactical  meaning of a sequence, rather 
than the sequence itself. And I might, just barely might be starting to get it...

TenTigers - I see what you're saying, when the bridges are compromised, it's time to 
blow the bridges, and go all-out. A flurry of snake/biu-jees to the eyes is a pretty good 
way to regain "initiative".

TenTigers
-not to hijack the thread or anything, but I am curious if SPM's three steps shaking off 
the bridge contains similar applications? I believe this is in Yip Sui's branch of Chow 
Ga, and I have never seen this set, but Ia$$ume that since bridging and 'anti' bridgeing 
is an important technique, it would have something similar. BTW-my training bro-the 
whippy guy, used Praying Thrice to the Buddha successfully in a street fight. He was 
jumped (fo no apparant reason) outside of 7-11, by 3-4 guys. He got clocked pretty 
good on the head by something, (had a nice mouse on the back of his head), went 
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down, was overwhelmed, and without thinking, did what hwe could, and it ended up 
being that exact move, got a few shots in, and they ran. His words to me were, "Hey, 
this s*** works!" -it's nice that he can take a beating and joke about it.
Another  training  brother  wasn't  so  lucky-he  got  japped,  and  because  he  wasn't 
prepared,  lost  faith  in  his  Gung-Fu,  He quit.  Sorry,  some stories  don't  have happy 
endings.

Leng Jai
Well, I'm preparing Gung gee for a comp. so I been practising a great deal, here's my 
ltd. input...
The first Slashing blocks are done to the right and left, palm in. Then 42 (in cat) then 
57, but what can't be seen is the other arm chopping out (like in wu-dip jeung). Grab, 
pull double backfist (58,43). Pull back to cat w/ open palms at hips, then "beggar begs 
for rice" two open palms to under the throat or armpits. Pull back to 44 (both hands 
tiger) double push w/ both hands. Pull back and back fist hook w/ right, hook w, left, 
uppercut. There are a few more subtelties which I can't really explain w/out showing 
you. We do it as a retreat attack, and to Wally, we don't do it the way you said, although 
it is a creative application.

KC
Yep, in translation from one language to another, usually something is lost.

Move 42, this is a defense move which one can do it in cat stance or back cross step 
(steal a step). Actually, Sifu Andreas Garski queried me about this when he and Charris 
were in town. I said it is a variation then. Some days later, I thought about it further and 
my interpretation of the variation is that it depends on the situation and the intention of 
the  person  who executes  it.  Say,  if  the  attacker  makes  a  large  step  towards  you, 
shifting your weight back into a cat stance might not be enough to maintain a proper 
distance between you and your opponent. One might likely being knocked off balance 
by his opponent’s forward momentum then. In such case, stealing a step will be more 
suitable. I did an experiment myself and found that stealing a step backward will cover 
a distance of ~10 inches instead of ~4 inches as in shifting back to a cat instance for a 
person of my height (5’6”). Also, when one is in a back cross step, he is in a standard 
“ready to kick” position. It will be easy for him to fight back by kicking hard.

Move 58, I think the elbow of the right arm should be slightly above or at least at the 
shoulder level, and thus the fist will be near the top or a little bit above the top of our 
head. Why? This is a preparatory move. Next, the practitioner is going to smash down 
from the top.

Mok,  your  description  of  the  body  motion  is  more  accurate.  It’s  retreat  and  then 
advance rather than shift in and shift out. It is a tactical retreat and is not a real one. So, 
after a few moves, the practitioner will have advanced a few steps forwards, pressing 
his opponent backwards.

Fu-Pau
    quote:Originally posted by WallyWu:
    m,
    yep thats why im asking.... i do both, double uppercut and double gwa choy.

    i think "move 58" we have... think flower fist/siu hung kuen. you see what im talking 
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about? pull the reigns i think we call it...
    ? we keep right hand closer in(elbow in front not back like pic) while pulling it back till 
fist is about even with the ear and left fist under right elbow ...and if thats the case we 
jow uses similiar "move 58" into "move 43" in a couple/few/some forms. 

Wally,
yup the pulling horse reins and double gwaa choy are from 'maan ji' and can also be 
found in 'chai chong'. I concur with your description of the placement of the right hand 
and elbow too. That's how we do it.... although thinking about it... don't we pull back to 
the left hand side of the body? ie it is the left elbow/fist that is pulled back to the ear in 
'maan ji' and 'chai chong'.?

Fu-Pau
quick question...  why are the best  jow ga/chow gar discussions always in hung gar 
threads?? ;)

daifong
"...do many people raise up their arms in the same manor as 58? I’ve seen many of the 
‘orthodox’ lam family do it that way. I was never taught to raise my fist above my head 
and the elbow being above my shoulder just screams to an open middle gate. I do the 
move much more contracted and close to the body, anyone else similar or different in 
their approach?"

Hello CJ,

There are two basic positions this can be played from, Middle, or in this case, Upper 
Gate...

I think that the angle that LSW's picture was taken creates the illusion of being held 
higher than his head. When Lam Jo teaches this as a form, the rear fist is cut back 
sharply about two inches from his temple, and certainly no farther back. This represents 
a "Chau Kuen" power cut, the lead fist cuts back with it, elbow down, in a supporting 
mode. Upper Gate "Chau" is standardly executed at eyebrow level, never higher than 
the top of one's own head...

Rear  Radius  and  Lead  Ulna  Bones,  or  Knuckles  are  the  contacing  surface.  Next, 
planting foreward in Baat Fun Mah, both fists drop to his rear shoulder, loading up for a 
fully torqued release. The suction and shock created by the initial application should be 
sufficient to blend this load-up into the technique as you move in...

Finally,  the  Knuckles  are  emphasized  as  you  smash  your  opponent  Temples  to 
Collarbones, stopping in Double Yeurng Kiu position, pinning his bridges (if any) against 
his body...

Middle Gate application is shown by LSW in the Fu Hok Book, this is mainly a reversal 
from Wan Kiu, Tun Toh...

Conversely, the hands may be applied directly, without referencing these points at all...

WallyWu
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yep your correct fu-pau it is left side in maan ji... hmmm, but it seems like i've done it 
right sided too. now i just need to figure out where ;)

daifong
You Jow Guys always have so much more fun with Hung Ga than we do, lol...

CJ
Nice response daifong. I can appreciate the hand by the temple much more than I can 
see it above the head. At least at the temple you still have your elbow lower than your 
shoulder. And, the cross-reference to Fu Hok works well as a contributing perspective 
check.

It's my impression that these pictures tend to be taken for gospel by some practitioners. 
Even when, as in the series above, there are perspective issues and artist errors while 
copying the photographs. I've heard them called the 'Hung Gar Bible' but think a more 
pragmatic observation may be useful.

Mysteri
    quote:Originally posted by Fu-Pau:
    ...don't we pull back to the left hand side of the body? ie it is the left elbow/fist that is 
pulled back to the ear in 'maan ji' and 'chai chong'.?

and siu hung kuen as well.

    quote:Originally posted by WallyWu:

    yep your correct fu-pau it is left side in maan ji... hmmm, but it seems like i've done it 
right sided too. now i just need to figure out where ;)

    "my dipper in the trees click clack"

yeah, like its only done 3 times in our northern and southern flower fist versions.(to the 
right)

1)"pull the reigns"(in side horse), pek jeurng(in side horse)
2)"pull the reigns"(in cat), pek jeurng(in side horse)
3)"pull the reigns"(in cat), seurng gong sau(in gee'm ma)

but at least its good to know the pains of "muscle memory" are ingraned in ya, even 
when u don't remember when and where it came from LOL(all those hours we spent on 
it!!!)

WallyWu
ha you know i dont do that form anymore, too many bad memories ;) ha. but yea i need 
to get with you sometime to make sure my memory is still up to par. i think it is.

your number 1 pull the reigns, i never thought of as pull the reigns, hmm interesting.

off to study, 2 exams left then im free... :P

Fu-Pau
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alas i don't know siu hung kuen or the other northern & southern flower fist set that you 
referred to...  but I  also have a recollection of  doing it  somewhere to the right hand 
side... just can't think from where.
... unless I'm just thinking of the tiger grasp and pull back sequences from siew fok fu? 
(right hand side pulling back from horse into cat stance)

WallyWu
... siu fuk fu .. horse, cat, horse?
i wonder if y'all do it the same?

Fu-Pau
Yup,
horse, tiger claw grasp - pull back into cat, fist back behind ear - shift back into horse, 
chow (uppercut)... then repeat to other side ...

Mysteri
    quote:Originally posted by Fu-Pau:

    Yup,
    horse, tiger claw grasp - pull back into cat, fist back behind ear - shift back into horse, 
chow (uppercut)... then repeat to other side ...

    "The trouble with life is there is no background music."

yeaaah.. i know where ya are now(the sequence before our only kick in about the first 
1/3 or the form, wally)

we pretty much do that with a different energy than "pull the reigns," but i see where u 
were goin.

i think i'm gonna take from daifong's cue and exit stage left. i'm startin to think these HG 
guys might think we're stealin the show.

PS-its great that our forms are similar. can't WAIT to see ur chow gar!

WallyWu
yep im with ya, sounds about the same too. if that is what "different energy" means, i 
think i might finally feel what you mean haha

ps - sorry to hijack...
we was just having fun ;)

Mysteri
    quote:Originally posted by WallyWu:

    yep im with ya, sounds about the same too. if that is what "different energy" means, i 
think i might finally feel what you mean haha

    ps - sorry to hijack...
    we was just having fun ;)
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    "my dipper in the trees click clack"

hey jow ga guys, i'm gonna start a Siu Fook Fu thread under 'other southern styles' so 
these guys can get to their extrapolation without our interference.
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STEPS 61-63
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~2569.asp

CJ
Okay, here's the next installment of the Gung Ji threads. For those of you that are not 
familiar with the format, we are presenting Gung Ji from the Lam Sai Wing book move 
by move. We  invite forum members to  give their  interpretation of  the moves in the 
following format; shape, intent, application. This is an open discussion for everyone so 
keep in mind that there is no right or wrong answer, it's just a place to throw around 
some ideas and see what others are thinking with some common aspects of the art that 
we all practice. So, who’s up next, maybe some of the new members of the forum?

Mysteri
jus have to be a twit and respond to the post (gotta remain consistent ). actually, i jus 
have a question...

what kind of strike is "black tiger fist"? this is new to me(as far as i can remember). 
thanx in advance...

CJ
Okay, someone needs to start a Jow Ga forum so you guys can get your own sand box 
to play in...

My  school  does  the  Black  Tiger  Fist  as  a  horizontal  low  backfist,  essentially 
kidney/floater height. The picture above shows more of a falling backfist almost like a 
Fan Gam Kiu.

HaSayFu
This is one of those sections where a lot is left to the reader.
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I  want to  let  some others  comment  but  just  a couple of  notes.  If  you compare the 
drawing of #61 with the actual photo, you'll notice the elbow is WAY over. The photo is 
more of an elbow shot. CJ, can you "fix it"

Black Tiger does not refer to the picture in 63. That's the set up, BT is the strike right 
after and there is no picture.

Mysteri
    quote:Originally posted by CJ:

    Okay, someone needs to start a Jow Ga forum so you guys can get your own sand 
box to play in...

    My  school  does  the  Black  Tiger  Fist  as  a  horizontal  low  backfist,  essentially 
kidney/floater height. The picture above shows more of a falling backfist almost like a 
Fan Gam Kiu.

    CJ
    www.hunggar.net

LOL  its  funny  you  should  mention.  my  sihing  has  jus  started  a  new  forum  at 
www.shaolinroundtable.com . its actually still in its very early stages and we're toyin w/ 
different ideas, but everyone is surely invited to come out and participate(especially jow 
ga). so there! meanie!

CJ
Good call HaSayFu, I was referring to the set up block as being done horizontally where 
as the picture shows the set up done more vertical. The next move which is named in 
the title yet not actually shown is performed as a vertical fist from the rear hand.

As for the elbow in 61, I'll get to fixing that one soon

daifong
"Black Tiger Fist Method / The Bong Sau Killah"...

TenTigers
ok, here's where we butt heads-my form is way diferent here,and I'm wondering how it 
compares with JeiLeiSifu's (stop hidin' I know you're there. I can hear ya breathin!)After 
the three uppercuts,we do a right hand grab (not taught to me from my original Sifu, but 
another  Tang Fong guy who did  it  this  way, and I  liked it-still  don't  quite  know his 
lineage-workin on it) which pulls down to the hip and a left hook punch (palm facing out) 
to the temple. Collaps into a right bow stance and drop the left  elbow into the right 
palm,  left  side  kick  (about  knee  height)hop  over  cat(ok,retract  the  leg  and  switch 
stances into a right cat) and drop the right knifehand slicing/chopping downward to the 
left palm. Left butterfly palms chamber (on the left hip) and strike,right hand covers and 
right bow stance Hungry Tiger,step with the left foot to form Say Ping Ma and perform 
Sup Ji Fun Gum Turn and face opposite dirsction, and left kiu-sao,with Crane wing-arm, 
and right ping choy. At this time,Gung Ji Kuen closes the form.
ok, I have to ad this caveat-I hope I didn't completely lose track of the form, 'cause it's 
freakin late, and I have this brand new bottle of Luksusowa chilled....so it's not my fault, 
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ok?

Je Lei Sifu
TenTigers,

    quote:ok,  here's  where  we  butt  heads-my  form  is  way  diferent  here,and  I'm 
wondering how it compares with JeiLeiSifu's (stop hidin' I know you're there. I can hear 
ya breathin!) 

Breath control has always been my weak area lol.

If this section is the same as what TenTigers have mentioned, then we perform it this 
way.

Starting with the heaven piercing fist, we only do two (right then left) followed by a right 
Ngau Gok Choi. We then turn into sei ping ma while perform a left kiu sau (as mention 
on a previous post, the majority of our kiu sau are done with the flat palm and not the 
single finger). Then turn into a left ji ng ma and ping choi with the right hand. Turn into 
ma bo while facing the back and striking with the right elbow. Step slightly back with the 
right foot as you turn into a right ji ng ma. Lift the left elbow while bending at the waist to 
bring the elbow downward and grasp the left wrist with the right hand. Deliver the fu mei 
guek with the left leg. Jump turn to face the front again while landing in a right diu ma 
and chopping with the right hand into the left palm. Move both palms to the right side 
the butterfly palms to place both palms on the left side. Step forward with the right foot 
into ji ng ma and push both palms forward. Step right foot back to turn into ma bo while 
bridging with the left hand and then deliver the right ping choi. Salute close out.

This would be the point in Tang Fong's gung gee kuen where we could continue into 
the fook fu  section.  Normally we do the two sections seperately.  The only time we 
perform the  gung gee section  and  the  fook  fu  sections  together  is  during  class  or 
personal time. It is never done together in a demonstration of forms.

HaSayFu
    quote:Originally posted by Je Lei Sifu:
    Turn into ma bo while facing the back and striking with the right elbow. Step slightly 
back with the right foot as you turn into a right ji ng ma. Lift the left elbow while bending 
at the waist to bring the elbow downward and grasp the left wrist with the right hand. 
Deliver the fu mei guek with the left leg.

Hi Je Lei Sifu, I'm having trouble visualizing the second elbow strike.

I get the the right elbow strike. Classic tip of the elbow linear strike in a ma bo. (anyone 
else notice that the LSW pic is in a B&A stance?)

Now when you lift  the left  elbow, where is the hand? Is this like a downward elbow 
strike the Karate guys use to break those giat ice blocks?

Since you grab the left wrist, is this motion more like a headlock? Do you actually reach 
the hand out to wrap? And why does the waist "bend?" Do you mean rotate? or bend 
as in drap the other guy down?
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This would be like 2 secs if we were together. Thanks for the description, bro.

Je Lei Sifu
Hasayfu,

How are you bro?

You asked:
Now when you lift  the left  elbow, where is the hand? Is this like a downward elbow 
strike the Karate guys use to break those giat ice blocks?

We you intially raise the left elbow, your left fist is by the left shoulder palm facing the 
shoulder. The right hand palm face the right side chest. The right foot steps one half 
step behind its original position. As you turn into the right ji ng ma, bend at the waist by 
leaning the midsection over the right thigh as you grab your left  wrist. Now imagine 
someone holding the your left wrist, then you lock their wrist with your right hand as you 
raise you elbow up and downward to lock their elbow and bring them down towards the 
ground.  More  or  less  a  locking  movement  however,  there  are  other  uses  for  this 
movement.

Then you asked:
Since you grab the left wrist, is this motion more like a headlock? Do you actually reach 
the hand out to wrap? And why does the waist "bend?" Do you mean rotate? or bend 
as in drap the other guy down?

This can also be used as a headlock and or a throw due to the waist rotation and bend 
which in turn will drap the opponent over the back or depending on the body position, 
pull them into the ground. When doing the form, we do not reach out with the left hand. 
We raise it from the chambered fist to the shoulder level.

Hope to have clairfied it for you bro.

HaSayFu
Great description Je Lei Sifu.

That's what I thought you were saying but I didn't want to presume. Does anyone else 
do this downward elbow? We do. Not with the grab like JLS said but the downward 
motion with the same idea.

Others I see usually do something closer to a hip throw.

CJ
Mine is a little different, no surprise there of course. The move initiates with the toe heal 
sliding step with the right foot to re-orient on the rear position. This is timed with right 
pointed elbow strike with the right arm and the left arm chambered at the side, and an 
implied left hand grapple that is not done in the form. Similar to #61 pictured above yet 
in a Sai Pi Ma and the elbow extended for the hit. Then the stance twists into Ng Ji Ma 
with a strike from the left side. We do not use a grab in-between, though it is an implied 
application, yet not shown in the form. The strike with the left elbow is similar to a low 
elbow strike done horizontally. Not easy to explain really, but it’s not done even with the 
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shoulder or over the top and down. It pretty much stays horizontal. The applications are 
to be used as an arm drag, utilizing the right hand grab, or as a shoulder dislocation 
using your shoulder as the impact. It all depends on the height of the opponent, the lock 
up with the right hand, and how far you drag and rotate the arm. You can either lever 
them down, break the elbow with your elbow, or break the shoulder with your shoulder. 
It’s a really nice inside move, though seldom understood.

Smee
what happened to 56-60?

Smee
Sorry, it's OK - you've omitted as they're repeat of previous section. Soz.

CJ
They are not omitted, it's just back about 4 pages. Gung Ji 56-60

Smee
Doh!!! Sorry - what a dobber...

My observation on the transition from 62-63. (It's another throw....)

Maybe Hasayfu could give much better description than me but I'll have a go.

After butterfly palms we turn to face side on at 180 degrees. Both fists are brought to 
near waist level and feet together. Then step out with left foot into left outer forearm 
block in horse and follow up with short right reverse sun punch.

The movement I'm interested in is actually the turn after butterfly palms. In my view this 
shows a hip throw.

Say after  striking  opponent  with  BF palms  in  his  chest/solar  plexus area  you  take 
advantage of the created space to snake your right arm under his left arm pit, and your 
left arm grips and controls his right arm. You would then turn sharply pulling your left 
arm close in to your body and bringing your right arm sharply round to the same place 
as illustrated in the form. You would also bend at the waist (not shown in the form) to 
complete the throw.

The next moves could be a follow up in the event that if you fail to throw the opponent 
and he spins out to your front, you should still have a hold of his right arm with your left 
fist. He will be close to you as a result of the failed throw so you raise his right arm 
(outer forearm "block") and then do short sun punch to his floating ribs as per the form.

Any comments? Seems to make sense of an otherwise "wasted" transition movement.

Sifuchuck
#61 is just wrong! I don't have a photo with LSW in shorts--but in the photo where he's 
dressed like Johnny Cash meets Elvis,  you can tell  that what the artist  drew as an 
elbow was actually the puffy sleeve at LSW's wrist--and the elbow is obscured in the 
blackness of the outfit.

As for LSW being in gee ng ma--when you look at the photo it sort of looks like it--but 
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then you see that his hips/shoulders/waist are not turned forward as would be in the 
arrow stance--but instead looks like he might be in sei ping ma but slightly leaning in 
behind the elbow strike.

just my near-sighted perception.

CJ
Well,  judge  the  picture  discrepancies  for  yourself.  Personally  I  agree  with  you 
Sifuchuck. The stance in the picture looks like a leaning horse not an arrow. The elbow 
point seems to be centered on his chin, not off  the side of the body. Anyway, once 
again it appears to be artist error...

tparkersf
Out of curriosity, did either of the drawers (I think I recall there were two different people 
at different times that made drawings) actualy study Hung Gar?

Second question, I have seen numerous photos, but what is the source? Are these 
freely availible, or have they "leaked" out of private hands? I think I recall one poster 
that was availible with actual photos.

AndyT
I  used  about  20  different  filters  for  analysis  on  the  picture.  It's  been  chopped  and 
mishandled at least 3 times that I could see and one of the chops is right in the area in 
question. However, I was able to pick out enough details to come up with this. The dot 
is obviously his elbow.

If anyone has a better version of the pic, preferably one that's not been reworked, then 
I'd be happy to run a better analysis of it.

Comments?
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HaSayFu
Andy, I  think you can't  img link directly to geocities.  Here's the actual  link for  those 
interested:
http://www.geocities.com/andytulenko/images/LSW.jpg (Edit:  this  is  the  image AndyT 
posted above, so the link worked)

Personally, using CJ's pic (which is pretty close to the one I have in detail) I agree with 
CJ that the "dot" should be under his chin. Your outline obscures it but that's where I 
would place it.

Tom, from what I have been told (way past first hand so take it FWIW) none of the 
artists took hung gar.

Daifong may have better info about the pics but from what I've met the person who 
made the poster where these pictures are from. He said these were all taken as a set 
but never put into a single source. They were then handed out piecemeal to several of 
LSW's students. A magazine had initially gotten copies of all the photos from various 
sources and put them together.

The creator of the poster also hunted people with original photos to make the poster. 
As far as he was concerned, he was the first since the magazine to put them all back 
together.

The  drawings  were  done  when  the  group  was  still  a  set.  Before  being  doled  out. 
Apparently, it was easier to make drawing reproductions then photo ones. (This part is 
speculation on my part)

CJ
Okay, this may sound paradoxical coming from me, considering I’m the one posting the 
darn pictures, but does it really matter what the picture looked like? Just to be clear on 
how I view these pictures. I don’t see them as an anatomical study guide of posture. I 
said it back in the ‘horse stance’ thread, you can’t really know if the picture is correct for 
the person unless you know what they were thinking and feeling at the time. Then take 
an obviously loose sketch and you’re twice removed from reality. I certainly wouldn’t 
base my Yang Tai Chi movements on the pictures of Yang Chen Fu, I have no idea 
what he was thinking at the time those pictures were taken. And I don’t base my Hung 
Ga on LSW photographs, I base it on my Sifu. So I have to admit that I kind of laugh at 
all the arm chair quarterbacking of the photos.

This series of posts started out as a comparison and discussion of how WE do Gung Ji 
and what the different perspectives were on the form. Lately it has turned into a critique 
of photos and line drawings. Honestly I only posted those for the purpose of getting 
everyone on the same page for a decent discussion.

I don’t know, maybe I’m missing something. Do any of you change your form based on 
photos? Or do your Sifu put them up and tell you to do the form like that? As I only view 
these photos as a loose reference in sequence, I’m wondering how others view the 
photos/line drawings?

HaSayFu
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as usual, great point CJ.
I make it a point to NOT use the pics at all. The words are more interesting but even 
then, I don't take these writings as the bible.

Test and own or store for later consumption.

That  said,  I've  run  into  many  people  who  treat  these  books  like  fundamentalist 
christians treat the bible. Word for word literal. (and the analogy holds since most of the 
people are reading it in english and not in the context of ancient cantonese slang that it 
was written in) Don't get me started on Leung Daat.

tparkersf
Great points,

My wing chun teacher once discussed the topic oh photos and martial arts mags. The 
problem is that people criticize what they see, dispite having enough information and 
understanding the context. Listen to any radio talk show or political comeerical, lol. My 
teacher discussed the bong sau and stopped at an arbitrary place, to simulate a photo 
taken. The bong sau looked funny because it was not in our preconcieved idea of what 
the bong sau hand position looked like. But it indeed was part of a perfectly executed 
bong sau. It just wasn't at the end of the movement that is normally shown. It looked 
funny. His comment is if some one would have actually taken that photo and submited 
it, then every one seeing it would have criticized the bong sau as being incorrect.

As  we  know,  these  things  we  do  are  not  stactic  postures,  but  rather  a  complete 
movement that is caught in time. Perhaps it is the climax or pinnical of the technique, or 
perhaps it is a bit early or late. We have to rely on the perfection of the person taking 
the photo as well as the subject, in this case Lam Sai Wing. What if the person that 
took the photo was a split second off and Lam Sai Wing was not posing, but actually 
doing the form. This is the danger in relying soley from the photos. I perer my teachers 
teachings to the book as I can ask questions,, which I can't do with Lam Sai Wing's 
photos.

'nuff babling

AndyT
I  use  them as  a  reference  point  for  myself.  I  cross  check  my  posture  against  the 
descriptions  and  drawings  and  various  other  sources  I  have.  Then  I  look  at  the 
application being expressed and from all  of  that I  make my determination as to the 
'correctness' of my movements.

I did the pic because so many people were wondering about it. And yes, at first look 
there is a black band that makes it look like LSW's elbow is under his chin, but that 
seems  to  be  a  shadow  cast  on  him  from  something  else  because  it  jumps  and 
continues past another fold in his shirt. So where I have the dot is where his elbow is in 
that one particular picture only.

HaSayFu
One other comment spurred on by Tom's comments...

While I do not adjust my training based on photos and videos, I find it highly appropriate 
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and educational to critique them. So while I can not make a general statement of the 
overall skill of a practitioner, I can say whether that performance or instance in time is 
"ideal" or how I would adjust.

I can look to see why its different then what I do and see if it gives insight to something 
different or confirm what I know.

In this particular case, noticing the stance and the elbow position is good because it 
reminds me to emphasize my own practice to where I was taught and question whether 
or not it's the "ideal" way.

CJ
Good points Tom.

These were definitely staged static shots. At that time they didn’t have the high speed 
film to catch motion and every shot would have been a separate plate. So there is no 
way they would blow the film on trying to time the shots. It’s obviously a static photo 
shoot.

Just a note on photo shoots if you’ve never done one, its hard work. I’ve done static 
shots for Gung Ji and Fu Hok on a set. Imagine taking two hours to go through a form 
while holding each move for 1-3 minutes. I’m not talking the 93 moves that are in the 
book for LSW doing Gung Ji, I’m talking 200+ individual break down moves shot under 
stage lighting. So, I can guarantee you that my stance was better at the start than at the 
end.  Once again,  it’s dangerous to base anything on a picture without  knowing the 
background.

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by HaSayFu:

    One other comment spurred on by Tom's comments...

    While  I  do  not  adjust  my training  based  on photos  and videos,  I  find  it  highly 
appropriate  and  educational  to  critique  them.  So  while  I  can  not  make  a  general 
statement of the overall skill of a practitioner, I can say whether that performance or 
instance in time is "ideal" or how I would adjust.

    I  can look to see why its different  then what I  do and see if  it  gives insight to 
something different or confirm what I know.

    In this particular case, noticing the stance and the elbow position is good because it 
reminds me to emphasize my own practice to where I was taught and question whether 
or not it's the "ideal" way.

I think ideal is relative to the practitioner. See what works for you and then practice it 
that way. A student may find that it works differently for them thatn it does for thier 
teacher. Also, a person's ideal may shift as thier skill matures.

Sifuchuck
Not trying to stir things up--though I am grinning ear to ear right now--just thought how 
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funny that after CJ chastises us for derailing the posts to comment on the pictures, now 
we're off and running with comments about how we commented on the pics---hahahaha

you guys kill me--(not literally I hope!) So I'm going to be going over this same section 
this evening with my adult class--and I want to try out some of the suggestions like the 
one that Jerry described--the throw and the headlock.

When I last visited Sifu Wing Lam and went over this form we kinda ran outa time and 
didn't really go into much detail at this point so I've been seeing it as a double strike--
but I've got to tell you it's always seemed a bit awkward on that second elbow. Anyway, 
I'll  let  you  know  after  class  how  it  went  and  what  if  any  other  "discoveries"  we 
encounter.

Sifuchuck
ok--back from class--
We worked on this section--especially the two elbow "strikes" and this is what we found 
out---first of all the quote from Je Lei Sifu:

    quote:We you intially raise the left elbow, your left fist is by the left shoulder palm 
facing the shoulder. The right hand palm face the right side chest. The right foot steps 
one half step behind its original position. As you turn into the right ji ng ma, bend at the 
waist by leaning the midsection over the right thigh as you grab your left  wrist. Now 
imagine someone holding the your left  wrist, then you lock their wrist with your right 
hand as you raise you elbow up and downward to lock their elbow and bring them down 
towards the ground. More or less a locking movement... 

Now the first  elbow seems like it  would only be effective or even necessary if  your 
opponent comes in really close--like trying to grab or choke. Now tonight I let everyone 
take turns and once I got the elbow into the ribs or solar plexus it seems they always 
had a right hand close to my hands.

I did what Je Lei Sifu suggested and got that right hand in my right hand (just grabbed it 
and didn't  have to have them grab my left  wrist) and as I pivoted into ji ng ma and 
brought  my  left  elbow  over  and  downward  it  locked  their  wrist  and  jammed  their 
shoulder and down they went each time! It was the prettiest little piece of chin na I ever 
saw! Then I let them each try it on me--and I'll be danged if it didn't work for them too! 
Although after a couple of times I managed to twist out just in time! Anyway, thanks for 
the tip Jerry! I now have a favorite technique that used to just confuse me!

Je Lei Sifu
Sifuchuck,

No problem sir.

Tomorrow I'm leaving to go to Puerto Rico to attend Sifu Eric Cintron's tornament. If 
time allows me to, I plan to visit other hung ga schools in P.R. so that I can look and 
compare what is similar and what is different at each school. I guess I will have to catch 
up with what's going on in the forum when I get back.

daifong
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CJ,

Your superimposed imagery rocks!

Your last comments about the elbow position are correct...
______

Ha Say Fu,

Your information about the photos / drawings is basically consistent with mine, and also 
that the production ppl didn't particularly understand LSW's Gung Fu...

A real shame!
_________

Anyway, yes the drawings, and occasionally the photos are not perfect,  but yes, it's 
educational to analyze them...

...and right, don't use them as the Bible, lol!

daifong
Haak Fu Choy / Black Tiger Fist:

So, Lam Sai Wing sez, "if I'm standing open-chested with the opponent, I nail him with 
a "Been Choy / Whipping Punch" (face, chest, etc). When he goes to "Bong Sau" (any 
block), I rock his waist (floating ribs, etc) with a "Yat Ji Chung Choy / Sun Character 
Punch"...

Don't take my word for it, read the book yourself!

TenTigers
hmmmm, yes...  I seem to remember the writings of Chan San Feng's description of 
Single Whip:
"After hooking the bastid's arm, I crack him one in the head with my palm, while bustin 
his freakin arm across my freakin chest, and dump his sorry a** on the ground in a 
heap"
Now  this  translation  was  recently  unearthed,  found  in  a  bedroom,  no  celler  in 
Huntington, oops, I mean China. Yeah, that's it, China.

PM
"black tiger punch" (hak fu cheui) - i was always asking myself, is it the "whip punch (bin 
cheui) or short "sun character punch" (yat ji cheui)? or the combination of both? thankx 
for replies!

daifong
"After hooking the bastid's arm, I crack him one in the head with my palm, while bustin 
his freakin arm across my freakin chest, and dump his sorry a** on the ground in a 
heap"

Well, if Jeung Sam Fong was as earthy a personality as Lam Sai Wing, I'm sure that's 
exactly how it would translate!
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____________

PM,

As in the Black Tiger Claw Method, the technique is a combination...
__________

tparkersf
Hello CJ,

I missed your earlier post about the critiquing of photos, and I agree 100%. My form is 
not about following the photos. I was not taught to study the photos or to base anything 
off of them. Once in a great while we will look at a drawing or two for reference. But it 
seems there are indeed some discrepencies, which allways bugged me. But as any 
decent martial art is "alive" it has built in differences. I have no illusion my hung gar is 
undiluted and unchanced 100% from Wong Fei Hung. I am sure every generation as 
some minor differences, but the core and heart of the style is still the same. And with all 
due resepct to Lam Sai Wing, he is not my sifu or sigung. I can not learn from him, and 
I think it is foolish to try to do things like him if he is not around to explain it.

With that said, I do look at the photos and try to see if their is anything I can gather from 
them. I guess it is more to supplement my training rather than to learn something new. 
They make good references.

daifong
"Look Jang / Rolling Elbow" is also useful if someone hits you with underhooks, you can 
turn and throw, with a possible wrench to his elbow joint...
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STEPS 64-67
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~2690.asp

CJ
Hello all, here's the next installment of the Gung Ji series. As Tom had a great thread 
about the 'dragon walk' sequence a little while ago, this first part may be redundant. 
Regardless, I invite anyone to comment on their perceptions on these moves as they 
are sequenced in the common Gung Ji Fook Fu Kuen form that most of us practice.

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by CJ:

    Hello all, here's the next installment of the Gung Ji series. As Tom had a great thread 
about the 'dragon walk' sequence a little while ago, this first part may be redundant. 
Regardless, I invite anyone to comment on their perceptions on these moves as they 
are sequenced in the common Gung Ji Fook Fu Kuen form that most of us practice.

Wow, we call it unicorn stepping, and I use it for when I recieve pressure in the form of 
aggresive footwork from an opponent to re-align myself to an angle that works to break 
thier stance. Kind of a "flow around the force" thing. The butterfly palms works well in 
that situation to bridge the arms while working around thier drive.

The wood strike has many good apps, from good 'ol hard bridge and strike to some 
serious chin na. Also a good offensive move to blast through someone with. The thing I 
like best  about  these techniques is that  they flow together  well...Kind of  like an old 
favorite combination that someone from the past passed down for us. Not pretty, but 
effective.

CJ
RHD,  you  bring  up  an  interesting  point.  The  butterfly  hands  work  well  with  wood 
techniques. They also transition seamlessly into tiger and chin na techniques.

I've struggled with this component of Hung in that it's a surface level import from a more 
northern system.  Yet my rational  for  acceptance has always been that  the butterfly 
hands act as a facilitator for the core Hung techniques.
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daifong
Lookout,

It's..."Kirin" Stepping!

Indubitably named after the Beer which first inspired it!!!

Golden Armour
I am curious about the wood fist section, i think this section was shown to me by my 
sihing a while ago & he said it has some excellent applications. I think in our Gung Gee 
there  is  6  wood  fists  &  blocks  continousaly  done  together  in  different  directions. 
Probably fighting multiple opponents, plus in ours we use the phoenix-eye fist & there is 
some stomps. My sihing said that we call this section the six stars, i brought this up a 
while ago but no one seemed to know this name or maybe didn't know what section i 
was talkn about. About 2 months ago i saw my sihings practicing this section & there 
was also a double wood strike. One of my sihings grabbed the other with both hands by 
his shirt/collars, but i didnt see the rest of the application as i was training. He probably 
hit him with the double wood/phoenix fists to the body/PP?

Has anyone heard of this section refered to as "six stars"? & do you guys do this part 
the same or similar?

Also the first time i saw this section it looked like Bak Mei, I didn't know Hung Kune had 
such similar movements with Bak Mei. Hung Fist has it all!

tparkersf
Hi golden armour

I think I have heard of the 6 star mentioned before in my linege. I cant remember, but I 
hthink it is thesection were you hit all around you about half way through. You turn in 
different directions with a block and punch.

As  far  as  Bak  Mei,  I  would  say  there  is  some  similarities,  but  I  see  way  more 
differences. I guess it depends on what level you look at it.

TenTigers
You will definately see traces of techniques that remind you of Bak Mei. Yes, It;s all in 
there. I gotta be careful with how I phrase that, 'cause IllusionFist and Beanie will jump 
down my throat again!;-p (yeah, yeah-a jaguar isn't a honda, or some sh** like that)
The wood punches can definately blast through anything, and there are styles that use 
this  very  technique  for  a  majority  of  their  attacking.  Bridging  while  attacking  while 
bridging!

mok
A question about butterfly palms - generally what direction do you do the butterfly when 
going right, or going left?

I'm asking because generally  I  was taught  to  do it  clockwise when stepping to the 
outside on the right, as shown on figure 64-65.
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But somehow when I do the mirror move, and start by evading on the right in key-lin bo 
I  end up more often than not using the same chamber (figure 65) even though my 
butterfly palms is heading to left? I know this is wrong, but it feels more natural this way.

Does it  only depend on which hand you initially position in front  of  the other when 
leading into a butterfly palms, or is there a "right" way and a wrong way?

TenTigers
I like to break up the kay lin bo into two sections. The first being a sweep and strike 
similar  to Black dragon Swings Tail,  the second a trap/break,  with a strong,  rooted 
"load" into the double strike. I also use it together, but rather than stepping away in the 
first portion, I simply twist where I am, thus deflecting the strike with dai bong-sao, and 
then step into the opponent while doing the other part. You will completely engulf/bury 
him at this point."We fight in your shadow"-as well as some really nice leg breaking 
stomps.

mok
TT - Nice...
Or skipping 1/2 the Key Lin Bo - no twist, but Retract in Diu Ma to chamber/trap/break 
then hopstep over to the opposing Ji Ma for the push/strike. 
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STEPS 76-77
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~2690.asp

charris
After kicking, let the leg turn counterclockwise, back in a sort of bow stance, with the 
weight on the back leg.
Rotate the left arm to block down with a tiger claw.
Move your weight forwards and the fingers of  the right  hand go to the eyes of  the 
opponent.

Not shown: move the right hand down, touching the the inside of the wrist on the left 
forearm.
The two fingers are a little bent. Some people like to hook them.

# 77. Block with backside of crane head.
Right arm goes up with crane head. Function: block a corner punch with the back of the 
crane head. Left claw (or palm) is near the arm-pit.

TenTigers
I had already gone ahead in the last section, so i will just paste my quote here.
Recover the kick by crossing the right foot over the left, and turn around into a drop 
stance or reverse bow, and cover (Lan Sao) with the left  hand.  Shift  into Left  Bow 
Stance and strike the eyes with Twin Dragons Searching for the Pearls. Retract the 
right hand while forming a hooking hand, and step forward with the left foot into Left 
Side Horse and deliver a left Pek Jeong to the throat.
The application for this is you cover, and strike, and if your opponent blocks, you hook 
his arm and strike the throat to crush the trachea while breaking his arm across your 
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chest. Very similar to Dahn Been-single whip in Tai-Chi.

daifong
Ok,

LSW here (in the first page) is heavily praising certain Haak Ga styles as "Stealing", or 
"Snatching"  something  (like  eyes)  from  the  opponent's  physical  person,  and  "very 
difficult to dissolve their framework"...

Looks a little...'different'...as compared to the rest of Gung Ji as well. Hmmm...

Anybody train with any Haak Ga stylists lately?

Might be a good idea!

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by daifong

    Ok,

    LSW here (in the first page) is heavily praising certain Haak Ga styles as "Stealing", 
or "Snatching" something (like eyes) from the opponent's physical person, and "very 
difficult to dissolve their framework"...

    Looks a little...'different'...as compared to the rest of Gung Ji as well. Hmmm...

    Anybody train with any Haak Ga stylists lately?

    Might be a good idea!

Haven't been here for a while, and probably won't be much in the future. However, I'm 
glad this series finally got to this point though. This little section (IMO) doesn't fit in with 
the rest of GGFFK very well. It feels different, uses one time use techniques/not seen 
anywhere else in HG, and leaves me wondering who added it and why?

I appreciate that Daifong tries to answer this in his usual semi-cryptic fashion, but the 
answer points to what I have suspected all along...It was added fairly recently, in order 
to pay homeage to some concept or technique that was intersting to LSW and/or his 
contemporaries.  Nothing wrong with that  of  course,  but  nonetheless,  I  think it  is an 
unnecessary diversion from the rest of  an otherwise excellent form. Just an opinion 
folks, don't get your undies in a bunch

charris
Compare the photo with the drawing in the book.
Notice what I have said before: the drawing differs.

I have seen people doing the movement as a crab-technique already.
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AndyT
I expect the drawings to differ, I do not expect the faht to change in such a dramatic 
fashion. From a rooted inward moving style to something that looks more 'mantisy' with 
the long reaching claw fingers. I've seen this move in Shotokahn and also in TKD. Its a 
total shift away from the expression of the Gar. Weird, but playable.

tparkersf
This is interesting, I never really noticed this. For those of you who say this is different, 
could explain why? Faht was mentioned. How is this not congruent with the rest of what 
we do? Isn't the actual plucking similar to fu hok after the pecks?

charris
Tom, check the fingers in the drawing. lol

TenTigers
I think Tom was referring to the energy,i.e. the quick retraction of the hand itself rather 
than simply the fingers.
(Thwock!)
"don't concentrate on the finger(s) or you will miss out on all that heavenly glory"

tparkersf
I see the fingers, and it is how I practice. But what about them? Honestly, I wouldn't 
poke but would do a palm strike. But I am not sure why it wouldn't be inline with other 
things we do? Not saying this to argue or anything, I honestly just don't see it. I assume 
we mean the faht or energy is different, so I just thought I would ask what exactly.

charris
Tom, I know.
But if you just hold the fingers according the photo and the drawing, you will already 
feel the answer. Just the difference in the finger already gives a total different power in 
the hand, wrist.
I just hope you would try to find out the right finger position yourself:
Just keep the fingers as in the photo and put hte thumb on the other fingers bent inside.
Now poke against the wall.
1. Stretch the fingers - you will note there's no tension at the upperside and the fingers 
in real would snap/break
2. Bent the fingers about 45 degrees - you will see they are bent to much and will bent 
inside on contact.
3. Now only slighty bent the fingers, at all finger joints a little. You will find it's powerful 
(well, not as powerful as a palm, lol) and as a backup when you can not hold the force, 
the fingers can be bent completely (releasing the tension) easily avoiding the breaking

tparkersf
Hi Charris,
Yes I will play with this. When I do it, and I am not suggesting I do it correctly, I bend 
the fingers just a little so the jam into the eyes. In actuality, I wouldn't suspect this is 
meant to poke the eye itself, but to get up into the socket behind the eye. That is my 
guess.

I don't like finger pokes because I thing their are risky. I have seen Karate people break 
boards with them, and I am sure Lam Sai Wing could do some real damage with the 
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technqiue. But I am not as sure about myself, hense I would stick to the palm strike.

TenTigers
how much strength is needed to strike to the eye? Just a slight touch is devastating. 
Heck, anyone ride a motorcycle and get something in their eye? The fingers must have 
a slight bend in them so if you miss the eye, they don't hyperextend and break. I prefer 
to  use  four  fingers  or  a  claw.I  have  four  fingers  extended-two  eyes.  What's  the 
probability of success? Do the math. I was talking with DF and he likes a Tiger Claw, 
because you already have your palm on the guy's face, the eyes are easy at that point. 
Perhaps  the  two  extended  fingers  are  simply  teaching  the  target,  rather  than  the 
technique. Notice how far away the strike originates from. The chances that two fingers 
will strike such a small (moving, resisting,hitting back) target are slim. Perhaps there is 
something else going on here than meets the eye.(oh, I kill me)

tparkersf
Hi Ten,
Of course it  doesn't  take much to irritate  the eyes, however, in reality the eyes are 
pretty  damn tough.  In  high school,  years ago,  we disected  eye balls.  It  was VERY 
difficult to actually puncture them. Eyes are often discribed as fragile and easy to poke 
out. That is not quite true. But I suppose we don't need to poke out the eye ball, just 
irritate it to get the effect we need. So I agree, just throwing out some trivia of sorts.

I recall meeting the Bak Mei/Lung Ying sifu Luo in SF and he criticized the wing chun 
biu jee as being inferior technique to poke onto the eyes, and he proceded to show me 
the proper way of  doing it.  I  think he thought  he was educating me,  but in reality I 
agreed completly with him. We do not bui jee to the eyes like so many in wing chun do. 
In stead, we do a palm to the side of the face in such a way that the thumb is next to 
the eye. The thumb is much stronger and a more reliable technqiue. So the palm to the 
face is combined with the eye poke with the thumb. Very effective and found in most 
lineages of wing chun, and probably most arts as well.

So, is there any other thoughts about this technique, or is what you see what you get?

TenTigers
yeah. I got eye gouged in a tournament once. Wasn;t a thumb, but the index finger. 
Dropped me. I finished the fight, but not too well, I must admit.And if it was a real fight, I 
would've been dead. Then walked to the hospital.Had a lacerated cornia.Wore a patch 
for a week, and never quite regained my full  eyesight in that eye. So, in my book-it 
works.

Tparkersf
Yikes. So then we can assume by your experience that this technique is a useful one!

TenTigers
yeppers like peppers! Most of the most viscious techniques I teach are because I have 
been on the recieving end of them. By the time I get good enough, I'll be dead.

ASB
I agree with RHD...This section must have been added much later to GGFFK. It can 
easily be traced to the late sixties. Note the "peace sign" which is then drawn back into 
the symbol of "black power."
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TenTigers
That was extraodinarally cool, ASB.
I recommend you for another star!

daifong
    quote:Originally posted by ASB

    I agree with RHD...This section must have been added much later to GGFFK. It can 
easily be traced to the late sixties. Note the "peace sign" which is then drawn back into 
the symbol of "black power."

Oh, LMFAO did Red most particularly deserve such supportive insight!

faht wing
Very sads of comments, when Chinese clear prints next the picture.

Hands use is the snake and dragon.

daifong
Well,

GJFFK is that form which establishes a Hung player's foundation, sure enough. It also 
contains  the  seeds  for  most  everything  to  be  expanded  upon  within  the  remaining 
'pillars' of the system to come...

Anybody  who doesn't  feel  like  working  on  finger  techniques,  doesn't  trust  them,  or 
simply plain doesn't like them is perfectly welcome to adapt the GJFFK to their own 
personal preference...

Really, if we don't feel we've done enough work on our foundation, most particularly, 
our fingers, then please, let's simply just not use that technique!

(Just use a "Tiger Claw" or something here, ok!)

That  being  said,  an  example  has  been  put  within  reach  of  even  beginning/ 
indeterminate level players, that we may experiment and get a feel of such technique in 
the first place...

As  Ah  Wing  has  pointed  out,  this  method  does  in  large  proportion  represent  the 
"Snake" technique (AND Dragon, ok) as conceived by our most-agreed upon founding 
father  (WFH).  So,  before  giving  vent  to  total  skepticism  and  totally  dismissing  the 
technique right out of hand, let's at least for the moment entertain the possibility that it's 
been included for some significant purpose...

What could that be?

Hmm...

Well,  LSW seems to want us to examine the Haak Ga players, for some reason or 
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another...

Could it be that something they are notably famous for could be some particular quality 
which would possibly offer benefit to a practitioner of standard GJFFK foundation?

I wonder what such a quality could possibly be?

Cryptically,

Daifong

PS, Would any Haak Ga players care to comment on this movement?

TenTigers
I will say this-Lowereside can take your eyes...in the blink of an eye! His hands snap. I 
have not yet developed this type of Been Ging as of yet, but to see a master in the 
Hakka arts do this, and hear the air 'pop',  is truly a sight to behold and makes one 
realise it is a skill well worth developing.
(In contrats to Daifong's tongue in cheek comment about simply dropping skills that you 
haven't developed! Man, you are bad!)

tparkersf
Hi Dai Fong
I can easily see the snake, less so the dragon. I just want to clarify that my "mistrust" or 
"dislike" for the usage of the technique is based on my current proficiency. This by no 
means suggest this technique should NOT be used or modified. I think of it as more of 
an advanced technqiue that needs to be practiced if one is ever going to be good at it.

What as Haak Ga? I don't think I have heard of this art, atleast not written like that.

charris
Haak Ga, mostly written as Hakka.
Hakka styles are for example Pak Mei, Lung Ying.

tparkersf
Thanks, I just figured this out through a google search, I wasn't familiar with it that way. 
I was thinking Crane family. LOL.

So this leds me to the question of why this is a hakka flavor style. I wouldn't have made 
that assumpltion. Atleast I think of different stuff when I think Hakka. Smaller stances, 
shocking power, short strikes, Sink-rise-float-swallow.

Chris H
Ahhh, the infamous stealing pearls technique. On a general level, this is where I see 
more dedicated players finding a discrepancy (most don't even find it), which usually 
shows  a  progression  in  the  understanding  of  the  basic  bridge  skills  via  honest 
application. So for those of you that found it, I commend you.

This is where the infamous Leung Daat brought some clarity on a technique (for once), 
where he mentioned, "Haak Ga masters were specialized in this method, invincible and 
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their  enemies  scattered  like  rats...  According  to  oral  tradition,  the  technique  was 
exchanged with Haak Ga pugilists, who were true masters of the skill..."

Chu Yu Jai made a latently comedic comment with, "When you meet those who are 
experts at using this method, it will be very difficult to respond." No sh*t!! You are blind! 
You can respond with "Crying like a b*tch" faht and that's about it. Or as my Sifu likes to 
say, "fairy runs and hides in the forest." Anyway...

If a Hung Kuen player has been dedicated and has internalized the bridge methods, 
you learned a basic rule in the very beginning when you first learned the spear hand 
method of playing Chyun Kiu- do not break the wrist or else you will lose the ging. The 
usual mistake is that people will break the wrist downward when they chyun kiu and the 
energy goes downward. This defeats the purpose since we want to penetrate through 
the target. Now, for those of you that find finger striking difficult, its hard for me to see 
you having troubles at so late a stage with stealing pearls since chyun kiu is much more 
demanding and requires way more training, hence the reason why we do it all the time.

In this particular instance with stealing pearls, you actually need to go downward, but 
you are faced with the dilemma of actually having to BREAK (i.e. bend the wrist in mid 
motion, this refers to the "breaking" of the root, i.e. wrist) to actually create the ging 
(which is shocking ging by the way, very typical of Haak Ga skills). If the proper hand 
shape has been maintained, the energy is very different to what is normally found in the 
skill  base,  and coupled  with  the  follow up move (which  actually  ends  up  in  a  very 
common Haak Ga hand shape), a weird type of "plucking" energy results. The wrist 
movement creates a very snappy quality all the way to the cobra shaped fist.

This type of wrist movement is very nice for short bridging skills, although its not the 
short bridging that is commonly described/ thought of (ala wing chun, tai ji). Its all very 
brief- which is still in line with Hung Ga's bridging methodology and is consistent with 
the  theme found  in  Gung Ji.  For  another  example,  later  on,  it  can  be  used  as  an 
expansion with certain uppercut skills found in Fu Hok.

Upon further examination of stealing pearls, this is where you will see a lot of people 
play  the  faht  wrong,  because  they  will  go  straight  through.  This  shows  a  lack  of 
knowledge as to  what  you are doing,  because you actually need to get  to the eye 
sockets for the follow up move. You need to "bring back" if you are going to "steal" 
something. If you just go straight through, there is nothing to "steal" (and in all actuality, 
you won't pull off the move like how you think).

Over the years the flavor has changed and people play the move more directly and they 
retract on the same level as they shoot out (i.e. they don't pull down anymore and just 
go to the cobra shaped hand). This dissolves a lot of the Haak Ga flavor and does a 
disservice to the player in the long run because its robs them of an expansion into the 
Chyun Kiu philosophy.

Now wait  a  minute.  Didn't  I  just  say that  it  was breaking the  chyun kiu  philosophy 
earlier? Yep, but only if you limit it to penetrating through an object (which is what the 
faht was teaching you in the beginning- you gotta crawl before you walk). As we all 
know, the 12 bridges are much deeper than what most people think, and chyun kiu is 
one of the more deeper philosophies. With  chyun kiu, we are really concerned with 
precision-  concentrating  our  focus  on  a  small  space,  or  exploting  the  smallest  of 
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weaknesses in our enemies. Also, as we all know, Chyun Kiu is explosive and known 
for its "inch power"- which this particular method of "stealing pearls" is an expansion of, 
but its now using a different energy that we are not accustomed to.

All in all, this move seems like a deviation from typical Hung Kuen methods, but it only 
appears that way. If you do a little homework and get some flight time in (i.e. sparring), 
you'll see that this is a nice compliment to the skill base. I believe it was found to be 
useful since it was an expansion on a philosophy that we already had in the skill base. 
It's one of those instances where somebody went outside to find out more about what 
they had inside. In reality, this is the story of Hung Kuen. As one of my partners in crime 
likes to say, "Hung Ga is a mutt pai." It's nowhere near as "pure" as what most people 
like to think. We stole from everybody else just like everybody else .

Ok, going back into hiding now...

RHD
Start with a small poll:

How many of  us have practiced using this technique with a  partner  as a drill  on a 
regular basis?

How many of us have used this technique in sparring on a regular basis?

How many of us have used this technique outside the kwoon in a real physical conflict?

How many of  us are confident  in  the  use of  this  technique in  comparison to other 
movements from GGFFK?

My suspicions are that the number affirmative results to all of those questions will be 
very low.

Does that mean that it isn't a valid technique or expression of Hung Kuen? No, as our 
colleges have pointed out it is an expression of a skill.
However, because our forefathers added it  to GGFFK, and/or wanted to highlight a 
certain skill does it mean that we must include it in our practice? No.
Will the inclusion or exclusion of this technique make someone's Hung less potent than 
another's? Doubtful.
I can say this: I don't practice or include this technique in my daily training. It's simply 
not practical for me to do so as there are plenty of other tools to choose from.

Sometimes I do wonder though if people only practice (and preach) what they are told, 
rather  than trying this stuff  out  and doing what  feels  right  and works for  them.  Did 
previous  generations  add  or  remove  things  based  on  thier  preferences  and 
experiences? It seems to me that they did quite a bit...So why not now?

ASB
It's for sure not the most important move in GGFFK when you can also learn it from any 
Three Stooges movie.

Chris H
    quote:Originally posted by RHD
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    Let's discuss the value of this technique.

    Start with a small poll:

    How many of us have practiced using this technique with a partner as a drill on a 
regular basis?

    How many of us have used this technique in sparring on a regular basis?

    How many of us have used this technique outside the kwoon in a real physical 
conflict?

    How many of us are confident in the use of this technique in comparison to other 
movements from GGFFK?

    My suspicions are that the number affirmative results to all of those questions will be 
very low.

    Does that mean that it isn't a valid technique or expression of Hung Kuen? No, as 
our colleges have pointed out it is an expression of a skill.
    However, because our forefathers added it to GGFFK, and/or wanted to highlight a 
certain skill does it mean that we must include it in our practice? No.
    Will the inclusion or exclusion of this technique make someone's Hung less potent 
than another's? Doubtful.
    I can say this: I don't practice or include this technique in my daily training. It's simply 
not practical for me to do so as there are plenty of other tools to choose from.

    Sometimes I do wonder though if people only practice (and preach) what they are 
told, rather than trying this stuff out and doing what feels right and works for them. Did 
previous  generations  add  or  remove  things  based  on  thier  preferences  and 
experiences? It seems to me that they did quite a bit...So why not now?

Ugggh, just typed a response and it lost the whole thing.

From a what some would call a "high percentage" perspective, I think its pretty obvious 
that this technique does not fall under that category. If anything, its probably more of a 
last ditch effort type of move. It certainly requires a level of escalation that most are not 
willing to go to. However, if you are willing to go there, it could be a fight stopper I'd say. 
However,  there  are  aspects  to  the  move  that  I  feel  are  much  more  immediately 
functional. Where I was coming from was more of the "wrist snap" angle that expands 
on what is typically found in Haak Ga type skills, where the shocking ging is paramount. 
This, to me, is much more functional and useful. I've used it in a variety of situations. 
I've found it to be especially useful in clinch/tie up positions as of late.

Now, practicing the actual technique in sparring or drill based format, that depends on 
where you want to go with it and what type of gear you are using. Will you actually pull 
off  the technique? I think we obviously know you can't  do it. But there are plenty of 
ways to practice finger jabs. From a sparring perspective, you'll obviously have to use a 
helmet with a visor on it. Will you be able to get the proper penetration? Nope. Will you 
be able to learn how to actually work the entries to get the technique in? Yep.
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With drills, I've used focus mitts and hanging sandbags to work the more penetrative 
aspects of finger jabs. From this particular angle, there is only so much you can do, and 
for the most part, it isn't really "alive" per se. From the sparring angle, its more "alive", 
yet we know the intensity of the play is not where it should be, but there is probably 
more  garnered  from  this  than  just  accepting  things  at  face  value.  Obviously  some 
modifications will have to be made so you don't injure yourself, but it is pretty do-able. 
At least for the sake of working entires.

In general I'd agree that most people would not be confident in using this move (or 
other finger jab type moves) when compared to other moves. In the end, fighting is 
personal and it is up to the individual to focus on what they want to specialize in. We all 
know that you use what you train the most.

Will the exlusion of this move make their Hung Kuen less potent? I don't believe so, but 
I  do  feel  if  you  analyze  the  entire  move  and  what  its  teaching,  it  can  be  a  nice 
expansion on certain skills. It just depends on how far down the rabbit hole somebody 
wants to go.

With that being said, I do believe that many just take what they are taught at face value 
and don't make things their own. However, on the flipside of that, I feel that people that 
have made things their own should not fall into the trap of thinking that what they train is 
the only true way. We all know that fighting is personal and needs to be tailored to the 
individual. As teachers, we need to be especially mindful of what we discard, because 
what might be not functional to us might be quite functional to somebody else.

TenTigers
"It's one of those instances where somebody went outside to find out more about what 
they had inside. In reality, this is the story of Hung Kuen. As one of my partners in crime 
likes to say, "Hung Ga is a mutt pai." It's nowhere near as "pure" as what most people 
like to think. We stole from everybody else just like everybody else"
um...not fer nuthin' but..isn't that what I've been saying for the past few years?
AND EVERYBODY JUMPED ALL OVER ME??!!!!
>:-P "THPPPPPPPPPPPT!!!"
(ya bastids)

TenTigers
off topic-as i write this there are cops closing off the street down below-some boyfriend 
of  a  15yr  old  pregnant  chick just  got  shot  by another  gang-banger.  Now who's yer 
daddy? Another day in the life.
we now return to our regular scheduled topic.

tparkersf
Hi Chris,
Excellent  responses.  I  never  thought  of  the  technique  quite  like  you  allude  to.  I 
understand I have a lot  to learn, and I of  course thank many of  you on this list for 
helping me understand it a little deeper. Your explination helps me to see the hakka 
energy that I missed previously. Thanks.

RHD,
I agree that we have many technqiues to choose from, and we should work those that 
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we can pull of and have success with. No doubt there will be some technqiue we may 
not be as proficient with. But I am not sure if people like Lam Sai Wing and Wong Fei 
Hung put in useless technqiues. I think all of them should be doable, else they probably 
wouldn't have added them. Think back to some of the silly things you learned in math 
class. Few people ever use trigonometry, but should we stop teaching it to high school 
students unless they want to be surveyors or pursue a mathmatic disipline? I think it is 
there so we can use it both as a technique, and as a concept. As Chris mentioned, 
there is some ging here to explore.

I do disagree with the idea that everything can be "tested". Or somehow that testing in 
sparring  leds  to  some  sort  of  evaluation  of  how things  will  work.  The  army  trains 
soldiers every day on how to fight on a battle field without actually killing anyone. This 
goes for  mechanized warefare as well as hand to hand comat.  Police officers learn 
similar tactics. Of course I am not suggesting we sit and meditate on the technique to 
improve, only that I am not sure we need to pluck an eye ball out of a socket to get the 
full benifit. Honestly, what about throat strikes and other potentally leathal techniques? 
Do we not rely on them because we never pulled those off? I don't think so. The idea 
isn't  neccessarily  to  be  succesfull  in  killing  an  opponent  or  actually  removing  the 
eyeball, but to do damage. As TenTigers mentioned from his experience, we can do 
some damage if he hit the eyes right.

Any ways, I don't mean to argue, just debating the other side a bit.

TenTigers
There are definately techniques that I  haven't been on the recieving end, but I trust 
them, due to the frequency that they appear in our sets as well as others, and from 
talking  to  either  those  who  have  done,  or  felt  them  or  doctors.  Knees, 
collarbones,throat,spine,etc. Now that whole grab the head and twist to break the neck? 
Well, I have done takedowns with it, but I haven't broken a neck yet. I would hate to try 
to finish someone off in a real fight, only to hear a loud "crack" and the guy look at me 
and say,
"Wow, Thanks, Man! My neck's been bothering me for weeks!
That felt GREAT!"

AndyT
Ok, what I tried to explain before was what Chris said. Not all of what he said mind 
you... just a small part. When played, the wrist breaks. And that is why it felt different to 
me.

tparkersf
Just a question. What exactly do we mean be the wrist breaking? I assume we mean 
bending the wrist, but doesn't the tiger claw bend the wwrist? Or is it just bends that go 
the other way.

daifong
    quote:Originally posted by ASB

    It's for sure not the most important move in GGFFK when you can also learn it from 
any Three Stooges movie.
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That's an old joke already, ASB!

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by tparkersf

    Just a question. What exactly do we mean be the wrist breaking? I assume we mean 
bending the wrist, but doesn't the tiger claw bend the wwrist? Or is it just bends that go 
the other way.

Who  really  knows?  Wrist  breaking...blah  blah  blah...Must  be  some  super  secret 
advanced skill only accessable to those who are in the "know". Or is it another complex 
term for something simple...

What vital part of HG is held in this movement? What core piece of footwork, strategy, 
or  HG essence  is  captured  here?  How does  it  relate  to  the  other  pieces?  Is  this 
movement a vital part of HG or a tangent?

Seriously, lets here it from our "experienced" senior players who've learned from the 
best and have all the answers.

novice
Is the transition from 'Lance piercing hand' to '4 fingers holding heaven' in the beginning 
of GGFFK much different?

Chris H
    quote:Originally posted by novice

    Is  the transition from 'Lance piercing hand'  to  '4 fingers holding heaven'  in  the 
beginning of GGFFK much different?

Good observation. In reality, if you stick within the 12 bridges paradigm, this is all within 
the realm of chyun and ding- a sequence that is repeated constantly in the forms.

So within this context, like I alluded to before, its an expansion on core skills already 
found within the skill base, just shown in a different light because it uses a different 
energy.

In reality, its nowhere near as esoteric or "out there" as it seems. You know how it goes, 
most of this stuff is so much easier to show than it is to talk about.

So to address RHD's question, the vital part of the movement is re-emphasizing this 
opening and closing of the wrist (i.e. "breaking")- which is initially taught with chyun-
ding. If you look to all the forms, the wrist structure is very consistent because of the 
way Hung Kuen trains the bridge. If we look to Iron Wire, we can see this due to the 
constant emphasis on the wrist and how it facilitates the transition from bridge to bridge. 
In reality, this wrist emphasis is what controls the faht ging. This "opening and closing" 
I've talked about before and have used pictures to illustrate the way the ging is sealed 
in the bridge. I forget which thread it was, but I actually used pictures of the differences 
with the San Ti posture in Xing Yi and how it changed over time, because it addressed 
this issue of the ging in the bridge. The "breaking" of the wrist is what lets the ging go. 
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So if you look at how we transition into chyun kiu and how we faht ging (emit power), 
and then how we usually go back into ding kiu to "close" off the ging, you can see how 
this move is consistent with that training methodology, but it uses a different energy. So 
in reality, its consistent with the constant thread seen in all the forms- from gung ji to 
iron wire.

The core footwork, well, this is up to the person and how they decide to enter. However, 
if  you look at  it  within the context of  the form, its reemphasizing Hung Kuen's  core 
philosophy  and  strategy  of  being  a  counter  punching  style.  "One  shot,  one  kill" 
essentially. You have waited for the opponent to overshoot and you are now moving in 
very  quickly  and  taking  out  the  eyes.  So  its  all  very  consistent  with  core  fighting 
philosophy and strategy. I think people just have to play around with it and see what is 
going on and move beyond the intial shock of the move.

It relates to the other pieces due to how I illustrated above- it's consistent with how we 
train chyun and ding. It might be considered tangental, but when you consider what is 
being trained on a bridge level, its not too out there or anything when you look at it from 
that level. But as I said in the previous posts, it's up to the individual to decide if they 
want to use this or not, since eye attacks always seem to have a level of escalation that 
most people are not willing to go to.

That's my take on it. Hopefully others will come in and share some insights. There are 
lots of ways to play this stuff. That's the beauty of Hung Kuen, IMO.

Sifu at large

Speaking only for me and mine...

we do not use the two finger hand formation, we keep the four fingers together, with a 
slight bend, and our recoil is not so far as in the second picture, but near.

It is how I was taught this series, and how I still teach it.

denali
Have to agree with Chris.. bringing up Chyun is a good point. This application really isn't 
so out there as some would like us to believe. Almost any situation where you could 
use Chyun,  you can use this.  Slightly  different  shape  and  target..  but  certainly  not 
unrealistic or impractical. Find something hard, train harder.

I'm surprised to read that people aren't playing this with the following pulling motion .. 
and  are  just  going  straight  back  to  the  posture  in  the  second  picture.  Missing  an 
important piece of the puzzle here . .

TenTigers
actually, when I was first taught the form, it went right into the second posture. Only 
when I learned the LSW version, was there the "breaking" of the wrist. I wonder,how do 
the other Tang Fong schools play this movement? It would seem that there are several 
variations of this, each placing emphasis on a different technique/usage. All different,all 
good IMHO.

tparkersf
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Just a question,

When we talk about playing this with certain energy, what I  am imagining is putting 
"english" on the eye as you pull it out. By "english" I think of a bit of back spin. Is this 
what you guys are talking about? In any case, I'll ask my sifu.

RHD

    quote:Originally posted by Chris H
    its reemphasizing Hung Kuen's core philosophy and strategy of  being a counter 
punching style. "One shot, one kill"

Now this is a juicy tidbit.

I disagree.

Hung Kuen is a counter punching style? Since when? Isn't this far more subjective? 
What about offense?

"One shot, one kill"...no way. Bridge and control, hit them hard repeatedly and or lock 
and hit them repeatedly, or throw them down and strike the vitals maybe, but one "hit 
one kill" is by my estimation a misinterpretation of Hung.

Not trying to pick on you Chris! Just looking for discussion and clarity.

So, what is the core philospohy of Hung Kuen?

Wrist  breaking:  So  this  is  an  expression  of  ging...which  one?  Short  power(?).  Is  it 
necessary to use a one time expressed snake two finger hand posture for this? This is 
why I don't like this section. It's already covered on a conceptual level. The shape is 
distracting from Hung's arsenal of fists, claws, and then crane shapes (crane's where I 
will agree upon the counterfighting aspect). It's as out of place in this form as a mantis 
claw.  This  smacks  of  something  added  on  fairly  recently,  and  while  it  may  be 
expressive of a concept native to HG, one has to ask the question of whether or not its 
necessary to do so with a hand shape that is admittedly not from Hung?

TenTigers
looking over the fprms, the chuen/ding wrist breaking,and reverse crane head strike are 
all found in sequence within our Ng Ying Kuen, which is noticably different than the 
LSW version. Funny thing, when looking at both families, they all  seem to have the 
same techniques, but they appear elsewhere within the systems' forms. Well, I guess 
we'll save that for when we do Ng Ying Kuen step by step, in say...2015?

charris
Hakka  Pai  doesn't  break  the  wrist.  In  attacks  the  Hakka  Pai  let  the  wrist  make  a 
snapping movement. Also they snatch, they don't "steal".
The finger position in as in the photo doesn't allow the snapping, neither the snatching.
The hand is in the wrong position for that. Hakka Pai would snatch one eye from the 
side (so the hand turned 90 degrees).
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So I completely disagree that this movement would be Hakka. It may be a reference, 
however it's all adapted to Hung: from stance to power generation.

charris
I agree with Chris that Hung is a "one hit, die" system (as my sisuk likes to say).
That doesn't mean there's never more than one counter, but it means the aim/intend of 
each counterstrike (and sometimes of  the block already,  e.g.  golden scissors) is to 
destroy your oppenent.

However,  there's  a  lot  of  Hung  out  there  that  has  been  changed  (Or:  developed 
differently) and also their intend.
They are just not comparable anymore.

TenTigers
From the little bit I have seen of Hakka Arts-SPM specifically, they can strike/snap, with 
many different hand/finger formations from practoically any angle. This is one of the 
things that so intrigues me about the system.

Chris H
    quote:Originally posted by RHD

        quote:Originally posted by Chris H
        its reemphasizing Hung Kuen's core philosophy and strategy of being a counter 
punching style. "One shot, one kill"

    Now this is a juicy tidbit.

    I disagree.

    Hung Kuen is a counter punching style? Since when? Isn't this far more subjective? 
What about offense?

    "One shot, one kill"...no way. Bridge and control, hit them hard repeatedly and or lock 
and hit them repeatedly, or throw them down and strike the vitals maybe, but one "hit 
one kill" is by my estimation a misinterpretation of Hung.

    Not trying to pick on you Chris! Just looking for discussion and clarity.

    So, what is the core philospohy of Hung Kuen?

    Wrist breaking: So this is an expression of ging...which one? Short power(?). Is it 
necessary to use a one time expressed snake two finger hand posture for this? This is 
why I don't like this section. It's already covered on a conceptual level. The shape is 
distracting from Hung's arsenal of fists, claws, and then crane shapes (crane's where I 
will agree upon the counterfighting aspect). It's as out of place in this form as a mantis 
claw.  This  smacks  of  something  added  on  fairly  recently,  and  while  it  may  be 
expressive of a concept native to HG, one has to ask the question of whether or not its 
necessary to do so with a hand shape that is admittedly not from Hung?
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    Mike

    "Pass the squid parts"

Eventually we have to learn how to adapt our skills, so there will always be a level of 
subjectivity to what we do and how we express our skills. However, if we look to Gung 
Ji and examine the initial engagements of the sections, we can see that a good majority 
of them all start with block responses and then follow into counter attacks.

It goes back to the levels of fighting-

- block and strike
- block and strike simultaneously
- attack

Even though this seems to denote a progression (which it can, in reality we flow through 
all three), it can all be found within a counter punching paradigm (remember, we come 
from Buddhist roots). Block and strike can be any simple block and strike (like the basic 
chyun kiu and punch, which is probably one of the most core moves we have). Blocking 
and striking simultaneously can be like crane crest  punch,  seung gung chin  ji,  etc. 
Attacking is where the subjectivity lies. However, by and large, if you look to the forms, 
its very rare to see an opening barrage of attacks (remember, Lau Kiu is built into the 
basic strategy of Hung Kuen). So when you DO find a sequence that just opens up with 
a barrage, take note of it, because there is something behind it. Evasion tactics based 
in baht fun choi, blossom hides in the sleeve, etc reveal outright attacking methods, yet 
they have slipped the initial attack from the opponent and chose to "jit", i.e. intercept/cut 
off.  This will be shown later in the form on a more obvious level, but of  course the 
player can then adapt that strategy where they see fit in application.

Also, just look to the old description of Hung Kuen- "Hung Kuen is nothing more than a 
block and a strike." It's no suprise that chyun kiu and ping choi are all over the forms, or 
some variant thereof.

Not to digress, but for the sake of discussion, you can compare this with looking at 
Hung Kuen and CLF. Both arts like to employ rear hand power shots. So what is the 
secret to setting up this rear hand power shot? Well, if you look to CLF, they'll set things 
up with charps a lot. So it functions a lot like a "jab" in boxing, although the probing 
qualities are not paramount- you are aiming to do damage. Look at Hung Kuen, what 
lead hand attack setups do you see? If you look to the forms, you won't see very many. 
So what forms the majority of the setups for the rear hand power shots? Counters.

My Sifu described the one shot, one kill as "one punch, one kill". So I should have used 
that instead. Essentially what its getting at is that your opponent attacks and then you 
capitalize on it  and run through them. This is the reason why a lot of  Hung Kuen's 
methods seem overkill. So the "one punch, one kill" really refers to you being a counter 
fighter. You take the opening/bridge they have given you and make them pay for it. 
They give you "one punch" and you give them "one kill." Whether this takes one move 
or  a  few moves,  is  situational.  The  aim is  to  "finish."  We  can  argue  that  finishing 
something in one move is pretty unrealistic, but I think the crux of the matter is really 
finishing everything in one "engagement" or clash. It's not easy, but its something to 
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work towards. After all, this is "gung fu". We are all trying to cultivate to a higher level.

So, frankly Mike, I totally disagree with you. It's pretty obvious throughout the entire 
system. Simple block/strike responses are all over. Then later, more advanced drawing 
and  baiting  methods  are  explored.  Does  this  mean  you  have  to  be  bound  to  this 
strategy? Nope,  not  at  all.  However,  it  should  be  noted  that  certain  strategies  are 
inherently built into the skill base and need to be recognized. From here you can adjust 
it to your own personal strategy and temperament and find out where things need to be 
modified accordingly. So in this case, if you want to be preemptive, you need to figure 
out how to do so on a strategic level that vibes with everything else.

The core philosophy, well, I think there are numerous little sayings that we covered thus 
far that give insight into that. "tit kiu, tit ma" can be another one. There are tons really. 
The key is  understanding what  I  call  the  "nucleus"-  technical  knowledge,  attributes, 
strategy, and tactics.

To me, the structural aesthetics and origins of a move do not concern me or drive my 
decision to use or discriminate against it. If its consistent with what I like to do, then I 
use it. So this will obviously have to show a consistency with the skill base as well, 
which I feel has been shown. To me there is no difference if its a tiger claw, crane beak, 
etc. Its their function that counts. Whether it be blatantly physical or conceptual is of no 
consequence. Look at monkey steals the peach. The same technique is used in 7 Star 
Praying  Mantis,  although  they  use  a  mantis  claw  of  course.  Same  function  (both 
physically and conceptually), different aesthetic quality. I could give a damn about the 
aesthetic shape, it does the same thing.

I'm not sure if you do this move, but take a look at "monk sweeps the floor" at the end 
of Sup Ying Kuen and look at the hand shape and tell me what it looks like. Ooops, we 
did it again. Damn thieves we are!! Sup Ying Kuen is an unfair example though, since it 
has stuff from numerous pai, but once again, all consistent with previous precedents 
established  earlier  in  the  curriculum.  Everything  past  Gung  Ji  (aside  from  the  few 
instances in gung ji where there are outside expansions), are really things integrated 
from outside pai to expand on what we already had. People use the "four pillar" term a 
lot, and that describes what we look at now. A while back, people used to use the "three 
treasures" term for gung ji, fu hok, and tit sin. Some say there is only one "pillar" and 
that is Gung Ji. However, that isn't accurate either, since Gung Ji has a large chunk of 
iron  wire-based  concepts  integrated  into  it  along with  other  things.  So the  "outside 
influences" now permeate the entire curriculum. It's all been reformatted and structured 
to now represent a cohesive whole.

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by Chris H
    So, frankly Mike, I totally disagree with you. It's pretty obvious throughout the entire 
system. Simple block/strike responses are all over. Then later, more advanced drawing 
and  baiting  methods  are  explored.  Does  this  mean  you  have  to  be  bound  to  this 
strategy? Nope,  not  at  all.  However,  it  should  be  noted  that  certain  strategies  are 
inherently built into the skill base and need to be recognized. From here you can adjust 
it to your own personal strategy and temperament and find out where things need to be 
modified accordingly. So in this case, if you want to preemptive, you need to figure out 
how to do so on a strategic level that vibes with everything else.
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That's cool Chris, we can agree to disagree.

I  don't  look  at  most  of  the  sequences  as  block  and  strike  responses.  I  find  them 
effective as attacks, methods to draw response, and to shield on the way in.

For example, there is a series of gwa choi-ping choi combinations in the latter half of 
GGFFK. Are these gwa's a response to an attack? Or are they proactive strikes/bridges 
that hide or overwhelm to cover the ping choi that follows? Using footwork and working 
angles drastically reduces the need to outright block, and I think that the forms of HG 
tell  us that  repeately by taking angles and shifting side to  side.  Blocking should be 
(IMO) a last resort for when you find yourself at a disadvantage rather than a primary 
strategy from which to launch the offense.

When  teaching or demonstrating applications,  one of  my pet  peeves is that  almost 
every movement is shown vs. a punch or kick as a reaction to the attack. I wonder if this 
somehow becomes ingrained into a beginning level student's mind, possibly crippling 
thier  ability  to  see  beyond  this.  Can you see the  sparring  match  between  two HG 
players? "Go ahead, you hit first." "No, you hit first!" "No you!" "NO, YOU HIT FIRST". I 
think the footwork and hands are there to draw the attack or aid in it. Defensively it 
works the same in reverse, but I just can't agree that HG is a reactive based system.

We can talk all day about bridges and concepts. We can name names and list terms. 
We  can  discuss  history  and  lineages.  But,  at  the  end  of  the  day,  do  we  really 
understand what we have and how to use it? Or are we caught up in a process of 
mimicry rather than active discovery?

Please, again, I ask that this not be taken personally as I am only looking for discussion 
here.

Chris H
The gwa ping sequence is a good one, and one that I've been personally examining as 
of late (along with the usage of cern/seung gwa choi) since I've been working/analyzing 
the use of the gwa. A lot of people call the gwa the "gung fu jab", so I've been analyzing 
this idea in relation to how we use it in Hung Kuen. For the most part, I don't think it 
applies.

We can always go back to the adage "a block is a strike, and a strike is a block", but 
with the gwa ping sequence, there are several issues that I have with it in the sense of 
using it as a straight up attack sequence. IMO, this particular usage of the gwa is better 
suited to smashing the opponents bridge and then entering (someone once referred to 
it  as  "breaking  and  entering",  has  a  nice  ring  to  it  ).  How you get  to  the  point  of 
smashing the bridge, whether its from them keeping their hand far out in some type of 
guard, or if its from an attack, is up to you.

However, if you just open up with this sequence, I think the demands of the gwa and its 
power really leave you open to overcommiting to the attack (since the ping is largely 
dependent on this commitment for its power). Funny thing is, the old school method of 
playing it was meant to smash directly into the chest and travel more along a vertical 
line instead of the more 45 degree angle that most of us do now. I think this presents 
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some interesting avenues, but I think the angle is the most important thing. The angle 
presents differing issues with redirection, pressing, etc.

    quote:When teaching or demonstrating applications, one of my pet peeves is that 
almost  every movement is shown vs. a punch or kick as a reaction to the attack.  I 
wonder  if  this  somehow becomes  ingrained  into  a  beginning  level  student's  mind, 
possibly  crippling  thier  ability  to  see beyond  this.  Can  you see  the  sparring  match 
between two HG players? "Go ahead, you hit first." "No, you hit first!" "No you!" "NO, 
YOU HIT FIRST". I think the footwork and hands are there to draw the attack or aid in 
it. Defensively it works the same in reverse, but I just can't agree that HG is a reactive 
based system.

I find this interesting as well, but I think it largely represents an engrained self-defense 
psychology.  Most  people  are  not  aggressive and  understand  defending  themselves 
more  than  attacking  straight  up.  That's  usually  what  I  boil  that  down to.  As  it  was 
explained to me, since we have Buddhist roots, we are largely more defense oriented. 
Hung Kuen's intentions are hidden for the most part. I think we are not an art that is 
outwardly  aggressive,  but  only  unleash  the  aggression  when  we  must  (lau/fong). 
Keyword being must.

Your sparring example presents the issue of how we open up or start the engagement. 
It's one of the most basic things if you think about it, but in reality, from the context of 
how we fight, it's pretty complex. Our entries are usually pretty selective, which by and 
large, reflect the "finishing" attitude as well. Every shot has full power behind it. So with 
this in mind, it narrows things down a bit. Once again it boils down to the person and 
their temperament.

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by Chris H A lot of people call the gwa the "gung fu jab", so 
I've been analyzing this idea in relation to how we use it in Hung Kuen. For the most 
part, I don't think it applies.

I  like  the  gwa as  a  jab,  in  particular  when played  with  whipping type energy.  This 
strategy has proven itself to me as an effective tool to set up shots like a ping choi. 
Footwork being the key. It won't work if you stand toe to toe with front facing. It will work 
if applied in conjunction with tactical footwork and either draw the bridge, or attack at a 
weak point in structure.

    quote:IMO,  this  particular  usage  of  the  gwa  is  better  suited  to  smashing  the 
opponents  bridge and then entering (someone once referred to  it  as "breaking and 
entering", has a nice ring to it )

Aha. What are we considering as the bridge? Is it the opponent's arm we are targeting, 
or  something else.  Continuing the "gwa as a jab",  when applied  using angles,  and 
targeting the opponent's head rather than the arm, the penetration factor and control of 
the bridge (crossing the bridge?) gives us much better positioning. So "breaking and 
entering" is a nice term for it by my example. The footwork and strike to a central target 
break the structure, and leaves a much greater vulnerability to the ping choi whcih gets 
full  power  from  the  now set  up  shift  of  stance  against  weakened  structure.  If  the 
opponent reacts, then good...the gave us thier arm.
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    quote:  However, if you just open up with this sequence, I think the demands of the 
gwa and its power really leave you open to overcommiting to the attack (since the ping 
is largely dependent on this commitment for its power)...The angle presents differing 
issues with redirection, pressing, etc.

Overcommiting  from  reaching?  Not  if  the  footwork  is  used  to  maintain  optimal 
distancing. If your opponent is a "runner" you have to move in with the gwa.
If  they are a "presser"  or  wants to  stand toe  to  toe,  you have to  go around them. 
Otherwise it becomes a battle of who's stronger.

    quote:I find this interesting as well, but I think it largely represents an engrained self-
defense  psychology.  Most  people  are  not  aggressive  and  understand  defending 
themselves more than attacking straight up. That's usually what I boil that down to. As it 
was explained  to  me,  since  we have Buddhist  roots,  we are  largely  more  defense 
oriented. Hung Kuen's intentions are hidden for the most part. I think we are not an art 
that is outwardly aggressive, but only unleash the aggression when we must (lau/fong). 
Keyword being must.

Hmmmm the Buddhist roots thing has some merit, but are we talking about HG as a 
fighting  system or  method  of  self  defense.  If  it's  self  defense  based  then  IMO it's 
waaaay too complicated. Sure, there's plenty of self defense in there, but far more than 
anyone ever needs to defend themselves. I think all CMA's have much more depth than 
that, and that self defense is only one layer of a very complex onion It also seems odd 
that  system,  worthy  of  HG's  powerful  reputaion,  is  purely  defensive  based.  In  this 
instance,  is  it  a  core philosophy of  HG to not  be  aggressive,  or  is  that  a personal 
philosophy applied to HG?

    quote:Your sparring example presents the issue of how we open up or start the 
engagement. It's one of the most basic things if you think about it, but in reality, from 
the context of how we fight, it's pretty complex. Our entries are usually pretty selective, 
which by and large, reflect  the "finishing" attitude as well. Every shot has full  power 
behind it. So with this in mind, it narrows things down a bit. Once again it boils down to 
the person and their temperament.
    Peace 

Oooooooo cool! What are those entries? How do we engage our opponents? When we 
are not being reactive, how do we initiate? Agreed that personal influences apply here, 
but beyond that how does our system address this? Where are good examples of these 
in the pillar forms?

Please, anyone feel free to jump in here

Chris H
    quote:Originally posted by RHD
    I like the gwa as a jab, in particular when played with whipping type energy. This 
strategy has proven itself to me as an effective tool to set up shots like a ping choi. 
Footwork being the key. It won't work if you stand toe to toe with front facing. It will work 
if applied in conjunction with tactical footwork and either draw the bridge, or attack at a 
weak point in structure.

Yep, the bin choi is a good move. I feel this is what most people think of when they 
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invision a gwa choi. This is the only variant I feel that works as a "jab."

    quote:Aha. What are we considering as the bridge? Is it the opponent's arm we are 
targeting, or something else. Continuing the "gwa as a jab", when applied using angles, 
and  targeting  the  opponent's  head  rather  than  the  arm,  the  penetration  factor  and 
control  of  the  bridge  (crossing  the  bridge?)  gives  us  much  better  positioning.  So 
"breaking and entering" is a nice term for it by my example. The footwork and strike to a 
central target break the structure, and leaves a much greater vulnerability to the ping 
choi  whcih  gets  full  power  from the  now set  up  shift  of  stance  against  weakened 
structure. If the opponent reacts, then good...the gave us thier arm.

As for what we would call a bridge, it depends on the context, but its not limited to the 
arm. However, in this example, "gwa as a jab" wouldn't work if you are worrying about 
their arm as the bridge. A bin choi would definitely not do the trick here. Going for a 
more central  target,  realistically,  the  bin  choi  doesn't  have much knockout  potential 
(even though its possible). A more "loaded" gwa choi variant would be better, and that 
gwa-ping sequence in Gung Ji shows this. I feel this is the reason why you don't see the 
bin choi in any of the forms and only see the more "loaded" gwa variants.

I agree the footwork is tantamount in all this (a factor so many Hung Kuen players are 
deficient in- their footwork is dismal). Using outside lines/bridgework (i.e. zoning away 
from the rear hand), can help with this. Or you can choose the other route and hope to 
just go in for a central target, and if they defend, you tie up their defense with the gwa 
and get them with the ping.

    quote:Hmmmm the Buddhist roots thing has some merit, but are we talking about HG 
as a fighting system or method of self defense. If it's self defense based then IMO it's 
waaaay too complicated. Sure, there's plenty of self defense in there, but far more than 
anyone ever needs to defend themselves. I think all CMA's have much more depth than 
that, and that self defense is only one layer of a very complex onion It also seems odd 
that  system,  worthy  of  HG's  powerful  reputaion,  is  purely  defensive  based.  In  this 
instance,  is it  a  core philosophy of  HG to  not  be aggressive,  or  is  that  a  personal 
philosophy applied to HG?

I don't think Hung Kuen is purely defensive, but it definitely seems to favor the counter 
side  of  things.  I  feel  that  Hung  Kuen  is  very  aggressive  once  it  commits.  To  be 
aggressive doesn't mean you have to come out flailing like the tasmanian devil, haha. 
But I think, as a basic psychology, the self-defense angle explains a lot more than most. 
It's not a matter of a system vs self defense method, it's more a matter of how you are 
planning on using the system.  The way you plan on using the system will  have to 
address a system of engagement. From a self defense POV, this normally taken care 
of for you (aside from certain scenarios where it might be wiser to be pre-emptive). 
From a "matching" (i.e. sparring), sport POV, there is a whole other side to consider.

Sparring employs a whole different methodology, so the more aggressive aspects of 
things will obviously have to come to the fore and be recognized. This is where you 
obviously train entries.

This is definitely not a personal philosophy of mine being applied to the art. Anybody 
who knows me knows that I HATE counter punching, haha. But, obviously, its all part of 
the game. Once again, all this boils down to just understanding what you have, what 
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others have done with it, and more importantly, what you are going to do with it based 
on your own experiences and thoughts. Tweak ad infinitum.

    quote:Oooooooo cool! What are those entries? How do we engage our opponents? 
When we are not being reactive, how do we initiate? Agreed that personal influences 
apply  here,  but  beyond  that  how does  our  system  address  this?  Where  are  good 
examples of these in the pillar forms?

    Please, anyone feel free to jump in here

daifong
Glad to see everybody's been a champin' at th' bit to contribute. RHD and illusionchris, 
it's quite apparent that, lengthy absences notwithstanding, you are both in superlatively 
rare form...

Now, back on topic:

Gung Ji Fook Fu Kyuhn primarily specializes in the Gong Kiu (compared to Fu Hok, etc. 
can we agree?)...

Now,  when  thinking  about  the  Yau  Kiu,  it's  typically  going  to  be  envelopment, 
redirection, lock/ breaking, throwing, choking, etc...

Ok, then what about Strikes?

That's right, what about the Yau Kiu Striking?

There is a certain quality to Haak Ga striking, where if you try to grab him, you cannot 
feel his center, and if you try such Gong Kiu means as Kao, Gwa, Pek, Jong, Pao, etc 
punishment designed to smash his structure then your Haak Ga friend (or foe, I hope 
not ) will simply melt away and roll around such punishment...in mid-strike!!!

Fingertips, etc point(s) of contact only hardening on impact...

That's right, a rubbery, flexible means of striking...quite ghostly and ethereal when it's 
done correctly...as  the  Haak Ga players do.  The exact  formation  of  hand shape is 
unimportant,  only  serving  to  remind  us  that  there  is  something  to  be  played  in  a 
different manner here...on a focal/ energetic level...

While everyone's in agreement that to attack the eyes is one of the most desperate and 
least humane techniques we have in our arsenal, anyone who's been around the fight 
scene long enough will know just how debilitating that a digital technique to the eyes 
can actually be...

Seasoned fighters have been dropped with even a blunt technique to the eye. Shock 
sets in, beyond the physical pain, which in itself  can be excruciating. Blurred vision. 
Double  vision.  Forced  eye  closure...Just  a  simple,  tight  little  slap  across  the  eyes 
(nevermind a 'stab'), it's a whole new ball game, and that's for real...

(Anyone  who's  actually  done  that  to  someone  runs  the  risk  of  sounding  like  a 
sociopathic,  macho ass if  it's ever brought up in the wrong company, ok. Seriously, 
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somebody who could not justify having used such a technique could easily be seeing 
themselves being brought up on charges of Mayhem, ok...)

That  being said,  I  actually  do  know Haak Ga players to  use this  hand form (albeit 
supported by Chum Jang positioning, and not a Gung Sauh). However, as we're all 
such hardcore Gung Ji foundationalists, things all come out in the wash as being played 
like...you guessed it, the rest of Gung Ji!

That goes for Longhands, TSK sections, you name it right on down the line...

Ok?

Sorry, I didn't mean to be annoyingly "cryptic" or anything earlier, but I simply wanted to 
give others the room to hold up their own sides of the conversation (whatever those 
sides may be...)!

To address some other points that came up, Gwa Choi is an overhand backknuckle 
whipping /smashing strike, Bin Choi is a (more-or-less) horizontal whipping /smashing 
strike, in our Hung Ga Kyuhn, the best defense is a good, tight offense, where "block-
and-then-strike"  is  simply  not  in  concordance  with  foundational  Lin  Siu  Dai  Da 
principle...

(Although for  varying levels  of  trainees,  there  are  indeed  a variety  of  perspectives/ 
levels from which to view a "pillar" form, "Three Treasures", or otherwise!)

I must say, however, that using Bin Choi as a "Jab", then relying on multiple follow-up 
strikes to finish the job sounds like Kempo...and pretty amateur level Kempo at that! 
Unless of course you're beating his arms...I much prefer the use of one's Gwa Da Choi 
as a 'double-threat' to both one's opponent's brain-pan and his ribcage...with a liberal 
measure of Chris H's tactical footwork angling as well...

Ok guys, you're th life of it...

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by daifong

    Seasoned fighters have been dropped with even a blunt technique to the eye. Shock 
sets in, beyond the physical pain, which in itself  can be excruciating. Blurred vision. 
Double  vision.  Forced  eye  closure...Just  a  simple,  tight  little  slap  across  the  eyes 
(nevermind a 'stab'), it's a whole new ball game, and that's for real...

No doubt Daifong, my issue being this is a technique that at least to me (and apparently 
some others?) appears to be somewhat out of place. In GGFFK. If even blunt trauma 
works to the eye as you've stated...and it does, again, why the foreign hand shape to 
express it? With all of the myriad hand shapes in HG, why add another one for a one 
time technique in the middle of a pillar form? Anyway, not a big deal. People should 
play thier forms as they find best for themselves. I'll let this thing go. :)

   quote: Sorry, I didn't mean to be annoyingly "cryptic" or anything earlier, but I simply 
wanted to give others the room to hold up their own sides of the conversation (whatever 
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those sides may be...)!

Awww shucks...didn't mean to tick you off with that quip...

    quote:To  address  some  other  points  that  came up,  Gwa Choi  is  an  overhand 
backknuckle whipping /smashing strike, Bin Choi is a (more-or-less) horizontal whipping 
/smashing strike, in our Hung Ga Kyuhn

So you're saying that a bin choi and a gwa choi are that much different? Or are they 
playing different energies? Can a gwa choi be played with whip energy and a bin choi 
be  played  with  smashing  energy?  I  think  so.  I  also  think  the  differece  between  a 
horizontal back fist and an overhand one is minimal. In many cases, both are played 
inbetween vertical and horizontal anyway...

    quote:the best defense is a good, tight offense,  where "block-and-then-strike"  is 
simply not in concordance with foundational Lin Siu Dai Da principle...

This is what I'm talking about...cryptic. I don't speak Cantonese. I have no idea what 
you're  talking  about  because  you're  not  communicating  effectively  here  by  mixing 
languages. Could you please explain this in English so it can be discussed? I have a 
feeling that  we may be in  agreeance,  but  I  really  don't  know what  Lin  Siu  Dai  Da 
means, and if its a principle it should be shared so we can all understand it better or at 
least approach discussion from common ground.

    quote:I must say, however, that using Bin Choi as a "Jab", then relying on multiple 
follow-up strikes to finish the job sounds like Kempo...and pretty amateur level Kempo 
at that! Unless of course you're beating his arms...

Wrong, wrong, wrong!
And if I implied that the bin choi flicks out and back repeatedly exactly like a Western 
boxer's jab I apologize. No, that's not how it works. The bin choi used with appropriate 
footwork to set up a superior position, strikes the opponent. This means it gets past 
thier hands and therefore can be used to control the bridge. In other words, my bin choi 
comes  in  from an angle  that  works  against  your  guard,  not  only  hitting you in  the 
temple, but also placing my hand over yours from superior position. I sit into my horse 
as  I  do  this,  which  increases  the  power  exponentially,  and  reinforces  my structure 
against yours. Now I have control of the bridge...Follow up is instinctive for HG at this 
point.

It can also draw a response.
The bin choi used with appropriate footwork to set up a superior position, strikes atthe 
opponent  drawing either  a  block  or  counter  punch response.  Here,  once again  the 
footwork is key. By angling, the block or counter is weaker than head on...again setting 
up bridge control for the HG player.

So, it's not at all like Kempo. I can assure of this because I have sparred with many a 
kempo man in my day, and they use nothing like that...

Of course, I'm sure that there are many who will disagree with me. I think Chris said 
something in his previous post about current HG players being weak in the area of 
footwork.  I  couldn't  agree  more.  Sadly,  footwork  tactics  are  glaringly  neglected  or 
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underplayed in every piece of HG instructional media I've ever seen. I'm of the belief 
that an understanding of footwork in combination with the famous bridges of HG, will 
change perspectives.

    quote:I much prefer the use of one's Gwa Da Choi as a 'double-threat' to both one's 
opponent's  brain-pan  and  his  ribcage...with  a  liberal  measure  of  Chris  H's  tactical 
footwork angling as well...[/quote]

    LOL, talk about needing a whole new thread.

TenTigers
Bin means whip, gwa is to hang, so the name implies not only the type of strike, and 
tragectory, but the energy used as well.
Some people have gone so far as to call the snapping backfist, as siu bin choy.Funny, 
never seen dai bin choy.
Sometimes the Chinese names seem to get in the way, but  actually are conveying 
much more than simple terms, so they still bear examining, and not throwing the baby 
out with the bathwater.
Lin Siu dai Da is simultaneous block/strike. This can be with two hands, or one hand 
serving two purposes, as you have spoken of. I actually think everyone is really on the 
same page.
The footwork is definately not seen in media, but is transmitted (or not) personally. It's 
really all in there, but to extract it from tthe sets and extrapolate on it requires an open 
mind.(not saying you don't have one, just that it takes one!) examples are the stance 
changes from right side horse to left side horse. It could be on one line, or it can be a 
tight 'v' similar to triangle footwork. The stepping in seven star continuous strikes go a 
bit in this area as well. The unicorn steps, all throughout the pillar sets allude to the 
imporatance of this stepping. The last part of Fu Hok shows steps, twists,stepping, all 
rolled into one,  possibly to drive this point  home.  Gung Ji  has various steps,  hops, 
jumps,angles, etc. For me, I would like to see more of Hop Ga/Lama footwork, as it has 
largely contributed to WFH's HG as well. Unfortunately, the only set I learned, Chut Yat 
Bo, does not have very much, but then again, perhaps I need to re-examine it as well.
In response to what Daifong mentioned about Hakka arts being able to disolve their 
bridges, I have seen DF with a twist from horse to Unicorn, disolve and simultaneously 
strike, while still maintaining root and distance, yet be in such a position as not to be 
struck. This is in CLF and in Hung-Ga. It's all in there. You just need to look.
Kinda like Dorothy said,
"I won't look any further than my own backyard. Because I never really lost it in the first 
place"

daifong
In GGFFK. If even blunt trauma works to the eye as you've stated...and it does, again, 
why the foreign hand shape to express it?

Well, please refer to the first portion of my previous post then, where I did in fact begin 
to detail "Yauh Kiu Striking" for the readership...

This  Hand  not  only  "looks"  different,  it  actually  "feels"  different.  not  only  when  it 
snatches you in the eyes, but when you (can't quite seem to) feel it on your arms...

GJFFK is involved with teaching structure to a beginner, sure. In fact,  the Set is so 
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profound one could actually wind up making a career of it. Foundational and auxilliary 
skills, ok...

What is "auxilliary"?

Well, many players today decry the loss of relevance to their skill base, especially as 
taught by abc/ xyz Sifu, etc...

Sound familiar?

Back in th Day, LSW's, WFH's, WKY's (who knows/ cares?), somebody deemed the 
GJFFK foundation (if not how it was conceived, at least how it was being played) to be 
somewhat...'naive'...in certain areas. For example, if facing an Escrimador, who reacts 
to pressure by cutting it with virtually little or no energy, what would you prefer to use, 
good, strong, forthright and honest Gong Kiu techniques?

Ok, while Sim Da at Longhand range might just happen to be the thing (if you're feeling 
it,  ok),  but  what  about  at  shorter  range? What  if  he  was to  attach  himself  to  your 
structure? would you want your power generation to be perceptible through touch?

Of a certainty, all that the "experienced" senior players who've learned from the best 
and have all the answers, such as whoever it was that installed this concept in the first 
place were trying to say was that, "as good as our GJFFK may be, if we always utilize 
the  same  angles,  energy,  and  intent  against  every player  we meet,  were  going  to 
diminish our 'percentages'"...

Thus, the Seh Ying Sauh portion of the GJFFK is just another of their ways of saying to 
us, "look, we never promised you that it was going to be simple...but at least against 
some  advanced-level  players,  there's  no  reason  you should  be  helpless...here  you 
go...here's a little 'variation' to your game"!

Or, don't take ol' Daifong's word for it. Continue to fight like a bull in a china shop (pun 
here?), ok. However, if you should ever meet somebody who's Gong Kiu skills are in 
better shape, and those "Heavy Hands" of yours just don't seem to be working, please 
don't say I never mentioned anything to you, lol...

Lin Siu Dai Da means "no passive movements", ok...

Red, I know plateaus can be frustrating, which is why I'll never take such grumbling 
personally!

daifong
That's just right, Ten...

More translations:

Gwa Choi means "Hanging Punch".  Not "hang" like as in "Hang Stance/  Diu Geurk 
Mah". That means "hang" as in "suspended from above, as by a string"...

This "hang" is like you're hanging up your jacket,  or slinging a heavy carpet over a 
fence to air out...
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Bin  Choi  then  translates  quite  literally  to  "Whipping  Punch".  fairly  self-explanatory 
there...

Now, of course the emphasis in play for either punch will change dependent on tactics, 
or simply whether one's target area is going to be to our opponent's arms, his body, or 
his head...

I, for one, don't particularly care to chase an opponent's arms, and if there was time for 
a "Block", there was probably a more effective technique that could have been used 
instead...

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by daifong
    Or, don't take ol' Daifong's word for it. Continue to fight like a bull in a china shop 
(pun here?), ok. However, if you should ever meet somebody who's Gong Kiu skills are 
in better  shape,  and those "Heavy Hands"  of  yours just  don't  seem to be working, 
please don't say I never mentioned anything to you, lol...

    Red, I know plateaus can be frustrating, which is why I'll never take such grumbling 
personally!

How are you able to judge the quality of my hands from halfway across the country? 
You must be psychic.

Plateau vs. high horse...

daifong
    quote:Originally posted by RHD

    Who really knows? Wrist  breaking...blah blah blah...Must  be some super secret 
advanced skill only accessable to those who are in the "know". Or is it another complex 
term for something simple...

    What  vital  part  of  HG is held  in this  movement?  What  core piece of  footwork, 
strategy, or HG essence is captured here? How does it relate to the other pieces? Is 
this movement a vital part of HG or a tangent?

    Seriously, lets here it from our "experienced" senior players who've learned from the 
best and have all the answers.

"High Horse"??

Alright then, be that way...

RHD
    quote:LSW here (in the first  page) is heavily praising certain Haak Ga styles as 
"Stealing", or "Snatching" something (like eyes) from the opponent's physical person, 
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and "very difficult to dissolve their framework"...

Oh. Sorry Daifong. My apologies.
I forgot that you know the mind of LSW...You must be right.

TenTigers
Daifong, I for one honestly appreciate you using the Cantonese terminology while you 
post. For me, it does provide a bit more insight to the reasoning behind the technique. 
Perhaps you could also include the English translations and explanations while you 
post, rather than in a response.It might make things a bit easier.
Ten Little Tiggers

daifong
    quote:Originally posted by RHD

    Did previous generations add or remove things based on thier  preferences and 
experiences? It seems to me that they did quite a bit...So why not now?

    Mike

"Knowing Lam Sai Wing's mind"??

Well Red,

It seems you've got some opinions of your own about the matter...

Why don't you let me know when you are open for some (positive) discussion?

tparkersf
    quote:Did previous generations add or remove things based on thier preferences and 
experiences? It seems to me that they did quite a bit...So why not now?

Good question. Lets look at it. It seems those that are in a position to change things 
that were past down are people like Chiu Kau, Lum Jo, Tang Fong, Lam Sai Wing, 
Wong Fei Hung. Lum Jo, Lam Sai Wing, and Wong Fei Hung were born into a martial 
families. Chiu Kau and Tang Fong reached a very high level of skill and learned from 
some of the best around and put in considerable amounts of time practicing. All these 
people are considered the top of what they do. So when they add something, or remove 
something, I would think they have the experience and detailed knowledge of the art to 
change it. These people are equivalents of engineers.

If you have the knoweldge there is no problem adding and subtracting from the system. 
Go for it. But unless you have the detailed level of knowledge that these guys have, I 
would be cautious. I would consider most of us weekend backyard mechanics rather 
than engineers. Some of us are "profesional" mechanics, but still arn't engineers.

TenTigers
Taking this a step further,(and RHD, this is not directed at you, but at the situation itself) 
before  disgarding  something,  the  best  thing  to  do  is  to  exhaust  every  concievable 
posibility of usage. Examine every subtlety, every nuance. Then and only then if you 
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cannot possibly find any use for yourself,ask others for assistance, and THEN would 
you disgard or alter the technique. This being said,if you are a teacher, then you should 
still pass down the system and its forms in their entirety, to the next generation, thus 
allowing each individual to have that opportunity to make that choice. Otherwise, the 
system gets smaller and smaller. You owe them that.
Like my ol' man said,
"A specialist is someone who learns more and more about less and less, until he knows 
everything about nothing"

Chris H
Excellent points Rik.

TenTigers
I can speak from personal experience. I have seen teachers who constantly changed 
the forms he taught.
One teacher threw out moves from one set that he felt weren't combative and replaced 
them  with  his  own  interpetations-they  were  very  good..but  the  movements  he 
disguarded  were  specific  Hei-gung  wai-dan  movements  designed  to  pump  the 
lymphatic system and the cranial and sacral pump, as well as teaching opening and 
closing.
He removed a low dropping stance in a set because he was unable to do it, thus losing 
the application.
He completely changed a series of standing hei-gung to a tension exercise (embracing 
the tree)because he never actually learned any Hei Gung.This not only prevents the 
student from gaining the true benifit of the exercise, but is an unhealthy practice as well.
Another teacher took a movement that was supposed to be done on both sides in a 
major  set,and taught  them right  side both times.  Why?  Because it  was easier than 
constantly correcting his students, easier to learn?
One guy was actually thrown out of several schools, picking up the most rudimentary 
techniques. Now he is a "Sifu", teaching "The best of several styles"(Si-Fut, more likely)
Look  at  all  the  Modern  Karate  schools  that  changed  the  way  they  teach 
blocks,removing  all  the  "loading"  movements  and  just  doing  the  block.  "It's  More 
effective" Anyone with a traditional Karate backround knows that itt is these "loading" 
movements that hold the true technique. Funny, in Hung-Ga we have the exact moves.
Each  one  "knew"  more  than  the  one  before.  Each  will  create  students  who are  a 
product of their thinking, who will in turn create other teachers, and so on, continuing 
the  dilution  process.(homeopathic  Gung-Fu?)  As  some  of  us  already  agree,  some 
styles within two generations are almost dead already.
BTW-there  is  a  world  of  difference  between  this  and  not  exploring,  refining,  and 
developing your technique. There will always be room for improvement, and if things 
don't grow, then they stagnate and die.
But, here's the big question: can you see the difference?

tparkersf
Great points,

I have been privy to the teachings of two great teachers. I wont speak for them as I 
can't, but I think it is worthwhile to look at what they say and what has been said about 
them. YC Wong put out an artical many years ago that talked about his progress and 
how he has grown with the art. I am sure some aspects have changed over the years. 
But the question to ask is why?
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I can speak a little more to Kenneth Chung's stuff because I have seen the changes 
and he is very open with them. He thought he knew the system and went and taught it. 
Later, when he was older he went back to his teacher and learned more. He started 
down a path worked hard to continue on that path. People have stated that they have 
seen him change this and change that, only to end up going back to the original. Other 
times he feels that a slight modification works better for the student. He feels a certain 
method is more advanced and leads to bad habbits and he alters it slightly to focus on 
the core. Always he lets you know why. You don't miss the altered stuff, he still teaches 
it. He changed some of the training methods. All this can be read in an artical by his 
sihing who as written on this topic.

Change is enivitable and I think you will see many arts go through change. And I think 
this is a good thing. But we shouldn't throw the baby out with the bath water. We should 
truely understand things before we decide to alter it. We must internalize the art so it is 
an extention of  us,  and we should be an "engineer"  of  the art that can discuss the 
nuances of EVERY move before we start to tear it apart. If we don't  understand the 
deeper understandings, then we don't have the background to tear it appart. This isn't 
to say some one doesn't have the skills to think about things critically and to question. I 
think we must do this. Like in automotive industry, there are engineers and there are 
mechanics.Lets make sure we are an engineer before we we try to reengineer the art.

Tholf
Not that I've contributed anything to this thread, but it seems to have moved beyond 
GGFFK 76/77 (albeit to quite interesting stuff). Can we have a thread for the next few 
steps?

TenTigers
I second that

RHD
    quote:
    Did previous generations add or
    Good question. Lets look at it. It seems those that are in a position to change things 
that were past down are people like Chiu Kau, Lum Jo, Tang Fong, Lam Sai Wing, 
Wong Fei Hung. Lum Jo, Lam Sai Wing, and Wong Fei Hung were born into a martial 
families. Chiu Kau and Tang Fong reached a very high level of skill and learned from 
some of the best around and put in considerable amounts of time practicing. All these 
people are considered the top of what they do. So when they add something, or remove 
something, I would think they have the experience and detailed knowledge of the art to 
change it. These people are equivalents of engineers.

    If  you have the knoweldge there is no problem adding and subtracting from the 
system. Go for it. But unless you have the detailed level of knowledge that these guys 
have, I would be cautious. I would consider most of us weekend backyard mechanics 
rather than engineers. Some of us are "profesional" mechanics, but still arn't engineers.

Tom, that's very interesting.
So how do we know when somone has a level of knowledge that's on par with any of 
these individuals? What's the method to gauge that? Who of the current generations of 
HG, would be considered to be of that level of knowledge and why? How have they 
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demonstrated it, or how would someone?.

Also, you named 5 individuals of this "engineer" status. Is it possible that we then have 
5 versions of HG out there?

Going back to the movement that this thread is about...
GGFFK being the pillar form of HG, or if not then at least at the base of the pillar, it 
seems odd that there would be a change made to it. If LSW was paying homage in 
some way to Hakka arts,  the logic of  doing this in the defining form of  the system 
seems odd.  Makes me wonder if  that's what really happened,  or if  its one person's 
subjective translation.

daifong
Good questions, Red!

Let's use the military for an example...

Although  whenever  conducting  operations  standard  (foundational)  procedure  is 
adhered to, research and development branches leave no enemy (or ally) technology/ 
tactic unconsidered. Hence, intelligence channels are kept open, research projects are 
maintained, technology and tactics are developed based on what has worked (and what 
has not, for sure)...

As such efforts  are prioritized in  terms of  "time spent  on them vs.  how soon each 
division will be effective to handle what situation", we can see the relative importance of 
being made aware of contingency situations, and hopefully not be surprised by them, vs 
actually training to control those situations, like we should certainly be at the NYK/ SYK 
level of development...

Just now you referred to the GJFFK as, "the defining form of the system". Just what 
does  it  define,  and  how?  Don't  you  feel  that  most  establishment  of  'true'  GJFFK 
foundation took place in the first portion of the form, the second portion being mainly 
composed  of  'serving  suggestions'  of  that  foundation,  and  a  number  of  so-called 
'contingency moves'?

BTW, nobody particularly needs to ever have ever seen 'actual combat' to be effective 
in many fighting situations (although I'm sure it helps!)...

Recruits train many things they don't understand, and some things they will probably 
never use (hand-to-hand fighting, for one)...

Also, just take a look at so many of  those military brass who graduated from West 
Point, etc, continuing to direct all matters from Washington over their entire careers. To 
their credit, Sun Tzu is actually required study, though it's relevance may not be directly 
apparent to those who are out in the field!

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by daifong

    Good questions, Red!
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    Let's use the military for an example...

    Although  whenever  conducting  operations  standard  (foundational)  procedure  is 
adhered to, research and development branches leave no enemy (or ally) technology/ 
tactic unconsidered. Hence, intelligence channels are kept open, research projects are 
maintained, technology and tactics are developed based on what has worked (and what 
has not, for sure)...

That adds a whole lot of  complexity to a sitaution that could have in reality been a 
"because he liked it" thing.

    quote:As such efforts are prioritized in terms of "time spent on them vs. how soon 
each  division  will  be  effective  to  handle  what  situation",  we  can  see  the  relative 
importance  of  being  made  aware  of  contingency  situations,  and  hopefully  not  be 
surprised  by  them,  vs  actually  training  to  control  those  situations,  like  we  should 
certainly be at the NYK/ SYK level of development...

I  certainly hope you are outlining a much more hands on training program than the 
typical solo and coreographed forms thing.

    quote:Just now you referred to the GJFFK as, "the defining form of the system". Just 
what does it define, and how? Don't you feel that most establishment of 'true' GJFFK 
foundation took place in the first portion of the form, the second portion being mainly 
composed  of  'serving  suggestions'  of  that  foundation,  and  a  number  of  so-called 
'contingency moves'?

"serving suggestions and contingency moves"?
That's very subjective. Apparently you feel that way.
I like the second half of GGFFK as a set of core movements based in the concepts 
presented in the first half.

    quote:BTW, nobody particularly needs to ever have ever seen 'actual combat' to be 
effective in many fighting situations (although I'm sure it helps!)...

Going back to you military example.
I would suggest that while not everyone will experience "actual combat". In order to be 
able to actually use a martial art there needs to be a fair amount of practice in near 
combat conditions. At least some hard contact sparring outside of our own classmates. 
At most, some full contact competition to learn some of the things that typically elude 
in-kwoon  instruction  such  as  adrenal  response,  endurance  under  pressure,  and  a 
fighting mind-set. To that end, here's a question: If you were training for war, would you 
rather train with somone who'd been in one, or with somone who only read about it or 
heard about it?

    quote:Also, just take a look at so many of those military brass who graduated from 
West  Point,  etc,  continuing  to  direct  all  matters  from  Washington  over  their  entire 
careers. To their credit, Sun Tzu is actually required study, though it's relevance may 
not be directly apparent to those who are out in the field!

    Food for thought,
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    Daifong

LOL
How many butter-bars  have you served with/under?  Most  of  the  ones  I  remember, 
despite thier academy training, couldn't tie thier shoes without the help of experienced 
enlisteds...But of course they'd never admit that!

tparkersf
    quote:Tom, that's very interesting.
    So how do we know when somone has a level of knowledge that's on par with any of 
these individuals? What's the method to gauge that? Who of the current generations of 
HG, would be considered to be of that level of knowledge and why? How have they 
demonstrated it, or how would someone?.

    Also, you named 5 individuals of this "engineer" status. Is it possible that we then 
have 5 versions of HG out there? 

Hi RHD,

Well,  I  think  maybe  if  you  had  a  GREAT teacher,  started  young,  and  spent  huge 
amounts of your time studying, and are very good at what you do, then perhaps you 
qualify. LOL. Really though. There are different levels of ability and knowledge. Just 
cause your good at fighting doesn't mean you know the art inside and out. Just cause 
your knoweldgeable in the art doesn't mean you can apply it. A mechanic maybe able 
to to build one hell of a hot rod. He can tweak what he has and he has some good 
knowledge. But have him DESIGN a car and he'll probably end up with a hunk-a-junk. 
So how do we know when we reach this level? LOL, I don't know. Heck, take a high 
school senior, they think they know every thing. LOL. It is easy to think we know it all 
when we don't. As I have said before, I have seen people trounce on an art and claim it 
sucks because they spent years studying and couldn't make it work or it failed them or 
they didn't understand it. Then they saw someone how COULD do it and they were 
amazed. So my point is we shouldn't  say this is or isn't so soley based on our own 
expereince. Rather we should look to those with more skill and knoweldge than use and 
see what they have to teach. However, we need to becarefull of "sifu sez" syndrom of 
just believeing or taking their word for it. We need to see if it worked or not.
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STEPS 78
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~4177.asp

charris
After 77, some moves are not depicted:
- wood
- jump

Anybody on those?

daifong
Oh cool...

It's another 'unusual' movement!

TenTigers
I was taught several ways, but for the interest of showing the diversity between families, 
I will share a Tang-Fong variation: In this version, we don't have the jump. Right after 
the last move we cross our right foot over the left into unicorn stance and perform Black 
Dragon Swings its Tail. We then unwind counterclockwise and then step into the left 
Gung-Go. Our Soi Lung Pow Choy is a bit different as it is more like two uppercuts (as 
opposed to  one down and one up)The left  arm swings down and across  the  body 
clearing the entire lower gate and then swings upward, followed by the right swinging 
uppercut. (We don't lose the arm break, as it appears in other sets.)Thiese strikes are 
repeated on the other side.

tparkersf
This move of course is our version of water and is something we practice a lot in our 
warm up basics. I would say we look at it almost as a core technqiue. As such it feels 
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natural. However, when I perform Gung Gee, I have to admit that this move feels VERY 
different than any thing else. I didn't notice this with the previous techniques, but I do 
see it hear.

The body is no longer upright with each vertibrea stacked on top of each other. We are 
leaning in and performing long range techniques that, seems to me, to generate power 
from the shoulders and back primarily and then linked to body torque. This is one of a 
few moves I think "Choy Li Fut" to myself. Of course it isn't, and it is probably not even 
close, but it is our version of long range stuff.

I have heard that this teachnique is difficult to really pull of well, but is a good one to 
have.

What  are the  usages? The  common one is  to  break someones arm,  but  I  am not 
cmfortable with that move as it does little, if anything, to the structure of the opponent. 
The first hand, seems to me, to be usefull for knocking things out of the way or even as 
an initial strike to the face. The rear hand is a follow up move and can be used to go 
around an opponents guard and smack him in the face. Not sure if other people do this, 
but this is what I play with. What  I am currious about is the notion of a hand never 
returns empty.  If  I  apply this idea hear,  I  have a hard time thinking about  how the 
second hand strike would actually work.

TenTigers
The soi lung choy as demonstrated-many people demonstrate this technique as an arm 
break while being on the inside gate. The trouble is, in this way(at least the way people 
like to show it)it  is definately a low percentage technique-however,  if  you block and 
strike simultaneously with jiew gang (like tan-sao)and punch, THEN go for the inside 
break,  it  works  fine,  because  you  have  broken  his  structure  on  the  first  beat(and 
probably his nose as well)and can continue from there.
I also like to use this from the outside gate, using the lead gwa-choy as a grab, amd 
simply just coming in and breaking his arm on the first move. This must be a sudden, 
pre-emptive strike.
Tom, I think if you play with these applications, you may have an easier time.

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by daifong

    Oh cool...

    It's another 'unusual' movement!

The arm break thing...
Anyone tried this? It might work, if your opponent holds thier arm out for you palm up 
and has almost no bend in thier elbow.Otherwise, good luck with that.

Smee
What about the dragon wags tail, jump sequence?

a) Sweep and jumping stamp to downed opponent or b) block to kick and jump over a 
follow up sweep or (***cough***) c) jump over a chain whip....(an explanation I heard on 
a video....)
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IMO (c) is laughable. Anyone can jump so why include this specific "technique" in a 
form?

(b) is too specific.....form applications shouldn't rely on specific, sequenced motions by 
the attacker.

(a) More applicable as it's in your control, can be applied in numerous situations and is 
not reliant on attacker doing "X, then Y, then Z"

daifong
"...It might work, if your opponent holds thier arm out for you palm up and has almost no 
bend in thier elbow.

"Anti-Panhandler" technique...I can see it!

So  then,  would  figuring  out  how  that's  going  to  happen  be  worth  pulling  off  this 
technique?

(Hint: a Pek Choy might also work...if your opponent holds thier arm out for you palm 
down and has almost no bend in thier elbow!)

daifong
Smee,

I  like  your  application  best,  especially  with  all  of  those  groundfighters  you've  been 
working with. It's a perfect application to clear one's legs of rolling attacks, delivering 
maximal punishment as well...

Just like when Bruce finished Bob Wall at Han's Tournament in Enter the Dragon!

(When's your video coming out, BTW? )

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by daifong

    "...It might work, if your opponent holds thier arm out for you palm up and has almost 
no bend in thier elbow.

    "Anti-Panhandler" technique...I can see it!

    So then, would figuring out how that's going to happen be worth pulling off  this 
technique?

    (Hint: a Pek Choy might also work...if your opponent holds thier arm out for you palm 
down and has almost no bend in thier elbow!)

    Lolz,

    Daifong
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Ha Ha Daifong.
Please feel free to share with us how you break arms with this move. Sure, it's possible.
I think TT said something about low percentage, and I agree with that wholeheartedly. 
Better  suited  for  one  who's  got  good  joint  manipuation  skills.  As  is  your  pek  choi 
example, though I'd say a bit easier to pull off as a counter to a grab than this one.

Interestingly enough, when I learned this form this technique was shown stepping to a 
45 degree angle. Important for applying this as either a strike or defense by zoning 
away from the opponent's power, and/or angling against thier structure.

One thing I've noticed is  that  a  lot  of  people  play this  move by swinging thier  arm 
upward using primarily the shoulder. (IMO) it needs waist power, because a pronated 
arm lifitng is much weaker than a supinated one.

The Dragon tail app is classically shown as a retreat from a kick while blocking it. It's 
like this in the two man Fu Hok. This is not a great way to use dragon wags its tail. Why 
give your back?
Rather, I see this move as congruent with many Shuai Chiao throws or set ups.

TenTigers
Black Dragon Swings its tail is a great takedown if used striking to the base of the skull 
while at the same time sweeping the legs. You can strike lower, personal preferance.
I  use  the  simultaneous  block/strike-jiew gang (tan  sao)  and punch  moving into  the 
strike. I attack the attack. The "block" hits the inside of the forearm,striking the nerves 
and causing excruciating pain and numbness. This shocks the body as well, making it 
alot easier to perform the arm break. The attacker does not have to hold his hand out 
palm up like a statue. The technique involves the ability to faht-ging when performing 
the "block" to develop the shock power. Try it.

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by TenTigers

    Black Dragon Swings its tail is a great takedown if used striking to the base of the 
skull  while  at  the  same  time  sweeping  the  legs.  You  can  strike  lower,  personal 
preferance.
    I use the simultaneous block/strike-jiew gang (tan sao) and punch moving into the 
strike. I attack the attack. The "block" hits the inside of the forearm,striking the nerves 
and causing excruciating pain and numbness. This hocks the body as well, making it 
alot easier to perform the arm break. The attacker does not have to hold his hand out 
palm up like a statue. The technique involves the ability to faht-ging when performing 
the "block" to develop the shock power. Try it.

Hey Ten, I'm not picking on you here, and I hear what you're saying. Hehehe you're 
coming  dangerously  close  to  mentioning  pressure  point  striking.  Hitting  the  triple 
warmer poit jsut behind the elbow would certainly help though.

Anyway, all I'm asking is to try to consistantly apply that in sparring against someone 
who's both resisting, as well  as trying to put  a hurt  on ya. I'd  be truly impressed if 
anyone  could  call  that  a  "bread  and  butter"  application  for  themselves.  I'm  not 
suggestion that anyone apply this optimally against a statue...but structurally, the arm 
will  be  damn  hard  to  break  using  this  strike  without  some  hyper  extension  in  a 
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supinated position.

denali
Really doesn't have anything to do with the elbow being bent or not... An arm break 
doesn't necessarily equal an elbow break. But you already knew that...

TenTigers
actually, we have had this happen in class. Arm meets arm. Arm breaks. It's not as hard 
as it seems. Proper structure, proper technique, proper ging. Too bad someone had to 
take one for the team. but the general consensus after the incident was,
"Hey, this sh** works!"
sometimes, ya gotta have faith.
in actuality-it was not the same technique, but a gaun-sao vs an uppercut. Basically the 
same technique-different attack and angle. The break of soi lung pow choy is the follow 
up after the destruction. But the jiew gang will definately stop the strike, the follow up is 
a heckuva lot easier. One has to also wonder-if this technique shows up in every mnjor 
and most of the minor sets, there is probably a pretty good reason for it. But don't go by 
me. Go out and have your students break their arms and let me know if they value the 
technique or not. Simple!

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by TenTigers

    actually, we have had this happen in class. Arm meets arm. Arm breaks. It's not as 
hard as it seems. Proper structure, proper technique, proper ging. Too bad someone 
had to take one for the team. but the general consensus after the incident was,
    "Hey, this sh** works!"
    sometimes, ya gotta have faith.

Ouch!
How's your insurance?
Was this break the result  of  specific  targeting, or was it  from an incidental  clash of 
arms? Faith I understand. Faith based martial arts I don't agree with.

Here's a thought.
Is the application suggested a literal break of the arm? Or is it a figurative break of the 
arm?

TenTigers
two things-figurative works-the upward strike buckles the arm, and when you go into the 
second downward strike-while turning, it becomes an armlock, so both are correct.
The  gaun-sao  drill  consists  of  partners  facing  each  other  and  alternatley  feefing 
uppercuts and answering with block/strikes. The "block" hits with the ulnar bone, but is 
absorbed by the feeder on both bones -ulnar and radius-and the nerves on the inside 
forearm. Hypothetically, if the strike is isuuing 50 foot pounds of force,and each bone 
can take 30, then together they can absorb the impact. But when you turn your arm to 
avoid the pain,(which after repeated striking, one often does, rather than simply turning 
it down a notch-egos) you end up absorbing with one bone, in this case, his radius. The 
result? A rather ugly break. Luckily, SiMo was there. Her tiet-da skills are nothing short 
of amazing. She immediately hit a few points to numb his arm, and set the bone,made 
a plaster,wrapped it, and he went right back on the floor.
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ok, I lied about the last part. He went home.
I mean, she's good, but nobody's that good!

Grendel
slightly off-topic, but now that we're talking about breaking... is it easier to break an arm 
at the elbow or somehwere else, as denali mentioned? having never broken anyone's 
arm (i wasn't direectly involved in that arm-break incident sifu was talking about, but i 
witnessed it), i wouldn't know.

Smee
Does it have to be an arm "break"? Why can't it just be an arm "numb" or dead arm 
technique?

I like to try to put it in context of the preceding moves as I think they explain a strategy 
here....

Ok - you're in close/standup grappling and have gone for a sweep (dragon wags tail), if 
the opponent goes down you spin out and jump on them as i mentioned above.

However, the sweep is actually a "run through" sweeping the opponent forward rather 
than backward. If the sweep DOESN'T work the opponent is likely to be directed off 
balance to their front possibly holding on to you with their right hand or you holding their 
right arm with your left hand (if you go exactly by the form).

In this situation the soi lung pow choy is carried out against the opponents oustretched 
right arm whilst they are off balanced by the sweep and either hits the tricep or bicep 
depending on the angle. Effect is a dead arm for the attacker.Hitting the (approximate 
area  of  the)  point  on  the  back  of  the  tricep  would  certainly  be  of  benefit  but  not 
necessarily essential.

You'll note that the next move in the form is to "block" up at 45 degrees and strike with 
the palm.

In the context of this last movement, this would signify that after deadening the arm you 
push it up to expose the ribs and strike with the palm to the floating ribs.

Just some thoughts....feel free to rip to shreds....

PS

Daifong....my video is out soon - available on all good pr0n sites....

tparkersf
Just a thought,

Several times I have seen references to the intent of a strike. Here it is about breaking 
the arm, in another it is about one shot one kill. Both were questioned, atleast to some 
degree.  So  my thought  on  the  subject  is  yes  we train  with  the  idea  and  intent  of 
breaking the arm or one shot one kill/knockout.  But does this really mean we WILL 
accomplish it? Maybe, Maybe not. There are a lot of variables that come into play. I 
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think most technqiues as I have seen them -or more realistically- have been on the 
receiving end,  did  much more  than the strike.  They seemed to  attack two or three 
points at  the same time.  The person was able to put  themselves into a position of 
advantage while limiting my position. They were able to hit, which hopefully should do 
substantial  damage.  And typically the technqiue destroys my structure.  These three 
points allow for a mistake in one or even possibly two areas while still maintaining an 
advantage. I expect a one hit one kill or an arm break, but I wont rely on it. If that fails I 
hope to break the strucure so my opponent can't retailate and I can follow up.

denali
I don't really think of this as a strict sequence as such.. but just a couple things come to 
mind from what I read..

I don't think you should have to lift the arm up like that to expose ribs.. using another 
strategy should work. Redirecting the arm without lifting requires less energy, is quicker, 
and doesn't expose you so much..

Turning to the right to 'block', after doing something to the left for me says something 
else..  Either  are  protecting  yourself  from  your  opponents  free  hand,  the  opponent 
stepped and attacked from a new angle, or you are actually protecting yourself from 
another person.

Thinking  of  it  as  a  strict  sequence  requires  the  opponent  to  also  give  you  a 
predetermined  ,  or  similar  enough,  set  of  movements..  But  using  one,  or  linking  a 
couple moves is more free.. and might just work no matter which hand the opponent 
initially attacks you with.. From there it's up to you to decide which side you want to be 
on...inside or outside. If you're lucky and choose the right side, the opponent won't be in 
a position to attack again, and you won't need the second or third movements..

Smee
Denali

You are thinking along the same lines as me really. I'm not suggesting that this is an 
actual "set in stone" sequence of moves - just a suggestion of some flowing/interlinked 
concepts.

The form can only illustrate the concepts with one "optimum" set of moves. Otherwise, 
the form would go on forever. It has to be succinct but open for interpretation.

Redirecting/lifting the arm.....same concept....just different implementation.

I don't  buy the "protecting yourself from another person" argument. My belief is that 
forms are one on one. Adding another person into the mix is a get-out IMHO.

TenTigers
another application (cause you can never have enough) if you go for the arm "break" 
(whatever)the next downward strike could be at the opponent's head-he ducks,right into 
the upswinging strike.
Now THAT's what I call fun!
sooo.......next moves?
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ASB
wood -  block a kick.  Jump -  avoid another  kick or  sweep.  Break -  sure why not?? 
Scissoring  the  arms  could  cause  a  break,  or  with  the  rising  fist  cause 
dammage/injury/pain  to  the  soft  tissue/ligaments/muscle  of  the  others  fighter's  arm 
(particularly in the area around the inside biceps where it's more tender).

Also...You have to practice it A LOT for it to be a bread and butter technique. How 
many of you actually practice this particular technique often when sparring?

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by ASB
    Also...You have to practice it A LOT for it to be a bread and butter technique. How 
many of you actually practice this particular technique often when sparring?

A fantastic question!!!
I do.
That's why I say good luck breaking arms with this one
It's a great move though, break, or no break.

steff
IMHO The opponent's punching hand does not have to be initially palm up for this to 
work.

Imagine using this against a straight "dik-choy" sun-punch from the opponent. I step to 
the outside gate at 45 degrees and then launch sui-long-pao-choy.

If  the The downward (right  side)  strike of  the pao-choy is performed in and angled 
outwards  fashion,  it  will  deflect  the  opponent's  outstreched  "sun"  punching  forearm 
towards me , thus exposing the elbow to the angled blow coming from the left hand 
pao-choy .

I concede that timing must be perfect for an actual break to occur.

however,  As  others  have  said,  even  if  no  break  occurs,  a  "joint-damage  shock  is 
possible to incapacitate the arm "dead-arm technique" referred to before.

Of course I haven't really tried this out on anyone, but it looks like it would work.

I'm curious as to why you apply this to inside gate rather than outside gate ?

TenTigers
I do it both ways as well.
The hand does not have to be palm up. In the vertical fist the elbow is facing downward 
as well as in the ping choy. As a matter of fact, the only way for this NOT to break the 
elbow is if you punched at a ridiculous angle with the elbow on top. Perhaps someone 
from  the  deadly  squid  style  would  punch  like  this.  This  would  also  explain  RHD's 
aversion to this technique, as he also has had a traumatic childhood experience with a 
squid. Mike, ya gotta let it go, man.
This  is  not  such  a  difficult  technique,  however  it  is  definately  easier  to  break 
downwards, dropping the entire body into the strike. The upwards break is more difficult 
because...
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"breaking up is hard to do"

Smee
ouch....that hurts sooooooo bad TT!

Ok - I know this isn't strictly related to Gung Gee but the same pow choy is shown in Fu 
Hok 7 star punching sequence. Again, at 45 degree angle (twice).

Do you regard the movement to have the same application in Fu Hok as Gung Gee? If 
not, why not?

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by TenTigers

    I do it both ways as well.
    The hand does not  have to be palm up.  In the vertical  fist  the elbow is facing 
downward as well as in the ping choy. As a matter of fact, the only way for this NOT to 
break the elbow is if you punched at a ridiculous angle with the elbow on top. Perhaps 
someone from the deadly squid style would punch like this. This would also explain 
RHD's aversion to this technique, as he also has had a traumatic childhood experience 
with a squid. Mike, ya gotta let it go, man.
    This  is  not  such  a  difficult  technique,  however  it  is  definately  easier  to  break 
downwards, dropping the entire body into the strike. The upwards break is more difficult 
because...

    "breaking up is hard to do"

LOL,  TenMan  I'll  give  it  to  you.  Anatomically  that  is  possible.  Although,  extremely 
difficult.  Mainly  because  of  the  need  to  have the  arm at  full  or  damn close  to  full 
extension.  Most  people  who use  a  vertical  fist  are  trained,  and  trained  not  to  fully 
extend that arm...so they don'w get their elbow broken among other reasons. Try that 
against a bent elbow with full intent, power, and speed. It'll hurt you.

There's  a  lot  more  ways to  use  a  "throwing"  punch  like  this,  both  defenseive  and 
offensive.  The  reason  I  harped  on  the  arm  break  thing  is  that  this  move  is  often 
demonstrated  with  that  very  application  within  HG instructional  media,  making  it  a 
popularized application of that move, but it's kind of like a "hole in one" in golf. It might 
happen once in a lifetime, but why rely on luck? Anyway, I still say, good luck breaking 
those arms guys. More power to you if you can do that in a fight.

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by Smee

    ouch....that hurts sooooooo bad TT!

    Ok - I know this isn't strictly related to Gung Gee but the same pow choy is shown in 
Fu Hok 7 star punching sequence. Again, at 45 degree angle (twice).

    Do you regard the movement to have the same application in Fu Hok as Gung Gee? 
If not, why not?
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Good  one  Smee!  Important  to  note  the  footwork  and  angle  thing  there  for  sure. 
However, I'll let the arm breaking masters weigh in on that.

TenTigers
boy, talk about beating a dead horse!
RHD-do you realize that the arm break, when performed is at the tricep, behind the 
elbow? If you apply pressure at the elbow joint, and then try it a few inches up the arm, 
the leverage is dramatically improved. Yeah, I agree with you, you would hurt yourself 
trying to do this on a bent elbow, but the power generated with the upswing is more 
than enough to straighten, hyperextend, and break the arm, at the tricep tendon.
The other problem is that most people show a pretty lame application, doing just that 
one move, without the set-up. Either they are simply showing that specific movement's 
application, or they are just plain fooling themselves. However, if you play it with the 
method I had mentioned, you will find it can be pulled off quite easily. The key,IMHO, is 
the  set-up,jiew  gang  and  punch  simuultaneously-movuing  into  the  attacker's  strike, 
attacking the attack. then perform the arm break, and follow-up.

Smee
I've been reading another book (shock) which has a good phrase/rule in it:-

"strike to disrupt: disrupt to strike"

Same principle  that  TT (and RHD) are suggesting above.  This  sort  of  technique is 
MOST likely to work when you set it up with a preceding strike.

Pressurise the opponent to make them make a mistake/give a reaction. Then disrupt 
their stance/form before/whilst making the decisive strike.

IMHO, this technique won't work as a block and break application as sometimes shown. 
It has a far higher chance of working in the situation where you force your opponent to 
give you the arm after you upset his balance so that the arm is in the optimum position 
for the pow choy.

That's where i was coming from with the "failed" sweep technique. Make him move 
backwards and extend his posture to avoid your techniques. While he is extended, go 
for the pow choy.

"Strike to disrupt: disrupt to strike"

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by TenTigers

    boy, talk about beating a dead horse!
    RHD-do you realize that the arm break, when performed is at the tricep, behind the 
elbow? If you apply pressure at the elbow joint, and then try it a few inches up the arm, 
the leverage is dramatically improved. Yeah, I agree with you, you would hurt yourself 
trying to do this on a bent elbow, but the power generated with the upswing is more 
than enough to straighten, hyperextend, and break the arm, at the tricep tendon.

Absolutely  my  friend!  In  fact,  I  will  add  that  the  triple  warmer  point  here  is  quite 
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vulernable and can cause the elbow to flex. That doesn't  mean it will. More likely, it 
simply hurts like hell...no break, but serious pain. Most people, outside of the kwoon, do 
not let thier arm stay out in an extended position for longer than a fraction of a second. 
The arm recoils  rapidly,  and unless  you're fighting a total  hack that  moves in slow 
motion, it makes this an unlikely application.

    quote: The other problem is that most people show a pretty lame application, doing 
just  that  one move,  without  the set-up.  Either  they are simply showing that  specific 
movement's application, or they are just plain fooling themselves.

ahhhermm...*clears throat*
Isn't that what I've been saying?

    quote: The key,IMHO, is the set-up,jiew gang and punch simuultaneously-movuing 
into the attacker's strike, attacking the attack. 

Now you are talking!
The set up, including the footwork, proper distancing and timing, are the important part 
of this technique. Not the break. Again, how many people have actually broken arms 
with this? That might serve as an ideal (a lousy one IMO), but on a practical level is 
extremely low percentage.
More importantly, and as Smee's post touched on, is that this technique...with proper 
setup (footwork, distancing, timing), can lead into many things. It a bread and butter for 
setting up and flowing into other throwing punches, cup choi's, pow choi's, etc.. As well 
as other things situational.

Last post on this, I promise

TenTigers
(sigh)

tparkersf
    quote:There's a lot more ways to use a "throwing" punch like this, both defenseive 
and offensive. The reason I harped on the arm break thing is that this move is often 
demonstrated  with  that  very  application  within  HG instructional  media,  making  it  a 
popularized application of that move, but it's kind of like a "hole in one" in golf. It might 
happen once in a lifetime, but why rely on luck? Anyway, I still say, good luck breaking 
those arms guys. More power to you if you can do that in a fight.

Yet, every golfer I know still aims towards the hole. He may not get the hole in one, but 
he still wants to get as close as possible to it. A similar yet a bit more far reaching story 
is  one  that  Penn  Juliett  told  at  a  Penn  and  Teller  show.  One  of  the  people  that 
discovered the radition background noise in the universe is an amazing statistician and 
he knows odds VERY well. Yet he still loves to gamble because he just might get lucky.

I don't  think we realistically train the one shot knock out blow or arm break with the 
expectation that it will work. Hung Gar does more than strike, it sets up attacks and 
destroys the structure and bridges as well as cause damage. Even if a strike doesn't 
break an arm, it is going to be painful, and it may well do just what is intended. If not, 
then you still follow up with something else. I haven't heard any one suggest that they 
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are a one trick poney and bet everything on black with the hopes of winning a fight rests 
with an arm break.

daifong
"Most people who use a vertical fist  are trained, and trained not to fully extend that 
arm...so they don'w get their elbow broken among other reasons. Try that against a 
bent elbow with full intent, power, and speed. It'll hurt you....unless you're fighting a total 
hack that moves in slow motion, it makes this an unlikely application."

Well, we don't even have to ever meet a single HG practitioner to personally verify this 
point...Lam Sai Wing already specified that, as an 'arm-break' in specific, this technique 
is primarily for use against some sloppy, reckless punchers (but congratulations here 
for 'figuring it out on your own')...

Even when we (attempt to) break the arm, we are not "chasing" the arm. The scissoring 
trajectory must come to focus at a point where the opponent's elbow will most likely be 
when straightened into a fully committed swing (not to mention when augmented by our 
own application of force). Therefore, if our timing was somewhat off, or if our opponent 
knows how to sink his elbows, we spare ourselves from bein gored. Rather, the Pao 
Choi  motion  simply  continues  to  envelop  your  opponent  from outside,  affecting  his 
framework and feeding him into your next technique...

Nobody that...'we'...know of has ever broken an arm with this technique?

What is going to actually be needed here, somebody to physically break an arm for 
proof? What's it going to be then, "oh, gee, that was really...'educational'...thank you"?

As with everything else in fighting, it's going to be a matter of reading your opponent, 
then timing and control. As there are of ways to make somebody release their elbow, 
and  there  are  plenty  of  ways  to  test  this  (as  with  other  dangerous,  high-intensity 
techniques) during training, we don't have to keep getting hung up on such a basic set 
of stumbling blocks (how do you break a joint,  how do you set up a technique, etc) 
every single time, lol...

Ok, no need take my word for it...there is an entire actual system that will happily box 
with just this punch, and maybe two other techniques to set it up. That makes the Pao 
Choi a full 33% of what they say is all they'll ever need to take on practically anybody!

Inversely, while almost anyone can be made to open up for almost any technique, if 
properly enticed, forced (or beaten) into place, just ignore Lam Sai Wing's advice, go 
ahead and try applying it on a "lowereastside" type of fighter. You'll wish you'd spent 
just a little time understanding Seh Ying Sauh instead!

TenTigers
"go ahead and try applying it  on a "lowereastside"  type of  fighter.  You'll  wish you'd 
spent just a little time understanding Seh Ying Sauh instead!"
nice. Where should we send the flowers?
So, c'mon, out with it! What is this style that fights with 33% pow choi? (oh no, not that 
elephant style again)

RHD
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Geeeeez...
I  was really not going to post on this again.  Apparently,I'm not the only dead horse 
beater around.

    quote:Originally posted by daifong
    [Well, we don't even have to ever meet a single HG practitioner to personally verify 
this  point...Lam  Sai  Wing  already  specified  that,  as  an  'arm-break'  in  specific,  this 
technique  is  primarily  for  use  against  some  sloppy,  reckless  punchers  (but 
congratulations here for 'figuring it out on your own')...

There we go invoking LSW again. Don't you dare ever go harping on somone who gets 
info from a book or video.

As for figuring anything out...it's called trial and error pal. Drop your book and give it a 
shot sometime.

    quote:Even when we (attempt to) break the arm, we are not "chasing" the arm. The 
scissoring trajectory must  come to focus at a point  where the opponent's elbow will 
most likely be when straightened into a fully committed swing (not to mention when 
augmented by our own application of force).
    Nobody that...'we'...know of has ever broken an arm with this technique?...

    What is going to actually be needed here, somebody to physically break an arm for 
proof? What's it going to be then, "oh, gee, that was really...'educational'...thank you"?

So here's detailed info on how "simple" it is to use, yet nobody's been doing it.  Not 
really feeling the logic here.
Sounds like you're saying "It works, trust me.". Granted, you can't go around breaking 
arms, but neither can you sell this outright without having some phsyical experience to 
base it upon beyond a cooperative in-school demo.

There are of course plenty of other ways to play this move, but the arm break thing 
seems to be a point of focus. "Trust me".

    quote:As with everything else in fighting, it's going to be a matter of reading your 
opponent, then timing and control.  As there are of ways to make somebody release 
their elbow, and there are plenty of ways to test this (as with other dangerous, high-
intensity techniques) during training, we don't have to keep getting hung up on such a 
basic set of stumbling blocks (how do you break a joint, how do you set up a technique, 
etc) every single time, lol...

Setting up moves is a basic stumbling block? Really? I thought that was more of an 
issue of strategy and tactics, you know, the kind of thing that's best when drawn from 
your own actual experience. Maybe there's a book out there that says how it works, but 
is that the way it will work for everyone?

How do they pressure test this move in your kwoon Daifong? It would be nice of you to 
share how to test these kinds of things.

    quote:Ok, no need take my word for it...there is an entire actual system that will 
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happily box with just this punch, and maybe two other techniques to set it up. That 
makes the Pao Choi a full  33% of  what they say is all  they'll  ever need to take on 
practically anybody!

What was the point to that? Some other system you train in? What are the average HG 
person's chance of fighting somone from said system? How do they play the move? 
Have you fought with them?

    quote:Inversely,  while  almost  anyone  can be made  to  open  up for  almost  any 
technique, if properly enticed, forced (or beaten) into place, just ignore Lam Sai Wing's 
advice, go ahead and try applying it on a "lowereastside" type of fighter.  You'll wish 
you'd spent just a little time understanding Seh Ying Sauh instead!

Apparently your not getting it here. I'm the one saying it won't work. Why don't you go 
ahead and test your arm breaking skills with this technique agaisnt an accomplished 
SPM practitioner and let us know how it goes.

Sorry folks, I'll go away now, and leave one suggestion as I go...

In the future, maybe our experienced HG players like Daifong should post some video 
clips on these threads showing everyone thier applications being used in something 
other than a slow motion, cooperative demo. It would really be educational for the rest 
of us.

tparkersf
Hi Mike,

I really like your thought process of testing. However, it seems your too far down that 
road and are missing some valuable aspects. The experience of others in particular. 
There are two things we should be aware of. One is that of those that have had the 
experience. Lam Sai Wing is one in that position. He WAS very experienced and left us 
guidence through his wisdom and expreince, as Dai Fong noted. Hopefull  all  of  our 
sifu's or sigung's can give us that experience. However, this is not enough. We all know 
Lam Sai Wing was good, but not all of us are good dispite following his methods. So 
that suggests it takes more than just invoking his words, it takes our own experience. 
This is what I think your suggesting. But we still need the guidence. BOth items should 
go hand in hand.

If we were to ignore his wisdom or wisdom of others we wouldn't be privy to many of the 
technqiues applications. I am not sure why we would study a particular art if we were to 
ignore the wisdom of those that have it and soley rely on our own experiences. What 
that  means,  to me,  is that  we have all  the knowledge we need and we don't  need 
teachers. Of course this is silly. Our teachers guide us, and Lam Sai Wing's statements 
are guiding us through his comments. I see nothing bad in that. Today we don't learn 
directly from Newton or Einstine, or Plato, or other scientists, historians, philosophists, 
etc of old. But we can gain insights from their works and we apply them to our own body 
of work rather than toss them out.

daifong
Jeez, Red!
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"There we go invoking LSW again. Don't you dare ever go harping on somone who gets 
info from a book or video.

As for figuring anything out...it's called trial and error pal. Drop your book and give it a 
shot sometime."

Hey, what's wrong with books and videos? There are enough out there now that one 
need never be bothered with tiresome ol'  Sifu again...heck,  one could even open a 
school with all that knowledge...take on students. As long as we tell them to use trial 
and error to figure out all their own applications, they should make pretty fair teachers 
themselves!

Seriously,  my stated POV stems from actual,  direct,  and personal  training, touching 
hands with, and otherwise personally working within the broader spectrum of CMA (and 
others). Books indeed can offer perspective. LSW is said to have overseen the writing 
of three different books (one of which this very thread revolves around!). If I have read 
three books in 30 years, I don't  think that particularly qualifies me as somehow 'too 
bookish' for practical experience?

"So here's detailed info on how "simple" it is to use, yet nobody's been doing it. Not 
really feeling the logic here.
Sounds like you're saying "It works, trust me.". Granted, you can't go around breaking 
arms, but neither can you sell this outright without having some phsyical experience to 
base it upon beyond a cooperative in-school demo.

There are of course plenty of other ways to play this move, but the arm break thing 
seems to be a point of focus. 'Trust me'..."

While I am in full agreeance that there are indeed "plenty of other ways to play this 
move", by the logic you've been espousing, I think I'd have to actually shoot someone 
before you'd be satisfied that a fully chambered round would actually work!

The fact that this (apparently) problematic arm break is not the only way the move is 
applied  is  an  excellent  indicator  of  how  it  could  comprise  as  much  as  33%  of 
somebody's game. But you're the 'trial and error' guy on board, so no need for me to 
point it out...

Setting up moves is a basic stumbling block? Really? I thought that was more of an 
issue of strategy and tactics, you know, the kind of thing that's best when drawn from 
your own actual experience. Maybe there's a book out there that says how it works, but 
is that the way it will work for everyone?
How do they pressure test this move in your kwoon Daifong? It would be nice of you to 
share how to test these kinds of things.

Well,  when  questions  are  asked  like  how to  get  your  man's  arm  "palm  up,  at  full 
extension to make this technique work", as a way to cite improbability, it really makes 
me  wonder.  Honestly,  I'd  be  relieved  to  find  if  you  were  only  dumbing  down your 
question in attempt  to accommodate those (perceived) with less experience on this 
board,  or  merely  being  facetious  just  to  make  a point  about  some lame-a$$  video 
presentation that you've seen...
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Strategy, tactics, setting up moves...everybody either has this, gets out of the business 
and/ or puts out books and videotapes...so what else is new?

"Pressure test"? I'm not interested in turning this thread into a personal pulpit of self-
promotion, but really, why else do we train?

Here, to make some different examples available (for those who can't be bothered to 
travel more than 20 miles from their home, ok ), why not go to "Chu Fen Do", "Han Foo 
Wa", "Model Mugging", or any number of other "better tapes"...

Bruce Tegner and Fred Villari have some literature out as well!

What was the point to that (Mentioning Pao Choi Specialists)? Some other system you 
train  in?  What  are  the  average  HG person's  chance  of  fighting  somone  from said 
system? How do they play the move? Have you fought with them?

Those are all most excellent questions, Red. Now when through trial and error (and 
your  own  personal  experience!)  you  bring  some  firsthand  answers  to  this  little 
conversation, well, then I guess we'll have something to talk about, now won't we!

Apparently your not getting it here. I'm the one saying it won't work. Why don't you go 
ahead and test your arm breaking skills with this technique agaisnt an accomplished 
SPM practitioner and let us know how it goes.

Who's not getting what? Or more precisely, who's refusing not to get it?!

Please allow me to recap: The reason I brought up SPM, cited LSW, and mentioned 
those "three punch specialist guys" was to describe the technique's relative merit, as 
used by different fighters, against different fighters, under different circumstances, and 
"PRESSURE" ...

In the future, maybe our experienced HG players like Daifong should post some video 
clips on these threads showing everyone thier applications being used in something 
other than a slow motion, cooperative demo. It would really be educational for the rest 
of us.

Why, so certain ppl just don't never ever have to leave their house? That's what mail-
order's for, pal!

Any productive training method at all is conducted "cooperatively". Could be random, 
could be intense...but cooperatively. Otherwise, all that we're left with on film is some 
"snuff movie", ok...

Opponent/ Partner tries to fight, Sifu simply puts him out of his misery!

Ok, I'll let you go now...

However, as long as the basic premise continues to be that "the 'elders' have dropped 
the  flag,  it's  every  man  for  himself,  and  nothing  counts  anymore  except  what's 
immediately obvious to a modern person (and some video footage of mayhem on the 
net )", well...
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I'm sure that there'll be someone there to argue with!

(I  know  I  know,  HG  needs  somebody  to  keep  us  honest,  and  it  may  as  well  be 
you...next time somebody else can have a go at it!)

TenTigers
Bottom line-if  you re read the thread,  there are numerous methods to applying this 
move and many of them are the arm break. the hyperextended joint can be dislocated 
with child's pressure. Even without totally separating it, it can be redered useless. This 
is what we are striving for. In multiple opponents, it is not so vital to knock someone out, 
or kill them as much as it is to render them useless. Dislocating arms, blinding, breaking 
collarbones,striking knees, achilles tendons,ets-these are all one shot deals designed 
to quickly incapacitate the opponent and move on.
If  you take these moves, and play them, you will see and feel that they are indeed 
viable, and no, you don't have to actually break the arm to feel when its at it's limit. The 
set up technique that I outlined-jiew gang (tan-sao) and simultaneous punch (right out 
of Fu-Hok) can be pressure tested, and the follow up arm break can be played with 
more control.
Look, I KNOW you have done a supine arm bar, and have been on the recieving end 
as well.('cause yer a scrappy lil mofo:-)So don't tell me you don't think that works, and 
you know when taken just that little bit extra, it will indeed snap the elbow.
You are ignoring the fact that nobody really does the soi lung pow choy as a break 
without the set=up, unless you are on the outside, and you literally bumrush, grab it and 
break it-a distinct possibility, but not what people like to show.
You also need to understand and feel the jiew-gang, or tan-sao. When done with faht-
ging, it doesn't simply stop, or block the attack. It BLASTS it.In class, when we pressure 
test-we wear armguards, sometimes two layers. The pain can be excruciating, and the 
follow-up is easy.
So, for everybody's sake, just get out on the floor and play with it. Then come back and 
tell us of your results.
Trust me!

TenTigers
I must also say, we have definately developed friendships through this forum. Everyone 
here is being very patient, and helpful in their explanations and keeping it very civil-
aside from the usual ascerbic banter.
Boy,I seem to remember a few years ago when certain people on this board,who shall 
go unmentioned, (coughbeancurddaifongdfillusionfistandotherscough)
who were ALL OVER ME when I would go against the grain.
I also must say, that now I consider these guys my friends, and mentors as well.(ya 
bastids)

TenTigers
NEXT!!!

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by daifong

    Hey, what's wrong with books and videos? There are enough out there now that one 
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need never be bothered with tiresome ol'  Sifu  again...heck,  one could even open a 
school with all that knowledge...take on students. As long as we tell them to use trial 
and error to figure out all their own applications, they should make pretty fair teachers 
themselves!

Well then, there may be an element of truth in there...

    quote:Seriously, my stated POV stems from actual, direct, and personal training, 
touching hands with, and otherwise personally working within the broader spectrum of 
CMA (and others). Books indeed can offer perspective. LSW is said to have overseen 
the writing of three different books (one of which this very thread revolves around!). If I 
have  read  three  books  in  30  years,  I  don't  think  that  particularly  qualifies  me  as 
somehow 'too bookish' for practical experience?

Hey man, you're the one who keeps saying what LSW said or thought. My point was to 
give more creedance to your own physical experience than what you've been told, or 
read.

    quote:While I am in full agreeance that there are indeed "plenty of other ways to play 
this  move",  by  the  logic  you've  been  espousing,  I  think  I'd  have  to  actually  shoot 
someone before you'd be satisfied that a fully chambered round would actually work!

No. Wrong.
However,  by your logic, simply because this is what has been passed on to you, it 
therefore must be THE way it's done. Sorry, again I have to disagree with you. THE way 
it's done is what's best for you. If you want to pick a low percentage, unlikely application 
for this move, by all means enjoy it.

    quote:The fact that this (apparently) problematic arm break is not the only way the 
move is applied is an excellent indicator of how it could comprise as much as 33% of 
somebody's game. But you're the 'trial and error' guy on board, so no need for me to 
point it out...

So  how did  you come up with  that  percentage? By not  actually  using it  that  way? 
Strange logic.

    quote:Well, when questions are asked like how to get your man's arm "palm up, at 
full extension to make this technique work", as a way to cite improbability

Counter to a grab of the wrist or arm? Basic joint manipulation skills? What page was 
that?

    quote: it really makes me wonder. Honestly, I'd be relieved to find if you were only 
dumbing down your question in attempt to accommodate those (perceived) with less 
experience on this board, or merely being facetious just to make a point about some 
lame-a$$ video presentation that you've seen...

No Bud, I was working uder the assumption that in martial arts, one learns some basic 
points regarding anatomy and how they relate to things like...optimal use for breaking 
limbs.
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    quote:Strategy, tactics, setting up moves...everybody either has this, gets out of the 
business and/ or puts out books and videotapes...so what else is new?

If you don't get what I was pointing out here, it's a waste of time to explain it to you.

    quote:Pressure test"? I'm not interested in turning this thread into a personal pulpit of 
self-promotion, but really, why else do we train?

Not why, but how? How do you train the classic arm break with this move in a manner 
that will safely simulate the application, yet provide both realism and confidence in its 
use?

    quote:Here,  to make some different  examples available  (for  those who can't  be 
bothered to travel more than 20 miles from their home, ok ), why not go to "Chu Fen 
Do", "Han Foo Wa", "Model Mugging", or any number of other "better tapes"...

Sorry man, I have no idea what you've got in your personal collection. I have precious 
few, and none of them are particularly "revealing".

    quote:Bruce Tegner and Fred Villari have some literature out as well!

Friends of yours?

    quote:What was the point to that (Mentioning Pao Choi Specialists)? Some other 
system you train in? What  are the average HG person's chance of fighting somone 
from said system? How do they play the move? Have you fought with them?

    Those are all most excellent questions, Red. Now when through trial and error (and 
your  own  personal  experience!)  you  bring  some  firsthand  answers  to  this  little 
conversation, well, then I guess we'll have something to talk about, now won't we!

Actually, I was asking you. Are you avoiding the questions? Or are you playing "I don't 
have to answer that because I'm "high level"?

My personal experiences have told me that damn few people I am likely to encounter 
will be specialists in the pao choi. Most of them rely on other tactics, though pao choi 
may be in thier repetiore...

Honestly, with all  that  experience you're talking about,  what's the issue with relating 
some of it to fellow HG practitioners?

    quote:Who's not getting what? Or more precisely, who's refusing not to get it?!

Exactly...

    quote:Please allow me to recap: The reason I brought up SPM, cited LSW, and 
mentioned those "three punch specialist guys" was to describe the technique's relative 
merit,  as  used  by  different  fighters,  against  different  fighters,  under  different 
circumstances, and "PRESSURE" ...

You asked me to try it against an SPM player. I wouldn't use this application ever, but 
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apparently  you  would.  From  my  low  level/hack  understanding,  this  would  be  the 
dumbest thing to use against against SPM. But please, go ahead...

    quote:In the future, maybe our experienced HG players like Daifong should post 
some video clips on these threads showing everyone thier applications being used in 
something other than a slow motion, cooperative demo. It would really be educational 
for the rest of us.

    Why, so certain ppl just don't never ever have to leave their house? That's what mail-
order's for, pal! 

What's the matter? Afraid to share a little with your HG brothers? Got some big secrets 
or something? Hung Ga united and all that?

    quote:Any productive training method at all is conducted "cooperatively". Could be 
random, could be intense...but cooperatively. Otherwise, all that we're left with on film is 
some "snuff movie", ok...

    Opponent/ Partner tries to fight, Sifu simply puts him out of his misery!

Not getting it again are we?
I'm talking about a short 2-10 second video clip of this move in action. Not divulging all 
of  your  secrets  or  any  such  thing.  The  point  would  be  to  show the  application  at 
something less than fully cooperative, and perhaps against somone who isn't a kung fu 
trained lackey. In other words, simulate as best you can using the methods you haven't 
mentioned to illustrate pressure testing the movement against an opponent. Not quite a 
snuff film.

    quote:Ok, I'll let you go now...

Gee thanks Paaa. *Condescenion noted*
I really appreciate you "letting me go". Thanks

    quote:However, as long as the basic premise continues to be that "the 'elders' have 
dropped the flag, it's every man for himself, and nothing counts anymore except what's 
immediately obvious to a modern person (and some video footage of mayhem on the 
net )", well...

Listen Daifong, where was that little gem posted? The suggestion here is to use your 
own mind, and body, to figure things out rather than "because this is what I was told". 
There's  no disrespect  to any elders,  nor am I  in any way saying that  they dropped 
anything. If you as a leader in the HG community, don't want to share anything other 
than "this is what LSW says" and "30 years of touching hands" with no actual reflection 
as  to  the  efficacy  of  certain  moves  as  you  were  taught  in  terms  of  physical 
experience...Well, I'd say you're not leading by example.

    quote:(I know I know, HG needs somebody to keep us honest, and it may as well be 
you...next time somebody else can have a go at it!)[/quote]

    You're right, it should be guys like you...
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tparkersf
Ok, this is getting a bit silly. Perhaps what we need is a test of this low percentile tactic. 
Perhaps, RHD, you would be willing to let Ten Tigers or Dai Fong test this technique to 
see if it could work. then we can dispense with the rethoric from all parties.

Bulldogg
Hmmmmm... anyone on here ever broken someone's arm? A rib? Not only is there little 
chance  this  technique  will  break  the  arm of  a  healthy  adult  male  (at  best  it  would 
hyperextend the elbow)it is going to be a rude awakening to any pups who have never 
heard the snap of a bone breaking, the feel of a human arm turning to mush against 
yours,  the sight  of  a bone protruding from the skin and the screams from the poor 
bastard you've maimed. It ain't no damn video game. Its sick and it will freak you the 
fark out. This really smacks more of video game warriors talking of combat as though 
they know whereof they speak... someone brew the coffee and hit the alarm, time to 
wake up.

AvJ
Hi there,
I think its important to learn from "one of the best" in any style if one wants to reach his 
or her maximum potential. Imagaine two children trying to grow tall, the one who stands 
on the shoulders of a giant is going to be taller to begin with, and the other child may 
never reach anything close to the height or see as far as the other child standing on the 
giant.  The  point?  I  think  to  experience  and  trial  and  error  are  good  to  help  you 
improve....but only if you have a good foundation to start with.
What makes good foundation? I think apart from training hard and correctly, its good to 
learn as much as there is to learn available before you " explore" otherwise you may be 
trying to re-invent the wheel and then not realising others already have a vehicle.

How do you learn as much as you can? Find a good lineage and good teacher of that 
lineage to start with ie learn from "one of the best" which I think Dai Dai Fong Fong has 
done here already...

Hence  I  think  there  is  good  reason  to  examine  what  and  how  LSW  taught  and 
transmitted.....otherwise why learn HG? Why not learn kick boxing and figure it out from 
"trial and error" and "experience"? Or you can make up your own style and through "trial 
and error" and "experience" figure some points and tips but are you going to teach your 
students  these tips?  If  so,  why? What  would you tell  them if  they asked you "why 
should we care what works for you.....we should trial and error it ourselves..."

What about the video sifu's who teach students who then teach their own students? Its 
ok to do that because they only need to "trial and error and experience" ? If so, what's 
the difference between these schools and "McKwoons"?

If you did not have a teacher who was not a video sifu, I think it would be beneficial to 
go seek a real good teacher and check what you learnt and get corrections. Otherwise 
you may not know what your missing out on

I think Dai Dai Fong Fong is a person whose opinion on HG I would examine with some 
seriousness

daifong
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Hey Bulldogg,

If that's the way it's starting to sound, you're right and I apologize, lol...

Personally,  I  could  care  less  if  anyone  here  thinks  it  could  break,  dislocate, 
hyperextend, or merely put somebody's arm to sleep. Nobody arguing the point is my 
student, so nothing gained in proving anything. Frankly, the last three posts were more 
about 'attitude' than 'arm-breaking', lol!

Even if  somebody was my student,  I'm not  going to  try  and  convince someone  to 
depend on some technique that they just aren't feeling. To be sure, skilled usage of 
Suei  Long  Pao  Choy is  not  going  to  be  a  first,  or  even a  second-year  technique, 
especially if were involved with establishing the rest of GJFFK foundation...

Red, I  love ya, you cynical bastid...nobody should believe th emperor is wearing an 
invisible suit if it's plain to see he's naked!

Still, hold out against hope, man, cause first rate Gung Fu is alive and well (outside of 
your own, lol), perhaps it's in your cards they'll come to town...

You're right, I should be putting out material. No worries, it'll just be a matter of time!

Mysteri
    quote:Originally posted by Bulldogg

    Hmmmmm... anyone on here ever broken someone's arm? A rib? Not only is there 
little chance this technique will break the arm of a healthy adult male (at best it would 
hyperextend the elbow)it is going to be a rude awakening to any pups who have never 
heard the snap of a bone breaking, the feel of a human arm turning to mush against 
yours,  the sight of  a bone protruding from the skin and the screams from the poor 
bastard you've maimed. It ain't no damn video game. Its sick and it will freak you the 
fark out. This really smacks more of video game warriors talking of combat as though 
they know whereof they speak... someone brew the coffee and hit the alarm, time to 
wake up.

ohhh...  i  get  it  now...  so  all  the  records  and  reports  of  these  different  cool  lookin 
techniques that some so-called "masters" in the past concocted were all just for kicks 
and giggles? ohhh, okay, i see now. here i was thinking that people like Wong Yun 
Lam, Lam Sai Wing, Jow Lung, Tarm Saam, "white-haired devil" etc... were all actually 
FIGTHERS... i can see clearly now that they were simply pretending to fight others and 
the opponents were clearly jus "playing along". where were u years ago when i first paid 
all this money to learn? now i feel so ashamed and cheated...

btw- u ever had any of ur own bones broken? an arm, leg, rib, nose, even jus a sprain? 
do  u  remember  the  feeling  u  had  screaming  bloody  murder  and  nearly  passing 
out?(which does sometimes happen)..

martial  arts obviously ain't  jus physical conditioning, it's mental and spiritual as well. 
actions have consequences, good or bad, and these lessons are written onto our hearts 
and  souls,  which  only  we  can  bear.  while  we  cannot  live  vicariously  through  our 
forefathers, we can try to learn from their lessons in addition to our own.
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Mysteri
btw guys, quick question...

how many of  u guys actually practice breaking techniques using disposable training 
devices? like,  i'm sure  everyone in  here at  one point  or  another  has broken some 
styrofoam or cardboard and felt like superman (LOL).

my point in bringing this up is why not trying to experiment, finding out the dimensions, 
densities,  and constructs of  the human skeleton, then spending a few bucks putting 
together some makeshift "arms" to break. of course they won't hit back, but it takes out 
one part of the guessing game.

i  know  for  instance  that  last  summer  myself  and  some  sihing's  took  some  PVC 
pipes(cheap) and practiced different drills against broadswords and butterfly swords. we 
ended up making several trips to Lowe's b/c we soon realized that we'd overestimated 
the toughness of  the PVC in relation to the ging we were generating. u can see of 
course here how one could progressively get better and move onto different tougher 
devices.

now of course here, the things here being trained are power, accuracy, speed, timing, 
reflexes,  connection,  etc..  but  even  though  these  objects  might  be  swung  at  u 
realistically, there's a practical limit to their benefit to u. but, u do learn how to tweak 
things like 'ging'.  learning what  ging to  use  how,  when,  where  and  why.  and most 
important getting some measurable live feedback...

TenTigers
I guess we could find guys at the butcher's who would let us play in the meat freezer, 
like Rocky. I had a student who worked for a funeral home, but he wouldn't let me come 
over.hmmmph!
Maybe I could work part-time for EMT.
"Honest. It was broken when we got here!"

tparkersf
HI Mysteri,

I think there is some merit in this, but I think it is also a bit misleading. In reality there is 
many variables that can change. So just cause you can do it in practice doesn't mean 
you can pull it  off.  Just like Lee said, "Bwoads don't  hit back". Of course our blows 
should be strong enough and we can work on that. One thing I notice is my punches at 
one time were weak and I didn't figure out how to make them stronger until I started to 
hit one of those standup bags. I realized my stance was off a bit and my strikes were 
severely affected by them. So we need to develop good strikes and learn how to apply 
them in training. They may or maynot have the desired consequences in a real fight, 
but I doubt anyone ever suggests that you should just utilize one technique in isolation 
anyways.

And for what its worth, simple saam sing tells me who has power in their strikes. If your 
not afriad to do saam sing with your partners, then maybe their strikes arn't what they 
should be, or you have some awesome arms yourself. LOL.
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Mysteri
alright tom, time for one of our debates ...

yes, we can all agree that ALL training is going to have limitations, but each different 
type  of  training  will  offer  perspective  and  benefit  not  found  in  other  training  drills. 
honestly tom, i don't know about u, but i do NOT "faht ging" when practicing "da saam 
sing"! unless i'm looking to lose my training partners... i let the arms "swing" relaxed and 
try to avoid bruising, b/c that's an extrememly slow path to proper development(usually). 
but, if i, for instance, train on a PVC pipe or somethin that will give/break eventually with 
enough practice developing and refining my power, there is some marked development. 
it will represent my capacity to deliver and/or release power and withstand the strike w/ 
little or no sustained damage.

i  didn't  feel  it  was  really  necessary  to  state  all  this  before  as  i  felt  it  was  rather 
ambiguous, but alas...

so what is the idea behind that experiment? to simply test and refine one's "faht ging" 
w/ different techniques

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by daifong
    Still, hold out against hope, man, cause first rate Gung Fu is alive and well (outside 
of your own, lol), perhaps it's in your cards they'll come to town...

Cool! When should I expect you?

Seriously, if you ever do end up in my neck of the woods, I would be more than happy 
to get together with you. You could tell me my kung fu is bad and that I'm an annoying, 
disrespectful, rabble rouser, and I could tell you...well, you know...

    quote:You're right, I should be putting out material. No worries, it'll just be a matter of 
time!

Sounds good. I'll order it right away and then claim you as my sifu or sigung

...just kidding.

tparkersf
Hi Mysteri,

I agree completly. LOL. No arguments from me. That is not my style Just kidding. But 
really,  I  don't  disagree  with  anything  you  said.  I  think  we  need  to  train  to  have 
substantial hands in all our techniques. Each strike should be powerful and do damage. 
Maybe a little overly exagerated but generaly true, I think. So how do we train that? I 
think power comes from many things, one part being correct alignment and structure. 
Just plain ole doing things correclty. But that is not enough. We work on it. But what I 
was thinking was that building contraptions like a skeleton model is probably the best 
tool. It might work and it might not. Perhaps just a simple bag or a large stake in the 
ground would work fine, or perhaps some other thing. Just thinking here not suggesting 
one way is better or not. In my line of work I want to reduce complexities and get to the 
most simple thing possible. So I think building a skeleton or something similar would be 
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way to complex. Plus it wouldn't neccesarily prove we could actually use it in a fight, 
only that we could generate enough power in a controlled setting.

As for saam sing. I think your right, again, however, if your good your relaxed arms still 
feel like iron. Atleast a few of my classmates and teachers did.

Mysteri
(posted by tparkersf)... "Plus it wouldn't neccesarily prove we could actually use it in a 
fight, only that we could generate enough power in a controlled setting."

this is true, however this fact alone would differentiate it from any other technique in 
what  way?  we  can  discuss  things  like  likelihood  of  opportunity  and/or  successful 
execution  "in  the  field",  but  this  again  would  make  it  no  different  from  any  other 
technique. if someone really cared enough about it they could practice it to no end and 
make it work.

Bulldogg
Mysteri, yer a kunt mate, plain and simple. I have been stabbed, broken ribs, broken 
foot, broken hand seven times and I have fought hand to hand in real combat against 
fookers who were fighting for  their  lives. I  was a combat  medic and have seen the 
whole gamut of what misery sorry sonsofbiatches are capable of doing to each other. 
Sorry if this doesnt stack up to your combat experience with PVC pipe and balsa wood.

TenTigers
Dog, stop being a tool. It's great that you have experience, but it has absolutely nothing 
to do with finding suitable materials that approximate the breaking and tensile strength 
of bone. Nobody said anything about experience, simply training devices.
So, when the topic comes up about weight lifting, are you gonna chime in with."Arrrggh, 
Matey. Dun be such a kunt! When y'as lifted and hoisted a pile of dead bodies on yer 
shoulders an carried them thru the muck and mire of human bowels and excrement, 
THEN you can talk about a deadlift!"
y'know, I'm just messin with ya, but ya gotta admit, it is rikuntulous. (jeez, that word has 
my name in it. I ain't never gonna hear the end of this. G'head Dog, jump all over it. I 
can see it comin)

daifong
Child Soldiers in Uganda don't need much experience, only the faith that if their belief is 
strong enough, the Lord will make them bullet-proof...

It is then explained to the ones who survive that others died "because their faith had 
faltered"...

Now, just what do you think these 8-to-10 year olds going to concentrate on for next 
time...will it be logic, technique or..."faith"?

tparkersf
Bulldogg,

Cool it. This is not how we talk to people here.

Mysteri,
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Again I agree. What I am just saying is we have the technqiues or methods themselves, 
then we have force of some sort (we can call that muscular, faht, jing or what ever is 
appropriate for the specific action). Both of these are neccesisary and we need work on 
both. So far it sounds like we are in agreement, I think. But the question is do we need 
extra devices to help out? If it helps, sure. No prob. My question is more, do we really 
need other stuff? Do we need say a skeleton mock up of the human? I think we should 
keep it simple. Thats all.

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by daifong

    Child Soldiers in Uganda don't need much experience, only the faith that if their belief 
is strong enough, the Lord will make them bullet-proof...

    It is then explained to the ones who survive that others died "because their faith had 
faltered"...

    Now, just what do you think these 8-to-10 year olds going to concentrate on for next 
time...will it be logic, technique or..."faith"?

AWOL?

daifong
"AWOL"?

Lol, not in the least...

Just  putting  the  ol'  "faith  vs.  experience  vs.  combat  readiness"  equation  under  a 
different light that it may provide certain members of the board with some (apparently) 
much-needed perspective!

Mysteri
    quote:Originally posted by Bulldogg

    Mysteri, yer a kunt mate, plain and simple. I have been stabbed, broken ribs, broken 
foot, broken hand seven times and I have fought hand to hand in real combat against 
fookers who were fighting for  their lives. I  was a combat  medic and have seen the 
whole gamut of what misery sorry sonsofbiatches are capable of doing to each other. 
Sorry if this doesnt stack up to your combat experience with PVC pipe and balsa wood.

ya know, "mate", that's all great and all that u have some battle scars and memories 
that u'd sooner rather forget to chalk up to ur own experience. but do u really think that 
no  one  else  here  has  been  stabbed,  bones  broken,  shot,  and  fought  hand-to-
hand/weapons  against  multiple  people  before  trying  to  kill  them??  bro,  ur  talkin  to 
people  from all  different  reaches  of  the  globe  here.  US,  Hong Kong,  OZ,  UK,  old 
school, new school, name it. and do u really think that their experiences are any less 
valid than urs? what audacity! how dare u come on here with ur maiden post and be so 
presumptuous?!?

really, there's tryin to assist, and then there's jus tryin to be an ass... u'll find that most 
people here have little tolerance for the latter.
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we can tactfully discuss the verasity of techniques we may see/and or find in our gung 
fu etc and how they might relate to the present, but don't try to blow this bogus "u all 
couldn't fight ur way out of a wet paper bag" line up anyone's @$$ here b/c it's tired... 
when ur ready to offer somethin substantial, we'll be willing to listen.. in the mean time, 
save the mr. been-there-done-that speech for some rookies.

PS- out  of  respect  for  the forum,  don't  bother  posting here if  u  have anything else 
personal to say to me, i'm easy to contact.

Tailik
Mysteri:

very well put nephew

Chris H
I seriously think its stupid when people come on discussion forums and come with the 
tired ass  response of  "real  life"  stuff  vs theory,  or  whatever.  Dude,  this  is  a  friggin 
discussion  forum,  there  is  only  so  much  you  can  explain  on  it  without  going  into 
nauseating descriptions of things that will lose about 99 percent of the people reading it 
(I should know, that's the common response when people read my posts, haha).

I mean, sure, we can sit here and describe all kinds of "real life" stuff ad nauseum, but it 
will  defeat  the  purpose-  the  descriptions  will  be worse than talking about  theory or 
concepts. Or you can come out with the tired one liners that "realists" like to spout that 
do nothing to foster discussion anyhow since they are full of a "I'm right, you're wrong" 
type of attitude.

At least with a theory or concept, you can state it, and somebody will go, "man, that's a 
lot possibilities" From there they can go on and play with it how they see fit and find the 
few moves that work best for them. This is much better than illustrating each one of the 
hundreds  of  techniques  that  exhibit  this  particular  concept  because  you'll  lose 
everybody. The words won't accurately describe what's going on. Obviously we know 
this stuff is a lot easier to show than it is to talk about, especially via a discussion forum.

The natural progression for a forum will eventually lead to this type of discussion. Sure, 
you can talk  about  the  realities  of  things  and  explain  how viscious and  rough and 
tumble it is, but it's a bit presumptuous to think that nobody here has functional, real life 
experience-  especially  when  quite  a  few  people  on  this  board  have  ONGOING 
experience due to their particular professions. It's a bit egotistical to think that you are 
somehow qualified enough to teach this lesson to people you don't even know. It's a bit 
stupid to come on a board, with no existing history on the board (that we know of at 
least),  and basically  call  people a bunch of  tossers.  What  do you think is going to 
happen? Nobody will take you seriously, and the "reality" of your words will be wasted 
anyhow. Plus, i'm pretty sure you posted what you said for purely egotistical reasons 
and not to save the poor souls who are deluded.
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STEPS 79-82     
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~4201.asp

charris
High block, hand held as a claw, wrist bend for the power.
In the photo it seems Lam Sai Wing is holding one finger hand.

Then let the arm drop and pull it back. In the dropping, turn the back of the claw down, 
so in case you need it, you can even use it as a hooking block.
Then claw (strike with palm) to the lower ribs while turning to bow stance.

Then repeats on the other side.

Note: 2nd photo shows the palm of the other side (so is actually move 82)

Chris H
As  is  commonly  taught,  this  is  an  expansion  on  the  blossom  hides  in  the  sleeve 
principle,  as  well  as  continuing  on  with  the  lin  siu  dai  da  principle  (simultaneous 
dissolving and striking). In the form, this section is played in a staccato and segmented 
fashion,  but  in actual  application,  you'll  pretty much have to block and strike at  the 
same time. So, as far as the form goes, the lin siu dai da principle isn't too obvious.

In application,  this  is where you start  having exploration into  several  "organ hitting" 
variations, such as the heart penetrating palm, and general liver and spleen striking. 
The basis in the blossom hides in the sleeve principle shows that the strike is hidden by 
the preceding bridge.

For any of  you that  may have wondered why Hung Kuen doesn't  have many hook 
punches going to the body (to primarily damage the liver or spleen), this section shows 
you why. We prefer to use the palm. Keep this tidbit in mind and you'll see where a lot 
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of our palm strikes go.

If you take this section and apply it to the next section of bolting the iron gate, its a 
pretty good expansion into the variations of bong sau principles and setups, coupled 
with follow up techniques.

Mysteri
    quote:Originally posted by Chris H
    ...For any of you that may have wondered why Hung Kuen doesn't have many hook 
punches going to the body (to primarily damage the liver or spleen), this section shows 
you why. We prefer to use the palm. Keep this tidbit in mind and you'll see where a lot 
of our palm strikes go...

hey, that's a very cool point. i see that this idea has passed into my jow ga. i think we 
call one of the palms "chin ji jeurng" or something similar. i was jus hearing this from my 
sihing/instructor  about  a  month  ago,  minus  all  the  pretty  names  and  expresions. 
interesting...

**sorry, been feelin itchy to do a "jow ga-hijack". looks like i got a lil back for the time 
being .**

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by Chris H

    For any of you that may have wondered why Hung Kuen doesn't have many hook 
punches going to the body (to primarily damage the liver or spleen), this section shows 
you why. We prefer to use the palm. Keep this tidbit in mind and you'll see where a lot 
of our palm strikes go.

    If you take this section and apply it to the next section of bolting the iron gate, its a 
pretty good expansion into the variations of bong sau principles and setups, coupled 
with follow up techniques.

Nice one.
The 'ol liver punch. Damn that hurts Was it Bas Rutten who used a liver palm, maybe 
more than once, to TKO his opponent(s)?

Do you like this movement on the outside, or inside?

tparkersf
why punch Oliver, he seemed like a nice bloke.

Chris H
I personally like using this move from the outside, mainly because I prefer to work with 
outside bridging. It also allows me to zone away from their rear hand (if I catch em on 
the first  punch, which is not always the case).  I  tend to interchange this move with 
Seung Gung Chin Ji depending on how cramped it gets.
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If the liver is the focus-

Since a lot of gung fu folks like fighting right side lead, this move makes it easier to go 
for  the  liver,  but  you'll  have to  catch  them quickly on the  first  punch.  You can still 
maintain the outside bridge zoning with this. If you are right side lead and they are left 
side lead, you'll probably have to go on the inside. If you go on the inside, you might 
have to switch up the hands- so the rear hand is doing the blocking and the front hand 
is palming. You might have to do this because you'll more than likely have to wait for 
the  second  punch  before  you can  pull  it  off.  If  you  do  it  on  the  first  punch,  you'll 
probably  get  rocked.  If  you switch hands,  you are now blocking on the "blind side" 
instead.  With  this  example,  I've  also  interchanged  the  palm  with  a  yat  ji  choi(sun 
punch),  ding jeung (which is more like sword cutting bridge only the palm is turned 
horizontal), or even kum jeung (covering palm).

The danger with this right lead vs left lead is that their is an inherent blind spot, so you 
have to be careful with the double lead hand attacks (like a jab-hook). This is where I 
end up using Seung Gung Chin Ji  instead.  The only difference is that  i'll  keep the 
forward attacking palm the same, but i'll change up the top hand by going into a cover 
so the hook won't slip through and tag me. If its a double straight punch and the second 
one is a little bit  more committed, you can go into Seung Gung Chin Ji the way its 
normally intended.

So those are some variations that I've played around with. Anybody have any others?

RHD
Chris, I like what you describe. Pretty much the way I see it too.

Tom, punch "Oliver" beacause it can end your fight quickly, and as an added bonus is 
legal in most competitions.

TenTigers
I  originally  learned  it  as  a  saat  geng  sao,lying  palm  to  the  throat,  but  I  like  your 
application, as it goes from high gate to middle gate. Going both to the upper gate, the 
strikes almost negate each other, much harder to pull off.
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STEPS 83 And Further
http://hungkuennet.forumco.com/topic~TOPIC_ID~4231.asp

TenTigers
 in a hurry, are ya? could you post the pics a bit larher with the names of the techniques 
as like before, please?

daifong
Nah, let's just get it over with, lol!

TenTigers
ok fine. so the guy does some claws and shi*, a few punches, swings his arms around 
and closes. Great!
Ok, now for some applications; Basically, it's hitting the guy and smacking him around 
and stuff, well, you get the idea.
Well, I'm glad we got through that. Now, on to bigger and better things... like Fu Hok 
Seurng Ying Kuen. I'll start.
So, it's like the other form, but with some flapping and pecking, and alot more claws.. 
Who wants to do Ng Ying Kuen?

daifong
I've known ppl who would actually play their set like that as well!

You know, really, really carefully for like, the first 3/4ths and then suddenly they would...

...RACE TO TH' FINISH LINE!!!

tparkersf
Cool were done. Next. LOL.
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A shame we went so quickly. This series is actually my favorite parts of the form and I 
waited two+ years to discuss this section. Oh well. Just add my take, I do it similar to 
ten tigers. I punch a couple times along with a few blocks and some tiger claws.

Chris H
First two images show the progression from the covering bong saus to the iron gate 
punch.

The energy for the iron gate punch is a bit tricky, IMO. Most applications that I've seen 
for this technique revolve around a leg catch and throw. The thing is, with the leg catch 
and throw, most people yank to the side, instead of playing the move with the same 
energy as in the form. I think this is because most people like playing this technique as 
a leg catch for a side kick (the leg bends easier this way, so I think people schmooze 
the application since the leg bends easier). However, if you play it with a frontal kick, 
like a front thrust, then you can go through the move in its entirety in a few different 
variations.

In  this  instance  with  the  front  kick,  the  covering  bong  sau  will  perform  the  initial 
deflection, and the second one will hook the leg and bend it. From here you can do the 
lift and toss them/drop them.

I tend to borrow a term from my "rasslin" days (hey, its the Texas State Martial Art™ ), 
and call this a "two on one" since you are using both hands to deal with the attack. For 
those of you that are so inclined, this technique can work pretty well for a single leg type 
takedown. I've used this technique to lead into a knee bar (of all things), so I've found it 
an interesting play on the move (seeing as that I'm pretty sure this isn't the way it was 
intended).

A secondary variation that I've seen (within the context of the form), is in response to a 
more "snappy" type kick, so the first covering bong sau just checks this kick, and the 
second deals with a follow up punch. After this, the second bong sau will have deflected 
the punch and you roll  over their  bridge to do the uppercut.  Now, in this particular 
instance, the uppercut isn't going to be a full power type knockout punch, and it is more 
suited  towards breaking  their  balance  to  get  them moving back  (since  you kind  of 
uplifted them with it). From here, this is where you'll follow up with the arrow punches.

I feel this is one of the more interesting sequences in the form, but as it stands, a lot of 
people just schmooze past it, or don't pay much attention to it. I feel this is an important 
section because of the expansion on bong sau methods and how they can lead into 
varying kum la variations (some of which are "soi" based, i.e. throwing/wrestling). A lot 
of people just resort to the use (and abuse) of the Ngau Tan Gerk (hook and spring 
kick- which is found within this long sequence you guys have put up, but not shown in 
the pictures) for their sole, or mainstay, Soi method. In reality, it is true that it is one of 
Hung Kuen's mainstays, but I  feel  this particular sequence with the Iron Gate really 
uses some of the leg power that we're known for. With this technique we can really 
uplift and dump the dude on his azz.

TenTigers
I'm sorry,I guess nobody realised I was being just a wee tad sarcastic. I can't make out 
the pics,  and it  would be nice if  this  last  section  was put  up the  way the previous 
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sections were. Larger, with the names of the techniques.

daifong
Chris H,

While  I'm  certainly  feelin  ya  "Catch  and  Throw",  your  Kneebar,  to  me,  more  fully 
expresses the "One-Ton Crush" aspect of this particular bridgework series...

Also, even though these hands are standardly represented as counter to Front/ Round/ 
Side Kicks that you mention, I see such application as going against the martial axiom 
"Hands vs. Hands, Legs vs. Legs", unless of course our opponent's leg is somewhere 
up around the area that his hands should properly be, it "falls into place", and we didn't 
have to actually go and "reach" for it...

Therefore,  while  I  see  those  applications  as  something  these  hands  could  be 
additionally useful for, their mainstay application is going to still be in the middle gate, 
Ngoi Bong/ Loi Bongcontrolling our opponent's bridge arms rolling tightly over to Chin 
Gaan Ngaat to pop your opponent's elbow capsule on the way to Saan Moon Choi, or 
stuff it down into any kick/ attempt to get under ones bridge...

Although (whatever the gate) we may always cut directly to the Saan Moon Choi, our 
"One-Ton Crush" is an essential skill we mustn't overlook!

tparkersf
Hi Dai Fong and Chris,
I have heard to axioms. One is the one Dai FOng mention. Hands against hands and 
legs against legs. This sounds natural enough. However, I have also have heard that 
the hands defends gates and will take care of what ever is in a specific gate. If the legs 
come up to where the hands are, then they will deal with it.

I never thought of the knee bar in this specific technqiue, but I can see it in the Lau Gar 
form. In either case, it is a great technqiue for controling the opponent. Those that balk 
at breaking the elbows probably would cringe about thinking of breaking the knee. But 
in any case, It seems like a great controling technique.

The "Iron Gate" (I don't know our name of this technqiue so I am using Chris' term) 
intrigues me. I see a whole series of these sprinkled around the form. It seems more 
than a throw, but I can't quite grasps other usages.

TenTigers
LARGER PICS WITH NAMES!!!!!!!!PUH-F****NG-LEEZ!!!
AAAAGGGGGHHHHHHH!!!!!!!

TenTigers
while I'm patiently waiting for the new pics to load, I guess I'll add my two cents..
I use the bong-sao for practically everything-front kick, side kick-jam,roundhouse kick, 
punches,it's  all  about  "covering"  rather  than  blocking,  which  is  where  I  come  into 
dissagreement  with  Chris.  Yes,  it  can  certainly  be  used  against  a  front  kick,  but  I 
wouldn't check the kick. I use the bong sao for coverage, meaning, I cover the gates, 
but I don't seek the kick. If I happen to check it, it is incidental. "Don't chase hands(or 
feet)"
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The focus is on the opponent. The iron door jam can then crash through. This is also 
covering the gates and will intercept a follow up strike-while jamming in. I think there is 
a reason it is called "Iron Door Jam" it is solid as iron, and jams your opponent's doors. 
Bik-Kiu? If you look at Hsing-Yi's mainstay,
p'i-ch'uan-it  bears  striking(ha)  resemblance.  I  often  use  thei  as  an  entry/bridging 
technique. Cover and crash. I have been able to knock guys twice my size back several 
feet. To me, that is a good thing.
Some Hung schools do the iron door jam differently in different parts of  the forms-I 
have seen it performed more like biu-jong as well.
The  bong-sao  position  with  the  rear  hand  cobvering-sometimes  in  jiew-gang  sao 
(Kwun-sao, Tom) is used everywhere. Mohammed Ali,Sugar Ray Leonard,practically 
every California  Point-fighter,  and is the "loading position"(read transition,  or  hidden 
technique) in many Karate blocks.Bruce Lee even used it in his notes.(probably got it 
from Ali) This is one of our main "on guard" or fighting stance in fighting. It's almost 
universal.

Chris H
    quote:Originally posted by TenTigers

    .
    I  use the bong-sao for practically everything-front kick, side kick-jam,roundhouse 
kick, punches,it's all about "covering" rather than blocking, which is where I come into 
dissagreement  with  Chris.  Yes,  it  can  certainly  be  used  against  a  front  kick,  but  I 
wouldn't check the kick. I use the bong sao for coverage, meaning, I cover the gates, 
but I don't seek the kick. If I happen to check it, it is incidental. "Don't chase hands(or 
feet)"

Not sure where you are getting the "blocking" reference from since I said it is a covering 
bong  sau  (that's  what  the  actual  faht  is  called),  so  I  don't  see  where  we  are  in 
disagreement.

There is no way to pull this technique off (if you use it as a leg check- I stayed within 
this paradigm because this is the application that everybody shows for it) if you don't 
check the kick and scoop it real quick (it's basically a "scissoring" action). If somebody 
is using a front thrust kick/push kick on you, they ARE going for your middle gate. So I 
don't know where all these "leg chasing" references are coming from. It's right there in 
your range, hence the reason why I used the front kick reference.

If you start using this faht for kicks that are more angular, you are going to have to 
change the faht, primarily the energy that is displayed in the form. I personally don't 
prefer this technique if  I have to deal with angular kicks, mainly because the faht is 
changed too much (and thusly weakened, IMO). There are plenty of other methods that 
are better suited for dealing with roundhouses and stuff like that.

If you want to just isolate the bong saus, that is cool. Like I've mentioned before, I feel 
this section is important because it is an expansion on bong sau skills. With the bong 
sau expansion, it teaches you the various parts and uses of the "bong." However, if you 
take this faht within its context, it is more than that. So you have to address the follow 
up with the "uppercut."

The paradigm of  "hands vs hands,  legs vs legs, elbow vs elbow, head vs head" is 
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something that needs to be understood within context and is not to be taken literally for 
every situation. It is obvious that there are many skills in Hung Kuen that go against this 
axiom (if you take it literally) due to relative situations. As such, to follow the axiom by 
the letter is misleading.

TenTigers
ok, I see what you're saying. I misunderstood when you said "check the kick", that you 
were going for the kick, as often people do. Point well taken.

Chris H
For the sake of discussing one of the above sequences and how you can flow into other 
techniques in  the  form,  one time,  one of  my students  expanded on the  bong saus 
preceding the iron gate with following up into cat washes face (we actually call it "tiger 
scratches  mountain")  and  this  has  become one of  his  preferred  ways of  using the 
technique.

As it stands, we use cat washes face a lot, but I had never used it off a bong sau up 
until that point. So it was definitely one of those times where the teacher learns from his 
student.

Going back to the covering bong sau, another way of looking at it is a knee check (i.e. 
stopping a knee). Actually, this method is what Chu Yu Jai talks about in the Gung Ji 
book. For a more "modern" way of looking at it, think of a neck tie position in a clinch 
and you are about  to get stuffed in the nuts or gut by a knee.  This would be your 
response. The "iron gate" section would thusly be what I described earlier where you 
subsequently dump them.

TenTigers
okay, so I'll squint my eyes-but could someone tell me the names of each movement?

Mysteri
ten tigers,

i'm not sure how much i can help here as i'm only familiar w/a few techniques... if we 
number them left to right, 1-13, i belive they are as follows...

4- "Subdue the Wife, Redirect the Mistress"(nooo, go that way!)

6- "Nah-UH Girlfriend!!"(sway head to slip strike)

7- "Flashdance Flashback"

sorry, that's all i can remember. it's been a while since the "School of the Hard Knocks", 
and it's slowly starting to leave me. i should practice more...(where's my mistress?!)

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by Mysteri

    ten tigers,

    i'm not sure how much i can help here as i'm only familiar w/a few techniques... if we 
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number them left to right, 1-13, i belive they are as follows...

    4- "Subdue the Wife, Redirect the Mistress"(nooo, go that way!)

    6- "Nah-UH Girlfriend!!"(sway head to slip strike)

    7- "Flashdance Flashback"

    sorry, that's all  i can remember.  it's been a while since the "School of the Hard 
Knocks",  and  it's  slowly  starting  to  leave  me.  i  should  practice  more...(where's  my 
mistress?!)

What about

#6:
"flipping off the forms master".

and

#10:
"break the arm because my teacher told me that's how it works"?

tparkersf
Out of curiosity,
Is the hung gar Bong Sau also the same hand some call cutting block? I don't think of 
this technqiue as bong sau, probably because my predisposition to wing chun. Both of 
these animals are different to me. This hand sounds like what I have seen Jeong Leong 
call cutting block. I like that term because it seems the hand cuts inwards to some strike 
(Hand or foot). But maybe I am not looking at it for what it is. Perhaps I am doing it 
wrong after all. LOL.

I just saw an interesting application from a Futsan Hung Gar that used the jump that 
comes next as a defense against a kick. Basically he jumped and kicked the opponents 
leg with  his  rear  leg  as  it  was transitioning  to  the  front.  To  me,  this  looked  like  a 
technique that would be VERY difficult to pull off.

What  about  the  next  part.  A  block  and punch followed by some seriosly cool  take 
downs! I can't beleive no one has discussed this It seems to me that there are at least 
three types of take downs. I was watching a Judo class recently and I saw some of their 
young students try to throw and the biggest problem was that the people were not in 
close enough to break the hip structure in preperation for the throw. It seems to me that 
the same would apply hear. If you just try to do the throw the opponent could resist it or 
manuver out of it. Gotta get in close and break their structure.

Just thinking aloud.

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by tparkersf
    I just saw an interesting application from a Futsan Hung Gar that used the jump that 
comes next as a defense against a kick. Basically he jumped and kicked the opponents 
leg with  his  rear  leg  as  it  was transitioning  to  the  front.  To  me,  this  looked  like  a 
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technique that would be VERY difficult to pull off.

Dammit Tom, haven't you heard? It all depends on what LSW says in his books. If it 
says that you jump up and kick the opponent's leg, then that's the application nomatter 
what your experience is, what common sense tells you, or what you might think. Better 
get to work on that jump counter kick. You wouldn't want to miss out on the super high 
level skill of giving up your root!

daifong
Red,

You are  a  credit  to  your  Sifu,  presenting  views to  which  he'd  never  have had  the 
nutsack to aspire...

Lam Sai Wing must be proud from beyond the grave as well, taking his books with a 
grain of salt and reminding all generations to follow that we aren't him...no matter quite 
how manfully we may be feelin it!

Thank you!

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by daifong

    Red,

    You are a credit to your Sifu, presenting views to which he'd never have had the 
nutsack to aspire...

    Lam Sai Wing must be proud from beyond the grave as well, taking his books with a 
grain of salt and reminding all generations to follow that we aren't him...no matter quite 
how manfully we may be feelin it!

Daifong,  it  is  always  a  pleasure  to  give  you  a  hard  time,  and  present  a  different 
viewpoint  on things.  I  appreciate that  while you may not  always enjoy my sense of 
humor, or views, at least you don't fly off the handle. Well done.

Mysteri
so technique #3, would that be "fo jin choi" or "jik choi" maybe? and technique #5, we 
have throughout jow ga in most of our forms. technique #2 i'm not familiar with and i'm 
curious about techniques #6-7. also, technique #10? is that like an "ox-horn punch"? 
and i wonder if all Hung Kuen lines do the "ging lai" toe-out? i know that i've seen some 
jow ga schools do it toe out and we do our toe in? it would be interesting to know any 
significances w/ that if anyone has anything to offer there. what about u fu pau? 

DF
OK feeling Hung Garish tonight, first of all a lot of moves are missing in between these 
seq that were not drawn in the LSW book. I think thats what Daifong was alluding to 
when he said this felt like rushing to finish.

#10  as  Mysteri  pointed  out  is  not  an  ox  horn  punch.  However  it  is  part  of  a  very 
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important series of combination in Hung GAr, it is called Sam Sing Lin Wan Hak Fu 
Jow, it is one of the few series of combination in Hung Gar that is very offensive in 
nature. 

Fu-Pau
    quote:Originally posted by Mysteri

    and i wonder if all Hung Kuen lines do the "ging lai" toe-out? i know that i've seen 
some jow ga schools do it toe out and we do our toe in? it would be interesting to know 
any significances w/ that if anyone has anything to offer there. what about u fu pau?

By "ging lai" I assume you are referring to the second last illustration? If so, we always 
do our stance "toe in" ... actually more straight than "in". Of course our hand positions 
are not the same though.

Technique #10 looks like what we would call "kam choy" - An over head vertical strike 
with the fist facing down. It is usually executed while sitting down into the stance and 
followed immediately with a waist generated (turning) "gwa choy", "bing choy" or "lok 
choy" ... but I digress... 

TenTigers
we use  this  strike  as  an  attack/counterattack/continued  attack  sequence.  You  can 
gwa,and  chaan  jeurng,chop  choy,Hak  Fu  Jow,  we end  with  sup ji  gwa sao,  which 
becomes a devastating sweep.
Or, if the gwa is intercepted with a rising bridge the chaan jeurng becomes kum jeurng-
the movement in the form appears the same, only in application does it reveal itself.If 
the chop choy is blocked, the Tiger move traps and continues on to the takedown. The 
sup ji gwas sao at the end is recalling the beginning technique-which shows that any 
technique can flow, or be strung together. 
Ok, this might not be the 'textbook' application, but then again, most of my textbooks in 
school were used as doorstops.(and the occaisional bludgeon, projectile,sheild) 

daifong
You can tell who is from Lam Sai Wing or not, because they will all execute their Haak 
Fu Jow Faht right leg forward as revealed in the illustration shown... 

tparkersf
Hi Dai Fong and Mysteri,

DaiFong, Which move are you calling Haak Fu Jow Faht? Is that the 4th photo? Do non 
Lam Sai Wing people not do this move, or do they do it with the left leg forward?

Mysteri, I was corrected recently because my toe didn't point out enough. I think that is 
one of those "bad habbits" of wing chun. I want to keep the feet closer together rather 
than at such opposing angles. But in our gin lai, I point the back toe out rather than 
straight. It didn't feel right to me so I looked at several tapes (Wing Lam, Buck Sam 
Kong, Chiu Chi Ling, and the clips of the Lam Brothers that has been posted on this 
forum) and they all seem to point the rear toe out rather than straight. Not sure if this is 
taken out of context ontheir tapes, but it is what I noticed. I did notice one. For what it's 
worth,  Ron  Wheeler  of  Jow  Ga  does  his  toe  out  too.  You  can  see  it  at 
http://espytv.com/jowga.htm
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I did see a clip recently where the toe was pointed straight, but I can't recall where I saw 
it. 

Fu-Pau
    quote:Originally posted by tparkersf

    Mysteri, I was corrected recently because my toe didn't point out enough. I think that 
is one of those "bad habbits" of wing chun. I want to keep the feet closer together rather 
than at such opposing angles. But in our gin lai, I point the back toe out rather than 
straight. It didn't feel right to me so I looked at several tapes (Wing Lam, Buck Sam 
Kong, Chiu Chi Ling, and the clips of the Lam Brothers that has been posted on this 
forum) and they all seem to point the rear toe out rather than straight. Not sure if this is 
taken out of context ontheir tapes, but it is what I noticed. I did notice one. For what it's 
worth,  Ron  Wheeler  of  Jow  Ga  does  his  toe  out  too.  You  can  see  it  at 
http://espytv.com/jowga.htm

Tom/Mysteri
Can you guys tell me which illustration you are referring to here. I am still not quite sure 
what you are discussing.

Tom I didn't see any pics of foot/toe positioning on the website you gave (except in the 
'knee to the mid section' pic). Is there a particular picture?

Mysteri
cool, thanx for the replies guys...honestly, it might be the result of so many consecutive 
13+ hr days, but most of u guys are talking above what i'm understanding. i'm seeing 
and understanding the terms, but the sequences are swiss-cheesing in my head. "kom 
choi"? i've heard of this before, but i'll be showing my ignorance surely today. is this the 
same thing in our "maan ji" sequences? also, is there some sort of "gung ji" reference 
video on the web anywhere? i don't quite remember these sequences too well so i'm 
having a hard time following, sorry, lol. closest i can find is THIS "GUNG JI" CLIP from 
www.fuhok.com . anyone have anything different to offer?

fu pau, i'll play w/ the sequences u spoke about tomorrow when i'm mentally aware, lol, 
and try to  record somethin  for  u  to tell  me if  its  right  or  not.  also,  tom and i  were 
discussing the salute at the end of the sequence(second to last). as u said of course, 
our hand position is different, and our toe/knee in my gwoon are relatively straight, but 
slightly turned in.

tom/fu pau, here is the clip of ron wheeler performing his Jow Ga Mui Fa Kuen. as u 
can see tom, the toe/knee position here is different, no? similar to how we do it in my 
gwoon.

DF
You can tell who is from Lam Sai Wing or not, because they will all execute their Haak 
Fu Jow Faht right leg forward as revealed in the illustration shown...

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

you are a bad bad boy daifong , lol 
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Fu-Pau
    quote:Originally posted by Mysteri

    "kom choi"? i've heard of this before, but i'll be showing my ignorance surely today. is 
this the same thing in our "maan ji" sequences?

"kam choi" is an overhead strike with the arm relatively straight that travels in a 180 
degree arch (+/-) on a vertical plane, generally starting behind you and ending in front - 
in a position much like where a straight punch would end (but of course following a 
different trajectory). The striking hand is always counterbalanced with the other hand. 
The best why to describe it is that it looks like bowling a cricket ball... but you may not 
know what that looks like either?
There are a few "kam choi"s in "maan ji" but, in "maan ji" they are all done in bow 
stance rather than horse stance.

    quote:fu pau, i'll play w/ the sequences u spoke about tomorrow when i'm mentally 
aware, lol, and try to record somethin for u to tell me if its right or not.

Cool, I look forward to it

    quote:tom and i were discussing the salute at the end of the sequence(second to 
last).

That's what i thought, just wasn't sure.

    quote:as u said of course, our hand position is different, and our toe/knee in my 
gwoon are relatively straight, but slightly turned in.

Ditto

Chris H
From 10 to the Hak Fu Jow (black tiger claw- not shown) you have the Sam Sing Lin 
Wan Hak Fu Jow sequence (Three Star Continuous/Cycling Black Tiger).

There are several things going on with this sequence, some of which have evolved over 
the years, branching off into differing takes on the method depending on the lineage. 
You have a gwa choi going into a kam ding sau, or covering nail hand. The covering 
nail hand (or what I call a covering punch) can be transitioned into from a variety of 
punches-  ox  horn  punch,  gold  star  hook,  etc.  Essentially  they  are  sow  choi type 
variants. The thing to be taken into account is that you are essentially coming along a 
horizontal trajectory to trap the opponents punch- punches of the  Jung Kuen variety 
(center punch, i.e. going towards the torso). So with the horizontal trajectory in mind, 
there are tons of ways to move into the kam ding sau

The next move following the kam ding sau depends on the lineage (or the usage of the 
covering punch). Some people do a  ding choi (hammer fist) and others use a  charp 
choi. These two methods depend on the covering punch and what happens with the 
leverage attained from it. If the punch is used as a more gentle trap/cover, then the 
charp choi will work since the face is exposed more. If the covering punch is able to 
achieve a "yanking" down of sorts, the top of the head will be more exposed, hence the 
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usage of  the  hammer  fist.  Of  course  this  is  within  the  context  of  what  the  form is 
showing. Other methods can be used to branch off into many different variations.

With  the  charp choi variation,  the  hak fu  jow is more of  a follow up if  the  charp is 
thwarted.

Depending on the lineage, you can essentially have a gwa, then you'll go into the kam 
ding sau, which will then subdue the hand that was just gwa'd, then you'll cover a follow 
up attack from the opponent(so two attacks have been thrown by the opponent) and 
move into the hak fu jow finish. 

These are some of the basic variations. I think this sequence can be played a variety of 
ways in the sense of the way the hands are played. Some people like to "smash" more, 
others prefer to play the moves lighter and overwhelm the opponent  with the traps, 
covers, and quick strikes, finally moving into the hak fu jow, which just plows them.

The kam ding sau and hak fu jow are two methods playing on a similar theme, so the 
lead hand has an important focus. So if one compares the kum ding sau usage coupled 
with  the  ding/charp along  with  the  hak  fu  jow,  you  can  get  a  sense  of  the 
covering/subduing aspects of the lead hand, while getting some differing takes on what 
you can do with the rear hand.

One of the important things to consider is the advancing stance during the exchange. If 
the stance doesn't  advance, the sequence won't  have that  "cornering" or "pressing" 
feeling, where you are pressuing or toppling the opponent.

Ok, enough rambling from me. 

TenTigers
Chris, we seem to be on the same page here,(you must not have reading the texbook) 
however you are definately articulating it better
In the words of Steve Martin-"Some people have a way with words, others.....um...uh, 
not have way!"
Daifong-words of advice: when goin out clubbing, don't bring Chris as your "Wingman". 
He will definately "C-block" you! :-)

Mysteri
    quote:Originally posted by TenTigers
    Daifong-words  of  advice:  when  goin  out  clubbing,  don't  bring  Chris  as  your 
"Wingman". He will definately "C-block" you! :-)

word  of  advice  to  all  who  meet  daifong:  u  might  jus  end  up  being  Daifong's 
wingman!(he has an interesting charm w/ the ladies!)

tparkersf
Argh, my post didn't go through. Here we go

Fu-Pau,  The  photos  are  on  page  one  and  check  the  link  next  to  the  picture  with 
Wheeler doing a knee kick.

Mysteri, Thanks for the links. I have only seen 3 clips of Jow Gar and I am amazed by 
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its similarity to Hung Gar. If you go to Hung Ga United at http://www.siulam.info/ and 
visit the video section, you will see a link called Daan Gung Fuk Fu Kyun. at 34 seconds 
in  to  the  clip  until  the  end  is  the  sections  83  til  the  end.  There  are  some  minor 
differences to how I play the form, but this version is pretty close. It shows how much 
stuff is actually missing from the drawings.

TenTigers
Het Fu-Pau, are there any other clips of Jow-Ga sets?

Smee
Anyone care to comment on Move/Sequence 7?

The way we play this I see applications for an initial bent arm lock and also a secondary 
control(tricep grab) then punch.

tparkersf
I admit I learned this application from the vid(or perhaps book). LOL. I watched Buk 
Saam Kong's version and I liked what he did. I suppose it could be a tricep squeeze (I 
didn't quite think of that), but I saw it as controling the elbow. I have a favorite technique 
in wing hcun I use a lot where I control the elbow. Although both techniques are a bit 
different, they do the same thing. I would play this as applying energy in one direction. if 
the opponent countered that and pressed into my incomming hand, I could redirect by 
circling around it and comming under to grab and control the elbow. I would push this 
up AND into the opponent. In wing chun I could do the same or I could grab and pull 
(palm is rotated different so the thumb is where the fingers are and fingers are where 
the thumb is). Not sure how applicable this is, but it is how I see the technqiue.

Mysteri
wow, even after such insightful input from chris h, a good suggested link to the "daan 
gung fuk fu kuen" by tom, and all others here, i'm still pretty lost... think i'll jus chalk it up 
to have SOOOO much to learn still.  sorry fu pau, i  tried playin w/ it and jus stayed 
confused. one day, i'll figure it out.. in the meanwhile, it's fun to jus see what these guys 
have to say...

tentigers, not to hijack this thread(pleeze), but u can go to wwww.shaolinchowka.com to 
see some pretty cool jow ga vids. i'll let u know if i find more...

Chris H
If you think about the toe in vs toe out, examine it with stance transitioning. When you 
measure out into horse, your toes are pointing straight in front of you (relative to your 
chest, and not where you may be looking, like if you were fighting out of side horse, for 
example. This is important). When you measure step out (heel-toe) with your rear leg, 
and move into bow stance, your back foot is now pointing at a 45 degree angle.

From this bow stance, if you put all your weight on your rear leg (that has measured 
out), and slide your front foot back into cat stance, you will be in the correct position and 
your toes will be where they need to be.

Take this transitioning of the feet and you will have replicated the footwork needed for 
the chyun kiu, ping choi, and ging lai sau sik (i.e. the ending of the form). The only 
difference is that when you ping choi, you will step out at the same time (to have the 
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proper bow stance measurement). So instead of measuring out heel-toe, you'll just step 
out and punch. 

If  you wanted to, take this sequence of stances (horse, bow, cat),  and after  the cat 
stance, add a crane stance, then a cross stance, and you'll have a little stance drill. 
From the cross stance, step through and your horse will be reversed and you can make 
a line drill out of it. Even after 16 years, I still do stance walking like this every time I 
train. It's good for the joints, IMO. Of course you have a lot of measuring out and stuff 
when you do TSK, but I like isolating it and just moving around.

Hope this helps. 

Fu-Pau
    quote:Originally posted by tparkersf

    Fu-Pau, The photos are on page one and check the link next to the picture with 
Wheeler doing a knee kick.

Tom, thanks, but the link/clip did not work for me... way to technical for the likes of me...

Fu-Pau
    quote:Originally posted by Mysteri

    sorry fu pau, i tried playin w/ it and jus stayed confused. one day, i'll figure it out.. 

No worries Mysteri, I'm known to confuse myself as well...

Fu-Pau
    quote:Originally posted by TenTigers

    Het Fu-Pau, are there any other clips of Jow-Ga sets?

TenTigers,
Jow Ga clips are hard to come by on the net. I have seen a few but usually just links on 
forums such as this. As Mysteri said the Shaolin Chow ka school website has a good 
collection of links to other Jow Ga schools, some of which also have clips.

Smee
    quote:Originally posted by DF

    #10 as Mysteri pointed out is not an ox horn punch. However it is part of a very 
important series of combination in Hung GAr, it is called Sam Sing Lin Wan Hak Fu 
Jow, it is one of the few series of combination in Hung Gar that is very offensive in 
nature.

That's  a  very  interesting  statement  regarding  the  offensiveness(?)  of  this  specific 
technique and Hung Gar in general.

Looking at Gung Gee Fook Fu, I'd say <20% of the example sequences shown in the 
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form  are  offensive.  Would  you  consider  the  often  repeated  Kiu  Sau  &  Ping  Choi 
offensive or defensive?

DF
I think kiu sao/peng kuen combo can be both defensive and offensive.

But then nowaday I think most techniques are just body movements which can be both 
defensive and/or offensive at the same time. The classification only comes in after the 
action is completed and the timing of the movement.

tparkersf
In wing chun a friend always said that any technique could be defensive or offensive. A 
simple example is what we call exluding (or including) punching. You punch over your 
opponent (or under) and thus your punch blocks theirs while allowing you to hit. You 
COULD block with pak sau, but that is a bit  of a wasted movement. Bong Sau is a 
defensive technqiue typically, but many people do use it offensivly. I have heard stories 
of Sum Nung breaking peoples arms and launching them with bong sau. Same applies 
in hung gar so I am understand. Every block is an attack. I like to remove myself from a 
block and/then attack mentality and try to accomplish both simultaneously.

Not saying this is a classical view point or that it is right, just my current thoughts

Smee
I know what you're saying DF.

Reason I say this is that many times the kiu sao/peng kuen is shown stepping forward 
or "into" the opponent. Signifies an "offensive defence" to me - but I have been known 
to be wrong.

....very wrong

RHD
    quote:Originally posted by Smee

    I know what you're saying DF.

    Reason I  say this is that  many times the kiu sao/peng kuen is shown stepping 
forward or "into" the opponent. Signifies an "offensive defence" to me - but I have been 
known to be wrong.

    ....very wrong

I already know that many will disagree with me. But, it's kind of like the 1-2 combo of 
HG. Use it to advance, use it to reatreat, but it's repeated enough times that one can't 
deny that it's at the very least tellin us something important.

daifong
Yeah...what he said!
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